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Preface

Tumors destroy man in an unique and appalling way, as ! esh of his own 
! esh, which has somehow been rendered proliferative, rampant, predatory, 
and ungovernable. " ey are the most concrete and formidable of human 
maladies, yet despite more than 70 years of experimental study they remain 
the least understood.

(Rous 1967)

The broadly held conviction among researchers is that cancer 
ultimately results from an abnormality of the genome. ! e two 
principal competing theories on the nature of that abnormality 
is the subject of this book: Molecular medicine’s search for the 
“material” cause of cancer in the form of gene mutations, and 
the chromosomal imbalance explanation that cancer results from 
global alterations in the dynamical relationships among all the 
genetic and metabolic activities of a cell independent of gene 
mutations.

In 1969, President Nixon proposed to reduce the budget of the 
National Cancer Institute (NCI). However, faced with the magnitude 
of the cancer problem, plus other political considerations, Nixon 
reversed himself embracing as his own the National Cancer 
Act sponsored by Senators Kennedy and Rogers and declared a 
national “war on cancer” in 1971 (Rettig 2006). Planners of this 
war predicted that technology would conquer cancer as it had 
conquered space and molecular biology would lead the way.

In 1986, John Bailar and Elaine Smith of the Harvard School 
of Public Health assessed the overall progress against cancer 
during the years 1950–1982. In the United States, these years were 
associated with increases in the number of deaths from cancer, in 
the crude cancer-related mortality rate, in the age-adjusted mortality 
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VIȳPreface

rate, and in both the crude and the age-adjusted incidence rates, 
whereas reported survival rates (crude and relative) for cancer 
patients also increased (Bailar and Smith 1986). Notwithstanding 
progress on minor fronts, they concluded we are losing the war 
against cancer.

Eleven years later, Bailar and Gornik took another look at how 
the campaign was going and declared the war against cancer is 
far from over (Bailar and Gornik 1997). “Will we at some future 
time do better in the war against cancer?” the authors asked. 
“! e present optimism about new therapeutic approaches rooted 
in molecular medicine may turn out to be justified, but the 
arguments are similar in tone and rhetoric to those of decades 
past about chemotherapy, tumor virology, immunology, and other 
approaches. In our view, prudence requires a skeptical view of the 
tacit assumption that marvelous new treatments for cancer are just 
waiting to be discovered.”

In 2004, three federal reports (The CDC’s Morbidity and 
Mortality Report, June 25, ! e Annual Report to the Nation on the 
Status of Cancer, published in Cancer, July 1, and “Living Beyond 
Cancer: Finding a New Balance” issued by the President’s Cancer 
Panel in early June) said the number of cancer cases in the United 
States had reached a new high, and more people are alive a" er a 
diagnosis of cancer than ever before (Twombly 2004). It was not 
clear exactly what that declaration meant, however. Some took this 
to mean there had been marked progress in the treatment of cancer. 
Others were quick to question the implied widespread treatment 
success, saying the numbers are in# ated by increased detection of 
non-lethal cancers by screening and there was no information on 
the quality of life. Even Julia Rowland, director of the NCI’s O$  ce 
of Cancer Survivorship said, “! e e% ect of including those cancers 
in the data pool is that 5-year survival rates increase because more 
people who may never have otherwise known they had cancer are 
now considered survivors, thereby masking the more important 
question of whether progress has been made in treating advanced 
solid tumors.”
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John Bailar, professor emeritus of health studies at the University 
of Chicago agreed. He pointed out that the reports by the CDC 
and the President’s Cancer Panel directly compared “survival” 
between two different time frames decades apart. He said that 
made no sense given the potential for over-diagnosis by increased 
screening. Even more recently, a 2005 article (Leaf 2004) and two 
books (Epstein 2005, Faguet 2005) pulled few punches criticizing 
the paltry progress and dashed hopes in the war on cancer.

In an editorial titled “Our Contribution to the Public Fear of 
Cancer”, Bernard Strauss said, “the scientific community has 
managed to confuse the public about the causes of cancer and to 
add to an almost irrational fear of the disease. ! e only way to allay 
this fear is to development e% ective treatment and to understand 
how cancer develops… . The public’s responses to discussions 
of cancer are reminiscent of societies responses to the threat of 
epidemics before the nature of infectious disease was understood” 
(Strauss 1998).

What is the public to make of the confusion caused by the experts 
themselves? ! e public’s dread of cancer and the fear of plague in 
the Middle Ages have this in common: no rational explanation for 
the disease and no way to combat it. But what makes cancer so 
intractable and mysterious, the biological equivalent of Fermat’s 
last theorem? ! e answer lies in the way scientists and clinicians 
have been looking at the problem. Most cancer researchers think 
they already know the basic cause of cancer: genetic mutations 
in specific genes (Strauss 1998). However, the gene mutation 
hypothesis has not led to an understanding of even the most basic 
questions of how cancer starts and progresses. For example, in a 
commentary in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 
Boland and Ricciardiello asked: “How many mutations does it take 
to make a tumor?” (Boland and Ricciardiello 1999). ! e answer 
was apparently 11,000 (Stoler et al. 1999). Boland and Ricciardiello 
rightly asked how does this result & t with central concepts such as 
clonal expansion and multi-step carcinogenesis? Indeed, questions 
that go to the heart of the mutation theory, which currently says 
only 4–6 mutations (Hahn and Weinberg 2002b) are needed to 
cause cancer.
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If the current doctrine that cancer is caused by gene mutations 
was on the right track, the confusion and debate among cancer 
experts should have diminished in recent years instead of 
accelerating. Furthermore, cancer statistics should by now show 
obvious signs of progress but they don’t. ! e worsening situation 
is leading some cancer researchers to look for an escape from 
the quagmire of mutation theory. What is needed is a new, more 
productive way to think about cancer.

! e solution one comes up with depends strongly on how one 
looks at the problem. To see this, consider your favorite puzzle or 
even better, a well executed magic trick. A world-class magician 
produces surprise and delight by negating everyday experience 
and shattering the rules of causality. ! e magic in the magic trick 
is to make the audience look at the trick in such a way as to make 
it appear incomprehensible, unfathomable, impenetrable, ba"  ing, 
perplexing, mystifying, bewildering—how cancer appears today. 
However, looking at the same magic trick in a di# erent way (the 
way another magician would) reveals it to be completely consistent 
with the logic of how things happen. Once the trick is revealed, 
the magic disappears and the rational world is restored. By looking 
at the cancer problem in a di# erent way it is possible to li$  the 
shroud concealing the unifying simplicity behind cancer.

Interest in cancer cytogenetics in% uenced human cytogenetics 
much more profoundly than is currently appreciated. For example, 
the main goal behind the study that eventually led to the description 
of the correct chromosome number in man was to identify what 
distinguished a cancer cell (Tjio and Levan 1956). ! e motivation 
was not primarily an interest in the normal chromosome 
constitution, which at that time had no obvious implications, but 
the hope that such knowledge would help answer the basic question 
of whether chromosome changes lay behind the transformation of 
a normal cell to cancer (Heim and Mitelman 2009).

Normal human cells turned out to have 23 di# erent chromosomes 
that come in pairs, half from each parent, to yield a total of 46 
chromosomes. Such cells are said to be “diploid.” Cells found in 
solid tumors, on the other hand, typically have 60–90 chromosomes 
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(Shackney et al. 1995a). ! eir ploidy is “not good,” in other words, 
and the Greek term is “aneuploid.” It is a word you will have a 
hard time " nding in the cancer chapters of the leading textbooks 
of biology.

Recall that the genes (of which there may be 25,000 or so in 
humans (Collins et al. 2004)) are strung along the chromosomes, so 
that each chromosome contains thousands of genes. Any cell with 
a chromosome number di# erent from 46 and not an exact multiple 
of 23, or with an abnormal complement of chromosomes that add 
up to 46, is an aneuploid cell. Thus, aneuploid cells contain an 
imbalance in the complement of genes and chromosomes compared 
to the normal or “diploid” cell. ! is imbalance in the chromosomes 
leads to a wide variety of problems, one of which is cancer.

Another problem caused by aneuploidy that is familiar to most 
people is Down syndrome. ! is results when a baby is born with 
three copies of chromosome 21 instead of the normal two. Just 
one extra copy of the smallest chromosome, with its thousand 
or so normal genes, is su$  cient to cause the syndrome (Shapiro 
1983). Most Down fetuses are spontaneously aborted. Nonetheless, 
the imbalance is small enough (47 chromosomes) to permit 
occasional live births. The level of aneuploidy is therefore far 
below the threshold of 60–90 chromosomes found in invasive 
cancer, but it gives these patients a head start toward developing 
the same cancers that normal people get (Hill et al. 2003). Down 
syndrome patients have up to a 30-fold increased risk of leukemia, 
for example, compared to the general population (Patja et al. 2006, 
Shen et al. 1995, Zipursky et al. 1994).

! ere is one important di# erence between the small chromosome 
imbalance found in Down syndrome, and the more pronounced 
aneuploidy of cancer cells. With Down syndrome, the defect occurs 
in the germ line and so the chromosomal error is present in every 
cell in the body. But the defect that gives rise to the unbalanced 
complement of chromosomes in cancer cells is “somatic”. ! at is, 
it occurs in a particular cell a% er the body is formed. In the course 
of life, cells constantly divide by a process called mitosis. When 
errors in mitosis occur, as they o% en do, the possibility exists that 
a daughter cell will be aneuploid.
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Aneuploidy destabilizes a dividing cell in much the same way 
that a dent disrupts the symmetry of a wheel, causing ever-
greater distortions with each revolution. As aneuploid cells divide, 
their genomes become increasingly disorganized to the point 
where most of these cells stop dividing and many die. But rarely, 
and disastrously, an aneuploid cell with the right number and 
combination of chromosomes wins the genetic lottery and keeps 
right on going. ! en it has become a cancer cell.

Cells with a normal number of chromosomes are intrinsically 
stable and not prone to transformation into cancer. What, therefore, 
causes normal cells to become aneuploid? ! at is a hotly contested 
question. It is known, however, that radioactive particles striking 
the nucleus or cytoplasm either kill or damage a cell. When the 
damaged cell then divides by mitosis, an error may arise leading to 
chromosomal imbalance. In short, radiation can cause aneuploidy. 
And certain chemicals, such as tars, also give rise to aneuploid 
cells. Tars and radiation sources are known carcinogens. In fact, all 
carcinogens that have been examined do cause aneuploidy.

! at is a strong argument for the aneuploidy theory of cancer, 
but in order to understand the controversy one must understand 
the alternative theory. Everyone has heard of it because it is in the 
newspapers all the time. It is the gene mutation theory of cancer. 
According to this theory, certain genes, when they are mutated, 
turn a normal cell into a cancer cell. ! is theory has endured since 
the 1970s, and more than one Nobel Prize has been awarded to 
researchers who have made claims about it. One prize-winner was 
the former director of the National Institutes of Health, Harold 
Varmus. According to some researchers, the mutation of just one, 
or perhaps several genes, may be su$  cient to transform a normal 
cell into a cancer cell.

In contrast, aneuploidy disrupts the normal balance and 
interactions of many thousands of genes, because just one 
chromosome typically contains thousands of genes. And a cancer 
cell may have several copies of a given chromosome. For this 
reason alone, aneuploidy is far more devastating to the life of a cell 
than a small handful of gene mutations.
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! e fundamental di% erence between the chromosomal imbalance 
theory and the reigning gene mutation theory may be put this way. 
If the whole genome is a biological dictionary, divided into volumes 
called chromosomes, then the life of a cell is a Shakespearean 
drama. If one were to misspell a word here and there, in Hamlet 
for example, such “mutations” would be irrelevant to the vast 
majority of readers, or theater-goers. A multicellular organism is 
at least as resistant to “gene mutations” as a Shakespeare play.

On the other hand, without “mutating” a single word, one could 
transform the script of Hamlet into a legal document, a love letter, 
a declaration of independence, or more likely gibberish, by simply 
shifting and shuffling, copying and deleting numerous individual 
words, sentences and whole paragraphs. ! at is the literary equivalent 
of what aneuploidy does. ! e most e$  cient means of rewriting a 
cell’s script is the wholesale shi" ing and shu'  ing of the genes, which 
aneuploidy or chromosomal imbalance accomplishes admirably.

Aneuploidy is known to be an e$  cient mechanism for altering 
the properties of cells, and it is also conceded that aneuploid cells 
are found in virtually all solid tumors. Bert Vogelstein of Johns 
Hopkins University has said that “at least 90 percent of human 
cancers are aneuploid.” ! e true & gure is 100 percent since there is 
not one con& rmed diploid cancer (Section 4.4.4).

Nonetheless, the presence of mutations in a handful of genes 
continues to be viewed as a signi& cant, even a causal factor in 
carcinogenesis, even though any given mutated gene is found in 
only a minority of cancers. Cells with mutated genes can indeed 
be found in cancerous as well as normal cells, but it is becoming 
increasingly clear the vast majority of mutations are innocuous. 
Hence they are readily accommodated during the expansion of 
barely viable aneuploid cells as they compete for survival with their 
more viable chromosomally balanced counterparts. ! e current 
emphasis in cancer research on the search for mutant genes in a 
perpetual background of aneuploidy is a classic example of not 
seeing the forest for the trees.

! omas Kuhn remarked that the great theoretical advances of 
Copernicus, Newton, Lavoisier, and Einstein had less to do with 
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de& nitive experiments than with looking at old data from a new 
perspective. Su$  cient (indeed overwhelming) evidence is already 
at hand to convict aneuploidy of the crime of cancer and release 
gene mutations from custody (Aldaz et al. 1987, Aldaz et al. 1988a, 
Aldaz et al. 1988b, Brinkley and Goepfert 1998, Duesberg et al. 
1998, Duesberg 1999, Duesberg et al. 2000a, Duesberg et al. 2000b, 
Duesberg et al. 2000c, Duesberg et al. 2001a, Duesberg et al. 2001b, 
Duesberg and Li 2003, Duesberg 2003, Duesberg et al. 2004a, 
Duesberg et al. 2004b, Duesberg et al. 2006, Fabarius et al. 2003, 
Heng et al. 2006b, Klein et al. 2010, Li et al. 1997, Li et al. 2000, 
Li et al. 2009, Liu et al. 1998, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 
and Duesberg 2000, Rasnick 2000, Reisman et al. 1964a, Reisman 
et al. 1964b, Ye et al. 2009). Nevertheless, the gene mutation 
theorists, when faced with the undeniable evidence that aneuploidy 
is necessary for cancer, have adopted a fall-back position. ! ey 
argue that gene mutations must initiate the aneuploidy (Sen 2000), 
or as the Scienti# c American reported, referring to a researcher in 
Vogelstein’s lab, “[Christoph] Lengauer insists aneuploidy must be 
a consequence of gene mutations” (Gibbs 2001). ! ere would be 
no need to “insist” if there were proof that gene mutations really 
do cause aneuploidy and cancer.

What would gravely weaken the aneuploidy theory would be 
con& rmed cases of diploid cancer (in which the tumor cells have 
balanced chromosomes), and with the culprit genes found lurking 
in every cell. ! at would go a long way toward proving the gene 
mutation theory. But where has that been demonstrated? It would 
be a front-page story. ! e truth is that researchers have not yet 
produced any convincing examples of diploid cancer.

In fact, the evidence is going the other way. ! ere is a growing 
list of carcinogens that do not mutate genes at all (Section 4.1.4). 
In addition, there are no cancer-speci& c gene mutations (Section 
4.4.2). Even tumors of a single organ rarely have uniform genetic 
alterations (Section 4.4.3). And, in a rebuttal that should be 
decisive, no genes have yet been isolated from cancers that can 
transform normal human or animal cells into cancer cells (Section 
4.4.4). Moreover, the latent periods between the application of a 
carcinogen and the appearance of cancer are exceedingly long, 
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ranging from many months to decades, in contrast the e% ects of 
mutation are instantaneous (Section 4.4.5).

The goal of billions of dollars and decades of research was 
to come up with a clear and simple statement of how cancer 
genes cause or promote cancer. ! is was certainly the hope and 
expectation of most cancer researchers. One of the hallmarks of a 
bad theory is when its evolution becomes so complex and confused 
that experts in the & eld have di$  culty explaining it. ! omas Ried, 
a major researcher at the National Cancer Institute in Bethesday, 
recently labored to…

speculate that the activation of specific oncogenes, and the inactivation 
of tumor suppressor genes act in concert with the deregulation of genes 
as a consequence of low-level copy number changes that provide the 
metabolic infrastructure for increased proliferation. One of the challenges 
in understanding the genome mutations in carcinomas will be to 
elucidate whether the presence of a tumor suppressor gene on frequently 
lost chromosomes, or the presence of an oncogene on frequently gained 
chromosomes is su$  cient to fully explain the reason for the de# ning and 
recurrent patterns of genomic imbalances. In other words, we will need 
means to experimentally dissect the relative contribution of speci# c oncogene 
activation vis-a-vis the global transcriptional deregulation imposed by 
chromosome-wide copy number changes. Only then will we be in a position 
to truly verify or falsify Boveri’s central statement, i.e., the dominant role 
of inhibiting and promoting chromosomes that formed the basis for his 
chromosome theory of cancer. 

(Ried 2009)

! e conceptual barriers to accepting aneuploidy as the cause 
of cancer are not trivial but they shrink in comparison with the 
political and sociological obstacles. US taxpayers have forked over 
hundreds of billions of dollars in the war on cancer only to & nd 
that after 40 years of battling viruses, “oncogenes”, and “tumor 
suppressor” genes we are losing the war (Epstein 1998). But it is 
a one-front war with almost no resources devoted to alternative 
approaches. In spite of a century of evidence implicating aneuploidy 
as the cause of cancer, a leading researcher guesses that, “If you were 
to poll researchers … 95 percent would say that the accumulation 
of mutations [to key genes] causes cancer” (Gibbs 2001).
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The biotech industry has bet heavily on cancer diagnostics 
and therapeutics based entirely on the gene mutation theory. 
The highly publicized sequencing of the human genome, the 
commercialization of diagnostic tests for cancer genes (Arnold 
2001, Hanna et al. 2001, Wagner et al. 2000), and the hype about 
Gleevec being “at the forefront of a new wave of cancer treatments 
[that] di% ers from other existing chemotherapies because it a% ects 
a protein that directly causes cancer” (McCormick 2001) make it 
even more di$  cult for researchers to consider the possibility that 
mutant genes may not cause cancer a" er all.

Max Planck said that, “A new scienti& c truth does not triumph 
by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but 
rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation 
grows up that is familiar with it” (Planck 1949). It is encouraging to 
see that a new generation of cancer researchers are more inclined 
to accept aneuploidy as an alternative to gene mutation.

Chromosomal imbalance theory shows how gene mutations are 
not powerful enough to cause cancer (Section 5.4). It explains how 
cancer is initiated (Chapter 5) and why progression takes years 
to decades (Section 6.1.3). It explains the global or macroscopic 
characteristics that readily identify cancer: anaplasia, autonomous 
growth, metastasis, abnormal cell morphology, DNA indices 
ranging from 0.5 to over 2, genetic instability, and the high 
levels of membrane-bound and secreted proteins responsible for 
invasiveness and loss of contact inhibition (Chapters 5 & 6). It 
explains the common failure of chemotherapy (Section 7.3) and 
why cancer cells o" en become drug resistant even to drugs they 
were never exposed (Sections 5.3.5 & 6.2.4). It provides objective, 
quantitative measures for the detection of cancer and monitoring 
its progression (Section 7.2). It suggests non-toxic strategies of 
cancer therapy and prevention (Section 7.3). ! e chromosomal 
imbalance theory is the most comprehensive, productive, and 
satisfying explanation of carcinogenesis. In short: " e Autocatalyzed 
Progression of Aneuploidy is Carcinogenesis.

David Rasnick
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Introducing Cancer

What can be the nature of the generality of neoplastic changes, the reasons 
for their persistence, their irreversibility, and the discontinuous, steplike 
alterations that they frequently undergo?

(Rous 1967)
I have learned that there is a vast and deadly gap between the reality 
of cancer, which strikes human beings, and the theory of cancer, which 
thousands of researchers are using in their search for a cure.

(Dermer 1994)
…benign tumors which, having all the fundamentals of neoplasia “without 
the frills,” may yield the more crucial information about its essential 
nature.

(Foulds 1954)

! e origin and nature of cancer has been one of the great enigmas 
since the ancient Egyptians and Greeks. ! e central paradox is 
that tumors are us and yet not us. Paleopathologic " ndings and 
examination of ancient mummies indicate that cancer occurred 
in prehistoric time. According to Steven Hajdu, the " rst written 
description of cancer is found in the Edwin Smith Papyrus (3000 
BC) and the Ebers Papyrus (1500 BC) (Hajdu 2004). ! e Edwin 
Smith Papyrus contains the earliest description of breast cancer, 
with the conclusion that there is no treatment. In the Ebers Papyrus, 
enlarged thyroids, polyps, and tumors of the skin, pharynx, 
stomach, rectum, and uterus are described. Although cancer was 
not a prevalent disease in antiquity (because most people did not 
live to old age), it is of interest that in ancient writings breast 
cancer is mentioned far more o# en than any other malignancy.

1
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2ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

According to Hajdu, Hippocrates (460–375 BC), a native of 
Greece and contemporary of Socrates and Plato, was a skillful 
diagnostician (Hajdu 2004). Hippocrates classified diseases 
according to the principal symptoms and came to the conclusion 
that all diseases, including cancer, originate from natural causes. 
Hippocrates noted that growing tumors occur mostly in adults and 
the growths reminded him of a moving crab (karakinos in Greek), 
which led to the modern term “cancer” to indicate a malignant 
tumor. He recognized cancers of the skin, mouth, breast, and 
stomach. He knew about anorectal condylomas and polyps and 
recommended examination with a speculum if they were higher 
up in the colon. Hippocrates described breast carcinoma with 
bloody discharge from the nipple and called attention to the 
danger of bloody ascites. He observed hard slow-growing tumors 
of the cervix, which were associated with bleeding, emaciation, 
edema, and caused death. He mentioned superficial and deep-
seated tumors in the armpit, groin, and thigh in older people. 
Hippocrates summed up his recommendation for treatment by 
writing that tumors that are not cured by medicine are cured by 
iron (knife), those that are not cured by iron are cured by " re 
(cautery), and those that are not cured by " re are incurable. For 
occult or deep-seated tumors, he advised not to use any treatment 
because if treated, the patient would die quickly. If not treated, the 
patient could survive for an extended period.

Hajdu traced the emigration of Greek physicians to Rome a# er 
Greece became part of the Empire in 146 BC (Hajdu 2004). Celsus, 
a native of Greece, received most of his medical education at the 
best medical school at the time, which was located in Alexandria, 
Egypt. Celsus was a proud citizen of his adopted Rome and made 
Latin the language of medicine for the " rst time. Celsus continued 
the Hippocratic tradition by comparing cancer with a crab, because 
it adheres to surrounding structures in a manner similar to how the 
crab holds on to anything in its claws. Celsus distinguished several 
varieties of cancer. He knew about super" cial cancers of the face, 
mouth, throat, and penis but he also mentioned cancers of the 
liver, spleen, and visceral organs such as the colon. In De Medicina, 
Celsus introduced the first classification for breast carcinoma. 
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He recommended aggressive surgical therapy but he believed 
that only at the early stage could these tumors be removed. He 
cautioned that even a# er excision, and when a well-healed scar 
was formed, breast carcinomas may recur with swelling in the 
armpit and cause death by spreading into the body.

Galen was a theorist and a proli" c writer but, despite the fact 
that he practiced in Rome and his spoken language was Latin, he 
used Greek in his writings. He penned some 500 medical papers, 
including 100 notes concerning tumors and cancer. Although 
he also compared cancer with the crab and advised surgery by 
cutting into healthy tissue around the border of the tumor, he 
accepted the Roman prejudice against surgical procedures. He 
believed that the best surgeon was the one who operated only as a 
last resort. Galen held that cancer was a constitutional disease that 
a$  icts the sick, particularly those with a melancholic disposition. 
A# er the fall of the Roman Empire in AD 476, Celsus, the " rst 
Roman physician of excellence, was forgotten but Galen’s rigid 
humoral theory and authoritative reasoning that le#  no questions 
unanswered were promoted. His thinking was well suited to 
Christian theology as well as Byzantine and Arabic teachings. 
Galen’s canonical theories obstructed progress in medicine and 
delayed advances in understanding cancer until the end of the 
18th century (Hajdu 2004).

! e reports of Agricola (circa 1494–1555) and Paracelsus (circa 
1493–1541), who described the disease of Schneeberg miners, are 
sometimes quoted as the " rst etiological observations on human 
cancer (Tomatis and Hu%  2002). ! ey were probably the " rst to 
provide an accurate description of an occupational disease, but 
they did not actually mention the words cancer or tumor. It 
was only in the middle of the 19th Century that miners’ disease 
was actually considered to be neoplastic. Described initially 
as lymphosarcoma, it was finally diagnosed as bronchogenic 
carcinoma by Harting and Hesse in 1869 (Shimkin 1979).

Among the " rst reports that environmental agents could cause 
human cancer were those of John Hill, who reported that nasal 
tumors were associated with the use of tobacco snu%  (Hill 1761), 
and of Percival Pott, who noted the causality of scrotal cancer in 
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4ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

chimney sweeps (Melicow 1975). ! us, tobacco and soot became 
the " rst two leading causes of human cancer. ! e next reports 
of environmental carcinogens came about a century later and 
concerned the occurrence of skin cancer after therapeutic use 
of arsenic in Fowler’s solution (Hutchinson 1888) and the high 
incidence of urinary bladder tumors in aniline dye workers 
(Dietrich and Dietrich 2001). The International Labour Office 
published a report in 1921 in which certain aromatic amines 
were labeled as carcinogenic to exposed workers (Tomatis and 
Hu%  2002). ! e causal relationship between pulmonary cancer 
and occupational exposure of miners to high concentrations of 
radon was firmly established in the early 1940s (Schuttmann 
1993). Several industrial production processes were subsequently 
identi" ed as sources of exposure to carcinogens, and numerous 
chemicals and chemical mixtures were recognized as causative 
agents of human cancer (Tomatis et al. 1989).

Ionizing radiation may have been the first carcinogen 
encountered by the human species. Ionizing radiation was 
recognized as a cause of human tumors seven years a# er initiation 
of its arti" cial use by Roentgen in 1895 (Frieben 1902, Sick 1902). 
! at was an exceptionally short time in comparison with the much 
longer periods—in certain instances several decades—before which 
certain chemicals that had been introduced into the environment 
were recognized as human carcinogens. Over 40 years passed 
before the natural radioactivity present in uranium mines was 
accepted as carcinogenic (Schuttmann 1993).

! ese environmental causes of cancer were called exogenous. 
Towards the end of the 19th Century, endogenous or heritable 
(meaning genetic) causes of cancer were hypothesized. The 
classification of the causes of cancer into these two broad 
categories (exogenous and endogenous) had the practical e% ect 
of concentrating funding of those research e% orts that o% ered the 
greatest possibility of success. For a long time, that meant research 
was focused on the identi" cation of exogenous or environmental 
carcinogens. Research on the endogenous component of 
carcinogenesis eventually gained importance and gradually took 
over when the methods of molecular biology were applied to 
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cancer research later in the 20th Century. ! e research on viruses 
played an indirect but important role in this shi#  of interest.

In ancient times, cancer was not considered to be transmissible. 
However, between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
cancer was believed to be a contagious disease. Special hospitals 
were built in some European countries to isolate patients with 
cancer, almost in the same way as was done with patients with 
leprosy (Tomatis and Hu%  2002). ! is period did not last long 
and the conviction that cancer was not contagious again prevailed 
since a microorganism could not be related to cancer. ! is may at 
least partly explain the little attention paid to the experiments of 
Payton Rous at the beginning of the 20th Century on the role of 
viruses in the origin of cancer (Rous 1911).

Nevertheless, the hypothesis of a parasitic origin of cancer had 
a short-lived celebrity in 1926, when the Danish scientist Johannes 
Fibiger received the Nobel Prize for claiming that gastric cancer 
in rats was caused by the nematode Spiroptera carcinoma (Fibiger 
1926). However, it was later shown that Fibiger’s results were not 
reproducible and, instead, it was decided a de" ciency of vitamin 
A had caused cancer in his rodents (Petithory et al. 1997, Stolt 
et al. 2004). Perhaps embarrassed by Fibiger’s Nobel Prize, it was 
forty years before the Nobel Foundation again o% ered its honors 
for cancer research. ! e hypothesis of a viral origin for human 
cancer never completely disappeared, however. In the " rst half of 
the 20th Century, the viral theory gained support in France and 
the Soviet Union (Shimkin 1979).

The rivalry between proponents of chemical and viral 
carcinogenesis was based in part on different schools of 
thought but was also related to competition for research funds. 
In general, scientists in the field of viral carcinogenesis, and 
later of molecular biology, considered the scientists involved in 
chemical carcinogenesis were old-fashioned, while those working 
in chemical carcinogenesis looked with suspicion at the viral 
oncologists (Tomatis and Hu%  2002). Chemical carcinogenesis 
prevailed, in terms of funding and popularity, until the mid-1960s 
and early 1970s. ! en came President Nixon’s declaration of war 
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on cancer, a# er which cancer virology became fashionable, highly 
advertised, and received most of the funding. Unfortunately, the 
viral approach did not produce the hoped-for solution to the 
cancer riddle. But it did contribute to the development of scientists 
with new skills and interests, who became essential to the rapid 
development of molecular biology and molecular genetics. ! is 
was probably the most consequential (albeit unintended) result 
from Nixon’s war on cancer. Even the strongest traditional 
disciplines, such as biochemistry and pathology (and more 
recently epidemiology), have become molecular. Cancer research 
has become almost exclusively an exercise in characterizing and 
manipulating genes.

Cancer facts

Cancer is de" ned as any malignant growth or tumor caused by 
abnormal and uncontrolled cell division; it may spread to other 
parts of the body through the lymphatic system or the blood 
stream. ! e hundreds of di% erent types of cancer are distinguishable 
in their details yet they all display the global or macroscopic 
characteristics that a theory of cancer must explain: anaplasia (a 
change in the structure and orientation of cells, characterized by 
a loss of di% erentiation and reversion to a more primitive form), 
autonomous growth, metastasis, abnormal cell morphology, DNA 
indices (amount of DNA in cancer cells divided by the amount in 
normal cells) ranging from 0.5 to over 2, genetic instability, the high 
levels of membrane-bound and secreted proteins responsible for 
invasiveness and loss of contact inhibition, multi-drug resistance, 
and the exceedingly long times of up to decades from carcinogen 
exposure to the appearance of cancer.

! ere is no clear evidence of cancer in living plants, and cancer 
seems to be absent in modern invertebrates, excluding some 
experimental conditions (Capasso 2005). ! e only solid evidence 
for true neoplastic diseases is in vertebrate animals, excluding 
amphibians. Neoplasms in birds are relatively common but 
are strictly limited to captive animals. In wild bird populations 
neoplasms seem extremely rare if present. While cancer is also 
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rare in wild mammals, the prevalence of neoplasms in modern 
humans is particularly high and similar to that in domestic dogs 
and captive birds (Capasso 2005).

As we have seen, almost all types of modern human neoplastic 
diseases have been documented in ancient human remains. 
However, the prevalence of cancer has increased tremendously 
over the past century. For example, in Germany the mortality 
due to cancer was only 3.3% in 1900 and climbed to over 20% in 
1970 (Capasso 2005). Today, about half of all men and one-third 
of all women develop cancer and about 20% of all deaths are due 
to cancer (Parker et al. 1996). ! is is an impressive increase and 
seems to demonstrate that the increase in cancer prevalence is a 
recent biological event.

! e phenomenal growth of cancer has been linked to the aging 
of modern populations. Indeed, over the past century, especially 
in recent decades and in developed countries, life expectancy has 
steadily increased from about 30–40 years to 70–80 years (Capasso 
2005). ! is fact is certainly a major factor behind the increase in 
cancer prevalence over the past century because cancer is clearly 
an age-progressive disease whose prevalence ranges from about 
1.8% for those under 39 years old to 27% among those 60–79 
years old (Parker et al. 1996). In the United States in 1996, more 
than 87% of cancer deaths occurred in subjects aged 55 years and 
older. ! e aging of populations increases the time of exposure of 
each individual to environmental carcinogens.

However, the aging of the human population is not su&  cient 
to explain the tremendous increase in the prevalence of cancer 
around the world. Geography is now recognized as a risk factor for 
cancer, relatively independent of the life expectancy characteristics 
of individual countries (Parkin et al. 2001). The past century 
substantially added to the burden of natural carcinogens. Nuclear 
testing begun in the 1950s increased environmental radioactivity. 
! e exponential growth of synthetic carcinogens is concentrated 
in urban and metropolitan habitats.

These considerations led Luigi Capasso to conclude: “The 
impressive increase in cancer prevalence documented in human 
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8ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

populations over the last century is associated with modern 
man. It is a completely new phenomenon and has no precedents 
in the history of animals on the Earth. ! e high prevalence of 
cancer contributes to limiting the increase in life expectancy, and 
seems to be associated with the modern lifestyle. ! is lifestyle 
is characterized by living in a completely arti" cial environment 
(i.e., a prevalently indoor and metropolitan life in an environment 
in which we undergo prolonged exposure to environmental 
carcinogens associated with an increase in carcinogenic pollution). 
! e high prevalence of cancer in vertebrates that share this new 
lifestyle with us in our almost completely arti" cial environments 
(i.e., domestic dogs and birds) seems to confirm this picture” 
(Capasso 2005).

Cancer requires many cell divisions

Cancer researchers have divided the process of carcinogenesis 
into to the initiation and promotion phases. ! is is because of the 
many years up to decades between exposure to carcinogen and 
appearance of cancer. John Cairns said, “the distinction between 
early and late steps in carcinogenesis is surely worth making if 
only to remind us that we really have no idea what is going on 
during the long interval that usually elapses between the initial 
stimulus and appearance of cancer” (Cairns 1978).

The initiation step is understood to be a consequence of 
exposure to carcinogen but the tissues and cells show no signs of 
malignancy. Promotion is the ability of carcinogen-treated cells 
to divide su&  ciently to progress to frank cancer, as hinted at by 
several observations. Croton oil (a blistering agent and purgative 
extracted from the seeds of an Indian tree) has long been used in 
experiments in animals to promote the generation of cancer a# er 
" rst treating with various carcinogens. Croton oil by itself is not a 
carcinogen. When croton oil is rubbed on the skin it produces a 
local reddening and thickening and temporarily increases the rate 
of cell proliferation (Berenblum and Shubik 1947).

For the production of cancer in internal organs, certain special 
methods of promotion have been found: for example, partial 
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excision of the liver forces the remaining liver cells to multiply 
and compensate for the loss, and this will promote liver cancer in 
mice that have been fed an initiating carcinogen. Similarly, cancers 
of the thyroid (Hall 1948) and ovary (Furth and Sobel 1947) were 
provoked by appropriate hormones. Leukemia can be produced 
in rats treated with X-rays followed by repeated bleeding so that 
cells in the bone marrow have to increase their extent or rate of 
multiplication (Gong 1971).

All these procedures have in common increased cell 
multiplication. ! e unanswered question for Cairns and others 
was why such provoked multiplication should be dangerous to 
tissues like skin and marrow, where cells are multiplying the 
whole time even in the absence of an artificial stimulus? For 
Cairns, no plausible explanation has emerged from the mutation 
theory since promoters by definition don’t cause cancer. Had 
Cairns and others paid more attention to the well-known fact at 
the time that normal cells have exactly the balanced number of 
46 chromosomes and cancer cells do not, the answer may have 
come sooner.

The rate of multiplication of cells in the body is normally 
closely controlled, and precisely matches their rate of loss. In skin, 
the deepest cells divide just fast enough to replace the cells that 
are being shed continuously from the surface, so that the total 
population of cells remains constant. Cairns points out, “It is a 
common mistake to assume that cancer cells divide faster than 
the normal cells from which they were derived” (Cairns 1978). 
! e fact is, most cancer cells divide at about or below the rate of 
normal cells. As explained in detail in Chapters 5 & 6, carcinogens 
produce chromosomally unbalanced (aneuploid) cells, which are 
always damaged cells that divide with di&  culty, if at all. However, 
if the damaged aneuploid cells can be encouraged or forced to 
divide, eventually a population of aneuploid cells may evolve to 
the point where enough survive to become a self-propagating 
cancer. Cancer cells are able to increase in number because a 
greater proportion continue dividing than is normally allowed 
(e.g., skin) or don’t stop dividing in tissues where they should 
(e.g., liver) (Steel 1972).
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10ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

It is widely assumed that tumor cells grow exponentially 
(Shackney 1993). Exponential growth agrees with the unlimited 
proliferative activity of tumor cells recorded in early, mainly 
in vitro, studies. However, it is generally recognized that the 
assumption of exponential growth is applicable to virtually no 
solid tumor growing in vivo (Shackney et al. 1978). For example, 
there is an evident discrepancy between the exponential tumor 
growth theory and experimental data obtained from tumor cells 
growing in vivo, where tumor doubling times have been found to 
greatly exceed cell cycle times (Brú 1998). Brú et al. demonstrated 
that actively proliferating cells in culture as well as tumors in 
animals are restricted to the colony or tumor border and inhibited 
in the innermost areas (Brú et al. 2003).

The restriction of cell proliferation to the tumor contour 
mathematically implies a linear growth rate. Scaling techniques 
used to analyze the fractal nature of cell colonies growing 
in vitro, and of tumors developing in vivo, showed them to exhibit 
exactly the same growth dynamics independent of cell type 
(Brú et al. 2003). These results invalidate the hypothesis that 
the main mechanism responsible for tumor growth is nutrient 
competition among cells. ! ese issues are of great importance 
since both radiotherapy and chemotherapy are entirely based on 
the kinetics of cell growth.

Aneuploidy is more pronounced in advance solid tumors than 
in earlier stages (Aldaz et al. 1987, Aldaz et al. 1988a, Caratero 
et al. 1990, Tomita 1995). ! is is consistent with the theory that 
the level of aneuploidy increases with the number of cell divisions 
as described in Chapters 5 & 6. If an exponential growth regime 
is assumed, each cell must undergo 32 divisions to form a 
2 cm3 tumor (~109 cells). However, in a linear growth regime, 
the number of divisions by cells on the surface would be about 
30 times greater than at the center (Brú et al. 2003). Naturally, 
this leads to a higher frequency of genetic abnormalities in cells 
at the growing tumor border. Metastases are generated from the 
most malignant cells from the border of a primary tumor, which 
is consistent with the observation that metastatic cells are more 
aneuploid than those of the primary tumor (Futakawa et al. 1997). 
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A linear growth regime provides a much better explanation of this 
than does exponential growth (Brú et al. 2003).

One of the important clinical consequences of linear growth 
is that it explains the discrepancy between anatomic-pathological 
analysis of biopsies and the diagnosis of many cancers. ! e doctor 
who performs the biopsy usually takes a sample from the center of 
the tumor to be sure that what is taken corresponds to the lesion. 
But if growth is linear, and the malignancy of cells increases along 
the tumor radius, such a biopsy would always take less malignant 
cells and might lead to a diagnostic error (Liberman et al. 2000).

! e apparently obvious criterion that cancer cells must survive 
in order to cause disease is less-well considered because of the 
belief cancer cells are immortal, possessing properties superior to 
their normal precursors, and bent on our destruction. As the story 
unfolds, it will become clear that cancer cells are damaged cells, 
spontaneously die at high rates, and are inferior in most respects 
to normal cells. As Peyton Rous said, “! at cancer cells are o# en 
sick cells and die young is known to every pathologist” (Rous and 
Kidd 1941). Leslie Foulds emphasized the point saying it is only the 
“successful” tumors that attract attention; the “unsuccessful” ones 
escape notice (Foulds 1954). Of course, it is the “successful” tumors 
we will be considering in the next few chapters. Chapter 7 discusses 
the massive, spontaneous destruction of cancer cells in search of 
clues to spontaneous remission and non-toxic cancer therapies.

The long journey to the modern chromosomal imbalance 
(aneuploidy) theory of cancer began with David Hansemann and 
! eodor Boveri (Chapter 2).
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Boveri’s Theory of Cancer was 
Ahead of its Time

Of the many biological monographs that appeared in Germany at the end 
of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, very few are 
now remembered. ! eodor Boveri’s Concerning the Origin of Malignant 
Tumours is a remarkable exception. It is regularly quoted, misquoted and 
quoted out of context in our present day cancer research literature. ! at it 
should be quoted is in itself unsurprising, for it is one of the most prescient 
theoretical statements that the history of cancer research has produced. But 
why it should be so o" en misquoted is not so immediately obvious.

(Harris 2007)

Almost the ! rst thing researchers noticed from the time they began 
looking at cancer cells under the microscope was that they had 
excess chromosomes. One of the pioneers was David Hansemann 
who observed asymmetric mitoses in all the epithelial cancers he 
examined (Hansemann 1890). He seems to have been the ! rst to 
connect cancer to an imbalance in the number of chromosomes. 
Hansemann captured the essence of cancer as, “a process carrying 
the cell in some entirely new direction—a direction, moreover, 
which is not the same in all tumors, nor even constant in the 
same tumor… . " e anaplastic cell then is one in which, through 
some unknown agency, a progressive disorganization of the 
mitotic process occurs, which in turn results in the production 
of cells that are undi# erentiated in the sense that those functions 
last to be acquired, most highly specialized…are more or less lost; 
but redi# erentiated in the sense that the cancer cell is not at all 

2
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an embryonic cell, but is a new biologic entity, di# ering from any 
cell present at any time in normal ontogenesis. But…this entity 
displays no characters absolutely and completely lacking in the 
mother cell… . Its changed behavior depends on exaltation of 
some qualities, and depression of others, all at least potentially 
present in the mother cell.” (Translated by Whitman (Whitman 
1919).) Hansemann’s “unknown agency” has turned out to be the 
relentless randomization of the genome caused by aneuploidy, the 
subject of this book.

But it was Theodor Boveri who offered the first coherent 
theory (including a mechanism) of how chromosomal imbalance 
(aneuploidy) leads to cancer and produces all its characteristic 
properties (Boveri 1914). Nowadays, Boveri’s field of research 
would go by the name developmental genetics. He and Walter 
Sutton (Sutton 1903) were the ! rst to consider the chromosomes 
to be the matter of heredity, and Boveri may have been the ! rst 
to present clear experimental proof for this assumption using sea 
urchin eggs (Wolf 1974).

To summarize, Boveri produced fragmented sea urchin eggs by 
shaking them. " is resulted in some cell fragments that included 
the nucleus and others that did not. After fertilization, the 
fragments without the egg nucleus developed into normal pluteus 
larvae, although they contained only the male set of chromosomes, 
or half the normal complement of 18 chromosomes. Occasionally, 
an unfertilized egg also developed into a pluteus which possessed 
only the maternal half of the complete chromosome set. From this 
experiment it was shown that the nuclei of the male and female 
gametes contained homologous information. Thus the genetic 
material was in the nucleus and the chromosomes were the matter 
of heredity preserved from one cell generation to the next.

Subsequently, Boveri demonstrated in a series of experiments 
using multipolar mitoses that the individual chromosomes 
were functionally distinct elements, con! rming the speculation 
of Sutton (Sutton 1903). If a sea urchin egg was fertilized with 
two sperm, a tetrapolar spindle was formed during the ! rst cell 
division. Boveri had discovered earlier that the centrosome was 
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14ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

introduced into the egg cytoplasm by the sperm. Thus, after 
double fertilization, the two centrosomes divided to give rise to 
a tetrapolar spindle apparatus that had to deal with three haploid 
sets of chromosomes. As a consequence of this imbalance, the 
chromosomes were distributed unequally to daughter cells in 
almost all instances. The majority of the embryos developed 
normally until gastrulation but at that stage they died o# .

In another experiment, Boveri produced embryos with tripolar 
spindle apparatus. In this case, a regular distribution of the 
chromosomes formed a$ er double fertilization should occur more 
frequently than in the tetrapolar cells. The resulting embryos 
proceeded to various stages of development, however, a number of 
abnormalities occurred. " e abnormally developed embryos were 
illuminating. In many cases the abnormalities were restricted to 
certain segments of the embryo, while other segments were not 
a# ected. Boveri even called some of the abnormal embryos tumors. 
From these experiments with dispermic sea urchin eggs, Boveri 
concluded that the individual chromosomes were endowed with 
di# erent qualities. " us, the chromosome theory of inheritance 
was settled. " e uniqueness of individual chromosomes was to 
constitute one of the fundamentals of his theory of malignancy.

In his ! rst publication on dispermic sea urchin eggs in 1902, 
Boveri had conceived of the idea that malignant tumors could be 
due to an abnormal chromosome constitution, originating, for 
example, as the consequence of a multipolar mitosis but cancer 
had not been the subject of that work (Boveri 1902/1964). Since 
the possible connection between abnormal mitoses and malignant 
tumors had been discussed now and then in the literature, but 
time and again rejected, Boveri decided to deal with the problem 
of cancer in his famous monograph of 1914 (Boveri 1914, Harris 
2007). “[T]he essential element in my hypothesis,” Boveri said, “is 
not the abnormal mitoses, but a particular abnormal composition 
of the chromatin, irrespective of how it arises. Any event that 
produces this chromatin composition would eventually generate 
a malignant tumor and can be considered tumorigenic. Each 
process which brings about this constitution would result in the 
origin of a malignant tumor: a disorder in certain chromosomes 
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produced by a hereditary condition; destruction of chromosomes 
by intracellular parasites; damage of particular chromosomes by 
external agents that spare others; and other factors [X-rays and 
chemicals]” (Harris 2007). He discussed in some detail how 
abnormal numbers of centrosomes could lead to an imbalance 
in the number of chromosomes during cell division. Recent 
experimental evidence confirms Boveri’s prediction regarding 
the role centrosomes play in the generation and progression of 
aneuploidy (Ganem et al. 2009, Silkworth et al. 2009).

Boveri’s theory predicted that cancer results from a single cell 
that has acquired an abnormal chromosome constitution. In other 
words, he predicted the clonal origin of cancer. “However long it 
might take to prove this idea,” he continued, “I believe there is no 
escaping it; and I am convinced any theory of malignancy that does 
not take account of its unicellular origin is doomed” (Harris 2007).

“" e primordial tumorigenic cell, as I [Boveri] propose to call it 
in what follows, is, according to my hypothesis, a cell that harbors 
a speci! c faulty assembly of chromosomes as a consequence of 
an abnormal event. " is is the main cause of the propensity for 
unrestricted proliferation that the primordial cell passes to its 
progeny so long as these continue to multiply by normal mitotic 
binary ! ssion. But all the other abnormal properties that the tumor 
cell exhibits are also determined by the abnormal chromosome 
constitution of the primordial cell, and these properties will also 
be inherited by all the progeny of this cell so long as subsequent 
cell division takes place by normal bipolar mitosis”.

It is well known that a tumor cell has an abnormal metabolism. 
According to Boveri, since “the individual chromosomes have 
di# erent qualities, chromosome aberrations will result in deviant 
metabolic functions. If, therefore, certain chromosomes are 
missing and others are present in abundance, certain substances 
will be produced also in abundance, and there will be a de! ciency 
in others” (Wolf 1974).

Boveri’s use of the word specific has caused no end of 
confusion to this day about what he meant. Speci! c has led many 
researchers in pursuit of well-defined abnormal combinations 
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16ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

of chromosomes as specific causes of cancer. The functionally 
distinct qualities of individual chromosomes implies that a speci! c 
assortment of chromosomes should produce a characteristic 
phenotype. As a developmental biologist, Boveri knew better than 
most that phenotype is a moving target, which is especially true 
of cancers. (See Sections 5.3.7 & 6.1.6 for an updated discussion 
of specific aneusomies.) This led him to hypothesize the co-
evolution of karyotype and phenotype: “But it is also conceivable 
that the creation of certain abnormal chromosome combinations 
so perturbs the equilibrium within the nucleus that particular 
chromosomes go on changing under the in% uence of changes in 
other chromosomes. One group of chromosomes might eventually 
preponderate and perhaps even suppress the activity of others. It 
is therefore understandable that a malignant tumor that is at ! rst 
closely similar to its tissue of origin progressively becomes less so 
and eventually becomes completely unrecognizable” (Harris 2007). 
" is is equivalent to the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy 
discussed in Sections 5.3 & 5.3.11.

In Boveri’s time X-rays and certain chemicals were known to 
cause aneuploidy. Boveri said the interval between the time of 
the insult and the origin of a tumor may be explained by the 
assumption that the cancer-causing agent ! rst interferes with the 
process of cell division, producing an aneuploid cell. In the second 
step, the aneuploid cell must be stimulated to divide further, 
producing daughter aneuploid cells. In heavily proliferating 
tissues, the risk of a tumor is increased.

Boveri pointed out that a natural consequence of his aneuploidy 
theory was that the risk of tumors would increase with age since in 
aging cells the process of cell division is more frequently disturbed 
(Wolf 1974). In addition, enough time has elapsed in an older 
organism for many cell divisions to have occurred. Boveri even 
predicted tumors that had the correct number of chromosomes 
but with an abnormal complement—the so-called pseudo-diploid 
cancers. " e essentials of Boveri’s chromosomal imbalance theory 
of cancer are as valid today as in 1914.

An overwhelming body of evidence has established an 
inseparable bond between cancer and aneuploidy (Atkin and 
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Baker 1966, Atkin and Baker 1990, Gebhart and Liehr 2000, 
Heim and Mitelman 1995a, Koller 1964, Koller 1972, Mertens 
et al. 1997, Mitelman 1994, Sandberg 1990). By 1969, Albert Levan 
was confident enough to say that, “there is safe evidence that 
carcinogenesis, as well as all stages of malignancy, is accompanied 
by chromosomal irregularities…” (Levan 1969). But he went on 
to add that, “nothing is known, however, as to the signi! cance 
of these chromosome irregularities in relation to the carcinogenic 
transformation.” In other words, he raised the question: is 
chromosomal imbalance (aneuploidy) a cause or consequence of 
cancer? Variations of Levan’s declaration of ignorance regularly 
appear. " e ! rst paragraph of a 2009 paper, for example, says: 
“[V]ery little is known about the oncogenic role, if any, of 
numerical chromosomal aberrations, aneuploidy, which are the 
most common abnormalities in cancer” (Ganmore et al. 2009).

While leaving the question open, Levan acknowledged 
that aneuploidy satisfies at least one requirement of a cause: 
“Chromosome variation is an integrated part of tumor 
development from the earliest beginning of carcinogenesis to the 
latest progressive stages. Even before any malignancy has started 
chromosome variation in a normal tissue is generally associated 
with an increased tendency to cancer” (Levan 1969).

2.1  ANEUPLOIDY THEORY “GOT LOST”
Boveri’s monograph was published in Germany in 1914, the year that 
marked the outbreak of the First World War. He died a year later. His 
views on cancer had met a chilly response from the medical community, 
but it was not this that determined the silence that followed the appearance 
of his monograph. Its fate was mainly determined by the fact that the First 
World War and its ruinous a" ermath for Germany e# ectively closed down 
biological research there for more than a decade. Exploration of his ideas 
was no doubt also delayed by the inadequacy of the tumour chromosome 
preparations that could be made at the time.

(Harris 2007)

By the mid 20th Century, the karyotypic abnormalities in both 
human and animal cancers seemed to be of two essentially 
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18ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

different kinds: nonrandom changes preferentially involving 
particular chromosomes and a frequently more massive random or 
background variation a# ecting all chromosomes. To di# erentiate 
between the two could be exceedingly di&  cult, however. In spite of 
painstaking e# orts, little progress was made in cancer cytogenetics 
during this period (Heim and Mitelman 2009). To this day, 
cytogeneticists continue to focus on the minority of “nonrandom” 
aneusomies o$ en present in individual cancers from the same 
tissue of origin (Fabarius et al. 2002, Heim and Mitelman 2009), 
because “no completely speci! c primary or secondary karyotypic 
abnormality has been identi! ed” (Hoglund et al. 2001b).

More recently, the detection of aneuploidies by the technique 
of comparative genomic hybridization has revealed that high 
percentages of human cancers from the same tissue-of-origin 
have similar, but again not identical aneusomies (Albertson 
et al. 2003, Baudis 2007, Gebhart and Liehr 2000, Jiang et al. 1998, 
Kallioniemi et al. 1994a, Mahlamaki et al. 1997, Richter et al. 1998, 
Richter et al. 2003). In view of this, many researchers suggested 
that these common aneusomies encode common genes that are 
necessary for carcinogenesis (Albertson et al. 2003, Baudis 2007, 
Gebhart and Liehr 2000, Hoglund et al. 2001b, Jiang et al. 1998, 
Kallioniemi et al. 1994a, Mahlamaki et al. 1997, Richter et al. 
1998, Richter et al. 2003).

Some, favoring the importance of oncogenes and tumor 
suppressors (discussed in Chapters 3 & 4), have argued against a 
role for aneuploidy as a driving force in tumorigenesis (Zimonjic 
et al. 2001). Others have argued that aneuploidy is only a benign 
side effect of transformation (Hede 2005). Still others have 
suggested that aneuploidy promotes tumor progression but not 
initiation (Johansson et al. 1996).

In 1974, Susmo Ohno succinctly captured the aneuploidy-
cancer dilemma: “It is tempting to be satis! ed with a sweeping 
statement such as ‘genetic imbalance (aneuploidy) is either the 
prerequisite or the cause of malignancy,’ inasmuch as conditions 
that enhance production of aneuploid somatic cells appear also 
to predispose to the development of malignant tumors, and since 
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most, if not all, malignant cells are aneuploid. " e trouble with 
such a statement is that neither the reader nor the maker of the 
statement has any idea of what it means precisely” (Ohno 1974).

Unable to resolve the dilemma of how to rank the importance 
of aneuploidy, Barrett et al. said in 1983: “It is very di&  cult to rule 
out aneuploidy as a result of, rather than a cause of, neoplastic 
development. However, we feel that the repeated findings of 
nonrandom aneuploidy in a variety of preneoplastic and neoplastic 
lesions induced by a variety of diverse carcinogenic insults 
(chemical, viral, hormonal, and foreign body) indicate that these 
changes are important in carcinogenesis. Since many carcinogens 
can induce aneuploidy, it seems important to consider the role of 
induced aneuploidy in carcinogenesis. Klein has stressed that in 
murine T-cell leukemia, a common cytogenetic change (trisomy 
15) is found with diverse initiating agents (spontaneous, viral, 
and chemical) (Klein 1979). Since all these agents can induce 
aneuploidy, the role of aneuploidy in the initial phases of tumor 
development should be further studied. Whether aneuploidy 
induction by chemicals is the primary event in neoplastic 
development, or only facilitates the progression of spontaneous or 
induced changes, does not diminish its importance in neoplastic 
progression” (Tsutsui et al. 1983).

Unmindful of Boveri’s hypothesis of co-evolving karyotype 
and phenotype, it was the absence of cancer-speci! c karyotypes 
that demolished enthusiasm for aneuploidy as a cause of cancer. 
Peyton Rous, the discoverer of the Rous sarcoma virus, summed 
up the situation saying: “Persistent search has been made, ever 
since Boveri’s time, for chromosome alterations which might prove 
characteristic of the neoplastic state—all to no purpose” (Rous 
1959). " irty-six years later, Harris said a search for cancer-speci! c 
karyotypes “utterly failed to identify any speci! c chromosomal 
change that might plausibly be supposed to have a direct causative 
role in the generation of a tumour” (Harris 1995).

" e discovery of the double helical structure of DNA by Watson 
and Crick in 1953 augured the molecularization of biology (Watson 
and Crick 1953). " e trend toward the molecular, and the idea 
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current in the 1970s that viruses may be a major cause of cancer, 
pushed Boveri’s theory further into the background. According 
to an editorial in Science in 1999, “Over the following decades, 
however, [Boveri’s] idea got lost, as researchers concentrated on 
understanding the speci! c gene malfunctions that lead to cancer” 
(Pennisi 1999). " e idea got lost so completely that it is now no 
longer mentioned in the cancer chapters of leading textbooks of 
biology (Alberts et al. 1994, Lewin 1994, Lodish et al. 1999, Watson 
et al. 1987). As a result scientists studying aneuploidy now compare 
their work to “resurrection” (Brinkley and Goepfert 1998).

Even cytogeneticists have disregarded the aneuploidy 
hypothesis in favor of gene mutation. For example, Nowell 
wrote in an in% uential article in Science in 1976, “It is certainly 
clear that visible alterations in chromosome structure are not 
essential to the initial change” (Nowell 1976). Twenty years later 
Mitelman et al. wrote, “We propose that unbalanced primary 
changes [aneuploidy], in fact, are secondary, the primary being 
submicroscopic. " ere are no unbalanced primary changes, only 
secondary imbalances masquerading as primary” (Johansson 
et al. 1996). Aneuploidy, if considered at all, is now viewed as just 
one of several mechanisms that alter the dosage of hypothetical 
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (Cahill et al. 1999, Orr-
Weaver and Weinberg 1998). For example, Mitelman et al. stated 
in 1997, “Obviously, the pathogenetically important outcome of 
cytogenetically identi! ed gains or losses of chromosomal material 
may simply be ascribed to amplification or deletion of single 
oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes…” (Mitelman et al. 1997a).

" e absence of de! ned cancer-speci! c karyotypes remains the 
biggest conceptual barrier preventing most oncogene researchers 
from considering aneuploidy as the cause of cancer. This is 
largely due to an ingrained belief in specific genetic causes of 
cancer, modeled a$ er the hard-won lesson that particular bacteria 
and viruses were the speci! c causes of infectious diseases. " e 
pharmaceutical development of a manageable number of speci! c 
and highly e# ective drugs against cancer, analogous to antibiotics 
for infectious diseases, requires an equally manageable number 
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of well-defined targets. The tsunami of 11,000 gene mutations 
per cancer cell reported by Stoler et al. obliterated the idea of a 
manageable number of targets (Stoler et al. 1999).
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Genesis of “The Enemy Within”?

We now believe that we know the ‘why for these happenings,’ and it takes 
a remarkable form. Two sorts of genes govern the proliferation of our 
cells: proto-oncogenes, which serve as accelerators to activate the genes of 
the cell; and tumor suppressor genes, which serve as brakes to retard the 
growth of cells. Jam an accelerator or remove a brake, and the cell may 
be unleashed to relentless proliferation… . It now appears that most if not 
all forms of cancer may contain damage to one or another speci! c proto-
oncogene. In each instance, the damage somehow unleashes the gene or its 
protein product, driving the cell to relentless proliferation. A genetic engine 
for the cancer cell has been found.

(Bishop 1995)

Cancer has been generally described as a stepwise progression 
driven by a series of somatic gene mutations occurring in a 
linear pattern of cancer evolution (Fearon and Vogelstein 1990, 
Jackson and Loeb 1998, Nowell 1976). ! is prevailing assumption 
led to a major e" ort to identify mutated genes and their de# ned 
molecular pathways, as well as an attempt to establish recurrent 
genetic patterns of cancer progression. What is meant by somatic 
mutation has evolved over the years. Originally it was an umbrella 
concept covering variation in the number of whole chromosomes, 
chromosomal rearrangements, duplication or elimination of a part 
of individual chromosomes, and # nally point mutations. Point 
mutations are changes in any of the four nucleotides of speci# c 
genes along a chromosome. ! us, for several decades aneuploidy 
(chromosomal imbalance) was on equal footing with point 
mutation. As noted above, the molecularization of biology led to 

3
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the seductive idea that cancer could be explained and understood 
as mutations in the smallest genetic units—i.e., damage to 
individual genes. ! e massive chromosomal aberrations observed 
since Hansemann’s time were now thought irrelevant and cursed 
as a nuisance complicating the experimental work of decoding 
the “real” genetics of cancer.

! e point mutation juggernaut was cemented in 1989 when the 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was awarded to J. Michael 
Bishop and Harold E. Varmus “for their discovery of the cellular 
origin of retroviral oncogenes.” Erling Norrby of the Karolinska 
Institute encapsulated the gene mutation theory of cancer in his 
presentation speech (Norrby 1989):

Michael Bishop and Harold Varmus, and their collaborators managed 
to develop a molecular probe, which could selectively identify the tumor-
inducing gene in the Rous virus. By use of this probe it was demonstrated 
that the critical gene was present in normal cells from all species. To 
their own great surprise and that of the scienti! c community, they had 
to draw the conclusion that the tumor-inducing gene in the Rous virus 
was of cellular origin. Does this mean that we are carrying cancer genes 
in our cells? Obviously not. However, in our cells there is a family of 
probably several hundred genes which are old in evolutionary terms and 
which control the normal growth and division of cells. Disruptions in the 
functioning of one or more of these genes can cause one cell to slip out of 
the network of growth control. " e cell runs amok and a tumor may be the 
result… . Since the family of growth-controlling genes, of which we have 
now identi! ed more than 60, was demonstrated in tumor cells, they were 
given the somewhat illogical name oncogenes. " is name derives from the 
Greek term onkos meaning tumor… . Cancer originates in disturbances 
in the genetic material of cells. Yet in most cases a single disturbance is 
not su#  cient, but instead an accumulation of several critical injuries is 
required. " is is the reason why cancers usually occur relatively late in life. 
Abnormally functioning oncogenes have now been demonstrated in many 
types of tumors in man. For the ! rst time we are beginning to comprehend 
the complicated mechanisms behind the development of this group of 
diseases. New opportunities for diagnosis and treatment of various forms of 
cancer are now becoming available.

In 1995, Bishop described how # ve major themes converged to 
construct “the intellectual edi# ce that now houses cancer research” 
(Bishop 1995):
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1. Cancer is Clonal

“! e # rst and primeval theme is that the phenotype of neoplastic 
cells is heritable, no matter what its cause. One cancer cell begets 
two others and so on ad in! nitum, almost without exception… .
The clonality of tumors has become an article of faith among 
most students of cancer. But there is an irony here, because the 
heritable nature of the neoplastic phenotype bespeaks a genetic 
stability that is illusory. In reality, we now know that an expanding 
clone of potential cancer cells diversi# es with startling rapidity, 
a rapidity that is essential to the success of tumorigenesis. Every 
tumor represents the outcome of an individual experiment in 
cellular evolution, fueled by a genetic instability that we have 
brought to view only recently, and overseen by relentless selection 
for advantageous cellular properties. If cancer begins as a single 
cell that eventually progresses to a full blown malignancy, what 
initiates the deadly sequence? For at least two centuries, the 
focus has been on external causes. Only in the past two decades, 
however, have we convinced ourselves that those causes might 
be united by a common mechanism: the mutation of DNA, the 
second of our converging themes”.

2. Mutation of DNA

“In any poll of modern molecular biologists, you could probably 
get a rousing majority for the view that carcinogens act by 
a" ecting DNA. But still, there are lingering di$  culties. It all began 
promisingly enough, with the development by Ames and others 
of tests that allowed the detection of mutagenicity in cultures of 
bacteria or vertebrate cells. At # rst, there appeared to be a direct 
correlation between relative mutagenicity in these short term tests 
and relative carcinogenicity in rodent models. But now we know 
that perhaps half of all the substances that are carcinogenic in 
rodent tests do not score as mutagens in the short term tests, a 
discrepancy that remains inadequately explained. One standing 
rationalization is that nonmutagenic carcinogens are cytotoxic, 
and this leads to compensatory cellular proliferation that favors 
intrinsic mutagenesis. ! ese bothersome ambiguities have caused 
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no end of strife in the e" orts to identify and regulate the use of 
carcinogenic agents. And they illustrate why e" orts to study the 
mechanisms of external carcinogenesis have contributed only 
tangentially to the search for the inner malady of cancer cells”.

3. Abnormal Chromosomes

“By the end of 1989, editors at the late, lamented journal Cancer 
Cells were able to compile a list of 114 chromosomal aberrations 
associated in a speci# c manner with cancer. And a recent review 
in Nature listed 52 chromosomal translocations whose breakpoints 
have received molecular attention su$  cient to identify the a" ected 
gene or genes. ! us, cytogenetics has succeeded in pointing to the 
genetic apparatus as the ailing organ of the cancer cell. But the 
implication that malfunctioning genes might propel neoplastic 
growth could not be tested with microscopy. Instead, it was the 
study of tumor viruses that produced the # rst explicit example of 
cancer genes—the fourth of our converging themes”.

4. Oncogenes

“Steven Martin used Rous sarcoma virus to isolate mutants 
that were temperature-sensitive solely for transformation 
(Martin 1970). By this means, he was able to show that a viral 
gene was required for both the initiation and maintenance of 
transformation, yet made no contribution to viral replication. ! e 
gene was soon dubbed v-src and the generic term ‘oncogene’ also 
came into general use. Second, Peter Duesberg and Peter Vogt 
reported the # rst of their studies showing that the transforming 
ability of Rous sarcoma virus could be lost by deletion, and that 
the deletions provided a physical de# nition of the oncogene v-src. 
! en, in a spirited race that ended in a dead heat, Duesberg and 
his colleagues on the one hand, Weissman and his on the other, 
mapped v-src to its location on the genome of Rous sarcoma 
virus. But do not let the term ‘map’ mislead the young among you 
with a false image of restriction enzymes and Southern blots: this 
was life before recombinant DNA: the experiments were models 
of imagination and technical tours de force”.
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“! e discovery that the virus of Peyton Rous uses a gene to elicit 
cancer brought clarity to what had been a muddled business. ! ere 
had been hints before that the elemental secrets of cancer might 
lay hidden in the genetic dowry of cells. But here in Rous sarcoma 
virus was an explicit example of a gene that can switch a cell from 
normal to cancerous growth. Now a more ambitious question 
arose. Might the cell itself have such genes? … First, there was an 
evolutionary puzzle. ! e genome of Rous sarcoma virus has three 
genes devoted to viral replication. But v-src is not one of these: 
it is fully dispensable, without harm to the virus. Why then is it 
there? Second, there was the Oncogene Hypothesis from Robert 
Huebner and George Todaro (Huebner and Todaro 1969), which 
attributed all cancer to the activation of oncogenes, implanted into 
vertebrate germ lines by retroviral infection eons ago. We thought 
we might get some purchase on both of these issues by looking 
for a counterpart of v-src in normal cells. It required the better 
part of four years, but in the end, we reached the conclusion that 
vertebrate cells do indeed carry a version of src”.

“But the vertebrate src proved to be a normal cellular gene, not 
a retroviral intruder. ! e results stood the Oncogene Hypothesis 
on its head. Eventually, it became clear that src is indeed a normal 
cellular gene (c-src), grafted into the virus of Peyton Rous by 
an accident of nature we call ‘transduction.’ So the virus is an 
inadvertent pirate; the booty is a cellular gene with the potential 
to become a cancer gene when mutated in certain ways… . ! e 
need arose for a generic term to describe the cellular progenitors 
of retroviral oncogenes. The first to find general usage was 
‘cellular oncogene.’ But some investigators were uncomfortable 
with this term, because of its unwarranted implication that the 
cellular genes might be tumorigenic in their native state… . Proto-
oncogene has come into general use, as the colloquial counterpoise 
to oncogene. It has also become an embarrassment, because the 
precise connotation of the word is that of prototype rather than 
progenitor, not far removed from the o" ensive connotation of the 
term ‘cellular oncogene’ ”.
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“Any in% uence that can damage a proto-oncogene might give 
rise to an oncogene, even if the damage occurred without the 
gene ever leaving the cell, without the gene ever encountering 
a virus. In this view, proto-oncogenes become precursors to 
cancer genes within our cells, and damage to genes becomes the 
underpinning of all cancers… . In 1979, Shih and Weinberg (Shih 
et al. 1979), motivated by the precedents of tumor virology, used 
DNA-mediated gene transfer to demonstrate the presence of a 
biologically activate oncogene in chemically transformed cells 
(Shilo and Weinberg 1981). That finding led, in turn, to the 
discovery that many human tumors harbor mutant versions of ras 
proto-oncogenes—once again, culprits already familiar to us from 
the study of retroviruses. As the exploration of genetic damage 
in tumor cells proceeded, the repertoire of proto-oncogenes grew. 
! e sum now exceeds one hundred. And as the tally grew, so did 
the tie between proto-oncogenes and cancer. It now appears that 
most if not all forms of cancer may contain damage to one or 
another speci# c proto-oncogene. In each instance, the damage 
somehow unleashes the gene or its protein product, driving the 
cell to relentless proliferation. A genetic engine for the cancer cell 
has been found”.

5. Tumor Suppressor Genes

“! e route to the isolation of tumor suppressor genes lay through 
the study of inherited cancer—the last of our convergent themes. 
… Alfred Knudson published the # rst of his seminal papers that 
formulated how many genetic events might be involved in the 
genesis of retinoblastoma [he proposed two] (Knudson 1971), 
how those events might represent independent mutations, and 
how inheritance of one of these mutations would explain the 
increased susceptibility to retinoblastoma in affected families… .
! e story reached its # rst climax in 1986, with the isolation of 
the retinoblastoma gene, RB1. A& er decades as chimera, tumor 
suppressor genes had become a physical reality. ! e uncovering 
of RB1 and its role in tumorigenesis dramatized the way in which 
epidemiology, population genetics, cytogenetics, and molecular 
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biology can be joined into an integrated assault on cancer. And it 
was a harbinger of much more to come. Evidence has now been 
obtained for recessive genetic lesions in most if not all forms of 
human cancer. At least a dozen of the a" ected genes have been 
identified directly by the use of recombinant DNA, and there 
are probably many more to come… . And in continuation of 
the precedent established by retinoblastoma, most other familial 
cancers are apparently based on recessive, inherited de# ciencies 
of tumor suppressor genes. Indeed, the familial syndromes have 
remained major points of departure in the isolation of additional 
tumor suppressor genes”.

! is was a neat, logical, and convincing story to most cancer 
researchers, which Bishop aptly characterized as the genetic 
paradigm that dominates cancer today. ! us, dominant gain-of-
function mutations in proto-oncogenes directly cause cancer, while 
recessive loss-of-function mutations in tumor suppressor genes, 
which “guard” against cancer, allow oncogenes to do their worst.

In 2000, Hanahan and Weinberg listed six hallmarks of cancer: 
1) sustained proliferative signaling, 2) evading growth suppressors, 
3) resisting cell death, 4) replicative immortality, 5) sustained 
angiogenesis, 6) tissue invasion and metastasis (Hanahan and 
Weinberg 2000). In 2011, these authors added two emerging 
hallmarks: 7) deregulating cellular energetics, 8) avoiding immune 
destruction; and two enabling characteristics: 9) genome instability, 
10) tumor-promoting inflammation (Hanahan and Weinberg 
2011). “However,” Ashworth et al. point out, “numerous questions 
remain about how mutations in DNA lead to the acquisition of 
these traits” (Anderson et al. 2011).

Bishop correctly stated, every tumor represents the outcome of 
an individual experiment in cellular evolution, fueled by a genetic 
instability and overseen by relentless selection for advantageous 
cellular properties, which is consistent with virtually all theories 
of cancer, including aneuploidy. He forthrightly acknowledged 
the paradox that at least half of all known carcinogens are 
not mutagenic. Believing damaged genes must cause cancer, 
he extracted from the massive chromosomal irregularities of 
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cancer cells the few genes severed at breakpoints (cleavage sites) 
of chromosomes as being signi# cant.

But what really paved the road to oncogenes was the discovery 
that certain viruses could rapidly transform normal cells in vitro, 
but only when they contained certain genes pilfered from host 
cells. ! is led Weinberg to conclude, “By infecting cells growing 
in monolayer culture [with oncogenic viruses], an investigator 
could recapitulate a process that hitherto was thought to occur 
only in the matrix of a living tissue. With one blow, the process of 
malignant transformation was demysti# ed” (Weinberg 1989). ! e 
demysti# cation was % eeting, however.

As noted above, the special cancer genes discovered by Bishop 
and Varmus turned out to be normal animal or human genes, 
which implied everyone should have cancer. To overcome this 
problem it was proposed that mutations in these normal genes 
were required to turn them into oncogenes. (! at solution, of 
course, introduced another problem: how did the normal genes 
without mutations transform virus-infected cells? Section 4.3 
provides the answer.) Bishop said the damaged caused by mutation 
“somehow unleashes the gene or its protein product, driving the 
cell to relentless proliferation.” ! e “somehow” remains unknown 
to this day.

3.1 CLONAL CANCER
The development of human cancer is widely thought to entail 
a series of events that causes a progressively more malignant 
phenotype. Nowell # rst proposed the clonal evolution of tumor 
cell populations to explain how malignant tumors arise over time 
(Nowell 1976). ! is hypothesis predicts that tumor cells of the 
ultimate stage will carry each of the events, cells of the penultimate 
stage will carry each of the events less the last one, and so on 
(Cavenee et al. 1989). A clonal population of cells is de# ned as 
those cells arising from the mitotic division of a single somatic 
cell (Secker-Walker 1985).
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! e most compelling evidence for monoclonality comes from 
analyses of the gene products of malignant cells, and these may 
be located on the surface, within the cell or secreted. “With 
tumors of B-cell lineage, monoclonality is most easily established 
by the fact that all cells synthesize the same immunoglobulin. 
The demonstration of unique DNA rearrangements of the 
antigen receptors has proved the monoclonality of most T-cell 
malignancies so far studied. For non-lymphoid cancers, studies of 
clonality have been based on the mosaicism which exists in normal 
tissues of women heterozygous for the two allelic forms of the 
enzyme glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, the gene for which 
is on the X-chromosome. ! e cells from tumors of such women 
are usually—though not invariably—composed predominantly of 
one of the alleles and therefore monoclonal” (Alexander 1985).

! e assessment of clonality may be dependent on the technique 
used. For example, the investigation of two cell populations may 
suggest two independent clones by immunoglobulin gene analysis 
but a single clone by X-linked DNA polymorphism analysis, 
re% ecting the earlier occurrence in development of X-chromosome 
inactivation (Wainscoat and Fey 1990). A further consideration 
which complicates the analysis of clonality is that cancer cells 
constituting a single clone are not genetically identical (Lengauer 
et al. 1998, Levan and Biesele 1958, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999) 
since clonal evolution is inevitable within such populations of 
cells (Nowell 1976). Karyotypic heterogeneity of cancer cells is not 
incompatible with the concept that they all derive from a single 
transformed cell. ! e heterogeneity of the cancer cells comprising 
a tumor stems from karyotypic instability, which is perhaps the 
most characteristic di" erence between cancer and normal cells 
(Breivik and Gaudernack 1999).

Alexander concluded in 1985, the evidence taken together 
strongly suggests that many, if not most, cases of human 
cancer are monoclonal. However, in light of other evidence, the 
clonality of cancer posed a problem. He pointed out that: “In 
view of the large numbers of cells which are at risk in an adult 
organism and the relative rarity of cancer, mutations resulting in 
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transformation would be expected to be extremely infrequent. 
Yet in vitro transformation of mammalian cells into a phenotype 
capable of growing as malignant tumours when transplanted 
into animals occurs remarkably readily and in tissue culture the 
transformation of normal cells to ones which exhibit malignant 
characteristics is far from being very rare or infrequent. Because 
of the ease of dosimetry this is most readily demonstrated for the 
carcinogenic e" ect of ionising radiations (Borek 1982) although 
the same applies to chemical carcinogens or indeed ‘spontaneous’ 
transformation. One Gray of X-rays given to embryonic cells in 
tissue culture causes one cell in 104 to be transformed and a& er 
clonal expansion such a transformed cell will grow as a tumour 
in vivo. Yet clearly the carcinogenicity of X-rays for intact animals 
is many orders of magnitude less than would follow from the 
induction at the rate observed in vitro of a single malignant 
cell when one considers the number of cells capable of being 
transformed” (Alexander 1985).

Alexander proposed “A way out of the conflict between the 
ease of cell transformation in vitro and the rarity of tumours 
in vivo is to abandon the concept that tumours arise from a single 
cell. ! e # nding of monoclonality in clinically detectable cancer 
and leukaemia when more than 1010 cancer cells are present does 
not mean that initially the cancer arose from a single cell. For 
example, there is growing evidence for multiclonality in a wide 
range of human tumors (Helmbold et al. 2005), nevertheless, 
when laser capture microdissection is used to excise distinct foci 
from polyclonal lesions, each individual focus was found to be 
monoclonal (Wu et al. 2003). Initially the malignant proliferation 
could be polyclonal and monoclonality could be a late event due 
to selection of cells from the di" erent clones” (Alexander 1985). 
Indeed, in chemically induced sarcomas of mice Woodru"  et al. 
documented instances in which an originally polyclonal tumor 
progressively became monoclonal (Woodru"  et al. 1982).

Alexander proposed the concept that the initiation of tumor 
growth in vivo requires the participation of several independently 
transformed cells and that it is only when a minimum number 
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of transformed cells come together that they create a micro-
environment which permits their unlimited proliferation and the 
production of a malignant lesion. ! is model would account for 
the # nding that tumors arise very much less frequently in vivo 
than would correspond to the occurrence of transformation at the 
cellular level in vitro of a culture system containing a comparable 
number of cells. But, he asked, why should a single transformed 
cell be competent to grow as a clone in vitro whereas in vivo in 
the tissue in which it originates it does not proliferate? He said, 
this situation is not as absurd as it at # rst appears because in an 
animal a cell that has undergone transformation to malignancy 
has to grow in the environment of extra cellular % uid which in 
composition resembles plasma whereas in cell culture clonal 
growth from a single cell occurs in serum (Alexander 1985). A 
more compelling explanation is the organism, as an integrated 
whole, with its ability to heal and repair, is consequently much 
more resistant to transformation to malignancy than cells in 
culture without the organism’s resources and advantages.

Alexander’s analysis of clonality of cancer led him to a very 
interesting hypothesis to explain the well known fact that 
metastases appear predominantly in speci# c tissues and organs. 
While tumor emboli consisting of more than one cancer cell give 
rise more frequently than single cells to lung metastases, there can 
be little doubt that single cells are capable of causing blood borne 
metastasis, especially in organs other than the lung to which they 
must have gained access via the arterial circulation. However, 
one of the most striking aspects of the metastatic process is the 
peculiarity of the relative frequencies of metastases in di" erent 
organs. Clinical postmortem studies have shown that cancer cells 
that have passed beyond the lung into the arterial circulation 
grow selectively in certain organs (Willis 1967). In experimental 
animals, organ preference can be demonstrated by injecting cancer 
cells into the le&  ventricle (so as to avoid the # ltering e" ect of 
the lung which arises if cells are given intravenously) whence they 
are distributed via the arterial circulation to all of the organs. 
Several investigations had shown that following this procedure 
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few, if any, metastases occurred in gut and muscle which received 
the majority of the blood, but occurred instead in adrenal, bone, 
ovary and other organs that took only a small fraction of the 
cardiac output (Alexander 1985).

Alexander et al. made a detailed study of the initial distribution, 
trapping, cell death and eventual incidence of metastases for three 
histologically di" erent rat tumors following intracardiac injection 
of their cells (Murphy et al. 1985). In their studies the proportion 
of the cells arrested in di" erent organs paralleled the blood % ow 
to the organs (i.e., the cells went where the blood went) but 
the probability that a cancer cell deposited in an organ caused 
a macroscopic metastasis varied very widely between di" erent 
organs. ! ey found one out of ten cells trapped in the adrenal 
caused a metastasis, whereas in skeletal muscle the # gure was one 
in 105. ! is organ preference did not have an immunological basis 
as the same distribution was seen in genetically athymic (Nu/Nu) 
rats and rats immunosuppressed with cyclosporin A. Alexander 
et al. speculated that an isolated cancer cell was not capable of 
autonomous growth unless it # nds itself in a tissue capable of 
supplying it with growth factors which act like transforming 
growth factor (TGF), or which potentiate TGF (Alexander et al. 
1985). “Once growth has started it will be self sustaining since a 
cluster of cancer cells will ensure the necessary concentration of 
TGF in the % uid around the metastasis”.

! e existence of dormant metastases in organs distant from the 
primary tumor could be similarly explained. In animal models, 
the presence in the lung of dormant cancer cells, which stemmed 
from blood borne spread from a distant primary tumor, could 
be demonstrated by transplantation. In the lung, the cells do 
not grow but when a cell suspension from the lung taken from 
animals, from which the “primary” had been surgically removed a 
week previously, is injected into the peritoneal cavity, then tumors 
indistinguishable from the “primary” grew out (Alexander 1983).

Alexander said the concept that more than one cell needs to 
undergo transformation before a tumor can develop is in some 
ways a re-expression of theories which saw cancer as a generalized 
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tissue disorder. ! e evidence for this is compelling for bladder 
carcinoma and attention had been drawn to this old concept 
by Rubin in a critical analysis of the role of mutational events 
in carcinogenesis (Rubin 1984). Alexander concluded by saying 
that discoveries in the # eld of polypeptide growth factors and in 
particular their constitutive synthesis by malignant cells provided 
a biological framework in which the clonal growth of malignant 
cells in vitro can be reconciled with a hypothesis that in general 
tumors occurring in animals are not clonal in origin, but that 
their genesis requires the interaction and co-operation of several 
transformed cells. ! e monoclonality of macroscopic tumors need 
not re% ect a clonal state at early stages of tumor development, 
so much as the cumulative effect of selective pressures upon 
polyclonal populations during active growth.

3.2 TUMORIGENIC RETROVIRUSES
Save in the case of the relatively small, though slowly increasing, number of 
viruses, no inkling has been obtained of what happens when a cell becomes 
neoplastic, nor of how its power is passed on when it divides. Man must 
and will ! nd out.

(Rous 1967)

Retroviruses have set back cancer research many decades.
(Peter Duesberg 2010, personal communication)

Peyton Rous discovered the viral etiology of a chicken sarcoma in 
1911 through his interest in tumor transplantability to new hosts by 
a # ltrate (Rous 1911). He said, “! e behaviour of the new growth 
has been throughout that of a true neoplasm, for which reason 
the fact of its transmission by means of a cell-free # ltrate assumes 
exceptional importance.” He fully realized from the outset that 
this was “a unique and signi# cant # nding.” He also realized that 
the signi# cance of the discovery depended on the true nature of 
the induced growth. As an experienced pathologist he con# dently 
stated: “The [pathological] picture [of the growth] does not in 
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the least suggest a granuloma… . [I]t exhibits to a special degree, 
not merely a few, but all those features by which the malignant 
neoplasms are characterized.” But Ponten took a di" erent view. He 
said, “the [early] oncogenic property of Rous sarcoma virus was 
more like that of an agent inducing benign overgrowth than one 
which gives autonomous malignant neoplasms” (Ponten 1976).

Rous’s discovery had little immediate influence at the time 
because scientists were not prepared to think of viruses as agents 
of cancer (Dulbecco 1976). It took more than four decades 
following Rous’s discovery before viruses were taken seriously by 
cancer researchers. ! e situation changed radically in the 1950s 
when the isolation of murine leukemia virus by Ludwik Gross 
(Gross 1951, Gross 1957) catalyzed the field, winning young 
converts to the expanding search for tumor viruses. Several of 
the viruses isolated during this period became important model 
systems, actively studied at the cellular and molecular levels to 
this day. The Friend and Rauscher murine leukemia viruses 
provided models for the study of erythropoiesis (Friend 1957, 
Rauscher 1962). ! e rodent sarcoma viruses of Kirsten, Harvey, 
and Moloney (Harvey 1964, Kirsten and Mayer 1967, Moloney 
1966), the feline sarcoma virus of McDonough (McDonough 
et al. 1971), and the avian leukemia virus MC29 (Ivanov et al. 
1964), to name a few examples, yielded oncogenes that # gured 
prominently in the journey from viral to human oncogenes. 
Studies in animals also produced evidence for the occurrence of 
endogenous retroviruses which initially revealed themselves by 
their oncogenicity for uninfected animals. Otto Mühlbock found 
in 1965 that MMTV-induced mammary carcinoma in mice could 
be inherited as well as virally transmitted (Mühlbock 1965), and 
transmissible leukemogenic agents were obtained from X-ray-
induced murine leukemias (Latarjet and Duplan 1962, Lieberman 
and Kaplan 1959).

Within a short time, technical advances accelerated the study of 
tumor viruses. ! e elucidation of the structure of DNA by Watson 
and Crick in 1953, fueled developments in microbial genetics 
and led to the reinterpretation of the virus concept itself. It soon 
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became clear that certain types of virus can introduce parts of their 
own genetic material into a cell without killing it or inhibiting its 
multiplication. ! e virus material thus introduced may become 
actually integrated with the gene material of the recipient cell and 
behave as a new hereditary factor. Virus infection could thus lead 
to a permanent change in some cellular characteristics. ! is re-
evaluation of the virus concept made it possible to understand 
how a tumor virus might change the regulated behavior of normal 
cells to the malignant proliferation characteristic of cancer cells.

Work accelerated when it was discovered that certain viruses 
could rapidly transform normal cells in vitro. ! is opened the 
way for direct studies on cancerous transformation of human 
cells, an approach previously hidden behind the walls of the living 
organism. Even Rous’s own virus, previously regarded as lacking 
any importance for mammals, induces cancer under certain 
conditions in many di" erent mammalian species.

Animal retroviruses with oncogenes (onc genes) are unique 
among viruses because they are not transmitted either in the germ 
line or by infection (Duesberg 1983). Indeed, they are only known 
because of their isolation from rare, spontaneous tumors. No 
epidemic of Rous sarcoma virus (RSV), avian myelocytomatosis 
virus (MC29) or the Kirsten, Harvey or Moloney murine sarcoma 
viruses have ever been reported (Duesberg 1983). ! erefore, it 
was proposed in 1969 that transforming genes of retroviruses 
pre-exist in normal human cells as latent cancer genes that may 
be co-opted by retroviruses without onc genes or activated by 
carcinogens (Huebner and Todaro 1969). This view has since 
become known as the oncogene hypothesis.

In light of the discovery of reverse transcriptase, Temin proposed 
the protovirus hypothesis which postulated that normal cells 
contain potential (proto) oncogenes which by somatic mutation 
and retroviral or cellular reverse transcription could become 
viral or cellular oncogenes (Temin 1971). ! e association of this 
enzyme with viruses that could cause cancer lent support to the 
idea that their transforming genes had derived from oncogenic, 
cellular precursors. The critical distinction of the protovirus 
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hypothesis from the oncogene hypothesis was that a qualitative 
rather than a quantitative change was postulated to convert 
normal cellular genes into oncogenes. Both hypotheses remained 
essentially untestable until viral onc genes were de# ned.

Major support for Huebner and Todaro was provided by Peter 
Duesberg and Peter Vogt. In a series of beautifully conceived and 
di$  cult-to-perform experiments, reported during the period 1970–
1975, they succeeded in precisely de# ning a viral transforming 
gene (Duesberg and Vogt 1970, Duesberg et al. 1974, Wang 
et al. 1975). ! is made it possible to test the oncogene hypothesis 
directly. By 1982–83 the evidence from many studies that included 
sequencing a number of cloned cellular and viral genes was quite 
conclusive: exactly as the oncogene hypothesis required, the onc 
genes of retroviruses came from the chromosomes of their hosts. 
But there was the problem.

Although it resolved one di$  culty—of how a highly infrequent 
virus-promoted natural cancer could be relevant to an extremely 
common human disease—the oncogene hypothesis raised another 
thorny issue. It would appear paradoxical for normal cells to have 
evolved a battery of known oncogenes which, when carried by 
retroviruses, are the fastest acting and most inevitably carcinogenic 
agents known (Duesberg 1983).

Comparisons between the (real) onc genes of retroviruses and 
the (hypothetically oncogenic) proto-onc genes of cells had indeed 
proved the cellular origin of transforming viral sequences. But 
the comparisons proved neither the structural identity nor the 
functional equivalence of these genetic homologs. In fact, what 
these numerous studies showed was that the viral and cellular 
genes di" ered substantially from one another in their structures. 
And because retroviruses contain special signals (called promoters 
that dictate how much of a gene’s product a cell can make) that 
are hundreds of times stronger than the cell’s own, the amounts 
of retroviral and cellular oncogenic proteins produced were found 
to di" er greatly. ! e di" erences led to two models of oncogenesis: 
the qualitative and quantitative.

Both models held that viral onc genes arose from transduction 
of cellular genes. But the qualitative model required that the 
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transduction event create an essentially new genetic entity, while 
the other viewed the transduced cellular proto-onc gene and the 
viral onc gene as basically the same, di" ering only in the quantity 
with which they, or their particular protein products, were present. 
According to the quantitative model, in a normal cell the proto-
onc gene was silent, or expressed to a very low level, and in the 
cancer cell this latent oncogene was expressed more actively, i.e., 
activated. Or so went the version at the time. By 1981, Bishop 
endorsed the re-designation of proto-onc genes of cells as “(c) 
oncogenes” (Co$  n et al. 1981) and referred to them as enemies 
from within the cell (Bishop 1981). At this point, mutation and 
oncogene theories of cancer had not yet fully merged.

According to Bishop, retrovirologists reached an uneasy peace 
by adopting a nomenclature in which viral oncogenes were known 
as v-onc’s, the cellular progenitors of v-onc’s as cellular oncogenes 
(c-onc’s), and each of the viral and cellular genes by terms derived 
from the names of the viruses in question: e.g., v-src, c-src, 
v-ras, c-ras (Bishop 1983). Oncogenes identi# ed by transfection 
were known variously as “tumor genes,” “cellular oncogenes,” 
“transforming genes,” or merely “oncogenes.” ! e term “proto-
oncogene” was used to denote either the cellular progenitors of 
retrovirus v-onc’s, or the cellular genes whose damage gives rise 
to the active oncogenes in tumor DNA.

Duesberg thought Bishop’s re-designation was premature 
(Duesberg 1983). There was now ample sequence information 
to suggest differences between viral onc genes and proto-onc 
genes but still insu$  cient genetic and functional knowledge to 
determine whether cellular proto-onc genes were indeed cellular 
oncogenes. ! erefore, Duesberg continued to use the term proto-
onc rather than c-onc to emphasize this uncertainty (Bialy 2004).

When biologists use the word “function,” it is almost always 
accompanied by the word “assay.” In cancer biology, the best assay 
for whether a cell has been transformed is to inject its clonal 
descendants (in as small numbers as possible) into immunologically 
defective animals (so the injected material will not be eliminated 
by the immune system) and see if the animals develop malignant 
tumors. ! is was not so easily accomplished; therefore cell culture 
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assays were used that were faster, less expensive, and served as 
indicators of whether putting the cells into animals were likely 
to give the expected result. Morphological transformation is one 
such important assay, where the ability of a cell to escape from its 
normal growth controls and form a visible colony on a laboratory 
dish is the experimental endpoint.

To expedite research—and in part to free modern cancer molecular 
biology of its complicated origins in oncogenic retroviruses—a new 
type of transformation assay emerged in the early 1980s. Instead of 
viruses, puri# ed DNA was used to deliver genes, whose oncogenic 
activity was being investigated, into cells. ! e # rst results of these 
transfection assays, as they are known, heavily favored the qualitative 
model because no cloned proto-onc gene was able to transform 
primary cells that each of their viral onc counterparts could do so 
reproducibly and efficiently. To get around this problem, cancer 
molecular biologists introduced a variation of the naked DNA assay 
in which they replaced cultured primary cells by a special mouse 
cell line called NIH 3T3 developed by Green and Todaro in Boston 
(Todaro et al. 1963). ! e harm to cancer research caused by the 
widespread use of the 3T3 cell functional assay is di$  cult to over 
estimate (see Section 4.3).

As Gerald Dermer warned in 1983: “A fundamental disadvantage 
of using long-term cultures of embryonic rodent # broblasts, such as 
3T3 or 10T', as normal cells may be that the cells do not age and are 
very di" erent from the cells in our body. ! ese immortal cell lines 
are used in assays to test the transforming activity of carcinogens 
and oncogenes because the cells lack variability and are considered 
to have moved through all but the last step in the progression from 
normal to malignant. Progression, however, suggests that the cells 
have acquired features of the malignant phenotype. If this is true, 
why are the cells used as normal controls?”

Primary cell cultures are those obtained from freshly dissected 
adult or embryonic animal tissue. Such cells are presumably as 
genetically normal as it is possible to obtain and are the # rst choice 
for testing the e" ects of an introduced gene. Very importantly 
they have the normal complement of chromosomes, and it is 
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unfortunate that they cannot be maintained in this balanced 
genetic state for long. A& er a relatively few divisions, most of the 
explanted cells become disorganized, stop dividing and eventually 
die (Hay% ick 1965). However, once in a while in rodent cells, a 
mutant cell appears which has the useful property of being able 
to continue to divide indefinitely. Significantly, spontaneous 
transformation of normal human cells in culture rarely—probably 
never—happens (Mamaeva 1998).

Unlike primary cultures, these immortalized cells, known as cell 
lines, are not genomically normal. Cell lines show diverse numbers 
of chromosomes as well as aberrant or marker chromosomes. ! e 
NIH 3T3 cell line has been described as “preneoplastic” (Duesberg 
1983, Schafer et al. 1984) because it is genomically unstable (with 
a modal number of 68 chromosomes instead of the euploid 
number of 40 for the mouse) (American Type Culture Collection 
1992) and can spontaneously transform into cancer cells within 
days (Rubin and Xu 1989). ! e unrecognized (or disregarded) 
signi# cance of the preneoplastic nature of the highly aneuploid 
3T3 cells has misdirected decades of cancer research.

In one set of highly regarded experiments using the 3T3 cells, 
Ed Scolnick working at the NIH fused the cellular prototype of 
the Harvey sarcoma virus transforming gene, ras, to a promoter 
from the virus, and thus created in the test tube something close 
to an arti# cial transforming retrovirus (Chang et al. 1982). When 
this was transfected into 3T3 (and only into 3T3) cells, colonies 
of cells tumorigenic for mice could be obtained—although this 
did not occur nearly as frequently as with the virus, where even 
when primary cells are used, every single infection leads to a 
cancerous transformation. Whether Scolnick’s result supported 
the quantitative or qualitative model was a matter of scholarly 
debate at the time. What is important for us is that it and a few 
similar “landmark” publications involving proto-ras and 3T3 
cells were the only experimental bases upon which the concept 
of functional oncogene was being built (Duesberg and Schwartz 
1992). Importantly, all other proto-onc genes failed to transform 
even 3T3 cells (Bialy 2004) (Section 4.3).
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Duesberg’s 1983 characterization of proto-onc genes still holds:

Clearly, the identification of onc genes has moved viral carcinogenesis 
from the romantic into an academic age. " e same cannot be said for the 
suspected role of proto-onc genes in cancer. As yet there is no functional 
and no consistent circumstantial evidence that proto-onc genes directly 
initiate and maintain cancer like the onc genes of retroviruses. " ere is 
also no such evidence that proto-onc genes encode one of the multiple 
initiation and promotion events that create virus-negative cancers (Cairns 
1981, Logan and Cairns 1982)… . So far retroviral onc genes are the only 
proof that altered proto-onc genes can be cancer genes. " ere is as yet no 
conclusive example that an unaltered proto-onc gene can function as a 
cancer gene simply through enhanced transcription or gene ampli! cation. 
Complete genetic definition and assays for the biological function of 
normal and mutated proto-onc genes are now necessary to understand 
their possible role in carcinogenesis.

(Duesberg 1983)

While Duesberg’s article was being prepared for publication, two 
papers appeared, one in Nature (Water# eld et al. 1983) and the 
other in Science (Doolittle et al. 1983), which seemed to forcefully 
address the need for a functional assay for oncogenes. These 
were the # rst examples of an enterprise that is now denoted by 
the expression “functional genomics,” which permitted molecular 
biologists to feel intellectually comfortable with the newly emerging 
oncogene, even though proto-onc and onc genes are clearly not 
the same genetic units (Bialy 2004). ! e papers showed that the 
Simian sarcoma virus onc gene, sis, derives from a gene that had 
been very recently cloned and shown to function as a “growth 
factor.” Since cancer is a disturbance of a cell’s normal growth 
controls, it seemed a small step to attribute true oncogene status to 
the c-sis proto-onc gene (platelet-derived growth factor or PDGF). 
All the pieces were now in place to guarantee that the once-clear 
di" erences between quantitative and qualitative interpretations of 
what an oncogene represented would be forever obscured. It only 
remained to change the word “activate” to mean mutation, without 
giving up its old quantitative meaning (Bialy 2004).
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3.3 DOMINATE ONCOGENES
The structural similarity between viral onc genes and certain 
cellular genes led to countless problems because it implied they 
were functional equivalents. Since some viral oncogenes derive 
from cellular genes, whose normal functions appear to concern 
proliferation, offered a possible solution to this problem. It 
was proposed that proliferation genes could have their normal 
functions modi# ed by mutation, functionally turning them into 
the onc genes of the extremely rare, transforming retroviruses 
to which they were related. Such mutated genes were said to be 
“activated” and appeared to be the answer to cancer.

! e question, of course, was how would a mutated or “activated” 
gene cause cancer? In 1987, Bishop offered “three hypothetical 
explanations for how genetic damage [mutation of dominate proto-
oncogenes] might cause the malfunction of a proto-oncogene or 
its product” leading to cancer (Bishop 1987):

! e damage might cause the oncogene or its product to 1. 
be continuously produced but the level of expression is no 
greater than the usual maximum.
! e abnormality may be an overabundance of an otherwise 2. 
normal gene product, the consequence, for example, of gene 
amplification, translocation into the vicinity of a strong 
transcriptional enhancer, insertion of retroviral DNA, or 
transduction into retroviral genome. ! is is known as the 
quantitative model of transformation.
Mutations might change the manner in which a protein acts. 3. 
Examples include alterations in the substrate speci# city of a 
protein kinase or in the speci# city of a transcription factor. 
! is is the so-called qualitative change of function.

“How,” Bishop asked, “can we # t these themes into the context 
of cellular replication?” He o" ered the metaphor of a complex 
electrical circuit to convey his hypothesis. “The proliferation 
of cells is governed by an elaborate circuitry that reaches from 
the surface of the cell to the nucleus. The products of proto-
oncogenes may represent some of the junction boxes in that 
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circuitry: polypeptide hormones that act on the surface of the 
cell, receptors, and nuclear functions that may orchestrate the 
genetic response to a" erent commands. What we now know of 
oncogenes allows us to view their actions as ‘short circuits’ at 
the corresponding junction boxes. ! is imagery is at best only 
a # rst approximation. For example, some proto-oncogenes may 
have roles in regulating di" erentiation or in the maintenance of 
fully differentiated cells rather than in cellular proliferation, a 
possibility that is not addressed by the circuitry envisioned here”.

In 1982, Robert Weinberg and his colleagues at MIT and 
the NIH published a paper in Nature entitled “Mechanism of 
activation of a human oncogene” (Tabin et al. 1982)—the # rst use 
of “activation” to mean a qualitative change in the hypothetical 
proto-oncogene, rather than a quantitative change in the amount 
of its product. The paper so impressed the editors that they 
invited a special editorial from John Cairns to comment on how 
the “secrets of cancer” were now beginning to be revealed (Logan 
and Cairns 1982).

Weinberg showed that the genetic sequence of the proto-ras 
DNA from a bladder cancer cell line di" ers from the ras DNA of 
normal human cells by only one point mutation, which changes 
the normal amino acid glycine to valine in the proto-ras protein 
p21. Weinberg said this mutation was speci# cally responsible for 
transforming the 3T3 cells and concluded that it was also the 
cause of the bladder cancer from which the cell line derived. ! is 
astonishingly bold claim for the additional three carbon and six 
hydrogen atoms of valine became the basis for the hypothesis 
that point-mutations of proto-ras genes cause cancer (Logan and 
Cairns 1982, Reddy et al. 1982, Tabin et al. 1982).

! e hypothesis assumes that point-mutations confer dominant 
transforming function to proto-ras genes that is equivalent to that 
of sarcoma-producing retroviral ras genes (Tabin and Weinberg 
1985). It assumes further that the 3T3 cell-transformation assay 
measures a preexisting function of mutated cellular proto-
ras genes. Consequently, point-mutated proto-ras genes were 
termed “dominantly acting oncogens” (Bishop 1983, Bishop 1991, 
Krontiris and Cooper 1981, Shih et al. 1981, Stanbridge 1990a, 
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Tabin and Weinberg 1985, Varmus 1984), dominate because they 
were supposed to change the phenotype even of the cells carrying 
the gene in just one of the two chromosomes (heterozygous). 
Subsequently, other proto-onc genes, such as proto-myc (Rabbitts 
et al. 1983, Westaway et al. 1984) and proto-src and the src genes 
of Rous sarcoma virus (Hunter 1987), and even genes that are 
not structurally related to retroviral oncogenes, such as certain 
anti-oncogenes (now called tumor suppressor genes), were also 
proposed to derive transforming function from point-mutations 
(Bishop 1991, Bookstein et al. 1990, Horowitz et al. 1989, Marx 
1991, Stanbridge 1990b, Varmus 1984, Watson et al. 1987, Weiss 
et al. 1985).

However, it was soon shown the point mutation does not 
satisfy any of Bishop’s three hypothetical mechanisms for causing 
cancer. ! e mutation does not lead to overproduction of the ras 
gene product (p21) in the 3T3 cells and does not change known 
biochemical properties of p21 (Finkel et al. 1984). Finkel et al. 
concluded: “A comparison of proteins encoded by normal human 
ras genes and by mutant ras H or ras K genes activated in human 
carcinomas revealed no changes in subcellular localization, 
posttranslational modification, or guanine nucleotide binding 
associated with activation. Subcellular fractionation indicated that 
both normal and activated ras proteins were associated exclusively 
with the membrane fraction. Furthermore, both normal and 
activated ras proteins exhibited similar degrees of posttranslational 
acylation. ! e KD (dissociation constant) for dGTP binding was 
1.0–2.2(10–8 M, with no consistent di" erences between normal 
and activated ras proteins. In addition, a survey of 13 possible 
competing nucleotides revealed no di" erences in the speci# city 
of nucleotide binding associated with ras gene activation. ! ese 
results indicate that structural mutations which activate ras gene 
transforming activity do not alter the protein’s known biochemical 
parameters and in particular do not a" ect the protein’s intrinsic 
ability to bind guanine nucleotides”.

Furthermore, the ras mutation has not been found in a survey 
of more than 60 primary human carcinomas (Duesberg 1985). 
! e mutated human proto-ras, which transforms 3T3 cells, does 
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not transform primary rat embryo cells (Land et al. 1983b, Ruley 
1983) and more signi# cantly, does not transform human embryo 
cells (Sager et al. 1983). ! e conclusion was clear: mutated proto-
ras was neither necessary nor su$  cient to transform normal cells 
(Duesberg and Schwartz 1992). Instead, cellular transformation 
was dependent on very high over-expression of either normal 
or mutant ras as a consequence of heterologous (i.e., viral) 
promoters that are not found in normal cells (Chakraborty et al. 
1991). It followed that the transfection assay used by Weinberg 
and many others did not measure a genuine function of point-
mutated proto-ras genes as existed in tumors, but instead was an 
expression artifact created during the transfection assay.

Such artifacts could be generated during transfection by 
substituting via illegitimate recombination the native proto-
ras regulatory elements by artificial promoters derived from 
carrier and helper gene DNA (Chakraborty et al. 1991). Indeed, 
transformation of primary cells by cellular proto-ras genes 
depended on the presence of added viral helper genes or on other 
cellular genes linked to viral promoters (Lee et al. 1985, Ruley 
1990, Schwab et al. 1985, Stone et al. 1987), or on the presence 
of retroviral promoters alone (Chakraborty et al. 1991). This 
recombination process was entirely analogous to the generation 
of retroviral ras genes, in which coding regions of normal proto-
ras genes are recombined by transduction with heterologous 
retroviral promoters that enhance the transcription over 100-fold 
compared to proto-ras (Chakraborty et al. 1991, Duesberg 1987, 
Duesberg et al. 1989, Zhou and Duesberg 1990). In addition, 
transfection generated concatenated DNA multimers producing 
an arti# cial gene ampli# cation that would also enhance the dosage 
of ras transcripts (Go"  et al. 1982, Goldfarb and Weinberg 1981, 
Perucho et al. 1980, Robins et al. 1981).

! e probable reason that proto-ras genes from tumors transform 
3T3 cells, but not primary cells, is that mouse NIH 3T3 cells are 
much more readily transformed by exogenous genes, as well as 
spontaneously (Rubin and Xu 1989), than are embryo cells (Land 
et al. 1983a). Thus, the weak promoters acquired from random 
sources during transfection were sufficient to convert proto-ras 
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genes with point-mutations into 3T3-cell transforming genes, but 
not into genes capable of transforming primary cells (Section 4.3).

The reason that point-mutated, but rarely normal, proto-
ras genes (Taparowsky et al. 1982) are detected by transfection 
assays is that point-mutations enhance about 10- to 50-fold the 
transforming function imparted by heterologous promoters on 
proto-ras genes (Chakraborty et al. 1991, Cichutek and Duesberg 
1986, Spandidos and Wilkie 1984, Velu et al. 1989). ! us, proto-
ras genes derive their transforming function from heterologous 
promoters, and certain point-mutations merely enhance this 
transforming function (Section 4.3).

The ability of retroviral oncogenes, including those of Rous 
sarcoma, Harvey sarcoma, and MC29 and MH2 carcinoma 
viruses, to transform normal diploid animal cells were eventually 
shown to depend absolutely on transcriptional activity, rather 
than on mutations in the coding region (Chakraborty et al. 1991, 
Cichutek and Duesberg 1986, Cichutek and Duesberg 1989, Zhou 
and Duesberg 1988, Zhou and Duesberg 1989, Zhou and Duesberg 
1990). ! is high transcriptional activity of retroviral oncogenes 
results from retroviral promoters (Duesberg and Schwartz 1992).

3.4 TUMOR SUPPRESSOR GENES
! ere are heritable and spontaneous retinoblastomas (Knudson 
1985). Cytogenetic analyses of both have revealed chromosome 
13 is either missing or altered in 20 to 25% (Benedict et al. 1983, 
Gardner et al. 1982). Less-well emphasized were the numerous 
other chromosome abnormalities present in all retinoblastoma 
tumors studied, probably because no aberration common to 
all tumors was found (Gardner et al. 1982). In 1986, Weinberg 
et al. (Friend et al. 1986) cloned a human DNA sequence on 
chromosome 13 that was missing or altered in about a third of 40 
retinoblastomas and in 8 osteosarcomas. Consequently, the gene 
encoded in this sequence was termed the rb gene. Reportedly, the 
rb gene was unexpressed in all retinoblastomas and osteosarcomas 
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(Friend et al. 1986). On the basis of this, it was proposed that 
retinoblastoma arises from the loss of the rb gene, that somehow 
prevents or suppresses cancer (Knudson 1985). In the familial 
cases, the loss of one rb allele would be inherited and the 
second one would be lost due to spontaneous mutation. In the 
spontaneous cases, somatic mutations would have inactivated 
both loci. In the retinoblastomas with microscopically intact 
chromosome 13, submicroscopic mutations were postulated.

! is anti-oncogene (tumor suppressor gene) hypothesis predicts 
that normal cells would constitutively express oncogenes that 
render the cell tumorigenic if both alleles of the corresponding 
suppressor gene were inactivated. ! is of course necessitates that 
the suppressor genes must be active at all times in normal cells. 
Another analysis of the primary retinoblastomas undertaken to 
test the hypothesis found deletions of the rb gene in only 4 of 
34 tumors analyzed and transcripts of the rb gene were found in 
12 out of 17 retinoblastomas and in 2 out of 2 osteosarcomas, 
casting doubt on the deletion hypothesis (Goddard et al. 1988). 
The remaining tumors had apparently normal rb genes. These 
results started the seesawing of the importance of the rb gene.

Under closer scrutiny, subsequent studies of retinoblastomas 
observed point-mutations and small submicroscopic deletions 
in rb genes that did not have macro-lesions (Bookstein et al. 
1990, Dunn et al. 1989, Horowitz et al. 1989, Kaye et al. 1990). 
For example, both Weinberg et al. (Horowitz et al. 1989) and Lee 
et al. (Bookstein et al. 1990) reported a point-mutation in a splice 
sequence of the rb gene. In view of this, some believed that point-
mutations or other minor mutations of the rb genes were su$  cient 
for tumorigenesis (Dunn et al. 1989, Horowitz et al. 1989). 
However, Gallie et al. reported point-mutations and deletions of 
rb genes in only 13 out of 21 tumors (Dunn et al. 1989). In an 
e" ort to develop a functional assay, a DNA copy of the mRNA 
of the rb gene was cloned into a retrovirus and infection by this 
virus inhibited the growth of a retinoblastoma cell line in vitro 
(Bookstein et al. 1990, Hollingsworth and Lee 1991). However, 
two later studies reported that an intact, synthetic rb gene fails to 
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inhibit tumorigenicity of human retinoblastoma and breast cancer 
cells in nude mice (Muncaster et al. 1992, Xu et al. 1991).

Clearly, the point-mutation hypothesis of the rb gene would 
never have emerged if the original chromosome deletion hypothesis 
had been con# rmed. ! e point mutation explanation advanced the 
anti-oncogene hypothesis into a virtually inexhaustible reservoir of 
hypothetical cancer genes: any gene with any mutation in each of 
both alleles in a cancer cell could be a tumor suppressor or anti-
oncogene. According to Weinberg, “one can cast a broad net for 
tumor suppressor loci by using a large repertoire of polymorphic 
DNA markers to survey…for repeated instances of LOH (loss of 
heterozygosity). Indeed, this genetic strategy has revolutionized 
the research # eld” (Weinberg 1991).

Over a dozen deleted or point-mutated anti-oncogenes are now 
considered to cause osteosarcomas, breast cancer, bladder cancer, 
lung cancer, colon cancer, Wilms’ tumor, and neuroblastoma, 
in addition to retinoblastoma (Bishop 1991, Cooper 1990, 
Hollingsworth and Lee 1991, Stanbridge 1990b, Weinberg 1991). 
For example, a point-mutation in one of three genes of a colon 
cancer cell would signal an inactivated hypothetical colon cancer 
suppressor gene (Marx 1991, Nishisho et al. 1991). Further, the range 
of the rb suppressor gene has since been extended to other cancers, 
including small cell lung, bladder, prostate, breast carcinomas, and 
osteosarcoma (Cooper 1990, Hollingsworth and Lee 1991).

Nevertheless, the anti-oncogene hypothesis has been di$  cult 
to prove because: 1) the oncogenes that are said to be suppressed 
have not been named or identi# ed (Stanbridge 1990a) and will 
be di$  cult to assay because all normal cells or animals should 
suppress them with the corresponding anti-oncogenes, and 
2) transfection of an intact rb gene (Bookstein et al. 1990, Xu 
et al. 1991) has failed to revert transformed cells to normal and 
to suppress their tumorigenicity in vivo (Bookstein et al. 1990, 
Muncaster et al. 1992, Xu et al. 1991).

Likewise the hypothetical colon cancer suppressor gene p53 
(once claimed to be a dominate oncogene (Finlay et al. 1989, 
Jenkins et al. 1985, Parada et al. 1984)) has failed to revert 
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transformed cells to normal (Baker et al. 1990) and its complete 
absence has not a" ected the normal development of p53 knockout 
mice (Donehower et al. 1992). Nevertheless, 74% of these p53-
free mice developed lymphomas and sarcomas at six months that 
probably derived from single cells, rather than through a systemic 
transformation as the anti-oncogene hypothesis would have 
predicted (Donehower et al. 1992).

A fanciful subdivision of the hypothetical tumor suppressors 
into caretaker, gatekeeper, and landscaper genes has been proposed 
(Kinzler and Vogelstein 1997, Michor et al. 2004). It has even 
been suggested (perhaps tongue-in-cheek) that the “distinction 
between di" erent types of cancer genes may need to be expanded 
to include ‘gatetakers’ or ‘carekeepers’ ” (Tomlinson and Bodmer 
1999). When mutated, caretaker genes are said to cause genomic 
instability and aneuploidy. In contrast, gatekeeper genes encode 
proteins thought to restrain cell growth, while disrupting their 
function allows enhanced cell proliferation. Defective landscaper 
genes, as some imagine, foster a microenvironment conducive to 
tumor cell survival.

But, do aneuploidy preventing, caretaker genes (which includes 
mitotic checkpoint genes) really exist? ! is question is important 
because the chromosomal imbalance theory—going back to 
Boveri—states that any speci# c in% uence causing aneuploidy is 
carcinogenic by de# nition. Paulsen et al. claim to have “identi# ed 
hundreds of [human] genes…that mediate genome stability” 
(Paulsen et al. 2009). Stirling et al. recently designated 692 yeast 
genes (~12% of the genome) as chromosome instability (CIN) 
genes. The authors said, “The breadth of the CIN gene list 
suggests that many biological processes protect genome integrity,” 
and remarked in passing that mutation in one can lead to CIN 
(Stirling et al. 2011). But if there really were hundreds of genes 
protecting against aneuploidy, and mutation in any one could lead 
to chromosome instability, then a large fraction of an organism’s 
cells would be chromosomally unstable all of the time, which is 
clearly wrong. Furthermore, a gene that prevents aneuploidy would 
be a true tumor suppressor gene and defective mutants would 
qualify as true cancer-causing genes, which should have already 
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been discovered in the global search for such genes. However, as 
detailed in Sections 4.3 & 4.4.13, no mutant gene nor combination 
of genes has transformed normal cells into cancer cells.

Weaver and Cleveland published a select list of “Genes 
preventing aneuploidy that are mutated and/or misregulated in 
human cancers” (Weaver and Cleveland 2006). ! e list included 
52 mutations in checkpoint genes (BUB1, BUBR1, BUB3, MAD1, 
MAD2) in 356 cancers, for an incidence of 15%, and 276 
mutations in tumor suppressor genes (APC, BRCA1, BRCA2, 
Msh2) in 1828 cancers, also for an incidence of 15%. ! e 15% 
incidence of mutation is well below the background rate of 26% 
for tumors (Forbes et al. 2011). Tellingly, however, 75% of the 
checkpoint genes were over or under expressed compared to 
normal, and 45% of the tumor suppressor genes were likewise 
differentially expressed compared to normal. The substantial 
di" erential expression observed in cancer cells # ts precisely within 
the framework of the chromosomal imbalance theory of cancer 
detailed in Chapters 5 & 6.

3.5 DRIVER GENES
In the age of whole cancer genome sequencing, it is now possible 
to describe the genome-wide somatic mutation content of a tumor 
sample, including structural rearrangements and non-coding 
variants. COSMIC (Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer) 
was designed to gather, curate, organize and present the world’s 
information on somatic mutations in cancer and make it freely 
available (Forbes et al. 2011). COSMIC combines cancer mutation 
data from the scienti# c literature with the output from the Cancer 
Genome Project at the Sanger Institute UK (CGP is sponsored 
by the NIH (Bonetta 2005)). Genes are selected for full literature 
curation using the Cancer Gene Census (http://www.sanger.
ac.uk/genetics/CGP/Census/), with a focus on those mutated by 
small point mutations in the coding domains, and more recently 
including those mutated by gene fusion.
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As of July 2010, over 136,000 coding mutations had been found 
in almost 542,000 tumor samples. Of the 18,490 genes documented, 
4,803 (26%) had one or more mutations. Full scienti# c literature 
curations are available on 83 major cancer genes and 49 fusion 
gene pairs (19 new cancer genes and 30 new fusion pairs added 
in 2010 alone) and this number is continually increasing. Key 
amongst these is p53, now available through a collaboration with 
the IARC p53 database. As of November 2010, there were 27,580 
somatic and 597 germline mutations (IARC TP53 Database http://
www-p53.iarc.fr/) among the 20,303 base pairs of the human 
p53 gene (NCBI database retrieval server http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/nucleotide/35213?) (Lamb and Crawford 1986). This 
bewildering complexity of virtually every aspect of p53 biology has 
le&  outsiders—and many within the # eld—bemused and confused 
(Horn and Vousden 2004).

Studies to date have revealed a complex genome, with 
approximately 40–80 amino acid-changing mutations present in a 
typical solid tumor (Bozic et al. 2010). One is compelled to ask, 
does the rapidly growing number of mutations signal a problem 
for the gene mutation theory or a potential bonanza? ! e answer 
seems to be both. On the bonanza side, hundreds—perhaps 
thousands—of mutations in “driver genes” were added to the 
compendium of cancer genes. Driver mutations are loosely de# ned 
as those that confer a selective growth advantage to the cancer cell. 
On the problematic side, it was simply untenable that all or even 
most of the vast number of mutations actually “drive” cancer.

! e well-recognized concept of passenger mutation was dusted 
o"  and modi# ed to deal with this problem. A “passenger mutation” 
is now de# ned as one which does not alter # tness but occurs in 
a cancer cell that coincidentally or subsequently acquired a driver 
mutation (Bozic et al. 2010). A passenger mutation, therefore, is 
found in any cell with a driver mutation. Youn and Simon recently 
o" ered an operational or statistical de# nition of a driver gene 
(Youn and Simon 2010). A driver gene contains mutations at a 
signi# cantly higher rate than the background rate. ! e background 
mutation rate is estimated based on silent mutations which do not 
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change amino acid encoding and which are therefore considered 
to be passenger mutations.

Driver mutations are strictly hypothetical because there is as yet 
no functional test for their contribution—if any—to carcinogenesis. 
Vogelstein acknowledged this problem at the 2010 Annual Meeting 
of the American Association for Cancer Research (AACR) in his 
talk titled: “! e sequence of all 185,000 coding exons in each of 100 
human tumors: What has it taught us?” He answered: “It is actually 
very di$  cult not only to tell whether a gene or speci# c mutation is a 
driver, but also whether that driver functions as a tumor suppressor 
or an oncogene. Functional studies—at least those available now—
are not up to the task because too many genes, when expressed at 
high levels in normal cells, induce either cell growth or cell death 
in an unphysiologic fashion” (Tuma 2010).

Di" erent studies of the same tumor type o& en report genetic 
‘‘regions of interest’’ that are highly discordant. For example, two 
lung cancer studies in 2005, with similar sample sizes and analytic 
methods, reported 48 and 93 regions of interest, respectively 
(Tonon et al. 2005, Zhao et al. 2005). ! e overlap between the lists 
was <5%. Two possible explanations have been o" ered for such a 
disconcerting high level of discordance (Beroukhim et al. 2007). 
! e # rst is that the true number of cancer-related genetic regions 
is extremely large, with each tumor containing only a small and 
variable subset of the alterations and each study detecting only a 
small subset of the regions. ! e second possibility is that many of 
the regions of interest reported in current studies are random events 
of no biologic signi# cance, such as random passenger mutations.

! e potential futility of cataloging hundreds of thousands of 
mutations was expressed by Beroukhim and colleagues: “Ultimately, 
the utility of systematic e" orts to characterize the cancer genome 
is an empirical question. ! ere are at least two potential concerns: 
on one hand, that the vast majority of cancer-related genes are 
already known with little le&  to learn; on the other hand, that 
cancer is hopelessly complicated, with a large number of cancer 
genes, each altered in a small fraction of tumors” (Beroukhim 
et al. 2007).
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! e lack of a functional test allows for subjective and wholly 
arbitrary criteria for distinguishing between driver and passenger 
mutations. In the absence of biological evidence, Futreal et al. 
explained, “! e underlying rationale for interpreting a mutated 
gene as causal in cancer development is that the number and 
pattern of mutations in the gene are highly unlikely to be 
attributable to chance. So, in the absence of alternative plausible 
explanations,” the argument goes, “the mutations are likely to have 
been selected because they confer a growth advantage on the cell 
population from which the cancer has developed” (Futreal et al. 
2004). ! us, mutations in driver genes are di$  cult to distinguish 
from passenger mutations without resort to statistics.

For example, a recent study by Bozic et al. “considered a gene 
to be a tumor suppressor if the ratio of inactivating mutations 
(stop codons due to nonsense mutations, splice site alterations, 
or frameshi& s due to deletions or insertions) to other mutations 
(missense and in-frame insertions or deletions) was >0.2. ! is 
criterion identi# ed all well-studied tumor suppressor genes and 
classi# ed 286 genes as tumor suppressors. We considered a gene to 
be an oncogene if it was not classi# ed as a tumor suppressor gene 
and either (i) the same amino acid was mutated in at least two 
independent tumors or (ii) >4 di" erent mutations were identi# ed. 
! is criterion classi# ed 91 genes as oncogenes; the remaining 560 
genes were considered to be passengers” (Bozic et al. 2010).

The authors went further quantifying “the selective growth 
advantage a" orded by the mutations that drive tumor progression… . 
! e selective advantage is surprisingly small (0.4%) and has major 
implications for experimental cancer research… . For example, it 
shows how di$  cult it will be to create valid in vitro models to 
test such mutations on tumor growth; such small selective growth 
advantages are nearly impossible to discern in cell culture over 
short time periods.” ! e miniscule advantage of individual driver 
mutations was interpreted (perhaps to the delight of biotech 
companies) to mean hundreds, perhaps thousands, of driver 
mutations were needed to produce an advanced malignancy 
within the lifetime of an individual (Bozic et al. 2010).
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Perhaps the most damning evidence against the oncogene theory is the fact 
that the supposed human oncogenes do not transform true normal cells, 
which have a normal set of chromosomes. Furthermore, there is absolutely 
no evidence from observations of human tumors to indicate that the 
mutation of any proto-oncogene is essential for cancer initiation. In fact, 
in many tumors, all the supposed proto-oncogenes are normal; there are no 
oncogenes present.

Gerald Dermer, 1994 (Dermer 1994)

Originally, somatic mutation contributing to cancer pathogenesis 
included point mutations in individual genes, deletions, 
translocations, gene ampli! cation, and changes in chromosome 
number and configuration, i.e., aneuploidy. With the advent 
of molecular biology, somatic mutation is nowadays generally 
limited to changes in the DNA sequence of individual normal 
genes. " e gene mutation hypothesis, in contrast to the competing 
chromosomal imbalance theory, derived instant support from its 
conventional mechanism of phenotype alteration. Moreover, the 
gene mutation hypothesis attracted steady attention by adopting 
and adapting results from the rapidly evolving ! elds of sexual 
and later molecular genetics, which offered plenty of “doable” 
experiments (Fujimura 1996).

Ever since Morgan’s first papers on Drosophila genetics 
appeared in 1910, gene mutation, rather than aneuploidy, was 
on everybody’s mind as the mechanism of generating abnormal 
phenotypes (Morgan 1910). Moreover, Morgan and Bridges 
directly attacked Boveri’s aneuploidy hypothesis, stating: “At 

4
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present, however, reference to such possible sources, … [i.e.] 
imperfect or irregular division of the chromosomal complex, …
is too uncertain to be of great value, for there are no instances 
where irregularities of this kind are known to give rise to proli! c 
growth processes. " e cancer-like or tumor-like growth shown 
by a mutant of Drosophila…is caused by a sex-linked Mendelian 
gene…” (Morgan and Bridges 1919).

" e mutation hypothesis derived further support in 1927 when 
Muller, a former student of Morgan, had discovered that X-rays 
mutate genes (Muller 1927). Since X-rays were a previously 
known carcinogen, this discovery was interpreted as experimental 
support for the mutation hypothesis. It set o#  similar searches for 
mutagenicity of all carcinogens and for the corresponding cancer-
causing mutations that still monopolize cancer research today 
(Alberts et al. 1994, Ames et al. 1973, Bishop 1995, Cairns 1978, 
Harris 1995, Knudson 2001, Lodish et al. 1999, Miller and Miller 
1971, Muller 1927, Peltomaki et al. 1993, Pierce 2005, Pitot 1986, 
Varmus 1989b, Vessey et al. 2000, Vogelstein and Kinzler 1998, 
Vogelstein and Kinzler 2004).

According to Varmus in his Nobel Prize-wining year, there are 
six unifying concepts contributing to the mutant gene theory of 
cancer (Varmus 1989a):

Eukaryotic genomes are endowed with a substantial list of 1. 
genes (presently numbering between 50 and 100) that may 
participate in neoplasia as a consequence of mutations.
Most of these genes, generally referred to as proto-2. 
oncogenes, have fundamental roles in the governance of 
cell growth or di# erentiation, have been highly conserved 
during evolution, and can be partitioned into gene families 
on the basis of their sequence, their function, or both.
The mutations that convert proto-oncogenes to active 3. 
oncogenes range from subtle changes in sequence (e.g., 
single nucleotide substitutions) to gross rearrangements 
(insertions, deletions, gene ampli! cations, or chromosomal 
translocations); they may be induced by a variety of 
chemical, physical, or viral reagents; they may a# ect the 
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level of gene expression or the nature of the gene product, 
or both; and they appear to act in a dominant fashion.
Other cancer-inducing mutations appear to behave in 4. 
a recessive fashion by inactivating genes now known as 
“tumor suppressor genes”; only a few such genes have 
been isolated so far.
Many viruses (most DNA viruses and some retroviruses) 5. 
contain one or a few genes that can induce neoplastic 
change in animals or in cells grown in culture, but 
retroviral oncogenes have the particularly useful property 
of being derived directly from cellular proto-oncogenes.
Combinations of oncogenes are generally required to 6. 
convert a normal cell to a tumor cell. Viral oncogenes or 
cellular oncogenes may act at di# erent points in a growth 
regulatory network in which the products of several proto-
oncogenes and proteins normally interact.

4.1 “CARCINOGENS ARE MUTAGENS”

A favorite explanation has been that oncogens [carcinogens] cause 
alterations in the genes of the ordinary cells of the body, … somatic 
mutations as these are termed. But numerous facts, when taken together, 
decisively exclude this supposition.

(Rous 1967)

A$ er his discovery that X rays—a previously known carcinogen—
can mutate genes, Muller was the ! rst to point out in 1927 that 
the “e# ect of X-rays, in occasionally producing cancer, may also 
be associated with their action in producing mutations” (Muller 
1927). With more sensitive techniques, a growing number of 
carcinogens were shown to have mutagenic function (Bauer 1928, 
Braun 1969, Miller and Miller 1971). Even the chemically inert 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were found to react with DNA, 
although only after enzymatic oxidation (Brookes and Lawley 
1964, Cairns 1978). " e quest for mutagenic carcinogens reached 
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a high point with Ames’ slogan, “Carcinogens are mutagens” 
(Ames et al. 1973).

But in the excitement over matching carcinogens with 
mutagenic function it was simply disregarded that many, including 
the most e# ective, carcinogens were not mutagenic in established 
test systems, as for example the polycyclic hydrocarbons (Ashby 
and Purchase 1988, Berenblum and Shubik 1949, Burdette 1955). 
Even Rous’s misgivings about the role of mutations was ignored. 
He warned: “" e evidence as a whole makes plain though that 
some carcinogens induce somatic mutations whereas others do 
not, that some mutagenic agents fail to be carcinogenic, and that 
many substances closely related chemically to agents of both sorts 
do neither” (Rous 1959). Lijinsky also acknowledged that many 
carcinogens are mutagenic, but warned that carcinogens, which are 
mutagenic in test systems, “does not mean that a mutagenic process 
is involved” and that “the mutagenic reaction of carcinogens might 
be coincidental rather than causal: alternative mechanisms of 
carcinogenesis should be considered” (Lijinsky 1989).

4.2 RETROVIRAL ONCOGENES
Retroviruses with oncogenes (onc genes) transform susceptible cells 
in culture or in animals with the same kinetics as they infect them 
(Duesberg 1983, Duesberg 1985). " erefore, these viruses are by 
far the most direct and e%  cient natural carcinogens but they are 
never associated with healthy animals with functioning immune 
systems. The mechanisms by which the artificially activated, 
transgenic oncogenes and the naturally active oncogenes of DNA 
and RNA tumor viruses cause cancer have two characteristics in 
common: hyperplasias and long latency periods.

Early hyperplasias and dysplasias

" e viral oncogenes induce systemic, mostly diploid hyperplasias 
or dysplasias within days to weeks a$ er infection of cells in culture 
or in animals (Ahuja et al. 2005, Bell et al. 1990, Ewald et al. 
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1996, Hauschka 1961, Kato 1968, Mitelman 1974, Palmieri et al. 
1983, Ponten 1976, Temin and Rubin 1958, Tooze 1973, Vogt and 
Dulbecco 1960, Webster et al. 1995, Zhou and Duesberg 1988, Zhou 
and Duesberg 1990). In contrast to autonomous cancers, these 
early hyperplasias are nonclonal with regard to integrated tumor 
viruses and reversible up to a certain point, either serologically 
(Tooze 1973) or if they are under the control of conditional 
oncogenes (Duesberg 2003, Ewald et al. 1996, Fried 1965, Martin 
1970, Pelengaris et al. 1999, Shachaf et al. 2004). Making this point 
on physiological grounds, Bryan called Rous virus tumors, “viral 
hyperplasia of an extreme type” (Bryan 1960), and Ponten called 
“the oncogenic property of Rous sarcoma virus... more like that 
of an agent inducing benign overgrowth than one which gives 
autonomous malignant neoplasms” (Ponten 1976).

In contrast to autonomous cancers, these hyperplasias are not 
immortal in vitro or in transplantations in animals (Hellstroem 
et al. 1963, Palmieri et al. 1983). But during these early hyper- or 
dysplasias, the DNA and RNA tumor viruses induce nonclonal 
aneuploidies in a fraction of infected cells (Ewald et al. 1996, 
Kato 1967, Koprowski et al. 1962, Nichols 1963, Nichols et al. 
1967, Ray et al. 1992, Stewart and Bacchetti 1991, Temin and 
Rubin 1958, Vogt and Dulbecco 1963, Yerganian et al. 1962). It is 
rarely emphasized that conventional carcinogens share with viral 
and arti! cially activated oncogenes the capacity to induce early 
hyperplasias or dysplasias together with nonclonal aneuploidy 
(Aldaz et al. 1987, Aldaz et al. 1988a, Aldaz et al. 1988b, Becker 
et al. 1971, Binder et al. 1998, Conti et al. 1986, Marquardt and 
Glaess 1957, Sanchez et al. 1986).

Late cancers

A$ er latencies of about 6 months to 2 years, the viral oncogenes 
induce irreversible cancers with individual clonal karyotypes 
(Hellstroem et al. 1963, Kato 1968, Li et al. 2009, Mark 1967, 
Mark 1969, Mitelman 1974, Ponten 1976). " ese cancers have 
“in! nite” life spans and are transplantable inde! nitely, and hence 
called immortal. If tested, these clonal viral cancers o$ en lack 
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intact viral oncogenes or even fragments of viral oncogenes, 
or are independent of conditional oncogenes under non-
permissive conditions (Ewald et al. 1996, Fried 1965), indicating 
that transformation is oncogene independent (de Lapeyriere 
et al. 1984, Kuznetsova et al. 1970, Lania et al. 1980, Marczynska 
and Massey 1986, Mora et al. 1977, Mora et al. 1986, Santarelli 
et al. 1996, Seif et al. 1983). " us, the clonal cancers induced by 
transgenic oncogenes and by viral oncogenes are both oncogene 
independent. Nevertheless, it is the spectacular capacity of tumor 
viruses to induce hyperplasias and dysplasias without delay that 
has attracted much more attention than their capacity to induce 
clonal cancers with individual karyotypes after long latencies 
(Crawford 1980, Duesberg 1980, Temin 1980, Tooze 1973, Zhou 
and Duesberg 1988).

4.3  ARE “CELLULAR ONCOGENES” LIKE 
RETROVIRAL ONCOGENES?

Although the roster of proto-oncogenes is large and can be categorized in 
instructive ways, it is still not possible to be speci! c either about the number 
and kinds of oncogenes required to convert a particular cell into a cancer 
cell or about biochemical events that are crucial for transformation.

(Varmus 1989a)

" ere is no direct functional proof for the hypothesis that mutation 
of ras and other cellular genes, related to retroviral oncogenes, 
cause cancer. Cellular ras RNA in human cancer cells transcribed 
from either normal or mutated ras genes with native cellular 
promoters is expressed so poorly that it is practically undetectable 
(Duesberg and Schwartz 1992, Duesberg 1995, Hua et al. 1997), as 
for example in colon cancer cells with mutant ras genes (Rasnick 
and Duesberg 1999, Zhang et al. 1997). Mutant proto-abl, which 
has been associated with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), 
stands out as another example of an inactive oncogene and for 
the various functions of its arti! cial derivatives.
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Human CML proceeds in two distinct phases. The first is a 
chronic phase lasting on average 3–4 years in which undi# erentiated 
and differentiated, functional myelocytes, granulocytes, and 
neutrophils are overproduced. Since the overproduced cells 
di# erentiate to functional blood cells, this phase of the disease is a 
clonal hyperplasia. In about 85% of CML cases these hyperplastic 
cells carry a clonal variant of chromosome 22, termed Philadelphia 
chromosome. The remaining CML cases have no Philadelphia 
chromosome (Nowell 1982, Sandberg 1990). " e second phase of 
CML is a terminal leukemia of several months, termed blast crisis, 
in which new, autonomous clones of non-di# erentiating aneuploid 
myeloblasts take over, which also typically carry the Philadelphia 
chromosome. " ese cells are no longer functionally normal (Koe&  er 
and Golde 1981a, Koe&  er and Golde 1981b, Sandberg 1990).

In about 80% of CMLs with Philadelphia chromosomes, the 
variant chromosomes are generated by a reciprocal translocation 
in which a small piece of chromosome 9 is translocated to 
chromosome 22, and a smaller piece of 22 (Koe&  er and Golde 
1981a) goes to 9 (Rowley 1973). Since this translocation moves 
the coding region of the proto-abl gene to a promoter region 
from a gene termed bcr on chromosome 22, and since proto-abl 
is related to the oncogene of the murine Abelson leukemia virus, 
the hybrid bcr-abl gene is now thought to be the cause of CML 
(Heisterkamp et al. 1985).

However, there is a conceptual problem with this hypothesis. 
" e Abelson virus carries a dominant oncogene, termed abl, which 
causes a polyclonal leukemia in mice that is fatal within a few 
weeks (Duesberg and Schwartz 1992, Weiss et al. 1985). But the 
chronic phase of CML is a hyperplasia, not a terminal leukemia. 
Logically, the bcr-abl-CML hypothesis postulates that a cellular 
mutant gene causes hyperplasia because this gene is related to a 
dominant retroviral oncogene. Experimental evidence con! rms 
and extends the discrepancy between the cellular bcr-abl and viral 
oncogene theories of CML.

The transcripts of abl genes are barely detectable or even 
undetectable in CML patients by conventional hybridization with 
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radioactive DNA probes (Gale and Canaani 1984). Therefore, 
transcripts are now typically detected by arti! cial ampli! cation 
with the polymerase chain reaction (Bose et al. 1998). By contrast, 
transcription of the oncogene of Abelson virus in leukemic mice 
is 100- to 1,000-fold higher than that of the mouse or human 
abl genes (Duesberg and Schwartz 1992). Thus, the fast, viral 
leukemia with highly active abl genes is not a model for the slow, 
chronic phase of human CML with inactive bcr-abl genes.

" e functional discrepancy between the Abelson virus oncogene 
and the cellular bcr-abl gene has been con! rmed unintentionally 
by all e# orts to prove the bcr-abl-CML hypothesis. For example, 
to generate a leukemia in mice with the bcr-abl of human CML, 
Baltimore et al. had to make the gene part of an arti! cial Abelson 
virus (Daley et al. 1990), which enhanced its activity 100- to 1,000-
fold above its activity in CML (Duesberg and Schwartz 1992). 
Likewise Era and Witte had to rely on heterologous promoters 
derived from cytomegalovirus and a chicken actin gene in order 
to find “Bcr-Abl being the sole genetic change needed for the 
establishment of the chronic phase of CML” (Era and Witte 
2000). However, these studies, as with their mutant ras gene 
antecedents, failed to consider that the cellular and pathogenic 
e# ects of these arti! cial bcr-abl constructs depended on 100- to 
1,000-fold transcriptional activation compared to the inactive bcr-
abl genes of human CML (Duesberg and Schwartz 1992). " us, 
these studies con! rm the lesson of the mouse Abelson virus—that 
a highly over-expressed abl gene is leukemogenic—but they say 
little about the function of the poorly expressed abl genes in the 
chronic phase of CML.

Moreover, since the discovery of the reciprocal translocation 
between chromosomes 22 and 9 in human CML (Rowley 1973), 
about 20% of Philadelphia chromosomes were shown to be 
translocations of chromosome 22 with chromosomes that do not 
carry abl genes, i.e., with chromosomes 2, 6, 7, 11, 13, 16, 17, 
19, and 21 (Harris 1995, Nowell 1982, Sandberg 1990). According 
to Nowell, the discoverer of the Philadelphia chromosome 
(Nowell and Hungerford 1960), “" ese variants appear to have 
no significance with respect to the clinical characteristics of 
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the disease, and so it appears that it is the displacement of the 
sequence of chromosome 22 that is of major importance, rather 
than the site to which it goes” (Nowell 1982). In other words, 
the mutation of proto-abl is not necessary for the generation of a 
Philadelphia chromosome nor for CML.

" is leaves open the question whether mutation of proto-abl 
happens to be su%  cient to initiate the chronic, hyperplastic phase 
of CML by some unknown mechanism that does not rely on high 
transcriptional activity. However, two facts suggest this is not the 
case:

Transgenic mice carrying a 1. bcr-abl gene in every cell of 
their body, even with promoters that are much stronger 
than those of native bcr-abl genes, are not born with CML. 
Instead, many develop a non-CML type of leukemia a$ er 
“long latency,” because “BCR/ABL expression is not the sole 
cause of leukemia but rather predisposes for the cancer” 
(Voncken et al. 1995).
CML-specific, poorly expressed 2. bcr-abl transcripts have 
recently also been detected in up to 75% of normal humans 
with the polymerase chain reaction (Biernaux et al. 1995, 
Bose et al. 1998). It follows that the bcr-abl gene is not 
su%  cient to initiate even the chronic phase of CML.

" us, the hypothesis that mutation of cellular genes related to 
retroviral oncogenes causes cancer, is uncon! rmed. Nevertheless, 
the apparent functional proof for cellular oncogenes has fueled the 
cataloging of hundreds of mutated genes in cancer cells that are 
all now assumed to cause cancer either directly, as hypothetical 
oncogenes, or indirectly, as hypothetical tumor suppressor genes 
(Alberts et al. 1994, Boland and Ricciardiello 1999, Haber and 
Fearon 1998, Hanahan and Weinberg 2000, Lodish et al. 1999). 
Yet most of these mutant genes do not even transform 3T3 cells, 
but are still called “oncogenes” because they were ! rst identi! ed in 
cancer cells (Watson et al. 1987). Indeed, it has not been possible 
to isolate cellular genes from any cancer that transform normal 
human cells into cancer cells (Li et al. 2000), “a$ er more than 
15 years of trying” (Weitzman and Yaniv 1999).
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However, the evidence that these mutations are neither 
necessary nor su%  cient for cancer does not exclude the possibility 
that they, if present, play indirect roles in carcinogenesis as, for 
example, in clonal expansion (Cha et al. 1994) or in increasing 
the risk of aneuploidy. Indeed the transition from the chronic, 
preneoplastic phase of CML to the neoplastic phase, termed 
blast crisis, is preceded by and coincides with aneuploidy (Harris 
1995, Sadamori et al. 1983, Sadamori et al. 1985), suggesting (but 
unproved) that the Philadelphia chromosome and/or its reciprocal 
counterpart may increase the risk of aneuploidization.

4.4  UPDATED GENE MUTATION THEORY IS 
POPULAR BUT UNCONFIRMED

The role of cellular oncogenes in carcinogenesis remains largely an 
inference.

(Bishop 1983)

Although hundreds of research papers have reported on the transforming 
powers of oncogenes, the biochemical mechanisms used to achieve these 
changes are still, with rare exceptions, quite obscure.

(Weinberg 1989)

…the genetic principles that underlie the evolution of cancer genomes and 
how combinations of mutations contribute to cancer phenotypes remain 
poorly de! ned.

(Anderson et al. 2011)

Berenblum and Shubik were some of the ! rst to raise questions 
about gene mutation as the cause of cancer stating: “the theory 
has rested largely on the assumption that, given an irreversible 
change as the basis of carcinogenesis, the only known biological 
phenomenon to explain this would be a gene mutation. However, 
a closer examination of other common biological phenomena 
instantly reveals that this is not so” (Berenblum and Shubik 1949). 
And despite a potential conflict of interest with regard to the 
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cancer gene of his sarcoma virus, in 1959, Rous concluded that, 
“the somatic mutation hypothesis, a$ er more than half a century, 
remains an analogy: ‘it is presumptive reasoning based on the 
assumption that if things have similar attributes they will have 
other similar attributes’ ” (Rous 1959). Rous’s reservations about 
the hypothesis included non-genotoxic carcinogens, the slow 
action of carcinogens, and the inadequacy of known mutations to 
explain the many di# erences between cancer and normal cells.

As recently as 2009, Brash and Cairns felt the need to remind 
researchers that cataloging the “enemies within”—the hundreds 
of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes—have yet to reveal 
“the mysterious steps in carcinogenesis” (Brash and Cairns 
2009). " ey reminded researchers the picture that emerges from 
the classical studies of the epidemiology of human cancers and 
of experimental carcinogenesis in animals is hard to reconcile 
with what has been learned about mutagenesis in simple systems 
such as the bacteria. Initiation seems to be far too e%  cient to be 
simply mutagenesis of certain oncogenes and suppressor genes, 
and the subsequent time-dependent steps are even more obscure. 
“" e prime mystery in carcinogenesis remains the very ! rst step, 
because it is hard to imagine how the numerous genetic changes 
found in cancer cells could have been produced in any cell as 
the result of a single exposure to a DNA-damaging agent, or why 
months or years should have to elapse before the e# ect of these 
changes is observed”.

Despite its current popularity, the gene mutation hypothesis 
has failed to meet many of its own predictions:

4.4.1  Gene mutation theory cannot explain 
non-mutagenic carcinogens and tumor 
promoters

Carcinogens are either chemical or physical agents that initiate 
carcinogenesis (Cairns 1978, Pitot 2002). Both chemical and 
physical carcinogens can be either mutagenic or non-mutagenic. 
Examples of non-mutagenic carcinogens are asbestos, tar, mineral 
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oils, naphthalene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, butter yellow, 
urethane, dioxin, hormones, metal ions such as Ni, Cd, Cr, As, 
spindle blockers such as vincristine and colcemid, extra-nuclear 
radiation, carbon nanotubes and solid plastic or metal implants 
(Ashby and Purchase 1988, Berenblum and Shubik 1949, Burdette 
1955, Duesberg et al. 2004b, Lijinsky 1989, Little 2000, Oshimura 
and Barrett 1986, Pitot 2002, Poland et al. 2008, Preussman 
1990, Rous 1959, Scribner and Suess 1978, Zaridze et al. 1993). 
Moreover, the many agents that accelerate carcinogenesis, termed 
tumor promoters, are all by definition non-mutagenic (Pitot 
1986), or not directly mutagenic, as for example croton oil and 
phorbol acetate (Iversen 1991b, Pitot 2002).

4.4.2 No cancer-specifi c gene mutations
No cancer-specific mutations have yet been found (Cooper 
1990, Duesberg and Schwartz 1992, Haber and Fearon 1998, 
Hollstein et al. 1994, Little 2000, Strauss 1992, Vogelstein et al. 
1988). “Although certain genes are frequently mutated in the 
cancers of particular tissues, no tumor has the same spectrum 
of mutations” (Frank 2004). According to a commentary titled 
“How many mutations does it take to make a tumor?”, “" ere 
are no oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes that are activated 
or deleted from all cancers. Even tumors of a single organ rarely 
have uniform genetic alterations, although tumor types from one 
speci! c organ have a tendency to share mutations” (Boland and 
Ricciardiello 1999). When no speci! c mutations are found, other, 
as yet unknown, mutations are suggested to “phenocopy” the 
known mutations (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000), even though 
there is no functional evidence.

4.4.3  “Causative” mutations are not clonal 
and not shared by all cells of a tumor

Recent evidence shows that even known, hypothetically causative 
mutations, are not shared by all cells of the same tumor, e.g., 
mutant ras and the hypothetical mutant tumor suppressor gene 
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p53 (Al-Mulla et al. 1998, Albino et al. 1984, Giaretti et al. 1996, 
Heppner and Miller 1998, Konishi et al. 1995, Kuwabara et al. 
1998, O# ner et al. 1999, Roy-Burman et al. 1997, Shibata et al. 
1993, Yachida et al. 2010). Likewise, the spontaneous loss of the 
presumed oncogene, mutant ras, does not revert the phenotype of 
a cancer cell back to normal (Plattner et al. 1996). " us, known 
oncogene and tumor suppressor gene mutations are not necessary 
for the maintenance and probably not even for the initiation of 
cancer, although they are present in some of its cells. " eir non-
clonality is predicted by the chromosomal imbalance theory 
(Sections 4.4.9 & 6.1.1).

4.4.4  Mutant genes do not transform normal 
cells into cancer cells

No mutant gene nor combination of mutant genes from cancer 
cells has been found that converts diploid human or animal cells 
into cancer cells, despite enormous e# orts in the last 25 years 
(Akagi et al. 2003, Augenlicht et al. 1987, Duesberg and Schwartz 
1992, Duesberg 1995, Duesberg et al. 2004b, Harris 1995, Harris 
2005, Hua et al. 1997, Li et al. 2000, Li et al. 2002, Lijinsky 1989, 
Radford 2004, Schneider and Kulesz-Martin 2004, Stanbridge 
1990a, " raves et al. 1991, Weitzman and Yaniv 1999). On the 
contrary, several hypothetical mutant cancer genes, including 
myc, ras, and p53, have even been introduced into the germline 
of mice but these transgenic mice are initially healthy and are 
breedable, although some appear to have a slightly higher cancer 
risk than other laboratory mice (Donehower et al. 1992, Duesberg 
and Schwartz 1992, Hariharan et al. 1989, Li et al. 2000, Purdie 
et al. 1994, Sinn et al. 1987). For example, one study of the genes 
said to cause colon cancer reports that, “Transgenic pedigrees that 
produce K-rasVal12 alone, p53Ala143 alone, or K-rasVal12 and 
p53Ala143 have no detectable phenotypic abnormalities” (Kim 
et al. 1993).

There are other mouse strains with hypothetical cancer 
genes artificially implanted into their germline, and others with 
hypothetical tumor suppressor genes arti! cially deleted from the 
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germline, which have survived many generations in laboratories 
with either the same or slightly higher cancer-risks than other 
lab mice (Donehower et al. 1992, Duesberg 2003, Duesberg 
et al. 2004b, Harris 2005). For instance, one group observed 
that, “Surprisingly, homozygosity for the Apc1638T mutation”, 
an artificial null mutation of the hypothetical tumor suppressor 
gene Apc, “is compatible with postnatal life” and “animals that 
survive to adulthood are tumor-free” (Smits et al. 1999). Even 
more surprisingly, some mice with hypothetical cancer genes and 
others without hypothetical tumor suppressor genes fare even 
better than un-mutated controls. For example, the authors of one 
study state that, “Surprisingly [the] germline expression of an 
oncogenic erbB2 allele (breast cancer gene, alias Her2 and Neu)…
conferred resistance to mammary tumorigenesis” (Andrechek 
et al. 2004). Yet another group reported that “unexpectedly” mice 
with null mutations of the retinoblastoma gene, rb, “developed fewer 
and smaller papillomas” than un-mutated controls (Renan 1993).

" ere are reports of tumors in mice that can be induced and 
even reversed experimentally via promoters that switch on and o#  
hypothetical cancer genes, which have been arti! cially implanted 
into the germline (Shachaf et al. 2004, Weinstein 2002). But two 
questions have not been answered: 1) Why did only local, and thus 
possibly clonal, tumors appear in these “transgenic” mice, rather 
than systemic cancer? 2) Were these reversible tumors aneuploid 
or diploid hyperplasias? (Duesberg 2003, Shachaf et al. 2004). 
According to Harris, these “Experiments with transgenic animals 
are unanimous in their demonstration that oncogenes do not 
produce tumours directly, but merely establish a predisposition to 
tumour formation that ultimately requires other genetic changes 
which occur in a stochastic fashion” (Harris 1995). And even this 
predisposition may be an artifact of the ectopic position of the 
trans-gene in the chromosome rather than of its function.

As of 2004, at least 291 mutations in protein-coding genes 
(more than 1% of the human genome) have been proposed to 
cause cancer (Futreal et al. 2004). According to the Catalogue of 
Somatic Mutations in Cancer database and website, the tally of 
cancer genes as of 2009, was 412, of which 300 are said to be 
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dominate (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/, (Bamford et al. 2004)). " ree-
quarters of these cancer genes were associated with leukemias, 
lymphomas and mesenchymal (connective tissue) tumors even 
though these account for less than 10% of human cancers. 
Since the most common cancers are epithelial in origin, there 
is considerable scope for the cataloging of many additional gene 
mutations associated with these cancers. " us, the total number 
of human cancer genes remains a matter for speculation.

Most cancer genes have been identi! ed and initially reported 
on the basis of genetic evidence (that is, the presence of somatic 
or germline mutations) and without biological information 
supporting the oncogenic e# ects of the mutations (Forbes et al. 
2011, Futreal et al. 2004, Katsios and Roukos 2011, Park et al. 
2010, Terwilliger and Hiekkalinna 2006, Wacholder et al. 2010). 
But, on September 16, 2005, J. Michael Bishop, who shared 
the 1989 Nobel Prize for the discovery of the cellular origin of 
retroviral oncogenes, con! rmed that there was still no proven 
combination of mutant genes from cancer cells that is su%  cient to 
cause cancer (from a seminar, “Mouse models of human cancer” 
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2005).

Vogelstein and Kinzler closed an influential review of the 
mutation theory in 1993 (since cited in text books (Voet and Voet 
1995)) as follows: “" e genetics of cancer forces us to re-examine 
our simple notions of causality, such as those embodied in Koch’s 
postulates: how does one come to grips with words like ‘necessary’ 
and ‘sufficient’ when more than one mutation is required to 
produce a phenotype and when that phenotype can be produced 
by di# erent mutant genes in various combinations?” (Vogelstein 
and Kinzler 1993). " e answer to Vogelstein and Kinzler’s question 
is still open—two decades and many studies later.

4.4.5  Mutagenic carcinogens should cause 
instant transformation

Conventional mutation is immediate and just as stable as the 
parental genotype (Brookes and Lawley 1964, Fujimura 1996, 
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Gri%  ths et al. 2000, Lewin 1997, Muller 1927, Pierce 2005). In view 
of this it is surprising there are no fast carcinogens. Nevertheless, 
many carcinogens are very fast mutagens, as for example, X-rays, 
UV light and alkylating agents. But all carcinogens, mutagenic or 
not, are very slow—causing cancer only a$ er exceedingly long 
“neoplastic latencies” (Foulds 1975, Pitot 2002) of many months 
to years in rodents, and of many years to decades in humans 
(Bauer 1949, Bauer 1963, Berenblum and Shubik 1949, Cairns 
1978, Duesberg and Li 2003, Foulds 1975, Hueper 1952, Pitot 
2002, Vogelstein and Kinzler 1993). As recently as 2009, Brash and 
Cairns reminded researchers “the time course of carcinogenesis 
is deeply mysterious” (Brash and Cairns 2009). Examples are: 
1) the solid cancers, in survivors of atomic bombs in 1945, 
mainly developed 20 years after exposure to nuclear radiation 
(Cairns 1978), 2) the breast cancers, which developed in former 
tuberculosis patients only 15 years a$ er treatments with X-rays 
in the 1950s (Boice and Monson 1977), and 3) the lung cancers, 
which developed in workers of a Japanese mustard gas factory 
only 30 years a$ er it was closed in 1945 (Doi et al. 2002).

Similarly, the risk of lung cancer remains about 5–10 times 
higher for ex-smokers than it is for non-smokers, even decades 
a$ er they stopped smoking (Cairns 1978, Cairns 2002, Doll 1970, 
Hittelman 2001). " us, an initiated cell evolves only gradually to 
a visible cancer cell, long a$ er exposure to carcinogen—much 
like a submarine volcano only gradually becomes a visible island 
(Bauer 1949, Bauer 1963, Foulds 1975). By contrast, the mutation 
theory would have predicted carcinogenesis as soon as the people 
in the above examples had received the doses of carcinogen that 
eventually caused their cancers.

Experimental carcinogenesis demonstrates even more directly 
that, once initiated, the evolution of cancer cells is an autonomous, 
if slow, process that is independent of further exogenous in' uences 
(Berenblum and Shubik 1949, Cairns 1978, Foulds 1975, Pitot 
2002, Ruiz et al. 2005). Nevertheless, experimental carcinogenesis 
is accelerated by further carcinogens or tumor promoters (Cairns 
1978, Iversen 1991a, Iversen 1991b, Pitot 2002, Rous 1967, Ruiz 
et al. 2005). " is autonomous evolution continues in cancer cells 
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and their descendents both in vivo and even in vitro (Berenblum 
and Shubik 1949, Foulds 1975, Hauschka 1961, Levan 1956, Rous 
1967, Winge 1930). As a result, cancer cells progress independently 
within individual cancers, to form ever-more “polymorphic” 
(Caspersson 1964b) and phenotypically heterogeneous cancers 
with ever-more exotic karyotypes and phenotypes (Foulds 1975). 
" us, “initiation” confers on cells a lifelong variability that can 
generate new phenotypes and karyotypes many cell generations 
or decades a$ er it was established (Harris 2007).

Cairns summarized the problem with conventional gene 
mutation in Cancer: Science and Society: “The conspicuous 
feature of most forms of carcinogenesis is the long period that 
elapses between initial application of the carcinogen and the time 
the ! rst cancers appear. Clearly, we cannot claim to know what 
turns a cell into a cancer cell until we understand why the time 
course of carcinogenesis is almost always so extraordinarily long” 
(Cairns 1978).

4.4.6  Gene mutation should have reproducible 
consequences

" e e# ects of point mutations are immediate and reproducible. 
However, the progression of cancer is neither definite nor 
predictable but “follows one of alternative paths of development” 
(Braun 1969, Pitot 1986). According to Foulds: “di# erent characters 
of a particular tumor undergo progression independently of one 
another. " is rule leads to the more general proposition that the 
structure and behavior of tumors are determined by numerous 
unit characters that, within wide limits, are independently variable, 
capable of highly varied combinations, and apt to progress 
independently. " is rule has proved valid and useful in diverse 
studies of neoplasia in animals and in man. " e associations of 
characters such as growth rate, invasiveness, powers of metastasis, 
responsiveness to hormones, and morphologic characters in 
tumors of one general kind are highly varied and include 
many anomalous associations or ‘dissociations’ of characters, as 
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exempli! ed by the ‘locally malignant’ and ‘metastasizing benign’ 
tumors of man. " e rule still holds good when the analysis is 
pushed to the level of enzymes and histocompatibility genes, and 
investigations at this level con! rm earlier suspicions about the 
individuality of tumors; probably no two tumors are exactly alike 
in every respect even when they are evoked by similar means 
from the same tissue and have the same general properties. Many 
wide generalizations about ‘cancer’ have broken down, as most 
of them eventually do, because they have not taken into account 
the independent variability of characters and the individuality of 
tumors. Moreover many characters o$ en prominent in tumors 
are not essential to the neoplastic disease but are only incidental 
consequences or accompaniments of it…” (Foulds 1965). Foulds’ 
characterization of the highly variable phenotypes of cancer is 
consistent with it being an aneuploidy syndrome (Section 6.1.8).

4.4.7  Non-selective phenotypes are not 
compatible with gene mutation

Cancer-speci! c phenotypes can be divided into two classes: those, 
which are selective, because they advance carcinogenesis by 
conferring growth advantages to cancer cells such as invasiveness, 
grossly altered metabolism and high adaptability via high genomic 
variability (Foulds 1975, Pitot 2002), and those which are not 
selective for growth (Bernards and Weinberg 2002, Duesberg 
et al. 2004b).

" e non-selective phenotypes of cancer cells include metastasis, 
multi-drug resistance and in vitro immortality. Metastasis is the 
ability to grow at a site away from the primary tumor. " erefore, 
it is not selective at the site of its origin (Bernards and Weinberg 
2002). Likewise, preexisting multi-drug resistance is not a 
selective advantage for natural carcinogenesis in the absence of 
chemotherapy. Yet, many cancers are intrinsically multi-drug-
resistant (Doubre et al. 2005, Goldie 2001). Moreover, acquired 
multi-drug resistance protects against many more drugs than 
the cancer was ever exposed to (Duesberg et al. 2000a, Duesberg 
et al. 2001b, Schoenlein 1993). Even immortality is not a selective 
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advantage for carcinogenesis, because many types of normal 
human cells can grow over 50 generations according to the 
Hayflick limit (Hayflick and Moorhead 1961), and thus many 
more generations than are necessary to generate a lethal cancer. 
Speci! cally, 50 cell generations beginning with a single cell would 
produce a cellular mass equivalent of 10 humans with 1014 cells 
each, assuming most survive (Duesberg and Li 2003).

4.4.8  Cancer causing genes are hard to 
reconcile with human survival

The spontaneous mutation rates of mammalian cells and the 
hundreds of hypothetical oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes 
postulated so far (Haber and Fearon 1998, Hanahan and Weinberg 
2000, Lodish et al. 1999, Mitelman et al. 1997a) make it very 
di%  cult to reconcile with the survival of multicellular organisms. 
" e spontaneous, net mutation rate (a$ er proofreading) is about 1 
in 109 nucleotides per mitosis (Lewin 1994, Li et al. 1997, Strauss 
1992). Since the DNA of human and all other mammalian species 
is made up of about 109 nucleotides (O’Brien et al. 1999), then a 
mutation in every position of the human or mammalian genome 
can be expected in 109 cells. Considering that humans have 1014 
cells (Cairns 1978, Strauss 1992), every human should contain 
105 cancer cells if just one dominant oncogene existed that could 
be activated by just one point mutation. Since there are now 
hundreds of such genes and “activating” mutations are found in 
multiple positions of the same gene (Seeburg et al. 1984), cancer 
should be ubiquitous.

In response to this, the proponents of the mutation hypothesis 
now argue that it takes between 3 and 20 gene mutations to 
generate a human cancer cell (Lodish et al. 1999). Hahn and 
colleagues postulate that three mutant genes “su%  ce” to create 
a human tumor cell (Hahn et al. 1999), whereas Kinzler and 
Vogelstein postulate 7 mutations for colon cancer (Kinzler and 
Vogelstein 1996). However, their proposals create a new paradox: 
in view of the above mutation rates, cancer would be practically 
nonexistent (Jakubezak et al. 1996). For example, if 3 mutations 
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were required, only 1 in 109(3 or 1027 human cells would ever 
turn into a cancer cell by spontaneous mutation, and if 7 were 
required, only one in 1063 would ever turn into a cancer cell. " us 
only 1 in 1011 or in 1047 humans would ever develop cancer, since 
an average human life corresponds to about 1016 cells (Cairns 
1978, Duesberg and Schwartz 1992). In other words, cancer 
would never occur. In view of this paradox, the proponents of 
the gene mutation hypothesis have postulated that malignant 
transformation depends on a “mutator phenotype” (Loeb 1991).

4.4.9 Mutator phenotype to the rescue
Several gene mutation theories are currently advanced to explain 
the genomic instability of cancer cells (Anderson et al. 2001, 
Balmain 2001, Hoeijmakers 2001, Loeb 1991, Loeb 2001, Loeb 
et al. 2003, Marx 2002, Pihan and Doxsey 2003, Rajagopalan 
et al. 2003, Sieber et al. 2003). According to a recent review: “In 
general, these theories assume that genomic instability is derived 
from mutations in genes that are involved in processes such as DNA 
repair and chromosomal segregation. " e mutations of the ‘mutator 
genes’ have no direct selective advantage or disadvantage, only an 
effect on the mutation rates of other genes” (Sieber et al. 2003). 
However, there are four arguments against the necessity of such 
‘‘mutator genes’’ (Breslow and Goldsby 1969, Loeb et al. 2003):

1) Mutator genes are only detected in a small minority of 
cancers (Anderson et al. 2001, Duesberg and Li 2003, Grosovsky 
et al. 1996, Hawkins et al. 2000, Hermsen et al. 2002, Lengauer 
et al. 1997, Lengauer et al. 1998, Marx 2002, Pihan and Doxsey 
2003, Sieber et al. 2003, Strauss 1992, Tomlinson et al. 1996, 
Wang et al. 2002). " erefore, it is now claimed that the “mutator 
phenotype” is “transient”, i.e., undetectable once a cancer cell is 
generated (Loeb 1997). " us, the mutations that are thought to 
create the mutator phenotype are neither consistent nor clonal in 
cancers. In view of this, Rajagopalan et al. proposed, “epigenetic 
events that do not involve mutational changes in nucleotides 
could certainly have a signi! cant role” (Rajagopalan et al. 2003).
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Gene mutations, including mutator genes, would only be 
generated in those genomically unstable cells, in which teams of 
enzymes involved in the synthesis and maintenance of DNA are 
corrupted by aneuploidy (Section 6.1.6). Clonal mutations would 
derive from preneoplastic aneuploidy and non-clonal mutations 
would derive from neoplastic aneuploidy. " is explains not only 
why gene mutations are common, but also why they are not 
consistently associated with genomically unstable cells and why 
they tend to be late and non-clonal.

2) Among the mutator genes that have been found, some, as for 
example the adenomatous polyposis coli (Apc) and the p53 tumor 
suppressor genes, are now considered consequences rather than 
causes of genomic instability (Haigis et al. 2002, Kobayashi et al. 
2000, O# ner et al. 1999, Tomlinson and Bodmer 1999). According 
to a review by Lengauer et al., “p53 mutations do not usually occur 
until much later (a$ er initiation of carcinogenesis)” and thus “are 
unlikely to be its primary cause” (Lengauer et al. 1998).

3) " ere is as yet no functional proof for a direct role of mutator 
genes in carcinogenesis (Duesberg et al. 2000a, Duesberg and Li 
2003, Harris 1995, Murnane 1996). For example, in experimental 
mice with a transgenic lambda phage as indicator of mutagenesis, 
“the frequencies of lambda cII-mutants were not significantly 
different in normal mammary epithelium, primary mammary 
adenocarcinomas, and pulmonary metastases” (Jakubezak 
et al. 1996). Moreover, mice with null mutations of p53 and with 
deletion mutants of Apc proved to be “surprisingly” procreative, 
and thus not genomically unstable (Donehower et al. 1992, Smits 
et al. 1999). In view of this, the study on p53 concluded, “an 
oncogenic mutant form of p53 is not obligatory for the genesis 
of many types of tumours” (Donehower et al. 1992), and the 
study on Apc concluded, “Most importantly, Apc1638T/1638T 
animals that survive to adulthood are tumor free” (Smits et al. 
1999). “Surprisingly,” mice with null mutations of the cyclin-
dependent kinase 2, another hypothetical tumor suppressor and 
cell cycle control gene (Hahn and Weinberg 2002a), were recently 
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also found to be su%  ciently stable to survive to adulthood—again 
cancer-free (Steinberg 2003).

Some studies of mice with mutated tumor suppressor genes 
point out that such mice have higher risks of cancer than untreated 
controls owing to their arti! cial mutator genes (Duesberg 2003), 
as for example the study on mice without p53 (Donehower et al. 
1992). However, carcinogenesis in such animals is both age- and 
“strain-dependent” (Donehower et al. 1992), indicating that their 
arti! cial genes are not su%  cient for carcinogenesis. A calculation 
of the cellular cancer risk of these mice makes this point even 
more obvious. Since cancers originate from single cells (Cairns 
1978, Koller 1972, Ruddon 1981), and since mice consist of about 
5(1010 cells and have renewed many of their cells by the time they 
develop cancers, their cellular cancer risk is less than 5(10–10, in 
spite of the fact every cell lacks the tumor suppressor gene p53. 
" is extremely low cellular cancer risk undermines the argument 
for a direct role of such genes in carcinogenesis.

4) The hypothesis, that an elevated rate of mutation is 
necessary for carcinogenesis, is also burdened by an inherent 
paradox, which was described in a 1999 review as follows: “an 
elevation of mutation rate must generally be regarded as a growth 
disadvantage to the cell. Models which disregard such mechanisms 
are particularly incompatible with the growing amount of data 
indicating that practically all neoplastic cells express some form of 
genomic instability” (Breivik and Gaudernack 1999). Tomlinson 
et al. expressed the same reservations about the mutator gene 
hypothesis saying, “" e scenarios for a role of a raised mutation 
rate assume that there is no selective disadvantage to a cell in 
having an increased number of mutations. " is may not be the 
case: for example, a deleterious or lethal mutation may be much 
more likely than an advantageous mutation. More subtly, an 
accumulated mutational load might induce apoptosis” (Tomlinson 
et al. 1996).

Thus, there is as yet no consistent correlative or functional 
proof for any of the mutation theories. Moreover, the suicidal 
consequences of persistent and autocatalytically escalating numbers 
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of mutator genes are hard to reconcile with the long latency and 
many cell generations between initiation of preneoplastic genomic 
instability and cancer, and even harder with the immortality of 
cancer cells (Duesberg and Li 2003).

4.4.10  Gene mutation does not explain 
chromosome instability in cancer

" e chromosomes of cancer cells are numerically and structurally 
unstable (Albertson et al. 2003, Gollin 2005, Koller 1972, Levan 
and Biesele 1958, Wolman 1986), so much so that no single tumor 
is composed of genetically identical cells (Fogh 1986, Foulds 
1965, Lengauer et al. 1998, Levan and Biesele 1958, Rasnick and 
Duesberg 1999). This chromosomal instability of cancer cells 
is proportional to the degree of aneuploidy or chromosomal 
imbalance (Section 5.3.9), and is usually dominant in fusions with 
stable cells (Section 6.1.6).

Radiation-induced chromosomal and mutational instability can 
be found in 10–50% of clones that survive radiation exposure. In 
a review article on genomic instability, Pongsaensook et al., said: 
“" ese frequencies are too high to be explained by mutation of a 
single gene or even a large family of genes. " e results indicate 
that genomic instability is unevenly transmitted to sibling sub-
clones, that chromosomal rearrangements within unstable clones 
are non-randomly distributed throughout the karyotype, and that 
the majority of chromosomal rearrangements associated with 
instability a# ect trisomic chromosomal segments. Observations 
of instability in trisomic regions suggests that in addition to 
promoting further alterations in chromosomal number, aneuploidy 
can a# ect the recovery of structural rearrangements… . [T]hese 
! ndings cannot be fully explained by invoking a homogeneously 
distributed factor acting in trans … [but instead] suggest that in 
addition to promoting further alterations in chromosomal number, 
aneuploidy can play a role in creating a de novo chromosomal 
rearrangement hot spot” (Pongsaensook et al. 2004).
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4.4.11  Karyotypic–phenotypic cancer cell 
variation is orders of magnitude higher 
than gene mutation rates

" e chromosomes of cancer cells are extremely unstable compared 
to those of normal cells. For example, 1 in 100 highly aneuploid 
human cancer cells loses or gains or rearranges a chromosome 
per cell generation (Li et al. 2005). Since humans contain 23 
chromosomes, there are 23 possible specific aneusomies from 
a chance alteration of only one. Thus, the chance of finding 
any specific aneusomy is 1 in 2300 per cell generation, or 
approximately 10–3 per cell division. In agreement with this, 
up to 1 in 1000 aneuploid cancer cells spontaneously generates 
a specific new phenotype per cell generation—“at frequencies 
considerably greater than conventional mutation” (Shibata 2011, 
Wright 1999)—as for example drug-resistance (Duesberg et al. 
2000a, Duesberg et al. 2001b, Harris 1995, Li et al. 2005, Tlsty 
1997), or the ability to metastasize at “high rates” (Al-Hajj et al. 
2003, Harris et al. 1982), or the loss of heterozygosity at rates of 
10)5 per generation (Vogelstein and Kinzler 1998).

" is inherent karyotypic–phenotypic variability of cancer cells 
is the reason why most cancers are “enormously” heterogeneous 
populations of non-clonal and partially clonal cells, which di# er 
from each other in “bewildering” (Koller 1972) phenotypic and 
chromosomal variations (Heim and Mitelman 1995a, Schneider 
and Kulesz-Martin 2004)—even though most cancers are derived 
from a common, primary cancer cell and thus have clonal origins 
(Cairns 1978, Caspersson 1964b, Castro et al. 2005, Castro 
et al. 2006, Foulds 1975, Harris 1995, Hauschka 1961, Heim and 
Mitelman 1995b, Klein et al. 2002, Lengauer et al. 1998, Little 
2000, Nowell 1976, Sandberg 1990).

By contrast, conventional mutation of speci! c genes is limited 
to 10–7 per cell generation for dominant genes and to 10)14 for 
pairs of recessive genes in all species (Holliday 1996, Lewin 1997, 
Marx 2002, Tlsty 1990, Tlsty 1997, Vogel and Motulsky 1986). 
Surprisingly, in view of the genetic theories of cancer, even the 
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gene mutation rates of most cancer cells are not higher than those 
of normal cells (Duesberg et al. 2004b, Harris 1991, Holliday 
1996, Lengauer et al. 1998, Marx 2002, Oshimura and Barrett 
1986, Sieber et al. 2003, Strauss 1992, Tomlinson and Bodmer 
1999, Tomlinson et al. 1996, Wang et al. 2002). In fact, “the 
di# erence between a cancer genome and its germ line sequence 
is approximately 100-fold less than the differences between 
genomes from di# erent individuals” (Shibata 2011). While the 
rates of speci! c karyotypic (10–3) and phenotypic (10–3) variations 
of cancer cells are of the same order, they are 4 to 11 orders of 
magnitude higher than conventional mutation, and therefore not 
compatible with mutational theories.

4.4.12  Cancer phenotypes are too complex for 
conventional mutations

" e complexity of most cancer-speci! c phenotypes far exceeds 
that of phenotypes generated by conventional mutation. Examples 
are the gross polymorphisms in size and shape of individual 
cells within individual cancers (Bauer 1949, Caspersson 1964b, 
Foulds 1975). Moreover, the kind of drug resistance that is 
acquired by most cancer cells exposed to a single cytotoxic drug 
is much more complex than just resistance against the drug used 
to induce it. " erefore, this phenotype has been termed “multi-
drug resistance” (Duesberg et al. 2001b, Harris 1995, Schoenlein 
1993). It protects not only against the toxicity of the challenging 
drug, but also against many other chemically unrelated drugs and 
is thus probably not due to prescient specific point mutations 
(Section 5.3.5).

Nevertheless, it has been argued that multi-drug resistance can 
be generated by singular genes (Kartner et al. 1983, Schoenlein 
1993). However, it is biochemically implausible that a single 
protein could protect against many biochemically unrelated 
cytotoxic substances, such as DNA chain terminators, spindle 
blockers and inhibitors of protein synthesis all at once (Kartner 
et al. 1983, Schoenlein 1993). Moreover, it is improbable that 
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only cancer cells would bene! t from such genes, whereas normal 
cells of cancer patients remain vulnerable (Duesberg et al. 2000a, 
Duesberg et al. 2001b, Harris 1995).

Cancer-specific phenotypes such as grossly abnormal 
metabolism, metastasis, transplantability to heterologous species 
(Hauschka and Levan 1953) and “immortality” (Foulds 1975, 
Pitot 2002) are also likely to be polygenic, because all of these 
phenotypes correlate with the altered expression of thousands of 
genes (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Furge et al. 2004, Lodish et al. 2004, 
Pollack et al. 2002, Virtaneva et al. 2001) and with highly abnormal 
concentrations of thousands of normal proteins (Caspersson 
et al. 1963, Caspersson 1964b, Gabor Miklos 2005, Pitot 2002). In 
addition, the number of centrosomes is increased up to ! ve-fold 
(from a normal of 2 to around 10) in highly aneuploid cancer 
cells, and their structures are often altered at the same time 
(Ghadimi et al. 2000, Lingle et al. 2002, Pihan et al. 1998, Pihan 
et al. 2003).

" e complexities of these cancer-speci! c phenotypes, however, 
cannot be achieved by the low, conventional rates of gene 
mutations during the limited life spans of humans and animals. 
For example, it is virtually impossible that the up to five-fold 
increased numbers of centrosomes, which are observed in highly 
aneuploid cancer cells (Brinkley and Goepfert 1998, Lingle et al. 
1998, Lingle et al. 2002, Pihan et al. 1998), would be the result 
of mutations that increase the numbers of the 350 different 
proteins that make up centrosomes (Doxsey et al. 2005). " us, 
the mutation theory cannot explain the complex phenotypes of 
cancer, which better ! t an aneuploidy syndrome.

4.4.13  Ubiquity of aneuploidy in cancer is not 
explained by the mutation theory

In 1990, Atkin and Baker asked: “Are human cancers ever 
diploid—or o$ en trisomic?”, because “…we are unaware of any 
studies using chromosome-banding techniques in which diploid 
metaphases are in the majority or otherwise strongly suspected 
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of being tumor cells. From the several hundred tumors, including 
our own unpublished cases, that have now been studied, we can 
postulate that diploid human cancers, if they exist, must constitute 
signi! cantly less than 1% of all cancers… . Studies on uncultured 
tumor material support the view that human cancers are always 
aneuploid. " e chromosome changes are frequently complex and, 
moreover, show considerable variability, even among histologically 
similar tumors from the same site… . The absence of diploid 
cancers would then suggest that aneuploidy per se has some 
particular signi! cance for malignancy” (Atkin and Baker 1990).

Rare exceptions to the coincidence between aneuploidy and 
cancer have been reported, as for example “diploid” colon cancers 
with mismatch repair de! ciency (Lengauer et al. 1998). However, 
“array-based comparative genomic hybridization” analysis of what 
at ! rst appeared to be diploid colon cancers has since indicated 
that about “5% of their entire genome” was segmentally aneuploid 
versus 20% of a control group of colon cancers without mismatch 
repair de! ciency (Nakao et al. 2004). Colon cancers with “normal 
karyotypes” have also been described by Bardi et al. (Bardi 
et al. 2004). Again, further scrutiny revealed that these normal 
karyotypes were either from “hyperplastic polyps” (Bardi et al. 
1997) or from “non-neoplastic stromal cells” (Bardi et al. 1993) 
or were considered to be misidenti! ed tumor cells, showing “how 
dependent ! ndings in solid tumor cytogenetics are on method” 
(Bomme et al. 1998) and (Bardi G., personal communication, 
2004). " us there is still no unambiguous evidence for diploid 
solid cancer.

Leukemias are regularly cited as examples of diploid cancers. 
However, as pointed out by Sandberg et al., the fact that aneuploidy 
has not been demonstrable in all cases of acute leukemia studied 
thus far does not detract from the intimate relationship between 
neoplasia and gross chromosomal abnormalities (Sandberg et al. 
1962). Failure to demonstrate an aberrant stem line may be the 
result of relying too heavily on the determination of a single modal 
number (the most frequent number of chromosomes) which may 
be diploid even in the presence of absolutely increased numbers 
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of aneuploid cells. " is could be true if conditions in vivo were to 
favor mitosis of residual normal cells, since every cell population 
in acute leukemia must represent a mosaic.

" e fallacy of relying on the modal number alone under in vitro 
conditions has been abundantly shown (Atkin and Baker 1990, 
Testa et al. 1985, Yunis 1984). Some of the leukemias studied by 
Sandberg et al. using primary bone marrow specimens showed 
diploid modes yet a significant increase of frank aneuploid 
metaphases. Another more obvious source of error is the lack 
of a su%  ciently large sample of cells. " us, two of the cases of 
myeloblastic leukemia in adults reported by Sandberg et al. 
had the diploid mode of 46, but the total number of countable 
metaphases was ! ve and three, respectively. Finally, as stated by 
Hauschka (Hauschka 1963), pseudodiploidy may simulate a normal 
chromosomal constitution, a fact which requires painstaking 
analysis of apparently diploid cell populations with respect to 
individual chromosomes and has posed great di%  culties in the 
evaluation of murine karyotypes because of the resemblance of 
the chromosomes to one another in that species.

" ere appears, however, to be agreement that aneuploid cells 
are dominant in the active stages of leukemia and represent true 
stem lines (Costa et al. 2003, Hauschka 1963, Reisman et al. 
1964b, Sandberg et al. 1962, van den Berghe 1989, Yunis et al. 
1981, Yunis 1984). As such, they meet the criteria required by the 
chromosomal imbalance theory that a change in the chromosomal 
constitution of the malignant cell is one of the basic alterations 
in acute leukemia. " ese criteria are: 1) modal distribution of 
the abnormal karyotype, 2) presence of the abnormal karyotype 
in the earliest phase of the disease that can be investigated, and 
at any time thereafter in which the marrow shows leukemic 
in! ltration, 3) stability over long periods of time, 4) suppression 
during remission, and 5) restoration of the identical (or a closely 
related mode) in subsequent relapse (Reisman et al. 1964a).

In support of this hypothesis, there is evidence that aneuploidy 
arises prenatally through nondisjunction leading to acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) in young children (Maia et al. 
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2003, Maia et al. 2004, Panzer-Grumayer et al. 2002). Modern 
techniques have shown that extra copies of chromosomes in 
ALL patients lead to increased expression of the associated 
gene sequences (Gruszka-Westwood et al. 2004). The authors 
concluded, “" is is compatible with a functional interpretation of 
hyperdiploidy as a gene dosage e# ect.” As with colon cancer, “there 
is no evidence for malignant plasma cells or precursors to have 
a normal karyotype. Chromosome changes found may be early 
events in the development of the disease, but karyotypic evolution 
starts early and evolves rapidly” (van den Berghe 1989).

Gained segments of chromosomes are typically rearranged 
either with the same chromosomes from which they were derived 
or with other chromosomes. " e resulting hybrid chromosomes 
are termed marker chromosomes. Owing to their unique 
structure, marker chromosomes can serve as tracers for the origin 
of possibly metastatic cancer cells from primary cancers and 
for the origin of primary cancer cells from possibly aneuploid 
preneoplastic precursors (Koller 1972, Sandberg 1990). A typical 
example of a highly aneuploid cancer karyotype with numerous 
marker chromosomes, that of a breast cancer cell from the cell 
line MDA-231, is shown in Figure 4.1B. For comparison, Figure 
4.1A shows the karyotype of a normal cell from a human male.

In addition, cancer cells o$ en include extra-chromosomal forms 
of aneuploid segments of chromosomes, termed “amplicons”, 
that are either microscopically detectable as “double minute” 
chromosomes (Heim and Mitelman 1995b, Sandberg 1990, 
Schimke 1984) or possibly “submicroscopic” (depending on the 
microscopic technique used) (Pauletti et al. 1990), with sizes as 
low as 1 megabase (Mb) (Nakao et al. 2004, Singer et al. 2000). 
But even extra- and intra-chromosomal amplicons (Liu et al. 
1998) or deletions of only 1 Mb are still nearly as large as an 
entire E. coli chromosome of about 3 Mb. Aneuploidy is thus a 
much more massive genetic abnormality than the gene mutations 
that have also been found in cancer cells.

Finally, the functional consequences to the cell of chromosomal 
imbalance are readily measured. The abnormal expression of 
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Fig. 4.1 Karyotypes of a normal and a highly aneuploid human cells.
Comparison of the two karyotypes shows that the normal cell (A) diě ers from the aneuploid cancer cell with 
numerous numerical and structural chromosomal alterations or aneusomies (B) (Duesberg et al. 2005, Rasnick 2002). 
Marker chromosomes (B) are structurally abnormal chromosomes, which are either rearranged intra-chromosomally 
or inter-chromosomally to form various hybrid chromosomes. Owing to their unique structure, marker chromosomes 
can serve as tracers for the origin of possibly metastatic cancer cells from primary cancers and for the origin of 
primary cancer cells from possibly aneuploid preneoplastic precursors (Koller 1972, Sandberg 1990). 
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.
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thousands of genes have been found to be proportional to the 
abnormal ploidy of the corresponding chromosomes in all cancer 
cells that have been tested by hybridizations of cellular RNAs 
with arrays of cellular genes (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Birkenkamp-
Demtroder et al. 2002, Furge et al. 2004, Gao et al. 2007, Hertzberg 
et al. 2007, Masayesva et al. 2004, Pollack et al. 2002, Tsafrir et al. 
2006, Upender et al. 2004, Virtaneva et al. 2001).
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The Chromosomal Imbalance 
Theory of Cancer

What can be the character of the alterations which render a cell and 
its progeny permanently neoplastic, and so self-assertive in behavior as 
to kill?

(Rous 1967)
! ese outcomes provide a direct test of the 100-year-old hypothesis that 
aneuploidy, a salient characteristic of solid tumors, drives tumorigenesis. 
! e unambiguous answer is that not only can it do so, but it can also 
inhibit tumorigenesis and the cellular context is crucial. Both answers have 
important implications for human tumors.

(Weaver et al. 2007)

Cancer is a progressive somatic aneuploidy syndrome

The chromosomal imbalance theory (Table 5.1) states that 
initiation of aneuploidy coupled with the autocatalyzed progression 
of aneuploidy during cell division is necessary and sufficient 
to generate cancer on the rare occasions the cells survive. If 
the progression of aneuploidy continues unabated, cancer cells 
result, which behave much like new unicellular “species” with 
unique, ever-changing karyotypes and phenotypes. ! e very low 
frequencies of carcinogenesis re" ect the very low probability of 
aneuploid cells acquiring reproductive autonomy—i.e. a new 
cellular species—by random karyotypic variations (Li et al. 2009). 
This mechanism explains the “conspicuously” long neoplastic 

5
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latencies of carcinogenesis (Cairns 1978, Pitot 2002, Rous 1967, 
Yamagiwa and Ichikawa 1915).

Table 5.1 The chromosomal imbalance theory of cancer*
Cancer is a progressive somatic aneuploidy syndrome 1. 
(Section 5.3).
Carcinogens and spontaneous mitotic errors produce nonspecifi c 2. 
chromosomal alterations and aneuploidies (Section 5.3.2).
Aneuploidy is the steady source of karyotypic-phenotypic 3. 
instability (Section 5.2).
The rate of chromosomal variations (chromosomal instability) 4. 
is proportional to the degree of chromosomal imbalance 
(Section 5.3.9).
Since chromosomal alterations unbalance thousands of genes, 5. 
they corrupt teams of proteins, including those that segregate, 
synthesize and repair chromosomes, simultaneously producing a 
heterogeneous mix of unique cellular and metabolic phenotypes 
(Section 5.3).
A gain in gene dosage over a substantial fraction of the genome 6. 
is beĴ er tolerated than a loss (Hodgkin 2005, Lindsley et al. 
1972). Therefore, hyperploidy is favored over hypoploidy 
(Section 5.3.11).
The survival advantage of the hyperploid cells (Point 6), coupled 7. 
with the inherent chromosomal instability of aneuploid cells 
(Point 3), leads to the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy 
with each cell division (Sections 5.3.11 & 6.2).

In classical Darwinian terms, selection of viable chromosomal 8. 
alterations encourages the evolution and spontaneous 
progression of neoplastic cells (Section 6.6). Thus, cancer 
cells evolve through a self-perpetuating chromosomal 
disorganization, which increases karyotypic entropy up to a 
maximum compatible with viability (Section 6.2.3).

*Chromosomal is de! ned here primarily by what is seen microscopically by classical 
cytogenetics (Heim and Mitelman 1995b, Sandberg 1990). It also includes amplicons, or 
deletions of chromosomes down to about 1 Mb, which are “submicroscopic” according 
to some (Pauletti et al. 1990) but microscopic according to other more recent techniques 
such as comparative genomic hybridization and gene array-based hybridization (Nakao 
et al. 2004, Pollack et al. 2002, Singer et al. 2000).
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5.1  HEURISTIC EXPLANATION OF HOW 
CHROMOSOMAL IMBALANCE (AND NOT 
GENE MUTATION) GENERATES CANCER 
PHENOTYPES

It is perhaps best to begin with a global discussion of the conceptual 
divide separating the aneuploidy theory from gene mutation. ! e 
human genome project was driven substantially by the belief that 
there should be a fairly unique mapping (to use the mathematical 
concept) of the genotype onto the phenotype. ! is is conveyed 
by the idea of genetic programs determining phenotypes. If this 
were true, it should be possible to deduce or derive a cancer 
phenotype—or even whole organism—from a particular genome? 
Conversely, given the particular cancer (or organism), it should 
be possible to infer its genome? ! e various genome projects and 
countless micorarray experiments have proved this wrong.

According to the cancer researcher Vogelstein, there is no 
“normal [animal] cell with an abnormal karyotype” (Marx 2002). 
Thus, the complex aneuploidies can be expected to generate 
numerous abnormal phenotypes, which may include cancer. 
An analogy shows how unbalancing components changes 
characteristics. By unbalancing chromosomes, aneuploidy has the 
same e# ect on the phenotypes of cells as disrupting the assembly 
lines of a car factory on the characteristics and functioning of an 
automobile. Changes of assembly lines that essentially maintain 
the balance of existing components, alias genes, generate new, 
competitive car models. For example, the engine could be moved 
from the back to the front via adjustments in assembly lines 
without changing the balance of genes. Similarly, phylogenesis 
generates new species by regrouping old genes of existing 
species, without unbalancing the genome, into new numbers and 
structures of chromosomes (O’Brien et al. 1999).

However, if changes of assembly lines are made that alter the 
long-established balance and thus the stoichiometry of many 
components (e.g., genes), abnormal and defective products must 
be expected, as for example cars with five wheels or humans 
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with trisomy of chromosome 21, which causes Down syndrome 
(Epstein 1986, Shapiro 1983). Although trisomy 21 is only a 
tiny aneuploidy compared to that of cancers (Sandberg 1990), 
it generates a spectrum of 80(!) Down syndrome phenotypes 
(Mao et al. 2003, Reeves 2000). Likewise, experimentally induced, 
congenital aneuploidies generate numerous abnormal phenotypes 
in drosophila, plants and mice, independent of gene mutation 
(Hernandez and Fisher 1999, Kahlem et al. 2004, La# aire et al. 
2009, Lindsley et al. 1972, Liu et al. 1998, Lyle et al. 2004, Matzke 
et al. 1999, Pavelka et al. 2010a).

By contrast, the effects of changing the phenotypes of the 
cell by mutation, without altering the karyotype, are much 
more limited than those resulting from changing the karyotype. 
Mutation without altering the karyotype is analogous to changing 
speci$ c components of an existing car model: there could either 
be positive mutations, such as an improved carburetor, or negative 
mutations such as an unreliable ignition, or neutral mutations 
such as a new color. None of such mutations would generate an 
exotic new car model with unrecognizable properties. Indeed, the 
1.42 million (Sachidanandam et al. 2001) or 2.1 million (Venter 
et al. 2001) point mutations that distinguish any two humans 
have not produced a new human species, nor have they even 
been su%  cient to cause cancer in newborns. In view of this, such 
mutations are euphemistically called “polymorphisms”.

Moreover, the functions of genes in biological assembly lines 
are strongly bu# ered against mutations: exceedingly rare activating 
mutations (Kacser and Burns 1981) are bu# ered down by normal 
supplies, and inactivating mutations are kinetically activated by 
increased supplies from un-mutated components of the assembly 
line (Cornish-Bowden 1999, Hartman et al. 2001, Kacser and 
Burns 1979, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999). But, there is no such 
buffering against aneuploidy. Thus, aneuploidy is inevitably 
dominant (Rancati et al. 2008), whereas mutation is nearly always 
recessive (Vogel and Motulsky 1986). It is for this reason that gene 
mutations could never generate new phylogenetic species or even 
new cancer cell-species in the absence of karyotypic alterations.
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The remainder of this chapter and the next show how the 
chromosomal imbalance theory provides a coherent explanation 
of carcinogenesis that is independent of mutation, and explains 
each of the many distinctive features of carcinogenesis that are 
paradoxical from the standpoint of the gene mutation theory.

5.2  ANEUPLOIDY CAUSES CHROMOSOMAL 
INSTABILITY—THE HALLMARK OF 
CANCER

…increased ploidy per se, without extra centrosomes, can result in genomic 
instability.

(Storchova et al. 2006)

Multiple mutational and epigenetic mechanisms have been identi" ed in 
which tumour cells lose mitotic " delity; it could be argued that gene dosage 
e# ects caused by aneuploidy might be included among them so that, if it is 
obvious that CIN generates aneuploidy, it is also possible that aneuploidies 
generate CIN.

(Pacchierotti and Eichenlaub-Ritter 2011)

Shen recently declared: “[T]he accumulation of genomic 
alterations is not only a hallmark but also a driving force for 
tumorigenesis” (Shen 2011). “Accumulation” implies a rate of 
change of karyotype during cell division, which can be measured 
(Camps et al. 2005, Duesberg et al. 2000a, Fabarius et al. 2008, 
Klein et al. 2010, Lengauer et al. 1997, Li et al. 2009, Nicholson 
and Duesberg 2009). Most genomically unstable cells, above 
all cancer cells, di# er from normal cells not only in abnormal 
chromosome numbers, but also in abnormal chromosome 
structures and gene mutations (Breivik and Gaudernack 1999, 
Grosovsky et al. 1996, Heim and Mitelman 1995b, Lengauer 
et al. 1998, Marx 2002, Matzke et al. 2003, Murnane 1996, Pihan 
and Doxsey 2003, Schar 2001). ! us, there is a coincidence of 
multiple mechanisms of genomic instability, particularly in cancer 
cells—one that alters chromosome numbers—one that rearranges 
chromosome structures and simultaneously some genes at the 
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respective breakpoints—and one that mutates individual genes 
(Duesberg et al. 2004b).

Arbitrary categories are frequently considered conceptually and 
functionally unrelated types of genomic instability: chromosomal 
(CIN), microsatellite (MIN), and loss of heterozygosity (LOH). 
Among these, chromosomal instability (CIN) is the most 
prevalent form (Mitelman 1994, Mitelman 2011). Microsatellites 
are repeated sequences of DNA. Although the length of these 
microsatellites is highly variable from person to person, each 
individual has a set length. ! e appearance of abnormally long 
or short microsatellites in an individual’s DNA is referred to as 
microsatellite instability (MIN). MIN is a condition manifested by 
damaged DNA due to defects in the normal DNA repair process. 
It used to be thought that the presence of CIN and MIN were 
mutually excluded in the same cancer but this has been shown 
to be wrong (Camps et al. 2006, Muleris et al. 2008). So-called 
LOH is due to chromosomal loss, with its putative signi$ cance 
being to increase the likelihood of deleting hypothetical tumor 
suppressor genes. It is telling that current gene mutation models 
of tumorigenesis only super$ cially consider the consequences of 
chromosome gain (Muleris et al. 2008).

Despite the importance of CIN for tumor initiation and 
progression, it is surprising that CIN is poorly de$ ned and that the 
use of CIN is frequently inconsistent and imprecise. For example, 
CIN is used to describe cancers that are shown, by cytogenetics 
or " ow cytometry, to have an aneuploid or polyploid karyotype. 
It has also been used to describe cells that harbor multiple 
structural chromosomal rearrangements. Others describe CIN as 
frequent alterations in chromosome number (Geigl et al. 2008). 
Many theories have been proposed to account for the timing 
and consequences of genomic instability in cancer, such as the 
mutator phenotype (Loeb 2001), telomere dysfunction (Artandi 
et al. 2000) and chromosomal imbalance (Duesberg et al. 2000a).

Genomic instability can be triggered by a change in chromosome 
number arising from either whole genome duplications (polyploidy) 
(Andalis et al. 2004, Mayer and Aguilera 1990, Song et al. 1995, 
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Storchova and Pellman 2004) and loss or gain of individual 
chromosomes (aneuploidy) (Duesberg et al. 1998, Duesberg 
et al. 2004b, Fabarius et al. 2003, Matzke et al. 1999, Storchova 
and Pellman 2004). ! is genome instability is manifested as rapid 
structural and epigenetic alterations that can occur somatically or 
meiotically within a few generations a& er heteroploid formation. 
! e intrinsic instability of newly formed polyploid and aneuploid 
genomes has relevance for genome evolution and human 
carcinogenesis, and points toward recombinational and epigenetic 
mechanisms that sense and respond to chromosome numerical 
changes (Matzke et al. 1999).

A research group in Tel Aviv recently published a series of 
papers showing various constitutional autosomal trisomies (10 
patients with trisomy 21, 2 with trisomy 18, and 2 with trisomy 13, 
8 women with monosomy X) were associated with an increased 
frequency of non-chromosome-specific aneuploidy during 
cell division (Reish et al. 2006, Reish et al. 2011). ! e authors 
concluded: “our $ ndings support the hypothesis that aneuploidy 
itself catalyses chromosomal instability. Constitutional aneuploidy, 
either X chromosome monosomy or autosomal trisomy arising 
from a single event in the early life of an organism, may give 
rise to new sporadic non-chromosome-speci$ c losses of whole 
chromosomes… . It is possible that sporadic aneuploidy presented 
here in cells derived from constitutional trisomies is accountable 
for driving tumorigenesis, leading to initiation/progression of 
malignancy in the patients” (Reish et al. 2011).

Huettel et al. observed that experimentally induced trisomy of 
chromosome 5 in Arabidopsis thaliana led to truncated derivatives 
of the triplicated chromosome and disrupted the genome in a 
number of ways. ! e authors reasoned: “! e trisomic chromosome 
may be vulnerable to breakage, particularly in vicinity of repetitive 
regions, and a truncated chromosome is more likely to be retained 
when two intact copies are present. ! e possibility of structural as 
well as numerical deviations in aneuploids underscores the need 
to perform array CGH for proper analysis and interpretation of 
the transcriptome data (Zanazzi et al. 2007). ! e formation and 
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inheritance of chromosome structural variants in aneuploids 
might have evolutionary implications if restructured chromosomes 
are transmitted to progeny and eventually $ xed in the population 
(Matzke et al. 1999). Enhanced structural instability of aneuploid 
genomes in somatic cells could have relevance for human cancer 
cells, which display progressive chromosome numerical and 
structural changes as the tumour evolves (Matzke et al. 2003, 
Nowell 1976)” (Huettel et al. 2008).

Huettel et al. further showed trisomy of one chromosome causes 
complex changes in gene expression. For example, most genes on 
trisomic chromosome 5 showed higher expression re" ecting a dosage 
e# ect, but cases of apparent dosage compensation and even down-
regulation were also observed. Trisomy of chromosome 5 perturbed 
expression to a lesser degree across the genome. “Genes involved in 
responses to stress and other stimuli were overrepresented among 
genes di# erentially regulated relative to the average chromosome 
trends, and transcription factors were overrepresented in the trans 
e# ects. ! e use of qRT-PCR to analyze expression of single genes 
demonstrated variable expression depending on the chromosome 
number and constitution, and on the features of individual 
genes… . The observed variations in gene expression probably 
depend on multiple factors including, but not limited to, changes 
in the dosages of regulatory molecules and epigenetic factors, and 
sensitivity of repetitive regions to copy number changes and gene 
silencing mechanisms” (Huettel et al. 2008).

Cancers are initiated and maintained by individual cells with 
aneuploid karyotypes, much like new species (Section 6.6). Such 
cancer-causing karyotypes are in " exible or dynamic equilibrium—
destabilized by random aneuploidy and stabilized (within narrow 
limits of variation) by selection for viability-permitting oncogenic 
function. Together, the two competing forces form quasi-stable 
cancer-causing karyotypes depicted as red zones in Figure 5.1. At 
the same time, destabilizing aneuploidy generates non-neoplastic 
and nonviable variants, yellow zones in Figure 5.1. Occasionally, 
karyotypic variants evolve that encode new transforming functions 
such as drug-resistance (Duesberg et al. 2000a, Duesberg et al. 2001b, 
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Klein et al. 2010, Li et al. 2005, Swanton et al. 2009) or metastasis—
processes that are typically part of tumor progression (Foulds 1969, 
! ompson and Compton 2010, Warth et al. 2009). Examples such 
as acquired drug-resistance or metastasis are depicted as branching 
red zones in Figure 5.1 (Sections 5.3.5 & 6.1.9).

Recently, Li et al. have shown that despite the inherent instability 
of aneuploidy and despite the added instability imposed by SV40-

Fig. 5.1 Quasi-stable cancer and precancer karyotypes.
Cancers are initiated and maintained by individual cells with aneuploid 
karyotypes, much like new species. The tip at the leĞ  of the red zone 
signals the origin of the cancer-causing karyotype from an initiation 
pool of cells consisting of random aneuploid non-neoplastic karyotypes 
(yellow). The cancer-causing karyotypes are in flexible or dynamic 
equilibrium—destabilized by random aneuploidy and stabilized (within 
narrow limits of variation) by selection for viability and oncogenic 
function. Together, the two competing forces form quasi-stable average 
cancer-causing karyotypes (red zones) as the populations proliferate. 
The range of variability of the cancer-causing karyotypes is always 
accompanied by a range of non-neoplastic aneuploid variants (yellow 
zones). Occasionally, stochastic karyotypic evolutions generate new 
cancer-specifi c phenotypes, such as drug resistance and metastasis in a 
process termed tumor progression.
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.
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94ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

activated genes used to induce transformation, the karyotype as a 
whole was selected for oncogenic function (Li et al. 2009). In the 
absence of virus-activated aneuploidogenic genes, the karyotypes 
of cell lines derived even from highly aneuploid cancers were 
considerably more stable (Li et al. 2005, Roschke et al. 2002) 
than those of the transformed clones (Li et al. 2009) and primary 
tumors. For example, Duesberg et al. found that between one third 
and two thirds of the cells of the established human colon and 
breast cancer lines HT29, SW480, and MDA-231 had identical 
whole-chromosome karyotypes over many generations, despite 
coexistence of some unstable marker chromosomes (Duesberg 
et al. 2006, Li et al. 2005).

It has been known since Boveri’s discovery of the individuality 
of chromosomes that aneuploidy typically inhibits and impairs 
growth and development of non-cancerous cells and organisms 
(Harris 2007, Hauschka 1961, Lindsley et al. 1972). Recently, the 
adverse e# ects of aneuploidy on normal growth and development 
have been reinvestigated and extended to genetically altered 
animals (Cetin and Cleveland 2010, Holland and Cleveland 
2009, Hughes et al. 2000, Pavelka et al. 2010b, Torres et al. 2010, 
Weaver and Cleveland 2007, Williams and Amon 2009). Because 
of the adverse consequences, it has been argued that aneuploidy 
is incompatible with cancer, even called “cancer’s fatal flaw” 
(Williams and Amon 2009). The fact that aneuploidy impairs 
normal growth and development but is also ubiquitous in cancer 
has been called a “paradox” (Cetin and Cleveland 2010).

Trying to resolve the paradox, several researchers have recently 
concluded there must be aneuploidy-tolerating mutations in 
cancer cells (Baker and van Deursen 2010, Holland and Cleveland 
2009, Torres et al. 2010, Williams and Amon 2009). Consistent 
with this line of reasoning, it was suggested that “identifying 
genetic alterations that permit cells to tolerate aneuploidy…will 
provide important insights into tumor evolution” (Williams and 
Amon 2009). However, this view does not take into account the 
perpetual karyotypic-phenotypic heterogeneity of the tumor cells 
that will vary under di# erent selective conditions at much higher 
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rates compared to conventional mutations in normal and cancer 
cells (Duesberg and Li 2003, Shibata 2011), the consequences of 
which are described in the next section.

5.3  CANCER IS A PROGRESSIVE SOMATIC 
ANEUPLOIDY SYNDROME

Interest has been growing in recent years in experimentally 
addressing what role aneuploidy plays in carcinogenesis. A 
flurry of experiments in yeast has led researchers to opposite 
conclusions. Recognizing the consequences to cancer research of 
which interpretation was correct, Judith Berman juxtaposed the 
results of two research groups in a short article in Nature, titled 
“When abnormality is bene! cial” (Berman 2010). An extended 
quote from her commentary is worth repeating here:

[T]he paper by Pavelka et al. (Pavelka et al. 2010b) adds fuel to a long-
standing controversy, over whether aneuploid chromosomes are good or 
bad for cell proliferation, and highlights the point that ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are 
relative terms that are highly dependent on the conditions under which 
they are measured.
Pavelka et al. exploited the facile genetics of the budding yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae to produce a set of aneuploid strains in an unbiased manner. 
They first constructed strains that had three or five complete sets of 
whole chromosomes (triploids and pentaploids), instead of the usual two 
(diploids), and then induced them to undergo meiotic cell division. ! e 
odd numbers of starting chromosome sets ensured that a high frequency 
of spores would carry multiple aneuploidies. Other strengths of the study 
were the large number of genetically identical aneuploid strains generated 
(38), and the focus on strains that were stable and had undergone few 
cell divisions.
! e authors analysed the progeny soon a" er birth—before single-nucleotide 
mutations could accumulate, as assessed by whole-genome deep sequencing. 
! ey found that most strains had decreased growth rates in nutrient-rich 
media, as well as under several stress conditions. Notably, however, most 
of the aneuploid strains grew faster than their parent strain on transfer to 
at least one stress condition, such as exposure to a chemotherapeutic agent 
or an antifungal drug. So it seems that some combinations of aneuploid 
chromosomes proliferate better under stress conditions, despite having had 
no prior exposure to that condition.
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96ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

Intriguingly, in a number of cases, di# erent constellations of aneuploid 
chromosomes conferred a similar growth advantage. ! is indicates that 
there is more than one way to get the job done. Whole-genome deep 
sequencing con" rmed that no single-nucleotide mutations had accumulated 
in the " ve isolates Pavelka et al. analysed for messenger-RNA and protein 
composition; thus aneuploidy alone was sufficient to confer the growth 
advantages.
Berman went on to say the results of Pavelka et al. “reaches 

di# erent conclusions to those of Torres et al. (Torres et al. 2007, 
Torres et al. 2010), who reported that a single-nucleotide mutation 
in a deubiquitinating enzyme, which arose during the evolution 
of one aneuploid isolate, leads to improved proliferation of a few, 
but not all, strains. Pavelka et al. $ nd that aneuploidies alone—
without any mutations—can confer improved growth under 
some stress conditions. Both groups agree that, under conditions 
optimized by geneticists for growth in conventional laboratories, 
aneuploid cells usually divide less rapidly than cells with the 
normal chromosomal complement.”

Berman then compared the experimental di# erences pointing 
to…

An important distinction in the methods used to generate the aneuploid 
strains [that] might explain the di# erences in the " ndings. Torres et al. 
engineered yeast cells with a haploid (single) set of chromosomes to carry 
one extra chromosome and then selected for faster growth using conventional 
lab conditions for 9–14 days—a time frame during which mutations are 
expected to accumulate. By contrast, Pavelka et al. analysed strains that 
o$ en carried multiple aneuploid chromosomes and, importantly, minimized 
the number of generations before analysis.
Pavelka and co-workers also directly address a controversy concerning the 
role of excess proteins in aneuploid cells. Previously, Torres et al. (Torres 
et al. 2007) proposed that there is a speci" c set of genes and proteins that are 
regulated in response to aneuploidy in general. In their more recent study 
(Torres et al. 2010), they showed that some 20% of proteins exhibit levels 
that do not track with gene copy number, and that a large proportion of 
these proteins are members of macromolecular complexes. By contrast, other 
groups (Geiger et al. 2010, Springer et al. 2010) have found that the levels 
of most proteins generally re% ect changes in chromosome copy number and 
that less than 5% of the proteins exhibit ‘dosage compensation’—whereby 
the relative protein level is independent of gene-copy number. Pavelka et al. 
speci" cally test this hypothesis by quantitative mass spectrometry of about 
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2,000 proteins in each of " ve aneuploid strains and do not " nd compelling 
evidence for speci" c dosage compensation of protein-complex components.
Overall, these studies are consistent with the idea that aneuploidy is not 
a single, unique state and that all aneuploid strains do not share a single, 
common phenotype or protein pro" le. Rather, di# erent aneuploid strains use 
di# erent mechanisms for optimal growth under di# erent conditions. ! is 
conclusion may be less satisfying than a single, simple answer, especially 
given the crucial implications for cancer cells: it remains unclear whether 
cancer cells divide uncontrollably because they are aneuploid and/or because 
they have accumulated mutations that allow them to tolerate aneuploidy. 
But it should be remembered that work on cancer cells themselves (Weaver 
and Cleveland 2007) suggests that not all aneuploidies are equal: aneuploidy 
can either promote or inhibit tumorigenesis, depending on the context. 
Pavelka and colleagues’ work therefore supports the idea that, whereas 
mutations can facilitate the proliferation of aneuploid cells, aneuploidy 
itself can be su&  cient to provide a growth advantage under a broad range 
of stress conditions.

5.3.1  Exact correlations between aneuploidy 
and cancer

Chromosomal alterations, alias aneuploidy, are ubiquitous in cancer 
(Atkin and Baker 1966, Atkin and Baker 1990, Hansemann 1890, 
Heim and Mitelman 1995b, Koller 1972, Sandberg 1990) (Section 
4.4.13). However, Pagnigrahi and Pati warn, “experimental science 
does not recognize the notion of ‘correlative proof of causation’. 
Two events may correlate, coexist and even co-progress from the 
initiation to the climax of a process; but no causal relationship 
can be inferred from such correlation” (Panigrahi and Pati 2009). 
But it is also obvious a causal relationship cannot be inferred in 
the absence of an extremely high correlation between a true cause 
and its e# ect. ! us, the objection of Pagnigrahi and Pati applies 
with greater force to speci$ c gene mutations as causing cancer—
indeed, to the multitude of genome wide association studies 
(Katsios and Roukos 2011, Manolio et al. 2009, Visscher and 
Montgomery 2009, Wacholder et al. 2010)—because of the much 
lower correlations that come nowhere near that of aneuploidy 
(Sections 4.4.2 & 4.4.3). ! e exact correlations with cancer is very 
powerful circumstantial evidence that aneuploidy is necessary 
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for carcinogenesis, and particularly compelling since con$ rmed 
cases of diploid cancer, in which the tumor cells have balanced 
chromosomes, do not exist (Section 4.4.4). Even though exact 
correlations between cancer and aneuploidy have been reported 
since 1890, aneuploidy is currently not even mentioned in the 
cancer chapters of the leading textbooks of biology (Alberts et al. 
1994, Cairns 1978, Lewin 1997, Lodish et al. 2004, Pierce 2005).

5.3.2 Origin of aneuploidy
As Ohno so confidently asserted, “malignant cells are either 
overtly or covertly aneuploid” (Ohno 1971). But what is the source 
of the aneuploidy seen in cancer? Aneuploidy may arise either 
spontaneously or by chemical induction of chromosome loss or 
gain during cell division in germ and somatic cells. Carcinogens 
such as the highly aneuploidogenic (aneugenic) virus-activated 
genes, or less e%  cient chemical or physical carcinogens and the 
chromosome instability syndromes (Section 5.3.6), all induce 
aneuploidy (Duesberg et al. 2000b, Duesberg et al. 2004b, 
Duesberg 2005, Duesberg et al. 2005, Duesberg 2007, Li et al. 
2009, Nicholson and Duesberg 2009, Oshimura and Barrett 1986, 
Rajagopalan and Lengauer 2004, Saggioro et al. 1982).

All trisomies and most monosomies are thought to be generated 
by non-disjunction, which is the failure of sister chromatids in 
mitosis or of paired chromosomes in meiosis to migrate to opposite 
poles at cell division (Aardema et al. 1998). Cytokinesis failure 
has been suggested as a mechanism responsible for aneuploidy 
in cancer cells (Gisselsson 2005, Masuda and Takahashi 2002). 
Indeed, a number of studies have shown that polyploidy, induced 
by experimentally inhibiting cytokinesis, can lead to malignant 
transformation and tumorigenesis (Fujiwara et al. 2005, Nguyen 
et al. 2009). However, as Silkworth et al. (Silkworth et al. 2009) 
and Ganem et al. (Ganem et al. 2009) recently demonstrated, 
cytokinesis failure per se would not be su%  cient to explain the 
rates of chromosomal instability in cancer cells. ! ese authors 
proposed instead that multipolar spindle assembly followed 
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by spindle pole coalescence represents a major mechanism of 
chromosome instability. ! e two groups showed that merotelic 
kinetochore (one kinetochore of a mitotic chromosome attached 
to both poles of the mitotic spindle) attachments can easily 
be established in multipolar prometaphases. Most of these 
multipolar prometaphase cells would then bi-polarize before 
anaphase onset, and the residual merotelic attachments would 
produce chromosome mis-segregation due to anaphase lagging 
chromosomes (Ganem et al. 2009, Silkworth et al. 2009).

5.3.3 Carcinogens induce aneuploidy
Studies which investigated the function of carcinogens have shown 
they cause aneuploidy (Duesberg et al. 2000b, Duesberg and Rasnick 
2000, Duesberg and Li 2003, Duesberg et al. 2004b, Fabarius et al. 
2002). When cultured human lung cells are exposed to asbestos, 
individual $ bers are engulfed into the cytoplasm where they induce 
signi$ cant mitotic aberrations leading to chromosomal instability 
and aneuploidy. MacCorkle et al. demonstrated that intracellular 
asbestos $ bers induce aneuploidy and chromosome instability by 
binding to a subset of proteins that include regulators of the cell 
cycle, cytoskeleton, and mitotic process. Moreover, pre-coating of 
$ bers with protein complexes e%  ciently blocked asbestos-induced 
aneuploidy in human lung cells without affecting their uptake 
by cells (MacCorkle et al. 2006). ! eir results strongly indicate 
that aneuploidy occurs largely via protein-binding/sequestration/
anchoring that likely interfere with the dynamics and regulation 
of spindle assembly/disassembly and chromosome movement. 
In addition to protein binding, $ ber size has been clearly shown 
to be an important factor that correlates with the genotoxicty 
of asbestos. Smaller $ bers have been shown to enter lung cells, 
where they associate with the cytoskeleton, are transported along 
microtubules, and can physically interfere with mitotic apparatus 
assembly and chromosome segregation (Ault et al. 1995, Cole 
et al. 1991, Jensen et al. 1996, MacCorkle et al. 2006).
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Oncogenic viruses induce extensive reversible diploid 
hyperplasias soon after infection in vitro and in vivo (Ponten 
1976) (Section 4.2). If the hyperplasias are allowed to persist, 
transformation to malignancy usually occurs. ! e relatively high 
odds of 1 per 100,000 cells per month and short latent periods 
(the origin of the clonal stem cell preceded colony formation by 
1–2 months) of viral transformation re" ect the high and persistent 
levels of karyotypic fluidity achieved by the virus-activated 
genes, compared with the relatively low " uidity of cells rendered 
aneuploid by conventional carcinogens (Li et al. 2009). ! is is 
because the virus-activated genes are self-replicating and thus 
permanent, in contrast to transient non-biological carcinogens 
(Li et al. 2000). The high karyotypic fluidity of cells carrying 
aneuploidogenic viral genes also explains their high mortality 
from fatal karyotypes, (Hassold 1986, Hernandez and Fisher 1999, 
King 1993, Li et al. 2009, Saksela and Moorhead 1963, Torres 
et al. 2008, Weaver et al. 2007).

! e diversity of the cancers induced by the non-viral aneugens 
holds true for SV40 and other polyomaviruses (Ahuja et al. 2005, 
Li et al. 2009, Tooze 1973). Indeed, the neoplastic diversity of SV40 
tumors in animals has recently been called a ‘‘cellular uncertainty 
principle’’ (Ahuja et al. 2005). ! e same is found to a lesser degree 
for the diversity of tumors induced by 6 retrovirus-activated genes 
(Fabarius et al. 2008, Kendall et al. 2005). Viral and non-viral 
aneugens are necessary only for the initiation of aneuploidy and 
transformation but not its maintenance (Duesberg 2003, Ewald 
et al. 1996, Li et al. 2009, Rous 1967, Sotillo et al. 2007). As soon 
as aneuploidy is induced, its autocatalytic aspect persistently leads 
to ever-changing candidate karyotypes (Section 5.3.11).

5.3.4  Carcinogenesis from aneuploidy is 
much more probable than via mutation

The genetic targets of carcinogens are over 1000 times larger 
than a gene, and thus equivalent to the size of chromosomes 
(Duesberg et al. 2004b). Since mutagenic carcinogens, like 
radiation, mutate, at half-lethal doses, a speci$ c gene in only 1 out 
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of 105–106 cells (Grosovsky et al. 1996, Shapiro 1983), but induce 
genomic instability in 1 out of 2–30 surviving cells (Duesberg 
et al. 2004b), the target causing genomic instability is about 
103–106 times bigger than a gene. It follows that a chromosome, 
rather than a gene, is the target of these carcinogens. Moreover, 
non-mutagenic carcinogens can neither generate mutations nor 
aneuploidy by attacking DNA, because they are not “genotoxic”. 
But, non-mutagenic carcinogens, as for example the polycyclic 
hydrocarbons, cause aneuploidy by corrupting the spindle 
apparatus (Ashby and Purchase 1988, Berenblum and Shubik 
1949, Burdette 1955, Duesberg et al. 2000a, Duesberg et al. 2004b, 
Lijinsky 1989, Little 2000, Oshimura and Barrett 1986, Pitot 2002, 
Preussman 1990, Rous 1959, Scribner and Suess 1978, Zaridze 
et al. 1993). ! us initiation of carcinogenesis is not dependent on 
gene mutation.

5.3.5  Multi-drug resistance and other complex 
phenotypes are more probable from 
aneuploidy than mutation

Chromosomal variation alters cancer-speci$ c phenotypes at rates 
that are 4 to 11 orders magnitude faster than conventional gene 
mutation (Duesberg et al. 2005, Nicholson and Duesberg 2009). 
Indeed, cancer based on spontaneous, somatic mutation would 
practically not exist (Section 4.4.11). ! us, phenotype variation in 
cancer cells is independent of mutation.

Genomic plasticity intrinsic to aneuploidy is a major source 
of drug resistance seen in pathogenic yeast (Polakova et al. 2009, 
Selmecki et al. 2009) and the parasite Leishmania (Leprohon 
et al. 2009, Ubeda et al. 2008). In view of this and the massive 
aneuploidy driving cancer cells, chromosomal alterations have 
been proposed as the cause of multi-drug resistance (Duesberg 
et al. 2000a, Duesberg et al. 2001b, Klein et al. 2010, Lee et al. 2011, 
Li et al. 2005, Swanton et al. 2009, ! ompson and Compton 2010). 
To test this hypothesis Duesberg et al. pursued two experimental 
questions: First, could aneuploid mouse cells from which multi-drug 
resistance genes had been deleted (Allen et al. 2000) still become 
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drug-resistant? In accordance with their prediction they found that 
aneuploid mouse cells minus all known multi-drug resistance genes 
do indeed become multi-drug resistant (Duesberg et al. 2000a, 
Duesberg et al. 2001b). Second, does drug-resistance correlate with 
resistance-speci$ c chromosomal alterations? Indeed, this too was 
con$ rmed recently (Li et al. 2005). ! ey concluded that multi-drug 
resistance is chromosomal and thus multigenic in origin.

In further support for a genetic basis of the phenotype–
karyotype correlations of cancers, several researchers have 
recently found that the gene expression pro$ les of thousands of 
normal genes are directly proportional to the copy numbers of 
the respective chromosomes (Birkenkamp-Demtroder et al. 2002, 
Furge et al. 2004, Gao et al. 2007, Hertzberg et al. 2007, Masayesva 
et al. 2004, Pollack et al. 2002, Tsafrir et al. 2006, Upender et al. 
2004). In other words the individual karyotypes determine the 
individual phenotypes of cancers. This is consistent with the 
complex phenotype–karyotype relations of aneuploidy syndromes 
and normal species (O’Brien et al. 1999).

5.3.6 Preneoplastic aneuploidy
As recently as 2005, Harris declared, “Most cytogeneticists 
would take the view that the temporal relationship between the 
appearance of aneuploidy in a tissue and the emergence of a tumor 
had long ago been settled in the 1960s and 1970s” (Harris 2005). 
In 1959, Levan reviewed the experimental evidence and came to 
the conclusion that aneuploidy re" ected continuous structural 
remodeling of the karyotype until eventually a variant was 
produced that could grow progressively in vivo (Levan 1959).

Intrigued by the aneuploidy in cancer and the long neoplastic 
latencies, many researchers have analyzed cancer-prone tissues for 
preneoplastic genetic and chromosomal alterations, particularly 
aneuploidy (Atkin 1997, Duesberg et al. 2004b, Gibbs 2003, 
Marx 2002, Sieber et al. 2003, Spriggs 1974). ! e $ rst consistent 
evidence for preneoplastic aneuploidy was obtained by Caspersson 
in 1960s for cervical tissues (Caspersson 1964a), which has since 
been con$ rmed (Atkin 1997, Harris 2005, Spriggs 1974). Similar 
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studies have also found aneuploidy prior to carcinogenesis in 
precancerous tissues and neoplasias of the head, throat, colon, 
lung, breast, skin, pancreas, prostate, gonads, esophagus and the 
cervix (Ai et al. 1999, Ai et al. 2001, Balaban et al. 1986, Böcking 
and Chatelain 1989, Bomme et al. 1998, Hermsen et al. 2002, 
Heselmeyer-Haddad et al. 2005, Hittelman 2001, Langenegger 
2009, Looijenga et al. 1999, Luttges et al. 2001, Micale et al. 1994, 
Moskovitz et al. 2003, Nasiell et al. 1978, Pihan and Doxsey 2003, 
Pilch et al. 2000, Rabinovitch et al. 2001, Rubin et al. 1992, Saito 
et al. 1995, Shih et al. 2001, Umayahara et al. 2002, Willenbucher 
et al. 1999).

! e meticulous karyological studies of Spriggs and colleagues 
(Spriggs et al. 1962, Spriggs et al. 1971, Spriggs 1974) and Stanley 
and Kirkland (Stanley and Kirkland 1968) on cancerous and 
pre-cancerous conditions of the human uterus established that: 
1) aneuploidy was present in the epithelia long before any tumour 
appeared, and 2) when frank cancers did emerge, the mode of 
chromosome numbers narrowed and marker chromosomes 
appeared, supporting the view that the tumors were clonal 
outgrowths arising from a background of cells with disordered 
chromosome complements. Harris noted that, “The work of 
Spriggs et al. on carcinoma of the cervix uteri is of special interest 
in a clinical context. ! e variation in the size and shape of the 
cell nuclei seen in pre-cancerous epithelium is a reflection of 
the underlying aneuploidy. It is clear that karyological disorder 
may be present in the cervical epithelium whether a tumour is 
produced or not” (Harris 2005).

The presence of aneuploidy in histopathologically normal 
cells from the likely histologic origin of ovarian cancer suggests 
that this type of chromosomal instability is among the earliest 
of genetic events in the natural history of ovarian tumorigenesis 
(Pothuri et al. 2010). Even childhood lymphoblastic leukemia is 
preceded by the appearance of aneuploidy in utero (Section 4.4.13). 
Moreover, multinational epidemiological studies have found that 
the relative cancer risk of people can be predicted from the degree 
of chromosomal aberrations of peripheral lymphocytes (Bonassi 
et al. 2000, Hagmar et al. 1998).
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On the experimental side, Rachko and Brand completed a 
detailed study in 1983, of chromosomal changes during neoplastic 
development in foreign body tumorigenesis in mice. Their 
experimental procedure allowed the isolation and characterization 
of definitive preneoplastic cells. Their studies indicated that 
preneoplastic cells at the earliest time they could be detected, 
perhaps at initiation, showed numerical changes in chromosomes 
(Rachko and Brand 1983). Experiments undertaken to study 
the origin of aneuploidy in animals treated with carcinogens 
have also found aneuploidy prior to cancer in the liver, skin and 
subcutaneous tissues of carcinogen-treated rodents (Bremner and 
Balmain 1990, Clawson et al. 1992, Conti et al. 1986, Danielsen 
et al. 1991, Fabarius et al. 2008, Marquardt and Glaess 1957, Rachko 
and Brand 1983, Van Goethem et al. 1995). Likewise, treatments 
of diploid human and animal cells in vitro with carcinogens 
were found to generate aneuploidy long before transformation. 
Unexpectedly, this preneoplastic aneuploidy proved to be variable 
in subsequent cell generations—creating “delayed” genomic 
instability or even “delayed reproductive death” (Barrett 1980, 
Benedict 1972, Connell and Ockey 1977, Connell 1984, Cooper 
et al. 1982, Cowell 1981, Duesberg et al. 2000b, Duesberg et al. 
2004b, Fabarius et al. 2002, Freeman et al. 1977, Holmberg et al. 
1993, Little 2000, Trott et al. 1995, Vanderlaan et al. 1983, Walen 
and Stampfer 1989, Wright 1999).

Aneuploidy also precedes transformation of human and animal 
cells infected by SV40 and other DNA tumor viruses (Li et al. 
2000, Ray et al. 1990, Wolman et al. 1980). Even spontaneous 
transformation of cells in vitro is preceded by aneuploidy (Cram 
et al. 1983, Hay" ick and Moorhead 1961, Levan and Biesele 1958). 
When Duesberg et al. tested preneoplastic aneuploidy with regard 
to its role in cancer, they found that experimental preneoplastic 
aneuploidy always segregated with subsequent morphological 
transformation and tumorigenicity (Duesberg et al. 2000b, 
Fabarius et al. 2002). Based on these results, they concluded that 
aneuploidy initiates carcinogenesis. This conclusion is directly 
supported by the high cancer risks of heritable chromosome 
instability syndromes and of congenital aneuploidies.
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Chromosome instability syndromes

Heritable diseases that predispose to abnormally high rates of 
systemic aneuploidy, termed “chromosome instability syndromes”, 
include Fanconi’s anemia, Bloom’s syndrome, Ataxia Telangiectasia, 
Xeroderma, Werner’s and other syndromes. ! ese chromosome 
instability syndromes also predispose to high rates of cancer and 
generate cancers at younger age than in normal controls (Section 
6.1.3). In these syndromes, heritable mutations function as genetic 
aneugens and carcinogens (Duesberg et al. 2005).

Congenital preneoplastic aneuploidy

Minor congenital aneuploidies are viable, while major congenital 
aneuploidies are lethal (Dellarco et al. 1985, Hassold 1986). ! e 
best known examples are Down syndrome, Retinoblastoma, 
Wilms tumor, Klinefelter’s syndrome and others, summarized by 
Sandberg (Sandberg 1990). Just like the chromosomal instability 
syndromes, the congenital aneuploidy syndromes carry high cancer 
risks and generate cancers at younger age than in diploid controls 
(Hasle et al. 2000, Koller 1972, Sandberg 1990). ! e 20–30 times 
higher-than-normal incidence of leukemia in Down syndrome is 
one of the best-studied examples (Hasle et al. 2000, Koller 1972, 
Sandberg 1990, Shen et al. 1995, Zipursky et al. 1994). ! e same 
is true for congenital aneuploidy in mice, in which an arti$ cial 
duplication of only one megabase of chromosome 11 was found 
to induce lymphomas and other tumors a& er latencies of several 
months (Liu et al. 1998).

! e gene mutation theory, on the other hand, neither predicts 
nor explains the presence of preneoplastic aneuploidy—except, 
perhaps indirectly, by postulating the generation of cancer genes 
via chromosomal rearrangements (Duesberg et al. 2005). Here 
again, the evidence for cancer-specific mutations is missing 
(Duesberg et al. 2004b). According to a recent review by Little, 
“While radiation-induced cancers show multiple unbalanced 
chromosomal rearrangements, few show speci$ c translocations 
or deletions as would be associated with the activation of known 
oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes” (Little 2000).
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5.3.7  Cancer-“specifi c” (non-random) 
aneusomies

Albert Levan summarized malignancy as the genetic adaptation 
of cells to a new mode of life (Levan 1969). He went on to say: 
“Although apparently haphazard, the chromosome variation in 
cancer has been demonstrated in all carefully analyzed instances 
to be governed by strict rules… . The chromosome variation 
in malignancy is of a specific kind: it generally oscillates 
around average karyotypes, and each cancer cell population 
is characterized by one predominant karyotype, the stemline 
karyotype, and in addition o& en one or more sideline karyotypes. 
It is true that during certain periods, the stemline may become 
less predominant, for instance a& er drastic environmental changes, 
as a& er explantation in tissue culture of a tumor cell population 
$ rmly adapted to the conditions of in vivo environment, but if 
the population survives long enough, a de$ nitive stemline will 
again form. ! e fact that the chromosome variation in tumors 
is never haphazard but gathers around stemlines and sidelines 
is compatible with the idea that the development of each tumor 
takes place according to an evolutionary pattern: the most viable 
karyotype prevails at all times”.

In a short article in 2007, Weaver and Cleveland concluded 
that, “aneuploidy resulting from chromosomal instability drives 
an increase in both benign and cancerous tumors, indicating that 
it is clearly not inconsequential. ! e long latency and incomplete 
penetrance of these tumors suggests that only a small subset of the 
large number of possible abnormal combinations of chromosomes 
is capable of inducing transformation. It also suggests that the 
chromosomal complements capable of transformation are more 
complex than gain or loss of one or a few chromosomes and 
require multiple generations of segregational errors to evolve” 
(Weaver and Cleveland 2007).

Despite the karyotypic instability of cancer cells and 
heterogeneity of cancers, partially specific or “nonrandom” 
chromosomal alterations, also termed aneusomies for individual 
chromosomes, have been found in cancers over the last $ & y years 
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(Atkin and Baker 1966, Atkin 1986, Atkin 1991, Balaban et al. 
1986, Bardi et al. 1993, Bardi et al. 1997, Fabarius et al. 2002, 
Heim and Mitelman 1995a, Johansson et al. 1994, Koller 1972, 
Oshimura et al. 1986, Pejonic et al. 1990, Pejovic et al. 1990, 
Virtaneva et al. 2001, Yamamoto et al. 1973, Zang and Singer 
1967, Zang 1982). Specific aneusomies have even been linked 
to distinct events of carcinogenesis (Table 5.2). ! e majority of 
these nonrandom chromosomal alterations have been detected 
in cancers since the 1990s by the use of array-based genomic 
hybridization, rather than by identifying specific aneusomies 
cytogenetically (Dellas et al. 1999, Gebhart and Liehr 2000, Heim 
and Mitelman 1995b, Heselmeyer-Haddad et al. 1997, Jiang 
et al. 1998, Nupponen et al. 1998b, Patel et al. 2000, Petersen 
et al. 1997, Pollack et al. 2002, Reith 2004, Richter et al. 1998, 
Ried et al. 1999, Weber et al. 1998).

Table 5.2 Specifi c aneusomies have been linked with the 
following distinct events of carcinogenesis
Stages of human cancer (Dellas et al. 1999, Fujimaki et al. 1996, 

Heselmeyer-Haddad et al. 2005, Hoglund 
et al. 2001b, Katsura et al. 1996, Koller 
1972, Patel et al. 2000, Ried et al. 1999, 
Wilkens et al. 2004)

Invasiveness (Hoglund et al. 2001b, Meijer et al. 1998, 
Wilkens et al. 2004)

Metastasis (Al-Mulla et al. 1999, Aragane et al. 
2001, Bockmuhl et al. 2002, Hermsen 
et al. 2002, Knosel et al. 2004, Nakao 
et al. 2001, Nishizaki et al. 1997, Petersen 
and Petersen 2001)

Drug-resistance (Li et al. 2005, Schimke 1984, Tlsty 1990)
Transplantability to foreign 
hosts

(Hauschka and Levan 1953)

Cellular morphologies (Vogt 1959)
Abnormal metabolism (Hauschka and Levan 1958, Koller 1972)
Cancer-specifi c receptors 
for viruses

(Koller 1972, Vogt 1959)
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Moreover, in cases where it has been tested, cancer-specific 
gene expression pro$ les are directly proportional to the dosages 
of the corresponding chromosomes (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Furge 
et al. 2004, Gao et al. 2007, Gruszka-Westwood et al. 2004, Lodish 
et al. 2004, Pollack et al. 2002, Upender et al. 2004, Virtaneva et al. 
2001). Cancer-“speci$ c” or nonrandom chromosomal alterations, 
however, are neither predicted nor explained by mutational 
theories of cancer. In fact, they are a direct challenge to the 
gene mutation theory, because speci$ c chromosomal alterations 
generate specific phenotypes, independent of mutation. Down 
syndrome, with over 80 speci$ c phenotypes caused by trisomy 
21 without any gene mutation, is a classic example (Epstein 1986, 
Kahlem et al. 2004, La# aire et al. 2009, Lyle et al. 2004, Mao et al. 
2003, Reeves 2000, Shapiro 1983).

5.3.8  Clonal aneuploid karyotypes: stability 
within instability

Because the karyotypes of cancers are aneuploid and thus unstable 
(Section 5.2), their stability would depend on constant karyotypic 
selection for viability and oncogenic function. Owing to the 
inherent chromosomal instability of aneuploidy, the progeny 
of clonal cancers typically evolve sub-clonal and non-clonal 
aneusomies over time, generating karyotypic diversity within 
tumors (Duesberg et al. 2004b, Fabarius et al. 2003, Fabarius 
et al. 2008, Koller 1972, Nowell 1976, Reshmi et al. 2004, Wilkens 
et al. 2004, Winge 1930, Wolman 1986). Even so, the karyotypes 
of highly aneuploid cancers are clonally identi$ able (Foulds 1969), 
hence stable over time, despite chromosomal instability (Balaban 
et al. 1986, Koller 1972, Loeper et al. 2001, Mitelman 2011, Reeves 
et al. 1990, Tsao et al. 2000, Wang et al. 2006, Wolman 1983). 
Wolman acknowledged this in an influential review in 1983, 
saying that the karyotypes of cancers are ‘‘surprisingly stable’’ 
despite “karyotypic progression” (Wolman 1983).

! e HeLa cell line, which was derived from a human cervical 
cancer in 1951, is a primary example. ! e line has apparently 
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maintained an average karyotype with a per cell chromosome 
number of around 78 and with line-speci$ c chromosome copy 
numbers and marker chromosomes for over 50 years in cell 
culture (American Type Culture Collection 1992, Kraemer 
et al. 1971, Macville et al. 1999, Nelson-Rees et al. 1980). Reshmi 
et al. found that, even though the modal number of HeLa cells is 
conserved in cancer cell lines, the chromosomes within are ‘‘not 
necessarily the same’’ (Reshmi et al. 2004). Gusev et al. termed 
this paradox “stability within instability” (Gusev et al. 2001) and 
Albertson et al. commented in a review that “these cells do show 
substantial cell-to-cell variability but the average genotype is 
stable” (Albertson et al. 2003).

Researchers continue to report that the karyotypes of cell 
lines derived from human cancers are ‘‘unexpectedly’’ (Eshleman 
et al. 1998), ‘‘relatively’’ (Roschke et al. 2002), and ‘‘remarkably’’ 
(Albertson et al. 2003, Reshmi et al. 2004, Roschke et al. 2002) 
more stable than predicted from the chromosomal instability of 
cancer cells (Camps et al. 2005, Gorringe et al. 2005, Grigorova 
et al. 2004, Gusev et al. 2001, Heng et al. 2006b, Li et al. 2009, 
Nicholson and Duesberg 2009, Roschke et al. 2002). It was noted 
with surprise that human clear cell sarcomas maintained the same 
karyotypes in serial transplantations in nude mice (Crnalic et al. 
2002), and that rat tumors maintained the same karyotypes over 
years of serial transplantations in rats (Nichols 1963, Wolman 
et al. 1977). Moreover, comparative genomic hybridizations and 
conventional cytogenetic analyses, tracing the karyotypes of 
individual cancers over multiple stages of carcinogenesis up to 
17 years (Al-Me& y et al. 2004, Balaban et al. 1986, Kuukasjarvi 
et al. 1997, Loeper et al. 2001, Nupponen et al. 1998a, Reeves 
et al. 1990, Richter et al. 1998, Walch et al. 2000, Wang et al. 2006, 
Weber et al. 1998), have identi$ ed in primary lesions “karyotypes 
that were as complex as their paired relapses” (Jin et al. 2005).

The “infectious cancers” are fascinating natural examples of 
the immortality of “fully speciated cancers” (Section 6.6) with 
individual clonal karyotypes (Vincent 2010). For example, the 
“canine venereal tumor” (Makino 1974, Murgia et al. 2006) and the 
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facial cancer of the Tasmanian devil (Pearse and Swi&  2006) are 
naturally passed among histocompatible animals. ! e karyotypes 
of the canine and Tasmanian tumors are basically the same in all 
cases that have been tested. ! ese cancer cells have thus been stable 
in countless natural transmissions—just like microbial parasites. 
According to Vincent, “! e acquisition of germ line properties by 
cancer cells clearly indicates they have transcended the host and 
become something di# erent” (Vincent 2010).

! e karyotypic stability of cancers is especially evident from 
the clonality of chromosome-specific copy numbers revealed 
by comparative genomic hybridization (Baudis 2007, Gebhart 
and Liehr 2000, Kallioniemi et al. 1994b), and by clonal marker 
chromosomes (Koller 1972, Mitelman et al. 1997b). Figure 5.2 
shows 20 primary bladder cancer cells had unique karyotypes 
($ gure kindly provided by Peter Duesberg (Duesberg et al. 2011)). 
Nevertheless, the karyograph revealed regions of similarity. ! e 
most notable feature shared by every cell was the complete absence 
of intact chromosomes 1 and 13. ! e insert in Figure 5.2 shows 
the karyogram of one of the cancer cells lacking chromosomes 
1 and 13. Cells cannot live without at least one copy of each 
chromosome (Mamaeva 1998). ! erefore, chromosomes 1 and 13 
appear as part of several marker chromosomes labeled in the red 
region on the abscissa in Figure 5.2.

Recently, Navin et al. developed a method called Sector-Ploidy-
Pro$ ling (SPP) to study the clonal composition of breast tumors 
(Navin et al. 2010). SPP involves macro-dissecting tumors, " ow-
sorting genomic subpopulations by DNA content, and pro$ ling 
genomes using comparative genomic hybridization (CGH). Breast 
carcinomas display two classes of genomic structural variation: 
monogenomic and polygenomic. Monogenomic tumors appear to 
contain a single major clonal subpopulation with a highly stable 
chromosome structure. Polygenomic tumors contain multiple 
clonal tumor subpopulations, which may occupy the same 
sectors, or separate anatomic locations. In polygenomic tumors, 
heterogeneity can be ascribed to a few clonal subpopulations, 
rather than a series of gradual intermediates.
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Fig. 5.2  Clonal aneuploid karyotypes indicate stability within instability.
Twenty cells from a primary bladder cancer had unique karyotypes. Nevertheless, the karyograph reveals regions of similarity. 
The abscissa is the full-length chromosome number (blue region) and the marker chromosome designation (red region). The 
ordinate is the number of copies of each chromosome. The z axis represents the metaphases of 20 diě erent cells. The most 
notable feature shared by every cell was the complete absence of intact chromosomes 1 and 13. The insert shows the karyotype 
of one of the cancer cells lacking chromosomes 1 and 13 (blue region). Cells cannot live without at least one copy of each 
chromosome. Therefore, the missing chromosomes 1 and 13 appear as part of several marker chromosomes (red region).
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.
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112ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

The clonal evolution models for tumor progression are 
consistent with the polygenomic tumor subpopulations. The 
primary assumption of the clonal evolution models (monoclonal 
and polyclonal) is that the majority of cancer cells are capable 
of unlimited proliferation. This assumption contrasts with the 
fundamental assumption of the cancer stem cell hypothesis 
(Tan et al. 2006), which states that only a rare subpopulation of 
tumor cells is capable of unlimited proliferation, while the vast 
majority are only capable of normal cell division potential. In the 
polygenomic tumors, Navin et al. observed that the majority of 
chromosome breakpoints are persistent throughout the tumor in 
all subpopulations, suggesting that the majority of cells are capable 
of unlimited proliferation.

5.3.9  Chromosomal instability is proportional 
to the degree of aneuploidy

! e rates of speci$ c chromosomal variations can reach 4–11 orders 
of magnitude higher than those of conventional gene mutations 
(Section 4.4.11). It follows that the karyotypic heterogeneity of 
cancers is a consequence of the inherent chromosomal instability 
of aneuploidy. In preliminary tests of the chromosomal imbalance 
theory, Duesberg et al. observed that aneuploidy catalyzes 
chromosomal variations in proportion to the degree of imbalance 
(Duesberg et al. 1998, Duesberg et al. 2000a, Fabarius et al. 2003, 
Li et al. 2005, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999). Indeed, numerous 
correlations have confirmed the principle that the degree of 
malignancy of cancer cells is proportional to their degree of 
aneuploidy (Balaban et al. 1986, Bardi et al. 1993, Böcking and 
Chatelain 1989, Camps et al. 2005, Castro et al. 2005, Castro 
et al. 2006, Choma et al. 2001, Duesberg and Li 2003, Duesberg 
et al. 2004b, Foulds 1975, Frankfurt et al. 1985, Fujimaki et al. 
1996, Grimwade et al. 2001, Hauschka 1961, Hoglund et al. 
2001b, Johansson et al. 1994, Katsura et al. 1996, Koller 1972, 
Kost-Alimova et al. 2004, Mitelman et al. 1997b, Nasiell et al. 1978, 
Nowell 1976, Pejovic et al. 1990, Roschke et al. 2003, Schoch et al. 
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2001, Spriggs 1974, Umayahara et al. 2002, Wilkens et al. 2004, 
Winge 1930).

5.3.10  Chromosomal instability drives cancer 
progression without gene mutation

It has been suggested that aneuploidy affects the rate of DNA 
replication in cells (Hand and German 1975), and increases 
genetic instability resulting in further chromosomal alterations 
(Goh et al. 1978, Kaneko et al. 1981) (Section 5.2). Aldaz et al. 
postulated that most papillomas progress to the carcinoma stage 
but at di# erent speeds, which may be regulated by the degree of 
gross chromosomal abnormalities arising in these lesions (Aldaz 
et al. 1987, Conti et al. 1986). “The speed of such neoplastic 
progression may be related to speci$ c chromosomal alterations. 
It is possible that random chromosomal changes occur constantly 
in papillomas and carcinomas, but the involvement by chance of 
speci$ c chromosomes is what can confer a selective advantage to 
a particular clone, which becomes the stem line during a transient 
period of time in the life of the tumor. ! e possibility of $ nding 
this same event occurring simultaneously in di# erent foci and 
at di# erent rates of progression in the same tumor may be the 
reason the interpretation of karyotypic changes in solid tumors is 
complicated” (Aldaz et al. 1987).

Nevertheless, aneuploidy and other forms of chromosomal 
abnormality of cancer cells are generally considered as being 
“secondary” events (Harris 1995, Harris 2005, Heim and 
Mitelman 1995b, Johansson et al. 1996, Koller 1972)—secondary 
to hypothetical primary mutations (Harris 2005, Hede 2005, 
Knudson 2001, Lengauer and Wang 2004, Levan et al. 1977, 
Michor et al. 2005, Nowell 1976, Pennisi 1999, Rajagopalan 
et al. 2004, Rajagopalan and Lengauer 2004, Tomlinson and 
Bodmer 1999, Zimonjic et al. 2002). However, recent studies 
of the experimental induction of chromosomal instability have 
led some commentators to say, “these results emphasize the 
potential tumorigenic potential of aneuploidy, although the 
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underlying mechanisms remain to be de$ ned” (Chandhok and 
Pellman 2009). However, Boveri in 1914, had already o# ered an 
explanation of the origin of chromosome instability and its role 
in the progression of cancer: “[T]he creation of certain abnormal 
chromosome combinations so perturbs the equilibrium within 
the nucleus that particular chromosomes go on changing under 
the in" uence of changes in other chromosomes. One group of 
chromosomes might eventually preponderate and perhaps even 
suppress the activity of others. It is therefore understandable 
that a malignant tumor that is at $ rst closely similar to its tissue 
of origin progressively becomes less so and eventually becomes 
completely unrecognizable” (Harris 2007).

Gao et al. observed that malignant progression is equivalent to 
the shifting of phenotypes. They demonstrated how changes in 
karyotype and subsequently the transcriptome can mediate the gene 
expression changes necessary for phenotypic determination (Gao 
et al. 2007). “[T]he fold increase or decrease in the chromosome 
content ratio is virtually the same as the transcriptome ratio for all 
comparisons, and the chromosome content transcriptome ratios 
over all chromosomes average approximately one. Even the sub-
chromosomal regions of derivative chromosomes, when considered 
as part of the copy number of a speci$ c chromosome, markedly 
influence the transcriptome ratio of that chromosome, and, 
dramatically, the numerical ratios of the chromosome content are 
virtually the same as the transcriptome of the speci$ c chromosome 
region”. The authors concluded “there is a direct quantitative 
correlation between chromosome content and a proportional 
change in the transcriptome… . ! e chromosome content, therefore, 
in delivering the transcriptome in direct proportions, delivers a 
speci$ c level of gene expression for each gene.”

Grade et al. concluded very much the same thing in 2007: 
“We and others have…conducted analyses that allowed for the 
simultaneous mapping of genomic copy number changes and 
average gene expression levels in colorectal cancers and model 
systems thereof. These studies now suggest that chromosomal 
aneuploidies, and thus genomic imbalances, result in an alteration 
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of transcriptional activity that is correlated to the variation in 
genomic copy number” (Grade et al. 2007).

5.3.11  Autocatalyzed progression of 
aneuploidy

Aneuploidy in general leads to less viable cells compared to euploid 
precursors (Boveri 1914, Hodgkin 2005, Lindsley et al. 1972, 
Rancati et al. 2008, Torres et al. 2007, Williams et al. 2008), and a 
gain in genetic material is better tolerated than a loss (Atkin and 
Baker 1990, Brewer et al. 1999, German 1974, Lindsley et al. 1972, 
Rancati et al. 2008, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Sandler and Hecht 
1973, Torres et al. 2007). ! erefore, hyperploidy is favored over 
hypoploidy. ! e survival advantage of the hyperploid cells, coupled 
with the inherent genetic instability of aneuploid cells (Section 5.2), 
leads to the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy with each cell 
division (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 2000).

Recently, Reish et al. demonstrated that various constitutional 
autosomal trisomies are associated with an increased production of 
random aneuploidy (Reish et al. 2011). “[T]he altered replication 
pattern of disomic genes and sporadic non-chromosome-speci$ c 
aneuploidy shown in monosomies or trisomies accords with 
the notion that an unbalanced chromosome complement alters 
genetic balance, including the proper control of chromosomal 
segregation (Antonarakis et al. 2004), and leads to a cascade of 
chromosomal alterations resulting in new abnormal chromosome 
complements... . ! ese independent observations support previous 
evidence showing that aneuploidy is an autocatalytic process”.

Experimentally induced lagging chromosomes produces 
chromosomal instability in various cancer cell lines. ! ompson 
and Compton recently demonstrated that the rate of chromosome 
mis-segregation thus induced is similar between the near diploid 
RPE-1 and pseudodiploid HCT116 cells on the one hand and the 
triploid HT29, MCF-7 and Caco2 cells on the other (! ompson 
and Compton 2008). “These findings indicate that aneuploidy 
can cause CIN and that CIN may be a self-propagating type of 
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genome instability” (! ompson and Compton 2010). Interestingly, 
similar rates of chromosome mis-segregation were su%  cient to 
induce signi$ cant deviation in the modal chromosome numbers 
in colonies of the triploid cell lines but failed to do so in the 
near diploid RPE-1 and HCT116 cells. ! e authors concluded 
that, “Collectively, these data show that elevating chromosome 
missegregation rates alone in human cultured cells is not su%  cient 
to convert stable, near-diploid cells into highly aneuploid cells 
with karyotypes that resemble those of tumor cells” (! ompson 
and Compton 2008). So the question is: how are viable highly 
aneuploid (triploid) cancer cells produced?

! e 60–90 chromosomes that are typical of late-stage cancer 
cells (Shackney et al. 1995a) probably do not arise by a gradual, 
stepwise increase in the level of aneuploidy as a consequence of 
the autocatalyzed chromosomal instability of aneuploid cells. ! e 
stepwise progression of aneuploidy would, in general, produce 
fewer and fewer viable cells, that inhibit the progression to cancer. 
! ere is an alternative to the stepwise model of carcinogenesis 
that is based on chromosome doubling and subsequent loss of 
chromosomes (Giaretti and Santi 1990, Shackney et al. 1995a).

Oksala and ! erman have described numerous routes to the 
production of polyploid cells (Oksala and ! erman 1974). While 
tetraploid cells are comparatively stable, both in vitro and in vivo, 
they are, nevertheless, associated with a degree of chromosomal 
instability leading to random loss of chromosomes (Cooper and 
Black 1963, Giaretti and Santi 1990, Moorhead and Saksela 1965, 
Ohno 1971, Shackney et al. 1989, Shackney et al. 1995a, Shackney 
et al. 1995b, Shankey et al. 1993). ! e process of chromosome 
doubling followed by chromosome loss has been shown in 
numerous sequential studies of normal rodent fibroblasts 
undergoing spontaneous neoplastic transformation in vitro, in 
SV40 malignant transformation of normal human fibroblasts 
in culture, in established human epithelial cancer cell lines grown 
in tissue culture, and in sequential studies of early human bladder 
cancer (Shackney et al. 1995a).
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Interestingly, near tetraploid cancer cell lines may continuously 
produce an appreciable number of near-diploid daughter cells 
(Erenpreisa and Cragg 2010, Erenpreisa et al. 2011, Ohno 1971), 
which in future generations revert back to the near tetraploid state. 
The production of pseudodiploid cancer cells from aneuploid 
precursors may contribute to the occasional reports that some 
malignant tumors apparently maintain the normal diploid 
complement of the species.

! e hypertriploidy–hypotetraploidy characteristic of later-stage 
cancer cells (Wolman 1983) can either result directly from the 
tetraploidization of hypodiploid cells with DNA indices greater 
than 0.75 but less than 1, or alternatively, by the tetraploidization 
of diploid and hyperdiploid cells followed by chromosome 
loss (Giaretti and Santi 1990, Spriggs 1974). Tetraploidization 
preserves the nuclear balance of the near-diploid aneuploid cells, 
which should promote the viability of the cells with double the 
previous number of chromosomes. A DNA index of 0.75 appears 
to be the lower limit of viability for hypodiploid cells (Atkin and 
Baker 1966, Atkin 1974, Giaretti and Santi 1990, Shackney et al. 
1995a). ! e tetraploidization of these barely viable cells produces 
the DNA index of 1.5 that is characteristic of the lower limit 
aneuploidy peak seen in flow cytometry studies of malignant 
cancer cells.

! ese results indicate that the two-step model of carcinogenesis 
(Pitot 1986) corresponds to two levels of aneuploidization. 
! e initiation step in carcinogenesis is the production of non-
cancerous, aneuploid cells with near diploid karyotypes. In such 
cells, the level of aneuploidy is below the threshold for cancer. 
In the promotion step (dependent upon cell proliferation) 
the threshold of aneuploidy for cancer is reached or exceeded 
by the tetraploidization of near diploid cells followed by loss 
of chromosomes. Regardless of the mechanistic details of 
carcinogenesis, carcinogens are aneuploidogens (aneugens). ! e 
power of a carcinogen is predicted to be proportional to its ability 
to cause aneuploidy.
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5.4  QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF HOW 
ANEUPLOIDY GENERATES NEW 
CELLULAR PHENOTYPES

Only when we e# ectively study functional interactions in a kinetic way will 
we begin to understand what we are doing.

(Horrobin 2003)

In spite of more than a century of evidence conclusively 
demonstrating a very high association between chromosomal 
imbalance and cancer—even to the point of a one-to-one 
correspondence (Section 5.3.1)—there remains the persistent 
and nagging question: is aneuploidy a consequence or the cause 
of cancer? Many cancer researchers are waiting for definitive 
experiments to settle the issue. However, the answer is not to be 
found in molecular genetics but rather in new conceptual and 
mathematical approaches, i.e., looking at old data in new ways, as 
did Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, and Einstein.

Hanahan and Weinberg “imagine that cancer biology and 
treatment—at present, a patchwork quilt of cell biology, genetics, 
histopathology, biochemistry, immunology, and pharmacology—
will become a science with a conceptual and logical coherence 
that rivals that of chemistry or physics” (Hanahan and Weinberg 
2000). Eleven years later, Hanahan and Weinberg “continue to 
foresee cancer research as an increasingly logical science, in which 
myriad phenotypic complexities are manifestations of a small set 
of underlying organizing principles” (Hanahan and Weinberg 
2011). For that to happen, cancer research will have to become 
mathematical. Unfortunately, most researchers are disinclined 
and ill-prepared to consider the quantitative consequences of 
chromosomal imbalance. ! ey are usually content with $ nding 
over- and under-expressed genes in tumor cells—though o& en 
without any mention of magnitude.

Horrobin recently bemoaned, “One of the distressing aspects of 
modern genomics and molecular biological studies is that they are 
almost entirely kinetic-free zones. ! eir practitioners are merely 
sketching out anatomically what pathways might be possible, 
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and are not describing functionally what pathways actually do 
take place in vivo. Only when we get to that state of functional 
knowledge will the medical benefits begin to come through” 
(Horrobin 2003). ! is section introduces the mathematical tools 
needed to investigate how quantitative changes to the genome 
caused by chromosomal imbalance a# ect the overall metabolic 
activity (hence phenotype) of a cell.

! e chromosomal imbalance theory asserts that the multiplicity 
of structural and functional cancer-speci$ c phenotypes are the 
direct consequence of aneuploidy. Supporting this view, Lindsley 
et al. showed that aneuploidy readily produced numerous complex 
phenotypes of Drosophila, including reduced survival, small size, 
and a variety of morphological abnormalities such as rough eyes, 
abnormal wings and bristle patterns, and a misshapen abdomen. 
! e authors concluded that, “! e primary point of theoretical 
interest to emerge from these studies is that the deleterious e# ects 
of aneuploidy are, in the main, caused by the additive e# ects of 
genes that slightly reduce viability and not by the individual e# ects 
of a few aneuploid-lethal genes among a large array of dosage 
insensitive loci” (Hodgkin 2005, Lindsley et al. 1972, Sandler and 
Hecht 1973).

Recent “experimental data have pointed to the conclusion that 
aneuploidy is a main driving force for the observed adaptive 
evolution” in yeast (Rancati et al. 2008) and that $ tness ranking 
between euploid and aneuploid cells is dependent on context and 
karyotype, providing the basis for the notion that aneuploidy can 
directly underlie phenotypic evolution and cellular adaptation 
(Pavelka et al. 2010a). “Changes in karyotype and the transcriptome 
can mediate the gene expression changes necessary for phenotypic 
determination” (Gao et al. 2007). Aneuploidy, alters the expression 
of many genes by a small extent (direct e# ect) and a few genes 
by a large extent (indirect e# ect) and can thus be viewed as a 
large-e# ect mutation (Rancati et al. 2008, Springer et al. 2010, 
Upender et al. 2004). ! e results from studies of aneuploidy in 
miaze “suggest that during the development of mature tissues, 
relatively mild quantitative initial e# ects of gene dosage imbalance 
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lead to fixed qualitative changes in gene expression patterns” 
(Makarevitch and Harris 2010). Likewise, trisomy of the smallest 
human chromosome has the dramatic consequence of Down 
syndrome, which “cannot be explained as a direct result of one 
or some very few loci on chromosome 21” (Shapiro 1983). Since 
Down syndrome is phenotypically much less aberrant than cancer, 
the threshold of aneuploidy necessary for cancer is expected to be 
relatively high (Section 6.2.3).

A theory for the analysis of phenotypes generated by complex 
assembly lines of genes (metabolic control analysis) was developed 
by Kacser and Burns (Kacser and Burns 1973, Kacser and Burns 
1981) and independently by Heinrich and Rapoport (Heinrich and 
Rapoport 1973, Heinrich and Rapoport 1974). According to this 
theory, the control of normal phenotypes is distributed to varying 
degrees among all the genetic components of complex systems 
(Fell and ! omas 1995, Fell 1997, Heinrich and Rapoport 1973, 
Heinrich and Rapoport 1974, Kacser and Burns 1973, Kacser and 
Burns 1979, Kacser and Burns 1981, Kacser 1995). ! e approach 
of Kacser and Burns was adapted to assess the role of aneuploidy 
in determining the phenotypes of cancer cells. The results 
show that transformation to a cancer cell requires quantitative 
alterations of massive numbers of genes, which is exactly what 
aneuploidy does.

! e comprehensive biochemical phenotype of a cell (i.e., the 
metabolic " ux) is determined by the action and interaction of 
all of its active components (Fell 1997, Kacser and Burns 1981). 
Since the production of gene products is, on average, proportional 
to gene dose (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Gao et al. 2007, Grade et al. 
2007, Hieter and Gri%  ths 1999, Leitch and Bennett 1997, Matzke 
et al. 1999, Oshimura and Barrett 1986, Pavelka et al. 2010a, 
Rancati et al. 2008, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Springer et al. 
2010, Upender et al. 2004), the metabolic " ux of normal cells 
can be determined from the species-speci$ c pool of genes. As 
originally proposed by Kacser and Burns, all active genes of a cell 
contribute an approximately equal share of the biochemical " ux 
of the cell, and they are all kinetically connected within and even 
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among the distinct biochemical assembly lines of a cell (Fell 1997, 
Kacser and Burns 1981).

In the spirit of Kacser and Burns, the mathematical formulations 
below are kept as simple and intuitive as possible. Since all gene 
products are enzymes, or substrates and products of enzymes, 
or modi$ ers of enzyme activity, variations in the levels of gene 
products of biological systems are kinetically equivalent to changes 
in e# ective enzyme concentrations (Heinrich and Rapoport 1973, 
Heinrich and Rapoport 1974, Kacser and Burns 1973, Kacser 
and Burns 1981). For algebraic convenience, the simple straight 
chain of enzymes will be used in this analysis. However, the 
results apply equally to systems of interlocking pathways, cycles, 
feedback loops (Kacser and Burns 1973, Kacser and Burns 1981), 
regulatory cascades (Kahn and Westerhoff 1991), and control 
of gene expression (Westerhoff et al. 1990), except that the 
formulations become more tedious (Kacser and Burns 1979).

At steady state, the biochemical phenotype of a cell that is 
generated by n enzymatic steps can thus be described by Scheme 
5.1 (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999).

X1

E1� o�m� S1

E2� o�m� S2}Sn�1

En� o�m� X2

Scheme 5.1  Coupled enzymatic reactions

In this scheme, X1 is the “source” (of nutrients) and X2 is 
the resulting comprehensive phenotype or “sink”, and Ei is the 
enzyme concentration for the ith step in the cellular assembly 
line (Kacser and Burns 1981). Using the fact that at steady state 
each intermediate " ux is equal to the overall " ux of a connected 
system, Equation 5.1 was derived by Kacser and Burns (Kacser and 
Burns 1981) for the overall steady state " ux, F, for the production 
of X2 according to Scheme 5.1. ! e variable F is the metabolic 
phenotype of a cell. ! e K values are equilibrium constants, the 
Km values are Michaelis constants, and the V values are maximum 
rates (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999).
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Equation 5.1 can be simpli$ ed. Since all terms in the numerator 
of Equation 5.1 are constants, they can be combined into a 
single constant term Cn, which represents the environmental 
and constitutive parameters for the speci$ c system or phenotype 
being considered. Further, since Vi=Eikcat(i), all the Vi terms are 
proportional to their respective enzyme concentrations. Each 
fraction in the denominator of Equation 5.1, then, can be replaced 
by the composite ei terms, all of which are proportional to enzyme 
concentration. ! e ei terms represent the functions of the n gene 
products contributing to the " ux. ! ese modi$ cations result in 
the simple Equation 5.2 that gives the overall metabolic output 
or flux for a normal cell composed of n individual functions 
or genes.

F  
X1 �

X2

K1K2}Kn

Km1

V1

�
Km2

V2K1

�}�
Kmn

VnK1K2}Kn�1

(5.1)

F  
Cn

1
e1

�
1
e2

�}�
1
en

Cn

F
 

1
e1

�
1
e2

�}�
1
en

(5.2)

Equation 5.2 can be rearranged to Equation 5.3, which shows 
that the reciprocal of the cellular metabolic phenotype, F, multiplied 
by a constant is the linear combination of the reciprocals of all n 
elemental phenotypes ei that comprise a cell.

(5.3)

For a system as complex as a diploid cell, the number of gene 
products, n, necessary to determine its phenotype is on the order 
of tens of thousands. For systems this complex, the 1/ei terms make 
only small individual contributions and can be approximated by 
replacing them with 1/ē, the mean of all the 1/ei terms. Making 
this substitution in Equation 5.3 gives Equation 5.4, which can be 
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used to describe the metabolic phenotype, Fd, of a normal, diploid 
cell for a given environment.

Cn

Fd
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(5.4)

Aneuploid cells

! e e# ects of aneuploidy on the collective biochemical phenotype 
of a cell can be quantified if we determine how the flux of 
a normal cell is altered in proportion to the dosages of the 
aneuploid genes (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Gao et al. 2007, Matzke 
et al. 1999, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Upender et al. 2004). 
! erefore, Equation 5.4 was modi$ ed to calculate the e# ects of 
aneuploidy on the phenotypes of eukaryotic cells, which increases 
or decreases substantial fractions of the genes, but not necessarily 
all genes, of a cell (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999). If only a subset 
of the n cellular genes is involved, the " uxes in Equation 5.4 can 
be partitioned into those that are a# ected by aneuploidy (m) and 
those that are not (n–m) to give Equation 5.5.

(5.5)

Fa is the metabolic phenotype of a eukaryotic cell resulting 
from aneuploidy. ! e number of genes experiencing a change in 
dosage due to aneuploidy is m. ! e variable π is the ploidy factor, 
re" ecting the change in the number of copies of m genes. For 
example, π=1.5 for trisomy of m genes. ! e di# erence n–m is the 
number of genes not experiencing aneuploidy. ! e relative e# ect 
of aneuploidy compared to normal diploid cells can be obtained 
by dividing Equation 5.5 by Equation 5.4 to give Equation 5.6.

(5.6)
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124 The Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

To further simplify Equation 5.6, the normal, diploid metabolic 
phenotype was set to Fd=1, and the quotient m/n was replaced 
with ϕ, which is just the fraction of the cell’s gene products 
experiencing changes in dosage due to aneuploidy relative to the 
normal cell. Th ese modifi cations give the dimensionless Equation 
5.7, where Fa is now the relative fl ux, equivalent to the metabolic 
phenotype of the aneuploid cell.

1

Fa

= 1− φ +
φ
π (5.7)

The 1–ϕ term represents the fraction of unaffected gene 
products. The composite term ϕ/π is the fraction, ϕ, of gene 
products undergoing a π-fold change in expression. Th e relation 
of the cellular activity or biochemical fl ux to the DNA index of 
aneuploid cells can be estimated since the production of gene 
products is proportional to gene dose (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Gao 
et al. 2007, Hieter and Griffi  ths 1999, Leitch and Bennett 1997, 
Matzke et al. 1999, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Upender et al. 
2004). Th us, the DNA or RNA index is given by Equation 5.8 
(Rasnick and Duesberg 1999).

DNAindex = 1− φ + φπ (5.8)

Fig. 5.3. A graphical representation of Equation 5.7 showing how 
aneuploidy changes phenotypes.
The normal diploid metabolic phenotype Fd is perturbed by varying the 
ploidy factor π and the aneuploid fraction ϕ to produce an ensemble 
of aneuploid metabolic phenotypes Fa. The phenotypes (F) of polyploid 
cells with balanced karyotypes fall on a straight line (ϕ=1, broken 
green line), with haploids at π=0.5, diploids at π=1, triploids at π=1.5 
and tetraploids with π=2, diff ering by equal increments of 0.5 F units. 
An ensemble of aneuploid metabolic phenotypes, Fa, was produced by 
varying the ploidy factor, π, and the fraction of the normal chromosome 
set (0<ϕ<1, black and blue lines) according to Equation 5.7. Fa>1 
represents positive aneuploidy, corresponding to gain-of-fl ux relative to 
the diploid cell, and Fa<1 represents negative aneuploidy, corresponding 
to loss of biochemical fl ux. Specifi c examples of aneuploid phenotypes
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are Down syndrome (ϕ=0.01, blue line) with trisomy (Δ=1.5) of 
chromosome 21, Fa=1.006 (DS1), and monosomy (Δ=0.5) of chromosome 
21, Fa=0.98 (DS2). DS2 is more severe than DS1, consistent with the 
general principle that a lost of gene dose is more deleterious than a 
gain. Another example is a typical, near triploid colon cancer (CA, red 
dot) with an average of 69 chromosomes, corresponding to ϕ=0.5, Δ=1.5, 
and Fa=1.2. The eě ect on the phenotype of increasing or decreasing the 
functional dosage from Δ=0 to 3 of the seven genes (ϕ=0.0003) thought 
to cause colon cancer is indicated by the doĴ ed red line. For Δ>0.05, the 
metabolic phenotype described by the doĴ ed red line nearly coincides 
with that of the normal diploid cell, which is far from suĜ  cient to 
generate cancer. The shaded area represents the cancer phenotypes.
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.

Fig. 5.3 Contd. ...
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126ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

! e product IS is a measure of the increase or decrease in the 
gene products themselves. ! e general forms of equations 5.7 & 
5.8 are given by Equations 5.9 & 5.10.

1
Fa

 1� Ii¦ �
Ii

S i
¦

DNAindex  or  RNAindex  1� Ii � I iS i¦¦

(5.9)

(5.10)

A graphical representation of Equation 5.7, where the normal 
diploid metabolic phenotype, Fd, is perturbed by varying the ploidy 
factor π and the aneuploid fraction ϕ to produce an ensemble of 
aneuploid metabolic phenotypes, Fa, is shown in Figure 5.3. ! e 
variable ϕ de$ nes the shape of the curve as well as the limiting 
metabolic " ux at the plateau for an aneuploid fraction ϕ<1. ! e 
ploidy factor π determines the speci$ c values of Fa within the limits 
set by ϕ. Since all ploidy increments are quantal (i.e., additions 
or deletions of whole chromosomes as well as segments) they 
generate steps rather than a continuous curve. However, since the 
number of genes is large and any subset of chromosomes may 
be aneuploid in a given cell the resulting π values are practically 
continuous. However, the discrete nature of the changes in gene 
dose due to aneuploidy has profound consequences that cannot 
be ignored, as discussed in Sections 6.2.1 & 6.2.3.

Figure 5.3 also shows that for π<1, there is a decline in Fa, 
indicating a loss of flux compared to the normal phenotype, 
and for π>1, there is a gain. The slopes are steeper for π<1 
than for π>1, which is consistent with a loss of gene dose being 
more deleterious than a gain (Section 5.3.11). ! e shaded areas 
of Figure 5.3 indicate aneuploidies that exceed a threshold for 
cancer (Section 6.2.3). ! e positions of two speci$ c examples of 
human aneuploidies (trisomy or monosomy of chromosome 21, 
i.e. Down syndrome) and a typical, pseudo-triploid colon cancer 
with 69 chromosomes (Sandberg 1990) are identi$ ed in Figure 
5.3. Since chromosome 21 represents about 1.8% of the haploid 
human genome (ϕ=0.018), trisomy (π=1.5) only changes the 
metabolic phenotype from Fd=1 to Fa=1.006 (DS1 in Figure 5.3) 
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and monosomy changes it to Fa=0.98 (DS2 in Figure 5.3). Both F 
values lie outside the shaded region for cancer (Figure 5.3). But 
the pseudo-triploid colon cancer with 69 chromosomes (ϕ=0.5, 
π=1.5) would generate a flux of about Fa=1.2, and would thus 
readily surpass the threshold (Section 6.2.3) for a cancer causing 
aneuploidy (shaded area of Figure 5.3).

Polyploid cells

Equation 5.4 can also be used to describe the phenotypes of 
polyploidization, i.e., all integral multimers of the complete 
haploid chromosome set of a cell. Since the production of gene 
products is proportional to gene dose, as described above, 
haploidization of a diploid cell will halve the dose of the ē gene 
products, producing a haploid " ux, F=0.5, which corresponds to 
the biochemically rather inert gametes (Figure 5.3) (Hieter and 
Gri%  ths 1999). According to the same equation, the F values, and 
thus the biochemical activities, of polyploid cells are increased 
in proportion to their degrees of polyploidization (see broken 
green line in Figure 5.3). For example, the F value of tetraploid 
liver cells would be 2, that of 8-ploid and 16-ploid heart muscle 
cells would be 4 and 8, respectively, and that of 16-ploid and 64-
ploid megakaryocytes would be 8 and 32, respectively (Hieter and 
Gri%  ths 1999).

Diploid cells with gene mutations

Equation 5.7 can also be used to investigate directly the e# ect of 
gene mutation on the biochemical " ux—i.e., the probability of 
generating abnormal phenotypes by gene mutations, including 
those proposed to cause cancer. Because virtually all enzymes 
and functions of cells are integrated into kinetically linked 
biochemical assembly lines, and work in vivo at only a small 
fraction of their capacity (Kacser and Burns 1981), rare positive 
or activating mutations of enzymes or of hypothetical oncogenes 
are very e# ectively bu# ered in vivo via supplies and demands of 
un-mutated upstream and downstream enzymes. For example, 
transfecting 10 to 50 copies of any one of the $ ve enzymes of the 
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tryptophan pathway into yeast increases the yield of tryptophan 
no more than 2–30% (Cornish-Bowden 1995).

! e dotted red line of Figure 5.3 graphically demonstrates the 
e# ects of mutating the dosage of 7 genes (0<π≤3), as is postulated 
for colon carcinogenesis via oncogenes (Kinzler and Vogelstein 
1996). As can be seen in Figure 5.3, this line almost coincides 
with the metabolic phenotype Fd=1 of a normal diploid cell. Based 
on Equation 5.7, the e# ect on the cellular phenotype of changing 
the dosage of any seven kinetically linked genes by mutation is 
negligible, because 7 gene mutations out of about 25,000 human 
genes (Collins et al. 2004) represents ϕ=0.0003. Seven genes 
simply do not have the power to transform a diploid cell into 
an aneuploid cancer cell. Comparing the phenotypic power of 
mutations in a handful of genes to the metabolic consequences of 
aneuploidy is analogous to the di# erence between chemical and 
nuclear explosions.

It may be argued that the mutant genes that cause cancer are 
“dominant” (Alberts et al. 1994), i.e., independent of others, 
and highly pleiotropic, affecting the function of many others. 
Conceivably, some genes that govern di# erentiation could play 
such roles (Bailey 2000, Fell 1997). However, the currently known, 
hypothetical cancer genes are not dominant, because they do 
not transform normal diploid cells in culture nor in transgenic 
animals, which carry these genes in their germ line. The only 
known exceptions are the genes of viruses that transform or kill 
cells, without delay and with single hit kinetics, owing to truly 
dominant viral promoters that increase the functional π values 
of these genes up to about 1,000 (Section 4.3). This is exactly 
the reason why biotechnologists use viral promoters in synthetic 
vectors designed to maximize gene expression.

5.4.1  The effect of aneuploidy on genomic 
stability can be quantifi ed

! e metabolic output or " ux of a normal cell is in balance with 
its genetic content. However, the black curves (I=0.2 and 0.5) 
in Figure 5.3 show there is an imbalance between the cellular 
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activity and the DNA content of aneuploid cells. Since cancer-
speci$ c genetic instability has been shown experimentally to be 
proportional to the degree of genetic imbalance of aneuploid cells 
(Section 5.3.9), the stability index S (Equation 5.11) is de$ ned as 
the total cellular metabolic activity Fa (Equation 5.7) divided by 
the DNA index (Equation 5.8). S ranges between 0–1, where 1 
signi$ es a balanced genome (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999).

Fig. 5.4 Aneuploid DNA indexȹ=ȹ1.5 catalyzes the greatest chromosomal 
instability.
In a normal cell the chromosomal content is balanced, guaranteeing the 
metabolic output or fl ux is in balance with its genetic content (Δ=1). 
Imbalance due to aneuploidy (Δƾ1) leads to chromosomal instability. 
Plots of the stability index function S (equation 5.11) for various values 
of Δ versus the DNA index show that the cellular metabolic activity, 
Fa, of an aneuploid cell is more in balance with its genetic content only 
when the DNA index is 1 or 2. The greatest genetic imbalance is at DNA 
index=1.5, exactly halfway between the stable values.
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130ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

Fig. 5.5 Karyotypic stability of colon cancer cell lines in agreement 
with stability index function S (Equation 5.11).
The karyotypes of colon cancer cell lines are unstable in proportion 
to their degree of chromosomal imbalance, mirroring the graph of the 
stability index function S (Figure 5.4). The DNA index was calculated 
by dividing the modal number of chromosomes (mn) by 46, the 
normal complement of human chromosomes. The karyotypes close to a 
balanced number of chromosomes, i.e. Δ=1 (diploid) or Δ=2 (tetraploid), 
were the most stable. The modal numbers of the cell lines were: mn=40 
(SW837), mn=45 (HCT116), mn=46 (DLD1, pseudodiploid), mn=47 
(SW48), mn=71 (HT29), mn=87 (LoVo), mn=90 (2×HCT116), mn=91 
(DLD1×HCT116), mn=92 (2×DLD1), mn=117 (DLD1×HT29), mn=119 
(SW480), mn=129 (2×HT29, mn=142 but this hybrid lost chromosomes) 
(Lengauer et al. 1997).
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Figure 5.4 is a graph of Equation 5.11, which shows that the 
most stable aneuploid cells will have DNA indices near 1 (pseudo-
diploid) and near 2 (pseudo-tetraploid). The least stable DNA 
index is 1.5, halfway between the stable values.

Lengauer et al. measured the genetic instability of a number of 
human colon cancer cell lines (Lengauer et al. 1997). ! e authors 
were unaware that genetic instability is a function of the level of 
aneuploidy. However, when their data were graphed (Figure 5.5), 
the results readily con$ rmed the predictions of the stability index 
function (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999). Pseudo-diploid (HCT116, 
DLD1, SW48) and pseudo-tetraploid (2� u� HCT116, DLD1� u�
HCT116, 2� u�DLD1, from fused cells) cells were the most stable 
and the HT29 colon cancer cell line with a DNA index=1.5 
was the least stable. ! e observed 50% genetic instability of the 
triploid HT29 cells was due to the perpetual con" ict between the 
most economical production of translation products on the one 
hand and the maintenance of chromosomal balance on the other 
(Rasnick and Duesberg 1999).
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Theory of Chromosomal Imbalance 
Solves Mysteries and Paradoxes

One of the most puzzling aspects of the tumor problem is concerned with 
the multiplicity of diverse physical, chemical, and biological agencies that 
are capable of bringing about essentially the same end result.

(Braun 1969)

Jean Marx began a 2002 article: “Cancer cells are chock-full 
of mutations and chromosomal abnormalities, but there’s no 
agreement among researchers on how incipient cancer cells 
accumulate so many changes” (Marx 2002). Of the three 
competing theories of cancer—1) Point mutations (Chapter 4), 
2) self-perpetuating chromosomal variations (Chapter 5), and 
3) the recent hybrid theory of point mutations causing aneuploidy 
and chromosomal instability—only the second explains the 
massive genomic abnormalities of cancer as a somatic aneuploidy 
syndrome. Table 6.1 compares the power of the chromosomal 
imbalance and gene mutation theories to explain a broad range of 
cancer phenomena.

6.1  CARCINOGENESIS IS DEPENDENT ON 
ANEUPLOIDY AND NOT MUTATION

In view of the karyotypic and phenotypic individuality of cancers, 
and the correlations of these phenotypes with the abnormal

6
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Table 6.1 Explanatory Power of Competing Theories of Cancer

Phenomenon Explained Section
Aneuploidy Mutation

Cancer is not heritable Yes No 6.1.2
Clonal origin of cancer Yes Yes 3.1

5.3.8
No specifi c gene mutation Yes No 4.4.2

6.2.4
No transforming gene mutation Yes No 4.4.4

5.4
Non-clonal oncogenes and tumor 
suppressor genes

Yes No 4.4.3
4.4.9

6.1
Non-mutagenic carcinogens Yes No 4.4.1

5.3.4
Long latencies from carcinogen 
to cancer

Yes No 4.4.5
5.3.6
6.1.3
6.2.2

1,000-fold age bias of cancer Yes No 6.2.1
6.2.2

Autonomous growth Yes No 5.4
6.1.9

6.5
Abnormal cellular and nuclear 
morphology

Yes No 5.3.7
6.1.9

Abnormal metabolism Yes No 4.4.7
5.4

6.1.9
6.3

Warburg eě ect Yes No 6.3
Abnormal gene expression Yes No 5.4

6.1.9
Complex phenotypes Yes No 4.4.11

5.3.5
6.1.7
6.1.9

Table 6.1 Contd. ...
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Phenomenon Explained
Aneuploidy    Mutation

Section

Invasiveness Yes No 4.4.7
5.3.7
6.1.9

Metastasis Yes No 4.4.7
5.3.7
6.1.9

Spontaneous tumor 
disappearance

Yes No 7.3.1

Hayfl ick limit Yes No 6.2.1
“Immortality” Yes No 4.4.9

4.4.11
6.1.4

Ubiquitous aneuploidy Yes No 4.4.13
Preneoplastic aneuploidy Yes No 5.3.6

6.1.5
DNA indices of 0.5–>2 Yes No 6.2.3
Karyotypic or “genetic” 
instability

Yes No 4.4.13
5.2

5.4.1
Dominance of phenotypes of 
genomically unstable neoplastic 
and preneoplastic cells

Yes No 6.1.5

Multi-drug resistance Yes No 4.4.7
5.3.5
6.1.8
6.2.4

Too many and abnormal 
centrosomes

Yes No 4.4.11
6.1.7

Non-clonal karyotypes and 
phenotypes

Yes No 6.1.4

Cancer-“specifi c” (non-random) 
aneusomies

Yes No 5.3.7
6.1.6

Carcinogens induce aneuploidy Yes No 5.3.3
Absence of cancer vaccines Yes No 6.5
Spontaneous progression of 
malignancy

Yes No 5.3.10
5.3.11

6.2
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expressions of thousands of normal genes, it is unclear what 
role mutations in 3–7 “specific” proto-oncogenes, which are 
shared by many but not all cancers of the same type (Bishop 
1995, Vogelstein and Kinzler 1993, Weinberg 2007), could 
contribute to carcinogenesis (Section 5.4). The low levels of 
expression of hypothetical cellular oncogenes compound this 
problem. For instance, mRNAs of cellular oncogenes are typically 
undetectable in cancers without arti! cial ampli! cation (Duesberg 
et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 1997) (Zhang and Vogelstein, personal 
communication) and are not even consistently mutated in cancer 
cells (Duesberg and Schwartz 1992, Duesberg and Li 2003, 
Duesberg 2003, Kallioniemi et al. 1992, Ledford 2010, Loeb 
et al. 2003). It is probably for this reason oncogenes these days are 
rarely even mentioned or speci! cally discussed in gene-expression 
studies of cancers (Birkenkamp-Demtroder et al. 2002, Furge 
et al. 2004, Gao et al. 2007, Hertzberg et al. 2007, Masayesva et al. 
2004, Pollack et al. 2002, Tsafrir et al. 2006).

6.1.1  Mutations of cancer cells as a 
consequence of aneuploidy

In 1994, Prehn asked, if the di" erent normal cellular phenotypes are 
so dependent upon varied patterns of expression in the genome, why 
is it that when something goes amiss and an abnormal phenotype—a 
neoplasm—appears, we presume that the cause lies in mutation 
rather than in an induced abnormality in the pattern of gene 
expression (Prehn 1994)? # is led him to think that, “Despite the 
plethora of ‘oncogenes’ and ‘tumor suppressor genes,’ the hypothesis 
that cancer is usually the result of genomic mutations may be wrong” 
(Prehn 1994). To Prehn, the presence of point mutations in cancer 
cells was not due to their importance but to their limited biological 
signi! cance, making them irrelevant. He concluded, “it may be more 
correct to say that cancers beget mutations than it is to say that 
mutations beget cancers.” # us, he concluded that mutations do not 
cause cancer but rather cancer phenotypes result from the confused 
or aberrant patterns of normal-gene expression abundantly present 
in aneuploid cells (Sections 5.3.7 and 6.1.6).
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Cancer-specific aneuploidy can generate gene mutations by 
the same mechanism that varies the structures of chromosomes, 
e.g., by unbalancing teams of DNA repair enzymes (Fabarius 
et al. 2003). In addition, aneuploidy is mutagenic because it renders 
DNA synthesis error-prone by unbalancing nucleotide pools (Das 
et al. 1985). # us, the simplest explanation of the many mutations 
of cancer cells would be that these mutations are consequences 
of aneuploidy and thus not necessary for carcinogenesis (Prehn 
1994, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 2000). # is hypothesis 
explains why mutations of proto-oncogenes are frequently not 
detectable (Wang et al. 2002) or are non-clonal in cancers, why 
they do not transform normal cells into cancer cells, and do not 
undermine the lives of transgenic mice. # us, mutation of cancer 
cells is a consequence of aneuploidy, rather than a cause.

Based on the roles of chromosomal variation and mutation in 
four distinct cancer-speci! c events—1) initiation (Section 5.3.2), 
2) generation of complex phenotypes (Section 5.3.5), 3) high 
rates of karyotypic–phenotypic variations (Section 6.1.4), and 4) 
generation of mutations via aneuploidy (above)—it follows that 
chromosomal carcinogenesis does not depend on somatic gene 
mutation. In response to this conclusion, it may at least be argued 
the cancers associated with heritable cancer-disposition syndromes 
depend on mutation—although sporadic cancers do not. In the 
following, however, is shown that even the heritable mutations of 
cancer-disposition syndromes cause cancers only via aneuploidy.

6.1.2  Cancer is not heritable because 
aneuploidy is not

I am puzzled as to why most people other than professional geneticists 
seem uninterested in the high levels of non-concordance among identical 
twins for common diseases. And even the geneticists are more interested 
in the concordance than the non-concordance. For almost every common 
disease, whether it be in! ammatory, malignant, degenerative, psychiatric 
or any other type, when one identical twin is a" ected the other twin is not 
a" ected from 40–90% of the time.

(Horrobin 2003)
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The aneuploidy theory predicts the absence of cancer in 
newborns and non-identical cancer risks in twins (with the 
exception of the rare production of prenatal aneuploidy leading 
to childhood leukemia (Maia et al. 2003, Maia et al. 2004, Panzer-
Grumayer et al. 2002)), because aneuploidy is the initiating cause 
of cancer and is not heritable, as was originally shown by Boveri 
(Boveri 1902/1964). Aneuploidies are not heritable, because they 
corrupt developmental programs (Epstein 1986, Shapiro 1983) 
and are usually fatal (Hassold 1986, Hernandez and Fisher 1999). 
Only some very minor congenital aneuploidies, such as Down-
like syndromes and syndromes based on abnormal numbers of 
sex chromosomes, are sometimes viable, but only at the cost 
of severe physiological abnormalities and of no, or very low 
fertility (Bauer 1963, Gri$  ths et al. 2000, Sandberg 1990, Vogel 
and Motulsky 1986). # us, ontogenesis is nature’s checkpoint for 
normal karyotypes.

While cancer is not heritable there are heritable cancer-
disposition syndromes, which predispose to high risks of non-
systemic aneuploid cancers (Knudson 2000, Knudson 2001, 
Lodish et al. 2004). In other words, these heritable mutations 
are genetic equivalents of carcinogens, which increase the cancer 
risk by inducing random aneuploidy at high rates. # is view is 
supported by the presence of systemic aneuploidy in patients 
prior to carcinogenesis (Sandberg 1990), as for example in mosaic 
variegated aneuploidy (Hanks et al. 2004, Kajii et al. 1998), 
retinoblastoma and other chromosomal eye syndromes (Chaum 
et al. 1984, Howard 1981, Squire et al. 1985), ataxia telangiectasia 
and Fanconi anaemia (Pathak et al. 2002, Wright 1999), Bloom 
syndrome (German 1974), Gorlin-syndrome (Shafei-Benaissa 
et al. 1998), and xeroderma (Chi et al. 1994, Lanza et al. 1997, 
Vessey et al. 2000). Even childhood leukemia appears to result 
from prenatal aneuploidy (Maia et al. 2003, Maia et al. 2004, 
Panzer-Grumayer et al. 2002).

# e hypothesis that systemic aneuploidy de! nes cancer risks 
is also supported by the epidemiological studies described 
above, which have shown that this risk corresponds directly 
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with the degrees of chromosomal aberrations in peripheral 
lymphocytes (Duesberg et al. 2005). # us, the abnormally high 
rates of carcinogenesis in heritable cancer disposition syndromes 
are dependent on the abnormally high rates of systemic 
aneuploidizations that are generated by these heritable mutations. 
# ese heritable aneuploidy syndromes con! rm and extend the 
chromosomal imbalance theory of carcinogenesis.

6.1.3  Long neoplastic latencies are due to 
slow progression of aneuploidy

No matter what carcinogen is used and how o% en it is applied, 
cancers only develop after “conspicuously” (Cairns 1978) long 
latent periods of many months to decades (Berenblum and Shubik 
1949, Foulds 1969, Pitot 2002, Rous 1967). Classical clinical 
observations and animal experiments, beginning with Yamagiwa 
and Ishikawa in 1915 (Yamagiwa and Ichikawa 1915), had shown 
that carcinogens cause cancer only a% er long neoplastic latencies of 
many months to decades, but the reason for the inevitable latencies 
remained unsolved (Bauer 1963, Cairns 1978, Duesberg et al. 2005, 
Nettesheim and Marchok 1983, Pitot 2002, Preston et al. 2007, 
Rous 1967, Vogelstein and Kinzler 1993, Yamagiwa and Ichikawa 
1915). More recent research has revealed that carcinogens induce 
random aneuploidy without delay, but cancers appear with clonal 
karyotypes only a% er long delays, as predicted by the chromosomal 
theory and speciation hypothesis (Section 6.6).

Such preneoplastic aneuploidy has been observed:
1) in humans a% er exposure to atomic radiations (Awa 1974) and 

in human cells in which “a surprisingly high proportion of T-cells 
with stable and o% en complex irradiation-induced chromosome 
aberrations are able to proliferate and form expanding cell clones 
in vitro” (Holmberg et al. 1993),

2) in the hyperplastic livers of mice fed butter yellow in 1957 
(Marquardt and Glaess 1957), in “preneoplastic” lesions in the liver, 
spleen and thymus of mice treated with dimethylbenzanthracene 
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(Stich 1963) or on the skin in the form of precancerous papillomas 
(Conti et al. 1986),

3) in rats treated with nitrosamine and other chemicals that 
induce liver cancer, “to identify the importance of chromosome 
versus genome mutations” (Van Goethem et al. 1995) or in 
hyperplasias of rats treated with dimethylbenzanthracene to 
induce mammary cancer (Takahashi et al. 1977), and

4) in Syrian hamster cells treated with carcinogens in vitro 
(Gibson et al. 1995), or in untreated mouse and Chinese 
hamster cells growing in vitro prior to acquiring tumorigenicity 
spontaneously (Kraemer et al. 1983, Levan and Biesele 1958).

According to the chromosomal imbalance theory, the long 
neoplastic latencies from initiation to cancer reflect the time 
needed to evolve cancer-generating chromosome alterations 
by means of the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy 
(Sections 5.3.6 & 6.2 and Figures 5.1 & 6.1). # e theory states 
that chromosomal evolutions are slow because preneoplastic 
aneuploidies are typically minor, i.e., are near-diploid, and thus 
only weak catalysts of chromosomal variation (Rancati et al. 2008, 
Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 2000, Rasnick 2002, Torres 
et al. 2007, Williams et al. 2008). Moreover, many non-neoplastic 
aneuploidies are likely to be fatal to a cell due to non-viable 
chromosome combinations (Boveri 1914, Duesberg et al. 2004b, 
Hassold 1986, Hernandez and Fisher 1999, Little 2000, Sandberg 
1990, Wright 1999). # erefore, it is unlikely preneoplastic cells 
would form large clonal populations promoting further evolutions 
(Figure 6.1). # e non-clonality of the preneoplastic aneuploidies 
also hides any abnormal phenotypes with low levels of aneuploidy, 
and because phenotypes of single cells are hard to recognize.

By contrast, the chromosomal imbalance theory predicts 
relatively short neoplastic latencies in patients with congenital 
aneuploidies and with chromosomal instability syndromes and 
thus cancer at young age (Section 6.1.2). This follows because 
the pool of aneuploid cells is much higher in these conditions 
than in normal counterparts. Neoplastic “progression” of 
established cancer cells, however, is predicted to be faster than the 
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Fig. 6.1 Three steps in the evolution to invasive cancer.
1) Initiation: A carcinogen or a spontaneous accident induces random 
aneuploidy by various mechanisms, e.g. nondisjunction, breaking and 
rearranging chromosomes, etc. 2) Slow pre-neoplastic chromosomal 
evolutions: By unbalancing thousands of genes, aneuploidy corrupts 
teams of proteins that segregate, synthesize and repair chromosomes. 
Aneuploidy is therefore a steady source of chromosomal variations, from 

Fig. 6.1 Contd. ...
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chromosomal evolutions during the preneoplastic phase for two 
reasons: 1) # e highly aneuploid neoplastic cells, through their 
selective phenotypes, will generate large “clonal” populations with 
high probabilities of survival and further variations. 2) # e high 
level of aneuploidies of most cancer cells catalyze much higher 
rates of chromosomal variations than those of preneoplastic cells 
(Section 6.2).

Karyotypic disorganization and variability are, of course, 
biologically limited by requirements for essential metabolic 
functions (Camps et al. 2005, Chiba et al. 2000, Duesberg 
et al. 2004b, Stock and Bialy 2003), also termed an “optimized 
genome” (Roschke et al. 2002). The chromosomal imbalance 
theory predicts a certain convergence of chromosomal evolutions 
to a point of dynamic equilibrium, at which maximal karyotypic 
disorganization or entropy coincides with maximal variability and 
adaptability that still leads to viable cells (Duesberg et al. 2005, 
Rasnick 2000, Rasnick 2002) (Section 6.2.3). According to this 
theory, maximal chromosomal variability would correspond to 
DNA indices near 1.7, approximately three times the haploid set 
(Section 6.2.3).

which, in classical Darwinian terms, neoplastic karyotypes eventually 
evolve. The initial low level of aneuploidy catalyzes a slow progression 
of pre-neoplastic chromosomal evolutions. While chromosomal 
imbalance is necessary for progression it also retards it because many 
aneuploid cells die from loss of both copies of a chromosome and non-
viable chromosome combinations. 3) Fast neoplastic evolutions: Once 
a neoplastic chromosome combination evolves, subsequent karyotypic 
variations are accelerated, because neoplastic cells are generally 
more aneuploid and thus more adaptable than pre-neoplastic cells 
and can form locally large pools by outgrowing normal cells. Thus, 
neoplastic cells evolve independently within tumors forming ever-
more heterogeneous and malignant phenotypes such as invasiveness, 
metastasis and drug-resistance at high rates. In sum: Malignancy can 
be seen as a consequence of autonomous chromosomal evolutions that 
increase karyotypic entropy to its biological limits, at or near a DNA 
index of 1.7 (Section 6.2.3).
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.

Fig. 6.1 Contd. ...
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Near triploid aneuploidy o" ers an optimal average redundancy 
of one spare chromosome for each normal chromosome pair, 
and thus su$  cient redundancy to compensate for any losses or 
genetic mutations of a given chromosome (Duesberg et al. 2004b). 
Accordingly, the karyotypes of most malignant cancer cells are or 
“converge” (Chiba et al. 2000, Hoglund et al. 2001a, Oikawa et al. 
2004) near three times the haploid set of chromosomes (Atkin 
1964, Duesberg et al. 2000a, Duesberg and Li 2003, Duesberg et al. 
2004b, Giaretti 1994, Johansson et al. 1996, Koller 1972, Kraemer 
et al. 1971, Lengauer et al. 1997, Levan and Biesele 1958, Rasnick 
and Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 2000, Rasnick 2002, Roschke et al. 
2002, Roschke et al. 2003, Sandberg 1990, Shackney et al. 1995a). 
The long-established, commercially available human cancer 
cell lines are models of such stably unstable karyotypes with 
karyotypic entropies close to their biological limits of aneuploidy 
(Camps et al. 2005, Castro et al. 2005, Castro et al. 2006, Kraemer 
et al. 1971, Roschke et al. 2002, Roschke et al. 2003, Schneider 
and Kulesz-Martin 2004).

A mystery unresolved by gene mutation is why the neoplastic 
latencies are very species-dependent, namely over 10-fold shorter 
in rodents than in humans (Fusenig and Boukamp 1998, Holliday 
1996, Kuroki and Huh 1993, Soballe et al. 1996, Urano et al. 1995, 
Vogelstein and Kinzler 1993). Similarly, what makes the age bias 
of cancer compatible with the lifespan of an animal, i.e., grants 
cancer-free decades to humans (Figure 6.2) but only a few years 
to rodents (Cairns 1978, Holliday 1996). Di" erential mutation 
rates or growth rates are not the answer, because the rates of 
conventional mutations are highly conserved in all species (Lewin 
1997, Vogel and Motulsky 1986) and the cells of humans and 
rodents grow at about the same rates.

Based on recent studies it appears the low chromosomal 
stability of aneuploid rodent cells compared to that of equally 
aneuploid human cells may hold a clue to this puzzle (Duesberg 
et al. 2000a, Duesberg et al. 2001b, Duesberg et al. 2006, Fabarius 
et al. 2003, Li et al. 2005). # e evidence obtained so far, suggests 
that the chromosomal stabilities not only of normal but also of 
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cancer cells are species-speci! c. In view of these species-speci! c 
chromosomal stabilities, Holliday proposed that the genetic 
control of chromosomal stability is at least two times more robust 
in humans than in rodents (Holliday 1996). Section 6.4 presents 
an alternative proposal.

Fig. 6.2 Age specifi c incidence of invasive cancers of males in the 
United States in 2001.
The dominant contributors to the total number of invasive cancers are 
solid tumors. The growth is approximately exponential between ages 
50–70 and then levels oě  (Section 6.2.2). Data for the fi gure are from 
the National Program of Cancer Registries (hĴ p://www.cdc.gov/cancer/
npcr/index.htm). Because cancer is primarily a disease of old age it is 
compatible with an acquired, but not with an inherited disease.
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6.1.4  High rates of karyotypic–phenotypic 
variations and “immortality”

# e inherent chromosomal instability of cancer cells is directly 
predicted by the chromosomal imbalance theory (Sections 5.2 & 
5.4.1); it is con! rmed by numerous correlations (Section 5.3.1), 
and is mechanistically linked to aneuploidy by the proportionality 
between the instability and the degree of aneuploidy detected 
experimentally (Section 5.3.9). Further, the inherent chromosomal 
instability of aneuploid cells is entirely consistent with the critical 
observation of Holmberg et al. that, “an increased frequency of 
sporadic chromosome aberrations was only observed in irradiated 
cells with aberrant karyotypes and not in irradiated cells with 
normal karyotypes, which suggests that the ‘genomic instability’ in 
these clones is associated with the abnormal karyotype rather than 
with the radiation exposure as such” (Holmberg et al. 1993).

Early on, researchers characterized cancers as immortal, because 
they could be transplanted inde! nitely from animal to animal or 
cultivated inde! nitely in vitro (Hay& ick 1965, Levan 1956, Rous 
1967, Van Valen and Maiorana 1991). According to Hauschka, 
“tumor karyotypes have competitive survival value and will be 
constant for thousands of cell generations” (Hauschka 1961). But 
a coherent theory of immortality was not o" ered.

Hayflick, on the other hand, proposed a mechanism of 
immortality in an in& uential study in 1965: “it could be argued 
that escape from the inevitability of aging by normal cells 
in vivo and diploid cell strains in vitro is only possible when such 
cells acquire, respectively, properties of transplantable tumors or 
heteroploid cell lines. One of the common denominators of these 
latter two systems is heteroploidy (usually modally distributed)” 
(Hay& ick 1965). Heteroploidy is synonymous with aneuploidy.

Immortalization is an in vitro phenomenon resulting from the 
conditions of cell culture. Only a% er a period of adaptation and 
selection does an immortal clone sometimes arise from a primary 
cell culture” (Dermer 1983, Mamaeva 1998). An early description 
of “immortalization” by the cytogeneticist Koller explains the 
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process, saying: “It seems that malignant growth is composed of 
competing clones of cells with di" erent and continuously changing 
genotypes, conferring the tumor with an adaptable plasticity 
against the environment. The bewildering karyotypic patterns 
reveal the multi-potentiality of the neoplastic cell; while normal 
cells and tissues age and die, through their inherent variability, 
tumor cells proliferate and survive” (Koller 1972). # us, owing to 
their cellular heterogeneity cancers survive negative mutations and 
cytotoxic drugs via resistant subspecies, analogous to bacteria and 
other single cell organisms (Levan 1969) (Sections 5.3.5 & 6.1.9).

Aneuploidy explains the “immortality” of cancer cells via the 
diversity of phenotypes that are constantly generated de novo 
by the inherent karyotypic instability of aneuploid cells. Owing 
to the inherent instability of aneuploidy, populations of cancer 
cells are in fact “polyphyletic” zoos (Hauschka and Levan 1958) 
of chromosomally distinct species (Section 6.6). Such populations 
of cancer cells are relatively “immortal” via subspecies that can 
survive mutations or conditions that are lethal to the majority of 
the cells of a cancer, as for example cytotoxic drugs. By contrast, 
homogeneous populations of diploid cells would either all survive 
or all die in a given challenging condition.

6.1.5 Karyotypic evolution of cancer
Heng et al. used multiple color spectral karyotyping to trace 
individual cells within representative populations that are stage-
speci! c during the immortalization process (Heng et al. 2006b). # e 
authors summarized ! ve salient points relevant to carcinogenesis 
in a review article the same year (Heng et al. 2006a):

# e karyotypic evolution during immortalization revealed 1. 
the dynamic interplay between stochastic non-clonal 
chromosome aberrations (NCCAs) and different clonal 
chromosome aberrations (CCAs). The initial genomic 
changes (represented by NCCAs) occur at random when 
the genome is unstable. # e degree of stochastic changes 
can reach extremely high levels right before the crisis stage 
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(karyotypic chaos) where none of the cells are the same in 
a given population. # is surprising observation challenges 
current methodologies of studying cancer cells that have 
assumed that the majority of the cells are the same and that 
heterogeneity represents a minority of the cell population.
# e evolutionary process of cancer can clearly be divided 2. 
into two phases as judged by the karyotypic patterns: 
the discontinuous phase (marked by elevated non-clonal 
events, NCCAs and transitional clonal events, transitional 
CCAs) and the stepwise continuous phase (marked by 
stepwise clonal evolution and stable CCAs). # e key event 
that separates these two phases is the cell crisis stage. 
Different from previous models of cancer evolution, the 
data demonstrate that stochastic karyotypic aberrations 
rather than sequential recurrent aberrations are the basis 
for early evolution. # e unpredictable genotypes of cancer 
are caused by the stochastic nature of the initial phase of 
cancer progression.
# e degree of genomic instability can be monitored by the 3. 
degree of stochastic chromosomal changes. In particular, 
the NCCAs were found to be important indicators of 
chromosomal instability. Conversely, clonal aberrations do 
not correlate with genomic instability.
Karyotypic heterogeneity is caused by stochastic NCCAs 4. 
and their interplay with CCAs. By comparing the frequency 
and types of NCCAs and CCAs during the immortalization 
process, the NCCA/CCA cycle corresponds well with 
cancer progression. When NCCAs dominate, a cell 
population is within an unstable ‘‘struggling to survive’’ 
phase coupled with high levels of genomic instability and 
increased genomic heterogeneity. When CCAs dominate, a 
cell population is within a relatively stable ‘‘growth’’ phase 
displaying greater stability and dominant pathways. Cancer 
progression occurs through multiple cycles of NCCAs/
CCAs, with the cycle also recurring in response to drug 
treatments (Heng et al. 2006b).
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Multiple cycles of NCCAs/CCAs are needed for a normal 5. 
cell to ! rst turn cancerous and then to further progress into 
advanced cancer cells. A particular CCA can be formed 
stochastically from NCCAs during the cancer evolutionary 
process. A% er a certain time period of growth, the CCA 
population will then be replaced by the NCCA population, 
until the next stage where new CCA populations form and 
became dominant. When both the genome and environment 
are stable, the various CCA populations o% en share some 
karyotypic signatures and the transition takes a much longer 
period of time. When the genome is unstable, regardless of 
whether it is due to internal factors or induced, the CCA 
populations are usually drastically di" erent, demonstrating 
the stochastic nature of karyotypic evolution.

Heng et al. concluded that “NCCAs provide the material and 
the opportunity for cancer evolution to occur and CCAs are 
the end products of a given stage of evolution as de! ned by a 
speci! c selected NCCA and its environment. For a majority of 
solid tumors the importance of a given CCA is limited in terms 
of tracing a common path of progression, as late stage CCAs are 
often not shared by different tumors of the same cancer type. 
# e complexity of CCAs, however, is of value as it re& ects the 
clonal diversity and the selective results of NCCAs. NCCAs and 
their dynamic interplay among various combinations of NCCAs/
CCAs is what drives and shapes cancer progression. # is agrees 
with the observations generated from a systematic analysis of the 
literature that the cancer karyotypes in late phases display more 
heterogeneity, as karyotypic evolution is a highly disorganized 
process during the late stages resulting in the disintegration 
of pathways (Hoglund et al. 2002). Such increased karyotypic 
heterogeneity contributes to the loss of long-range correlations 
that is also re& ected by increased NCCAs and newly emerging 
CCAs” (Heng et al. 2006a).

Genomically unstable cells not only generate but can even lose 
new, abnormal phenotypes at very high rates compared to normal 
diploid cells. For example, while cancer cells may mutate to drug 
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and multi-drug resistance at rates of up to 10–3 per mitosis, many 
can mutate back at similar high rates (Duesberg et al. 2000a, 
Duesberg et al. 2001b). By contrast, the phenotypes of normal 
diploid cells, which are controlled by haploid genes, mutate 
spontaneously only at rates of 10–6 to 10–7 and those controlled by 
diploid genes only at rates of 10–12 to 10–14 (Duesberg et al. 2000a, 
Duesberg et al. 2001b, Grosovsky et al. 1996).

Even malignancy is reversible at high rates in the non-selective 
condition of cell culture. For example, extraction of “less virulent 
clones” from highly malignant ascites tumors was achieved by 
Hauschka et al. (Hauschka 1961). Hsu derived even benign 
cultures from a virulent rat Noviko"  hepatoma (Hsu 1960). Eagle 
et al. obtained “loss of neoplastic properties” in clonal derivatives 
of a human carcinoma cell line in parallel with “characteristic” 
karyotype alteration (Foley et al. 1965). Simi et al. and Sachs 
et al. also observed loss of the transformed phenotypes together 
with speci! c chromosomal alterations at high rates in transformed 
Chinese hamster cells, as well as subsequent reversion to malignancy 
(Bloch-Shtacher and Sachs 1977, Rabinowitz and Sachs 1972, Simi 
et al. 1992). And Fidler and Hart observed reversibility and back-
reversibility of metastatic phenotypes of mouse melanoma cells at 
relatively high rates (Fidler and Hart 1982).

6.1.6  The phenotypes of genomically unstable 
cells are usually dominant

In contrast to the recessive phenotypes of hereditary instability 
syndromes (Section 6.1.2) such as xeroderma pigmentosum, 
Fanconi’s anemia, hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer, 
hereditary hyperplastic polyposis and Bloom syndrome (Hawkins 
et al. 2000, Hoeijmakers 2001, Murnane 1996, Ruddon 1981, Sieber 
et al. 2003), the phenotypes of genomically unstable neoplastic 
and preneoplastic cells are usually dominant, either directly or 
a% er a delay of several cell generations (see Section 6.1.10 for 
exceptions.) # e evidence for this dominance was gained from 
the following combinations of experimental fusions between cells 
with and without certain instability-speci! c phenotypes:
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Instant or delayed tumorigenicity is dominant in hybrids 1. 
consisting of normal and cancer cells (Harris 1995). # e 
delayed tumorigenicity typically follows a spontaneous loss 
and re-assortments of various chromosomes (Duesberg and 
Rasnick 2000, Harris 1995, Stanbridge 1990a).
Delayed “reproductive death” of irradiated Chinese hamster 2. 
cells is dominant in hybrids with un-irradiated counterparts 
(Chang and Little 1992).
Immortality is dominant in all “hybridomas” made from 3. 
normal antibody producing immune cells and immortal 
aneuploid mouse myeloma cells (Harris 1995).
Chromosomal instability of highly aneuploid colon cancer 4. 
cells is dominant in cell hybrids made with near-diploid, 
relatively stable chromosomal counterparts (Duesberg et al. 
1998, Duesberg et al. 2004b, Fabarius et al. 2003, Lengauer 
et al. 1997).

6.1.7  Cancer-“specifi c” chromosomal 
alterations

# e theory that cancer results from selections of random mutations 
among genomically unstable cells predicts a continuum of cancers 
with increasing degrees of genomic abnormalities. However, 
known cancers and even tumorigenic cell lines fall into a near 
diploid class of low instability and two highly aneuploid classes of 
high instability—a relatively rare (near 1.5 N, DNA index=0.75) 
class and a very common (near 3 N, DNA index=1.5) class (Atkin 
1964, Duesberg et al. 1998, Flagiello et al. 1998, Giaretti 1994, 
Johansson et al. 1996, Lengauer et al. 1997, Remvikos et al. 1995, 
Sandberg 1990).

The presence of “specific” or nonrandom chromosomal 
alterations in cancer (Sections 5.3.7 & 6.1.5) is correlative proof 
for the aneuploidy theory in terms of Koch’s ! rst postulate (i.e., 
aneuploidy is abundantly present in all cancers but not in normal 
cells). Functional proof that cancer-speci! c aneuploidy generates 
malignancy in terms of Koch’s third postulate (i.e., induction 
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of aneuploidy in normal cells produces the spectrum of pre-
malignant and malignant phenotypes) could be derived from 
evidence that the degree of malignancy is proportional to the 
degree of aneuploidy (Sections 5.3.6 & 5.3.9).

In addition, gene expression in cancer cells is directly 
proportional to the gene dosage generated by the respective 
chromosomal alterations (Gao et al. 2007), which indicates 
that speci! c aneusomies carry out speci! c functions (Aggarwal 
et al. 2005, Auer et al. 2004, Furge et al. 2004, Lodish et al. 2004, 
Miklos and Maleszka 2004a, Pollack et al. 2002, Virtaneva et al. 
2001, Zhang et al. 1997). It is for this reason that thousands of 
metabolic and structural proteins are over- or under-expressed in 
cancer cells (Auer et al. 2004, Caspersson et al. 1963, Caspersson 
1964b, Miklos and Maleszka 2004a, Pitot 2002, Ruddon 1987).

6.1.8  Cancer is a progressive somatic 
aneuploidy syndrome with complex 
phenotypes

Conventional genetic theories cannot explain the generation of 
the complex, polygenic phenotypes of cancer (Section 4.4.6). 
By contrast, viewing cancer as a progressive somatic aneuploidy 
syndrome naturally accounts for its heterogeneous phenotypes 
(Section 5.3), which are typical of aneuploidy syndromes in general. 
# us, the complexity of cancer-speci! c phenotypes is due to the 
complexity of the genetic units that are varied (Hoglund et al. 
2004), namely chromosomes with thousands of genes. Accordingly, 
the complex phenotypes of cancer cells have recently been shown 
to correlate with over- and under-expressions of thousands of 
genes (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Furge et al. 2004, Gruszka-Westwood 
et al. 2004, Lodish et al. 2004, Pollack et al. 2002, Virtaneva et al. 
2001, Zhang et al. 1997). # is in turn con! rms the long-known 
over- and under-productions of thousands of normal proteins by 
cancer cells (Cairns 1978, Caspersson et al. 1963, Gabor Miklos 
2005, Pitot 2002), and the observation that the overproduction 
of centrosomes by cancer cells is proportional to the degrees of 
aneuploidy (Ghadimi et al. 2000, Lingle et al. 2002).
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6.1.9  Non-selective phenotypes such as multi-
drug resistance

Conventional genetic theories explain the evolution of cancer cells 
by cancer-speci! c mutations and Darwinian selections (Section 
4.4.7). But this mechanism cannot account for the non-selective 
acquired phenotypes of cancer cells, such as metastasis, intrinsic 
multi-drug resistance, and immortality, all of which are readily 
explained by the chromosomal imbalance theory (Section 5.3.5).

6.1.10  Paradox of karyotypic stability-within-
instability of cancers

# e chromosomal imbalance theory resolves the apparent paradox 
of the stability-within-instability of cancers (Section 5.3.8 & 6.1.5). 
It explains, for example, why the modal chromosome numbers 
of cancers remain stable even though the chromosomes making 
up that count may vary widely (Section 6.2.3). ‘‘# e remarkable 
karyotypic stability of established tumor cell lines in culture over 
many generations in many different laboratories supports this 
idea. # ese cells do show substantial cell-to-cell variability but the 
average genotype is stable’’ (Albertson et al. 2003). Further, Castro 
et al. analyzed 79 solid tumor types with at least 30 karyotypes 
(Castro et al. 2006) from the Mitelman Database of Chromosome 
Aberrations (Mitelman 2011). # eir results demonstrated that as 
cancer progresses, the number of recurrent karyotypes decreases 
with increasing karyotypic diversity correlating with malignancy.

Karyotypic stability within instability also explains many 
classical idiosyncrasies of cancer and carcinogenesis, as illustrated 
by the following six examples:

Similar cancers have similar karyotypes and 
transcriptomes

It has been demonstrated, especially by comparative genomic 
hybridizations, that similar cancers from the same tissues of origin 
have very similar karyotypes and transcriptomes (Baudis 2007, 
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Gebhart and Liehr 2000, Kuukasjarvi et al. 1997, Nupponen et al. 
1998a, Richter et al. 1997, Richter et al. 1998, Weber et al. 1998). 
It follows that cancer karyotypes determine cancer phenotypes, 
analogous to aneuploidy syndromes, and similar species of the 
same taxonomic groups having similar karyotypes (e.g., rodents) 
(King 1993, O’Brien et al. 1999).

The proportionality between the degree of aneuploidy 
and malignancy

For examples, see reports and reviews by Wilkens et al. (Wilkens 
et al. 2004), Duesberg et al. (Duesberg et al. 2005, Nicholson and 
Duesberg 2009), Foulds (Foulds 1969), Wolman (Wolman 1983), 
Balaban et al. (Balaban et al. 1986), Mitelman et al. (Mitelman 
et al. 1997b), and Doak (Doak 2008).

Correspondence between high rates of phenotypic 
and karyotypic alterations

Take, for example, the high rates at which cancer cells acquire 
drug and multi-drug resistance correlating with high rates of 
karyotypic alterations (Sections 5.3.5 & 6.1.4). Gene mutations 
are excluded because their rates are orders of magnitude lower 
than phenotypic alterations (Section 4.4.11).

Immortality of cancer cell populations is an 
evolutionary phenomenon

Individual cancer cells are quite labile (Foulds 1954, Rous and 
Kidd 1941). It is the population of cells that is immortal, not 
the cells themselves (Section 6.1.4). # e notion of the immortal 
cancer cell comes from the in vitro production of immortal cell 
lines. Immortal cell lines are new species that have assumed 
the properties of single-cell organisms (Levan 1969) such as 
bacteria and yeast. “In such populations the genetic adaptation 
to the environment is never concluded: periods of relative 
stability, in which the stemline of the population is at ease with 
the environment, alternate with periods of upheaval, when the 
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utmost chromosomal variability of the population is mustered to 
overcome the threat” (Ising and Levan 1957) (Section 6.1.5). # e 
high rates of karyotype variation coupled with constant selection 
for viability and proliferative advantages explain how aneuploid 
cancer cell populations attain immortality (Duesberg and Rasnick 
2000, Duesberg et al. 2005, Nicholson and Duesberg 2009). # ese 
processes are truly analogous to events in natural selection, 
and the sequence of stemline karyotypes in a tumor may form 
identi! able evolutionary series (Section 6.6).

Evolution of cell populations is immensely accelerated 
as compared with evolution of complex organisms. This is 
understandable since changes in complex organisms must 
preserve an organized multicellular soma as well as meiosis and 
fertilization. Tumor progression, on the other hand, is not limited 
by metazoan constraints. As a model system of natural evolution 
(Section 6.6), cancer may help visualizing evolutionary events that 
are inaccessible in complex organisms (Ising and Levan 1957).

The loss of the transformed phenotype by alteration 
of the karyotype

Consider the obliteration of the oncogenic phenotype by fusion 
with normal cells or by experimental chromosome transfer 
(Duesberg et al. 2000a, Harris 1995, Ko et al. 2005, Saxon et al. 
1986, Seitz et al. 2005, Steck et al. 1995, # eile et al. 1995).

The concordance between the complex phenotypes 
of cancer cells with the over- or under-expression of 
thousands of genes

Examples of complex phenotypes correlating with differential 
expression of thousands of genes include growth autonomy, 
abnormal nuclear and cellular morphology, highly abnormal 
metabolism, invasiveness and metastasis, and acquired or inherited 
multi-drug resistance (Aggarwal et al. 2005, Duesberg et al. 2005, 
Gao et al. 2007, Nicholson and Duesberg 2009, Pollack et al. 2002, 
Tsafrir et al. 2006).
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6.2  AUTOCATALYZED PROGRESSION OF 
ANEUPLOIDY IS CARCINOGENESIS

We do not know how progression occurs…
(Bishop 1983)

The chromosomal imbalance theory provides a more precise 
description of the two steps of carcinogenesis: induction and 
progression.

Induction of random aneuploidy

Two observations suggest that the ! rst step in carcinogenesis is 
the induction of random aneuploidy: 1) Carcinogens such as the 
highly aneugenic SV40 activated genes, or less aneugenic chemical 
or physical carcinogens and defective, heritable chromosome 
instability syndromes, all induce aneuploidy (Section 5.3.6). 
2) When tested, random aneuploidy is found to precede neoplastic 
transformation (Section 6.1.3).

Evolution from preneoplastic to neoplastic karyotypes

Promotion involves the evolution of quasi-stable neoplastic 
karyotypes from unstable initiating random aneuploid karyotypes 
(Section 6.1.5). Because of the inherent instability of aneuploidy 
(Section 5.2) and the effects of selection, the karyotypes of 
aneuploid cells evolve autocatalytically (Section 5.3.11) toward two 
stable endpoints: the quasi-stable karyotypes of immortal cancer 
cell populations and the lethal karyotypes of cells dying from 
nonviable combinations of chromosomes (Figure 6.1). Because 
the odds of generating the new complex functions that define 
cancer (Duesberg et al. 2005, Nicholson and Duesberg 2009) by 
random alterations of a karyotype are very low, the evolution of 
new neoplastic karyotypes from randomly aneuploid cells will be 
rare—comparable to the evolution of new species (Section 6.6). 
# is explains the typically long neoplastic latent periods of years 
to decades between the induction of aneuploidy by carcinogens 
and human cancer (Section 6.1.3).
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Recent experiments by Heng et al. lend further support to the 
two steps of carcinogenesis (Section 6.1.5). # e authors found 
that randomly aneuploid fibroblasts from patients with the 
heritable Lie-Fraumeni aneuploidy syndrome generated clones of 
transformed cells in vitro with clonal marker chromosomes that 
were stable over 180 cell generations, despite the simultaneous 
‘‘emergence and disappearance’’ of highly unstable marker 
chromosomes. Furthermore, independent clones from the same 
parental cells had distinct karyotypes, despite the same heritable 
mutation or mutations.

6.2.1  The Hayfl ick limit is due to the 
autocatalyzed growth of aneuploidy

Due to the work of Leonard Hay& ick, the ! nite lifetime of diploid 
cells in culture has become commonly known as the Hay& ick limit 
(Hay& ick and Moorhead 1961, Hay& ick 1965). A% er a period of 
active multiplication, generally less than one year (around 50 cell 
divisions), primary human fetal cells in culture demonstrate an 
increased generation time, gradual cessation of mitotic activity, 
accumulation of cellular debris and, ultimately, total degeneration 
(Hay& ick 1965). Only during the degenerative phase (phase III) in 
cell culture do primary cells lose contact inhibition and become 
obviously aneuploid (Hay& ick and Moorhead 1961, Hay& ick 1965, 
Saksela and Moorhead 1963). In contrast to primary diploid cells 
derived from animals or humans, cell lines (immortal cells) are a 
heterogeneous mix of heteroploid cells.

According to Levan and Biesele, the very ! rst mitoses of mouse 
cells in vitro show chromosomal irregularities. A zero level of 
numerical and structural chromosomal abnormalities “is possible 
only with cells in situ, and that as soon as they are explanted they 
start mutating… . # e genetic diversity thus induced in the tissue 
culture will increase steadily as new aberrations are continuously 
released by the mitotic mutation process. # is situation prevails 
either until the tissue culture fades out or until some truly superior 
cells happen to appear…” (Levan and Biesele 1958).
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As explained in Section 5.3.11, the survival advantage of 
hyperploid over hypoploid cells, coupled with the inherent 
genetic instability of aneuploid cells (Section 5.2), leads to the 
autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy with each cell division. 
# e autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy explains the observed 
time-course of the Hayflick limit, including differences in 
spontaneous rates of transformation (Rasnick 2000). # e simplest 
model of an autocatalyzed process is shown in Scheme 6.1.

D �I k�o� I

Scheme 6.1 Rate model of an autocatalyzed process

It is important to point out that Scheme 6.1 represents an 
autocatalyzed process, not an autocatalyzed chemical reaction, 
which would be written as A+B→2B (Steinfeld et al. 1989). D 
and I do not represent chemical species undergoing a chemical 
reaction and, therefore, do not imply stoichiometry. D is the 
diploid fraction and I is the aneuploid fraction of a cancer cell 
(Section 5.4). D and I can also represent the average diploid and 
aneuploid fractions, respectively, of a population of cells.

Following an event that produces the initial aneuploidy (i.e., 
produces I>0), the values of D and I tend to change with each 
mitotic division because of the instability caused by chromosomal 
imbalance (Section 5.2). It has been shown that the aneuploid 
fraction, I, is equivalent to the & ux control coe$  cient or control 
strength of metabolic control analysis and is a measure of the 
extent to which a given aneuploid segment of the genome controls 
phenotypic transformation (see Appendix A of ref. (Rasnick and 
Duesberg 1999)).

# e rate equation for the increase in the aneuploid fraction, I, 
in Scheme 6.1 is given by Equation 6.1. Since I appears on both 
sides of Scheme 6.1, the growth of the aneuploid fraction, I, is 
autocatalyzed. In other words, the greater the level of aneuploidy, 
the faster the growth of I. The constant k in Scheme 6.1 is a 
measure of the growth-rate of the aneuploid fraction I.
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dI
dt

 kI 1�I� � (6.2)

dI
dt

 kID (6.1)

Since the sum of the diploid fraction, D, and the aneuploid 
fraction, I, always equals 1, the diploid fraction can be expressed 
in terms of I, i.e., D=1–I. Making this substitution for D in 
Equation 6.1 gives Equation 6.2.

Integrating Equation 6.2 yields Equation 6.3, which gives the 
aneuploid fraction, I, as a function of time (Rasnick 2000).

It  
1

e�kt 1
I0

�1
§
©̈

·
¹̧
�1

(6.3)

# e constant I0 is the initial aneuploid fraction of an individual 
cell, or the average for a population of cells, at time zero, the 
time when aneuploidy is initiated (e.g., by a carcinogen or cell 
culturing). # e rate constant k has units cell-cycle–1 when t is in 
cell-cycles. Since It ranges from 0–1 (i.e., 0–100%), Equation 6.3 
gives the time-course for the progression of aneuploidy, and thus 
the time course of any phenotypic change that depends on it.

With the growth of aneuploidy there is a corresponding 
reduction in the diploid fraction, and hence a reduction in the 
number of dividing cells since aneuploid cells are less viable than 
diploid cells (Section 5.3.11). If we assume that cell proliferation 
is due primarily to diploid cells, then the number of non-
transformed dividing cells in culture at time t is proportional to 
the diploid fraction Dt. Using the relationship Dt=1–ϕt and the 
value of ϕt in Equation 6.3, we can derive Equation 6.4, which 
shows that the number of dividing cells (Nt) remaining during 
serial passaging is equal to the number of cells at time zero (N0) 
times the diploid fraction at time t (i.e., Nt=N0(1–ϕt)).
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Figure 6.3 (solid blue line) shows that Equation 6.4 ! ts the data 
from Hay& ick’s ! gure 3 (Hay& ick 1965) for the serial passaging 
of the human cell strain WI-44 (Rasnick 2000). The sharp 
decline in the cell count at around 43 passages (beginning of the 
degenerative phase III) is mirrored by the steep growth in the 
aneuploid fraction I (Figure 6.3, broken red line).

# e calculated value I0=0.0004 (Figure 6.3) indicates that the 
average aneuploid fraction at the beginning of the log-phase 
(phase II) of cell culture was 0.04%. However, this initial aneuploid 
fraction is only an estimate since it does not take into account that 
some aneuploid cells will be viable and divide, albeit at a reduced 
level. # e initial aneuploidy in the WI-44 cells was almost certainly 
caused by the culturing process itself, especially the mechanical 
and enzymatic treatments used to promote proliferation in vitro 
(Hay& ick and Moorhead 1961, Hay& ick 1965, Huna et al. 2011, 
Levan and Biesele 1958, Serrano et al. 1997).

In contrast to cultured cells, the extra copy of chromosome 21 
in Down syndrome individuals is present at fertilization. Trisomy 
of chromosome 21 represents an aneuploid fraction I=0.018 for 
each cell (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Sandler and Hecht 1973, 
Shapiro 1983), which is substantially larger than the initial average 
value in Figure 6.3 for normal human explants. As a consequence, 
the Hay& ick limit of Down syndrome cells in culture should be 
signi! cantly shorter than normal cells. A perusal of the literature 
shows this prediction is correct. Schneider and Epstein reported 
in 1972 that, “Skin ! broblasts derived from patients with Down 
syndrome have a signi! cantly decreased number of cumulative 
cell population doublings…measured from the initial passage 
to senescence when compared with cultures from karyotypically 
normal age-matched controls…” (Schneider and Epstein 1972). 
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# e Hay& ick limit they measured for the Down syndrome cells 
was 20% shorter than for normal cells, which represents an 
approximate 2000-fold reduction in the exponential process of 
cell doubling.

More recently, Mukherjee and Costello used & uorescence in situ 
hybridization to study the progression of aneuploidy in cultured 

Fig. 6.3 Hayfl ick limit for the human cell.
The blue solid line is the best-fi t curve of Equation 6.4 to the serial 
passaging data from Figure 3 of Hayfl ick for an embryonic human cell 
strain (Hayfl ick 1965). The broken red line represents the autocatalyzed 
progression of the aneuploid fraction ϕ for the same data using 
Equation 6.3. The parameters from the best fi t were k=0.15 cell-cycle–1, 
ϕ0=3.6×10–4.
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.
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! broblasts from patients with three premature aging syndromes: 
Cockayne, Hutchinson-Gilford, and Werner (Mukherjee and 
Costello 1998). “[T]he interphase aneuploidy levels of all 
chromosomes under study were signi! cantly higher in cells from 
the syndromes as compared to those of the normal controls 
at both earlier and later passages. In general, the interphase 
aneuploidy levels of each of the chromosomes in both the control 
and experimental cell cultures increased with in vitro proliferation 
and aging, although to a much lesser extent in the controls…” 
(Mukherjee and Costello 1998).

# e meticulous studies of Hay& ick indicated that, “the ! nite 
lifetime of…diploid cell strains is an innate characteristic of 
the cells…” (Hayflick and Moorhead 1961, Hayflick 1965). 
Furthermore, he argued: “Cells which can be cultivated 
inde! nitely in vitro (heteroploid cell lines) can only be compared 
with continuously cultivable cells in vivo, i.e., transplantable 
tumors. Likewise, diploid cells having a ! nite lifetime in vitro can 
only be compared with normal cells in vivo, i.e., normal somatic 
cells…” (Hayflick 1965). Hence, the transformation of mortal 
(diploid) cells in culture into immortal (aneuploid) cell lines “can 
be regarded as oncogenesis in vitro…” (Hay& ick 1965).

Transformation of cells in culture can also be viewed as 
evolution in vitro (Section 6.6). Explanted cells are forced to 
evolve into viable single cell organisms in the laboratory or 
perish. Most cultured human cells stop dividing a% er entering 
phase III (the degenerative phase) and only rarely (if ever) 
undergo spontaneous transformation into immortal (aneuploid) 
cell lines (Hay& ick 1965, Huna et al. 2011, Serrano et al. 1997). 
In contrast, cultured primary rodent cells frequently undergo 
spontaneous transformation to become immortal (aneuploid) 
cell lines (Levan and Biesele 1958, Todaro and Green 1963). # e 
70% shorter Hay& ick limit (14 cell divisions) may be a clue as 
to why primary mouse fetal cells spontaneously transform into 
immortal (aneuploid) cell lines much more readily than human 
cells (Todaro and Green 1963).
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While Equation 6.2 gives the continuous rate of change of the 
aneuploid fraction, I, as a function of the instantaneous value 
of I, the actual change in DNA content of an aneuploid cell is a 
discrete process that takes place at each cell division. Alternatively, 
then, the growth of the aneuploid fraction, I, of Scheme 6.1 can 
be modeled by Equation 6.5, a form of the logistic rate equation 
that is known to reveal certain chaotic processes (Alligood et al. 
1996, Posadas et al. 1996, Williams 1997).

In�1  rIn 1�In� � (6.5)

The right side of Equation 6.5 is formally identical with 
Equation 6.2. However, the le%  side of Equation 6.5 replaces the 
instantaneous change in I with a discrete value of the aneuploid 
fraction for each cell division. Equation 6.5 shows that the average 
aneuploid fraction of a population of cells at the n+1 cell division 
is determined by the average level of aneuploidy at the nth cell 
division. The control parameter, r, in Equation 6.5 is unitless 
and is di" erent from the rate constant, k, in Equation 6.2. Since 
Ii ranges from 0–1, Equation 6.5 models the discrete growth, 
including chaotic, of any phenotypic change that depends on the 
progression of aneuploidy.

Since the non-disjunction frequency of mammalian cells in situ 
and short-term culture has been measured to be 10–4 to 10–5 per 
chromosome per mitosis (Gisselsson et al. 2010, Holliday 1989), 
and since there are 23 and 20 chromosome pairs in normal human 
and mouse cells, respectively, then the initial aneuploid fraction, 
I0, for the explanted cells is no larger than approximately 10–6 (i.e., 
10–4/(20 or 23)|10–6). # erefore, I0=10–6 was used in Equation 6.5 to 
model the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy for human and 
mouse primary fetal cells in culture (Figure 6.4) (Rasnick 2000).

Several values of the control parameter, r, were tried before 
! nding the value of 1.35 (Figure 6.4) that reproduces the 35 cell-
divisions of phase II and the sigmoidal growth of the aneuploid 
fraction, I, of Figure 6.4 for human cells (Rasnick 2000). Values 
of the control parameter, r, greater than 1.5 were completely 
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unrealistic since they resulted in phase III starting at about 10 cell 
divisions for the human cells.

In contrast to the human cells, values of r≥2.5 were necessary 
to reproduce the Hay& ick limit of about 14 cell-cycles for primary 
mouse fetal cells. But what is more interesting, a value of the 
control parameter greater than 3.57 worked just as well. A value 
of r>3.57 for the logistic equation (Equation 6.5) results in chaotic 
growth patterns (Williams 1997). # us, the value r=3.7 in Figure 
6.4B produces a chaotic progression of the aneuploid fraction, I, 
for all cell divisions beyond about 12 cycles (Figure 6.4B).

Figure 6.4A,B fails to take into account the fact that almost 
all of the aneuploid cells would lose the chromosome-shu*  ing 
lottery and not become transformed into an immortalized cell line. 
However, if a transforming karyotype did happen to appear, for 
example the hypothetical one circled in Figure 6.4B, and was cloned, 

Fig. 6.4 Contd. ...

Fig. 6.4 Chaotic growth of aneuploidy drives transformation.
Equation 6.5 was used to model the autocatalyzed progression of 
aneuploidy for primary human (A) and mouse (B) fetal cells in culture. 
The control parameter r=1.35 and the initial average aneuploid fraction 
ϕ0=10ƺ6 modeled the 50 cell-cycle Hayfl ick limit for primary human 
fetal cells (A). The data points represent the average aneuploid fraction 
ϕ for the population of cells at each cell cycle. In panel B the same 
ϕ0 was used for the mouse fetal cells. Although values of r>1.5 were 
completely unrealistic for modeling the Hayfl ick limit of human cells, 
values of the control parameter greater than 3.57 could be used to 
model mouse cells. A control parameter greater than 3.57 for the logistic 
equation (Equation 6.5) produces chaotic growth paĴ erns (Williams 
1997). Therefore, the value r=3.7 produced a chaotic progression of the 
aneuploid fraction ϕ for all cell divisions beyond around 12 cycles (B). 
While the aneuploid human cells would probably die out before being 
transformed into an immortal cell line (because so liĴ le genome space 
is being explored) the chaotic redistribution of the mouse genome 
provides a greater opportunity for the cells to hit upon a genetic 
combination that leads to transformation and immortalization. Panel 
C shows that when the transforming genome in panel B (red arrow) 
is cloned, its intrinsic karyotypic instability immediately leads to a 
heterogeneous population of heteroploid oě spring.
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.
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it would generate from the very ! rst cell division a heterogeneous 
population of heteroploid offspring as shown in Figure 6.4C. 
Figure 6.4C models exactly the well-known karyotypic instability 
of cloned transformed cells (Duesberg et al. 1998, Hay& ick 1965, 
Lengauer et al. 1997). As Hay& ick and Moorhead have said, “# e 
use of cloning as a means of reducing…variability in heteroploid 
cell lines is unfortunately limited by the rapid re-emergence of 
a range of chromosomal types among the progeny of a clone…” 
(Hay& ick and Moorhead 1961). In fact, “each subpopulation can 
regenerate the entire range of subpopulations…” of a heteroploid 
population of cells (Kimmel and Axelrod 1990).

# e results of Figure 6.4 show that it is possible to model the 
hypothesis that the transformation-prone mouse cells can exhibit 
a substantially more chaotic pattern of aneuploidy than the 
transformation-resistant primary human cells in culture. If the 
results of Figure 6.4 re& ect reality, an interesting question presents 
itself. What are the physical, biochemical, genetic, or other factors 
responsible for the dramatically di" erent values of the control 
parameter, r, that lead to the non-chaotic growth of aneuploidy 
in primary human cells in culture on the one hand, and a chaotic 
progression of aneuploidy in primary mouse cells on the other? A 
possible answer is presented in the next section and Section 6.4.

6.2.2  The sigmoidal age distribution of human 
cancer

… the time course of carcinogenesis is deeply mysterious
(Brash and Cairns 2009).

In the 1950s, log-log plots of cancer death-rates versus age were 
roughly linear with slopes of about 6 (Armitage and Doll 1954). 
That meant that cancer death-rates increased proportionally 
with the sixth power of age. It wasn’t long before the sixth-
power dependence was interpreted in light of the gene mutation 
hypothesis of cancer.
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Fig. 6.5 Autocatalyzed growth of aneuploidy explains age distribution of human cancers.
The superiority of the sigmoidal curve of Equation 6.7 for the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy was best demonstrated 
by comparing it with Equation 6.6 for the multi-hit version of the gene mutation theory of human carcinogenesis. Equation 
6.7 gives a good fi t (solid black lines) to the number of deaths per million people for six typical cancers as a function of 
age (Armitage and Doll 1954). The broken red lines show the best-fi t curves to the same data for the 7-successive mutation 
model (Equation 6.6). The only good fi t for Equation 6.6 was with colon cancer deaths in men. 
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.
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166ȳThe Chromosomal Imbalance Theory of Cancer

It was hypothesized that cancer is the end-result of seven 
successive mutations (Kinzler and Vogelstein 1996, Nordling 
1953). However, this hypothesis did not lead to the observed 
result in all circumstances (see Figure 6.5, broken red lines). 
Aware of this shortcoming, Armitage and Doll warned that 
the successive cellular changes leading to the development of 
cancer are not necessarily gene mutations (Armitage and Doll 
1954). # is is an important consideration since carcinogenic and 
mutagenic activities do not always go hand-in-hand (Section 6.3). 
# is insight was short-lived, however. In deriving Equation 6.6 
to model the incidence-rate of cancer with age, Armitage and 
Doll assumed that seven mutations lead to cancer, and that the 
mutations should be speci! c, discrete, stable, and proceed in a 
unique order (Armitage and Doll 1954).

cancer ratet  kp1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7t
6 (6.6)

Equation 6.6 shows that the incidence-rate of cancer at age t 
(assumed to be proportional to death-rate (Armitage and Doll 
1954)) will be proportional to the product of the probabilities 
(pi) of the occurrences of each of the seven mutations and to 
the sixth power of age, where k is the rate constant. With the 
exception of colon cancer in men, Equation 6.6 is a poor model 
of the incidence-rate for a number of human cancers (Figure 6.5, 
broken red lines). In an e" ort to salvage their model, Armitage 
and Doll argued that, due to ignorance of the individual mutation 
probabilities (pi) they had to combine all the probabilities into 
one constant. According to the authors, this combined probability 
was the source of the poor ! t between Equation 6.6 and the data. 
# ey speculated, that if only one knew the individual mutation 
probabilities or could fashion a suitable weighting scheme to 
derive the appropriate mean probability, then Equation 6.6 should 
! t the real-world data. Unfortunately, the authors were not able to 
come up with either. Indeed, it is di$  cult to see how a parabolic 
equation could be found that ! ts the sigmoidal incidence-rate 
data of Figure 6.5.
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However, it turns out that Equation 6.7, which is based on 
Equation 6.3 for the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy 
(Rasnick 2000), gives a good ! t to all the cancer incidence-rate 
data of Figures 6.2 and 6.5 (solid black lines).
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(6.7)

In this case, the number of cancer deaths per million persons 
(Nt) at age t is equal to the plateau number of cancer deaths per 
million persons (N∞) times the right side of Equation 6.3, which 
is the average aneuploid fraction, It, for a population of cells. 
# e only good ! t for Equation 6.6 is with the incidence of colon 
cancer deaths in men, which may be the source of Kinzler and 
Vogelstein’s proposal that seven gene mutations are responsible 
for colon cancer (Kinzler and Vogelstein 1996).

# e sigmoidal nature of the mortality-rate data is more obvious 
in Figure 6.5 than in the log-log plots used by Armitage and Doll. 
# e data points for lung cancer in men and women, as well as 
breast and cervical cancer in women, span much more of the 
sigmoidal region of Equation 6.7 than do the data for prostate 
and colon cancer in men (Figure 6.5). # is di" erence is due to the 
much later onset of prostate and colon cancer in men than with 
the other four examples. # e in& ection point of the sigmoidal 
curves is a measure of this di" erence. # e in& ection points for 
lung cancer in men and women, and for breast and cervical cancer 
in women are around 50, 60, 45, and 50 years of age, respectively 
(Figure 6.5). However, the in& ection points for prostate and colon 
cancer in men are at much older age: around 75 and 80 years, 
respectively (Figure 6.5).
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6.2.3 Tumor formation
I am convinced that any theory of tumor formation will have to 
accommodate a step that has the character of a lottery.

(Boveri 1914)

# ere is no faster way of $ nding out how a chaotic system will evolve than 
to watch its evolution

(Jensen 1987)

Most cancers appear to begin with undi" erentiated epithelial cells 
at the boundary between two cell types (Sell and Pierce 1994). 
Di" erentiation is a bifurcation process where the normal diploid 
cell “chooses”, for example, to become either a squamous cell 
or a glandular cell (Anderson 1991). Aneuploidy introduces an 
additional bifurcation of the developmental course of a cell. Once 
a cell becomes aneuploid, its o" spring irreversibly head toward 
either almost certain oblivion or very rarely cancer. It is the 
progression to cancer that is of interest here. (# e spontaneous 
disappearance of tumors is discussed in Section 7.3.1.)

Normal tissues are made up of countless diploid cells with 
characteristic and reproducible properties that form an organized 
structure that spans the tissue. Cancers, on the other hand, are 
made up of a mass of autonomous aneuploid cells, no two of 
which are genetically alike (Fabarius et al. 2003, Fox et al. 2009, 
Kan et al. 2010, Lengauer et al. 1998, Levan and Biesele 1958, 
Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Reshmi et al. 2004, Yosida 1983). 
Aneuploid tumor cells behave like a coherent beehive of single-
cell organisms (Duesberg et al. 2000a, Levan 1969, Rasnick 2000). 
The coherence makes them pathogenic. What is the source of 
the coherence? How do autonomous aneuploid cells organize 
themselves into a tumor beehive?

Complexity theory addresses, among other things, the process 
of self-organization. A self-organizing system spontaneously 
creates a globally coherent pattern out of the local interactions of 
initially independent components. A self-organizing system has 
properties that are emergent if they are not intrinsically found 
within any of the parts (e.g., an individual gene or an individual 
aneuploid cell) and exist only at a higher level of description (e.g., 
an aneuploid phenotype or a tumor mass).
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Typical features of self-organization include: 1) absence of 
centralized control, 2) evolution over time, 3) fluctuations, 4) 
symmetry breaking or loss of freedom, 5) instability, 6) self-
reinforcing choices, 7) multiple equilibria, 8) thresholds, 9) 
global order, 10) energy usage and export, 11) insensitive to 
damage, 12) self-maintenance, 13) adaptation, 14) complexity, 
15) structural hierarchies (Lucas 1999). # ese general features of 
self-organization are characteristic of carcinogenesis and tumor 
formation, and are completely inexplicable in terms of the gene 
mutation theory.

Self-organizing systems by de! nition organize in the absence 
of external direction. A dynamical system of dividing aneuploid 
cells can spontaneously move from a disorganized state towards 
the more organized state called an attractor of the system, which 
in this case is a tumor. An attractor is a preferred position for 
a system, such that if the system is started from another state it 
will evolve until it arrives at the attractor and will stay there in 
the absence of other in& uences. A DNA index around 1.7 is an 
attractor for many cancers (Kato et al. 1998, Rasnick and Duesberg 
1999, Rasnick 2000, Rasnick 2002, Shackney et al. 1995b).

Equation 6.5 models the auto-catalyzed progression of 
aneuploidy (Section 6.2.1). # e variable I ranges from 0–1 and 
is the fraction of the genome, as described above, that is out of 
balance relative to the euploid state (Section 5.4). # e term 1–I 
represents the fraction of the genome that is diploid. # e control 
parameter, r, is a unitless measure of the strength of the non-
linear growth of I. Equation 6.9 shows that the average aneuploid 
fraction, I, of a population of cells at the n+1 cell division is 
determined by the average level of aneuploidy at the nth cell 
division (Rasnick 2000). # e growth control parameter, r, plays a 
key role in carcinogenesis and the self-organization of aneuploid 
cells into a tumor.

 In�1  rIn � rIn
2 (6.9)

Equation 6.9 (expanded version of Equation 6.5) is the well-
studied logistic equation (Jensen 1987, Rasnick 2000) and is used 
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here to describe the progression of aneuploid states as the growth 
control parameter, r, increases (Figure 6.6). # e dynamics of a 
self-organizing system are typically non-linear because of positive 
and negative feedback. Since an analytical description of the non-
linear dynamics of Equation 6.9 is impossible, the best we can 
hope for is a statistical theory that predicts the likelihood of the 
variable I taking on any particular value (Jensen 1987).

Following an induction period of slow growth, the positive 
feedback term rϕn of Equation 6.9 eventually leads to an explosive 
growth in aneuploidy (Rasnick 2000), which ends when all the 
aneuploid cells have been absorbed into the attractor states of 
DNA indices between 1.5–2 that are characteristic of cancer 
(Kato et al. 1998, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 2000, 
Rasnick 2002, Shackney et al. 1995b). # e same process governs 
the progression of aneuploidy and determines the DNA index 
attractor values of cells at the higher multiples of genome 
doubling. Once in the attractor, the aneuploid cells are controlled 
by the negative feedback term −rIn

2, which allows for the relatively 
smooth evolution towards the equilibrium state at I�= 0.7 (Figure 
6.6). It was shown previously that a% er a large number of cell 
divisions DNA index = 1+I (Rasnick and Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 
2000). # erefore, the attractor converging at I�= 0.7 of Figure 6.6 
corresponds to DNA index = 1.7 (Rasnick 2002).

Figure 6.6 is a map of the probability that after numerous 
divisions cells will have particular values of the aneuploid 
fraction, I, for various values of r. At relatively low values of r, 
the aneuploid states of Figure 6.6 bifurcate until r reaches the 
critical value of 3.57, beyond which the progression of aneuploidy 
becomes chaotic (Jensen 1987, Rasnick 2000). Nevertheless, even 
in the midst of chaos there are regions of order represented by 
the dark streaks of Figure 6.6 that mark the upper and lower 
boundaries and crisscross the chaotic domains. # e intersections 
of the dark streaks correspond to crises in the chaotic dynamics, 
where disjoint intervals of chaotic regions collide to form larger 
regions (Jensen 1987). # e most spectacular crisis is readily visible 
at r = 3.68 and I�= 0.72 (DNA index = 1.7) (Rasnick 2002).
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Fig. 6.6 The autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy leads to 
cancer DNA indices near 1.7.
After a large number of cell divisions, DNA indexȹ=ȹ1+ϕ (Rasnick and 
Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 2000). Equation 6.9 was iterated to generate a 
map of the probability that after numerous divisions cells will have 
particular values of the aneuploid fraction ϕ for various values of the 
growth control parameter r (Rasnick 2002). At relatively low values 
of r, the aneuploid states bifurcate until r reaches the critical value 
of 3.57 (red tick mark on abscissa), beyond which the progression of 
aneuploidy becomes chaotic. The denser regions of the probability map 
represent the more likely values of ϕ. Aneuploid cells evolve towards 
the attractor converging at rȹ=ȹ3.68 (broken red line) and ϕ =ȹ0.72 
(DNA indexȹ=ȹ1.7) (red tick mark on the ordinate). At values of r greater 
than 3.68, the aneuploid cells become less coherent as their genomes 
become too disorganized and chaotic to sustain viability. That is why 
mature cancers tend to have DNA indices near 1.7 and its overtone 
multiples—the point of maximum disorder of the genome that still 
sustains life.
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.
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# e “order in chaos” that is apparent in Figure 6.6 plays an 
important role in delineating the range of the long-term viable 
values of the aneuploid fraction, I, and the structure of the 
statistical descriptions (Jensen 1987). The denser regions of 
the probability map represent the more likely values of I. # e 
probability density is greater for values of I above 0.7 than below. 
# erefore, one would expect near-tetraploid aneuploid cells to 
be the more common precursors of invasive cancer. The dark 
streaks represent values of I that are most probable and visited 
more o% en as the cells evolve towards the DNA index = 1.7. # e 
attractor of the next higher overtone converges at DNA index = 3.4 
(i.e., 2 u 1.7 = 3.4) (Auer et al. 1980, Rasnick and Duesberg 
1999, Rasnick 2002). At values of r greater than 3.68 the dark 
streaks diverge and the probability density thins out. # erefore, 
beyond r = 3.68, the aneuploid cells become less coherent as their 
genomes become too disorganized and chaotic to sustain viability. 
That is why mature cancers tend to have DNA indices near 
1.7 and its overtone multiples, where they have evolved to the 
point of maximum disorder of the genome that still sustains life 
(Rasnick 2002).

It may seem paradoxical, but the basic mechanism underlying 
the self-organization of a population of aneuploid cells into a 
coherent tumor mass is the random, or entropy-driven variation 
inherent in each cell division. Every time an aneuploid cell divides, 
the genome is scrambled and becomes more disorganized than 
before. In other words, the entropy of the genome increases with 
each cell division, causing r to increase in an iterative process 
converging at I�= 0.7. # erefore, as aneuploid cells divide, r is not 
really a parameter but actually a time-dependent variable that is 
driven by the increase in the entropy of the aneuploid cells. In 
the chaotic domain, the variable r governs not only the growth 
in the aneuploid fraction, I, but also increases as the entropy of 
the aneuploid cells increases. As the value of r increases towards 
greater entropy, the dark streaks converge to the attractor at 
I�= 0.7 (DNA index = 1.7), where the values are most dense, 
i.e., the probability greatest (Rasnick 2000, Rasnick 2002). One 
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of the important consequences of the continued presence of 
a carcinogen is the acceleration in the growth of r (Duesberg 
et al. 2000b, Rasnick 2000, Rasnick 2002).

Variation on its own without further constraints produces 
entropy and disorder; however, disorder is generally held in 
check by selection, resulting in the elimination or reduction 
of part of the variety of configurations produced by variation 
(Heylighen 1999a). Albert Levan has pointed out, “# e fact that 
the chromosome variation in tumors is never haphazard but 
gathers around stemlines and sidelines is compatible with the 
idea that the development in each tumor takes place according 
to an evolutionary pattern: the most viable karyotype prevails at 
all times” (Levan 1969). In keeping with Levan’s idea, there are 
values of the aneuploid fraction, I, that are compatible with the 
long-term viability of aneuploid cells and values that are not. 
Speci! cally, for values of r up to the viable limit of disorder at 
r = 3.68, no signi! cant long-term populations of cells having an 
aneuploid fraction below I|0.3 (DNA index = 1.3) or above I�|�0.9 
(DNA index = 1.9 and corresponding overtones) are expected 
(Figure 6.6). # ese limiting values of I represent the window of 
chromosomal imbalance leading to cancer. # is result is consistent 
with the range of 60 to 90 chromosomes (I�= 0.30 to I�= 0.96) 
observed in mature human cancer (Shackney et al. 1995a). While 
the limiting values of I remain the same for all of the genome 
doubling overtones, the limiting DNA indices increase and the 
distributions of cells on both sides of the peaks broaden (Auer 
et al. 1980, Rasnick 2002).

Once a population of aneuploid cells has converged at DNA 
index = 1.7, the freedom of the individual aneuploid cells to act 
independently and evolve to a di" erent attractor is restricted to 
the overtone multiples. # e restriction to limited values of DNA 
content is equivalent to an increase of coherence, which de! nes 
self-organization (tumor beehive) and causal closure (Heylighen 
1999b). Closure sets the tumor apart from the host, de! ning it as 
an autonomous new species of obligate parasite (Section 6.6).
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6.2.4  Drug resistance is an inevitable 
consequence of aneuploidy

A second enduring principle has been that human tumours, when they do 
respond, contain subclones that become resistant.

(Chabner and Roberts 2005)

# e simple strategy of chemotherapy is to kill as many cancer cells 
as possible without killing the patient. But a one gram tumor is 
composed of 108–109 cells. If a drug kills 99.9% of the cancer cells, 
that still leaves 105–106 cancer cells, which “will escape clinical and 
radiological detection but will be a few hundred micrometers in 
diameter” (Tannock 1998). Since the fractional cell survival a% er 
an entire course of adjuvant chemotherapy is about 0.01 (Tannock 
1998), chemotherapy doesn’t even come close to eliminating all 
the cancer cells.

A fundamental misconception is that there are anti-cancer 
drugs. # e drugs used to treat cancer are actually antiproliferative 
drugs that target the same DNA and RNA synthesis, microtubule 
assembly and function, and topoisomerases required by normal 
cells, especially rapidly proliferating normal cells (Tannock 
1998). It is not surprising that these drugs are quite toxic. To get 
around the high toxicity of the current crop of chemotherapeutic 
agents, e" orts are now being directed towards developing drugs 
that possess greater speci! city for cancer cells. Nevertheless, the 
problem remains of identifying cancer-specific targets. But as 
Hansemann said, “[cancer] displays no characters absolutely and 
completely lacking in the mother cell” (Whitman 1919). # e only 
hope, then, of ! nding a cancer speci! c target for drug development 
would be to determine if there are essential genes expressed in 
cancers that are not as critical in normal tissues. None has been 
identi! ed to date. Even if a new drug target is discovered, it will 
likely be rendered ineffective by the rapid appearance of drug 
resistant cancer cells (Section 5.3.5).

# e gene mutation hypothesis is hard pressed to explain drug 
resistance, especially the appearance of multidrug resistance both 
before and a% er exposure to a chemotherapeutic drug targeting a 
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speci! c gene or gene product. # e chromosomal imbalance theory, 
on the other hand, readily explains the rapid appearance of drug 
resistance (Section 5.3.5). Indeed, chromosomal reassortment due 
to aneuploidy has been demonstrated experimentally to produce 
rapid drug- and multidrug-resistance in Chinese hamster cells 
(Duesberg et al. 2000a), mouse mammary carcinoma cell lines 
(Klein et al. 2010), human cancer cell lines (colon and breast) (Li 
et al. 2005), pathogenic yeast (Polakova et al. 2009, Selmecki et al. 
2009), and the parasite Leishmania (Leprohon et al. 2009, Ubeda 
et al. 2008).

# e collective order of a tumor’s aneuploid cells (Section 6.2.3) 
protects it from perturbations. This robustness is achieved by 
the distributed or redundant control provided by the myriad of 
unique metabolic solutions produced by individual aneuploid 
cells. # us, drug- or radiation-induced death to the susceptible 
part of a tumor can be replaced by the remaining, undamaged 
aneuploid cells.

The chromosomal imbalance theory shows that it is very 
unlikely that essential cancer-speci! c genes exist (Sections 4.4.2 
& 5.4). As with normal cells, there are essential gene products 
for each individual cancer cell. However, there is a profound 
difference between normal and cancer cells. Normal cells of a 
particular type and from a particular tissue express a consistent 
ensemble of essential genes. Cancer cells, on the other hand, 
comprise a heterogeneous mix of heteroploid cells expressing 
perhaps an uncountable assortment of essential genes (Lengauer 
et al. 1998, Levan and Biesele 1958, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999). 
Many cancer cells express a common subset of essential genes, 
but due to the scrambling of the genome as a result of aneuploidy, 
other cancer cells from the same tumor will either not express 
or not rely on one or more of those genes. Therefore, these 
privileged cancer cells will not be sensitive to drugs targeted at 
gene products they do not express or no longer rely upon. # is, 
at least in part, explains the phenomenon of intrinsic resistance 
to chemotherapeutic drugs in the absence of prior exposure. 
# us, the appearance of estrogen receptor-negative breast tumors 
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in women treated with tamoxifen (Li et al. 2001) and relapse in 
72–80% of blast crisis leukemia patients on Gleevec (Druker et al. 
2001, Gorre et al. 2001) is not surprising.

6.3  ANEUPLOIDY CAUSES THE WARBURG 
EFFECT BY INCREASING ATP DEMAND

# e Warburg e" ect is a metabolic phenotype displayed by cancer 
cells and normal cells under certain conditions. It is characterized 
by glycolysis with lactic acid production in cancer cells even 
under normal oxygen saturation (aerobic glycolysis) concomitant 
with mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (Warburg 1956). 
# e Warburg e" ect is also seen in rapidly proliferating normal 
mammalian cells, e.g., lymphocyte, endothelial, hair follicle and 
! broblast (Vazquez and Oltvai 2011). Yet, the emergence of this 
mixed metabolic phenotype is seemingly counterintuitive, given 
that glycolysis produces only 2 moles of ATP per mole of glucose, 
18 times less than the 36 generated by mitochondrial respiration. It 
turns out the Warburg e" ect of cancer cells is caused by increased 
demand for ATP production caused by aneuploidy.

Aneuploidy, in contrast to the mutation hypothesis, readily 
explains the tremendous alterations in the metabolic activity of 
cancer cells compared to their normal counterparts (Section 5.4), 
as well as the other unique phenotypes of cancer cells (Section 
6.1.8). For example, the high DNA indices (1.5–2) (Rasnick 
2000, Rasnick 2002), that are found in most malignant cancers 
(Wolman 1983), are directly compatible with the 10–100% 
increased levels of cytoplasmic RNA and protein in solid cancers 
(Caspersson et al. 1963, Caspersson 1950, Foley et al. 1965, 
Sennerstam et al. 1989). The increase in protein is limited by 
the space and solvating capacities of the cell. A typical normal 
cell contains 25% (17–40%) protein by weight (Fulton 1982). To 
compensate for the osmotic stress caused by the extra protein, 
cancer cells increase their volume (Caspersson 1950). In view of 
this, Caspersson et al. concluded that a typical, active cancer cell 
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“is characterized by extreme stimulation and extreme activity of 
the system for protein formation… . [# e] di" erent organelles of 
the cytoplasmic protein-forming system are very well developed, 
and the cell shows all indications of excessive protein formation” 
(Caspersson 1950).

Elevations in cellular protein profoundly alter the physiology 
and biochemistry of cells. A 10% increase in cellular protein 
produces a 2-fold increase in membrane-bound proteins, and 
a 40% increase causes a 32-fold elevation in membrane-bound 
proteins (Minton 1994). In addition, a 10% increase in cellular 
protein causes a 5-fold boost in & ux across membranes, and a 19% 
increase results in a 30-fold elevation in transmembrane & uxes 
(Minton 1994). # erefore, the membrane-bound tumor-associated 
antigens (Frati et al. 1984) and the high levels of secreted proteins 
(Alderman et al. 1985) that are responsible for the invasiveness 
and loss of contact inhibition of cancer cells are the consequence 
of the over-expression of protein due to aneuploidy.

Protein synthesis is a highly energy demanding process. Ten 
ATP/GTP are required for: 1) the synthesis of a codon, which 
is the nucleic acid information unit for an amino acid, 2) the 
charging reaction of a tRNA by its synthetase with the correct 
(cognate) amino acid, and 3) the subsequent incorporation of this 
amino acid into the nascent peptide chain (Sza& arski and Nierhaus 
2007). # erefore, the energy requirements needed to produce the 
significantly increased protein levels of cancer cells necessarily 
places extra demands on ATP production (Caspersson et al. 1963, 
Caspersson 1950, Foley et al. 1965, Sennerstam et al. 1989).

Figure 6.7 shows that ATP production (fATP) is distributed 
among three fundamental pathways:

1) glycolysis via pyruvate through mitochondria (fM, red 
arrow),

2) aerobic cytoplasmic glycolysis with production of lactic acid 
(fL, blue arrow),

3) fatty acid oxidation through the mitochondria (fFA, gold 
arrow).
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Fig. 6.7 Aneuploidy causes the Warburg eě ect by increasing ATP 
demand.
The energy requirements needed to produce the signifi cantly increased 
protein levels of cancer cells necessarily places extra demands on 
ATP production. The production of ATP is distributed among three 
fundamental pathways: 1) glycolysis via pyruvate through mitochondria 
(fM, red arrow), 2) aerobic cytoplasmic glycolysis with production of 
lactic acid (fL, blue arrow), and 3) fatty acid oxidation through the 

Fig. 6.7 Contd. ...
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The normal distribution of metabolic flux along these three 
pathways changes dramatically as a consequence of the unavoidable 
physical constraints imposed by the chromosomal imbalance 
of cancer cells. # e solvent capacity of cells for the allocation of 
cytosolic enzymes and mitochondria is limited. # e mitochondria 
contribute 5 to 50 times more to molecular crowding than 
glycolytic enzymes and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and at least 
1,000 times more than fatty-acyl-CoA synthase (acyl-CoA) (Figure 
6.7) (Vazquez and Oltvai 2011). Aneuploidy massively disrupts the 
distribution of the enzymatic components of these systems.

Recently, Vazquez and Oltvai used flux balance analysis, 
coupled with the limited solvent capacity constraint (Vazquez 
et al. 2008), to explain the Warburg e" ect (Vazquez and Oltvai 
2011). Because enzymes occupy a ! nite volume there is always an 
upper limit for the maximum rate of any metabolic pathway, which 
is roughly determined by the achievable maximum concentration 
of catalytic units, or more precisely by the solvent capacity 
constraint (molecular crowding) mentioned above. # e authors’ 
results for the low glucose uptake rates (or low ATP demand) of 
the normal cell, as expected, showed ATP was entirely produced 
by the mitochondrial aerobic pathway (fM, red arrow, Figure 6.7) 
and there was no lactate production. # is trend continued up to 
a threshold of ATP demand, when mitochondria occupied the 
entire cell volume fraction available for ATP production pathways. 

mitochondria (fFA, gold arrow). The normal distribution of metabolic 
fl ux along these three pathways changes dramatically as a consequence 
of the unavoidable physical constraints imposed by the chromosomal 
imbalance of cancer cells (see Section 6.3). ATP is produced entirely by 
the mitochondrial aerobic pathway during the low ATP demand of the 
normal cell (fM, red arrow and fFA, gold arrow). The production of ATP 
increases with demand until the mitochondrial capacity is saturated. 
Beyond this limiting value, the excessive ATP demand of aneuploid 
cancer cells leads to the abrupt turning on of the cytosolic glycolytic 
pathway for additional ATP production with increasing secretion of 
lactate (fL, blue arrow).
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.

Fig. 6.7 Contd. ...
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Beyond this threshold value the concentration of mitochondria, 
and therefore the rate of ATP production through oxidative 
phosphorylation, could not be increased further. # e excessive 
ATP demand of aneuploid cancer cells is larger than mitochondria 
can satisfy. # is leads to the abrupt turning on of the cytosolic 
glycolytic pathway—the Warburg effect—for additional ATP 
production with the increasing secretion of lactate (fL, blue arrow, 
Figure 6.7).

For proliferating cells using both fatty acids and glucose 
as energy sources (e.g., prostate cells (Liu 2006)) and muscle 
metabolism, at low ATP demand it was more e$  cient to produce 
ATP entirely from fatty acid because this results in a higher 
yield of ATP than glucose catabolism (fFA gold arrow, Figure 6.7). 
Fatty acid uptake increases until the mitochondrial capacity was 
saturated for ATP production from fatty acids. As demand for 
ATP continues to increase beyond the fatty acid limit, catabolism 
of glucose increases, gradually replacing the utilization of fatty 
acids (fM red arrow, Figure 6.7).

When the ATP production from pyruvate in the mitochondria 
was saturated, cytoplasmic glycolysis and lactate production takes 
over as described above. From these results, Vazquez and Oltvai 
concluded that “ATP demand is the major driver of the Warburg 
e" ect. # is observation contradicts the generally accepted notion 
that the need for precursor metabolites is the main driving force 
behind the Warburg e" ect in proliferating cells (Vander Heiden 
et al. 2009).”

6.4  BALANCED MITOTIC FORCES AND 
SPECIES-SPECIFIC SEQUENTIAL 
CHROMATID SEPARATION MAY GOVERN 
THE RATE OF TRANSFORMATION

# e appearance of spontaneously transformed variants is very common 
when mouse cells are being cultured, rather rare for hamster and rat cells, 
and virtually unknown for human and chicken cells.

(Cairns 1978)
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Understanding the role of intracellular geometry, as well as the e" ect of 
cell size and shape, on physiological processes should become an important 
future direction of cell biology.

(Storchova and Ku" er 2008)

It is well known that rodent cells in culture can spontaneously 
transform into immortal cell lines with either benign or malignant 
phenotypes, while human cells do not (Cairns 1978, Hayflick 
1965, Levan and Biesele 1958, Todaro and Green 1963). What is 
not known is the reason for this qualitative di" erence.

Mice and humans both have about 25,000 genes (Collins et al. 
2004). “Approximately 99% of mouse genes have a homologue 
in the human genome. For 96%, the homologue lies within a 
similar conserved syntenic interval [appear in the same order] 
in the human genome” (Waterston et al. 2002). Lisa Stubbs of 
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory said, “I know of 
only a few cases in which no mouse counterpart can be found 
for a particular human gene, and for the most part we see 
essentially a one-to-one correspondence between genes in the 
two species” (Stubbs 2010). # ese results suggest the profoundly 
di" erent susceptibilities of mouse and human cells to transform 
spontaneously is almost certainly not due to di" erences in their 
genes. Here is proposed a physical and temporal explanation for 
why mouse cells spontaneously transform with relative ease and 
human cells do not.

Cells containing misaligned chromosomes are delayed an 
unusually long time before entering anaphase (Zirkle 1970). At 
metaphase, a single misaligned chromosome can inhibit further 
progression into anaphase (Gorbsky and Ricketts 1993, Nicklas 
et al. 1995). So-called checkpoint genes have been proposed to 
monitor various aspects of the mitotic process (Cahill et al. 1998). 
However, others have argued that “intelligent”, supervisory genes 
are not required to monitor and “police” mitosis. Alternatively, it 
has been proposed that geometry, symmetry (Hodge et al. 1995, 
Nicklas et al. 1995, Rodman et al. 1978, Welter and Hodge 1985) 
and consequent balance of mitotic forces (Li and Nicklas 1995, 
McIntosh 1991) govern the metaphase to anaphase transition.
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In mitotic normal diploid cells, chromosomes are always 
incorporated into a single rosette, and there is a remarkable 
tendency for chromosome homologs to be positioned in proximity 
(Hodge et al. 1995, Kosak et al. 2007). In plants: all centromeres 
are non-randomly positioned on the metaphase plate; complete 
haploid genomes tend to be separated in diploid and hybrid cells; 
and heterologous chromosomes are in a predictable mean ! xed 
order within each of the haploid genomes (Heslop-Harrison and 
Bennett 1984).

The territorial organization of chromosomes in interphase 
(chromosome territories) are organized in a species-speci! c (Neusser 
et al. 2007) and cell type-specific (Parada et al. 2004) manner 
which constitutes a basic feature of nuclear architecture (Cremer 
et al. 2001, Cremer and Cremer 2010). # e global chromosome 
positions of diploid mammalian cells are transmitted through 
mitosis preserving the chromosome arrangements throughout the 
cell cycle (Gerlich et al. 2003). # e congression of chromosomes 
results in a simple linear projection of prophase chromosome 
positions onto the metaphase rosette, which no longer contains 
spatial information about their original positions along the spindle 
axis. However, the chromosome positions along the spindle axis are 
re-established by timing di" erences of sister chromatid separation 
at anaphase onset and maintained during poleward movements of 
chromosomes and expansion of daughter nuclei.

Synchronous synthesis of homologous D-satellite pairs is essential 
to maintaining diploid chromosome territories. Litmanovitch et al. 
“showed an association between replication timing of D-satellite 
sequences and centromeric function. Chromosome pairs whose 
homologous D-satellite loci replicated highly synchronously 
revealed low rates of aneuploidy, whereas chromosome pairs with 
a slightly asynchronous replication pattern (i.e., short intervals 
between early- and late-replicating loci) revealed intermediate rates 
of aneuploidy, and chromosome pairs exhibiting asynchrony with 
long-time intervals between early- and late-replicating loci showed 
the highest rate of aneuploidy” (Litmanovitch et al. 1998).
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The timing of centromere separation is important because 
premature separation leads to nondisjunction and, hence, genesis 
of aneuploidy (Garcia-Orad et al. 2000) in human (Angell 1997) 
and mouse (Mailhes et al. 1998) oocytes. More recently, Gerlich 
et al. demonstrated that Bisbenzimide (a producer of mitotic errors 
and multinucleated cells) e$  ciently randomizes the positions of 
rat chromosomes by disrupting the normal sequence of chromatid 
separation (Gerlich et al. 2003). A relationship between premature 
separation and aneuploidy has been reported for a G-group 
chromosome in a case of chronic myelogenous leukaemia (Vig 
1984) and chromosomes 1 and 3 in multiple myeloma (Vig 1987). 
Errors of centromere separation have also been reported for 
certain other types of leukemia (Gallo et al. 1984, Knuutila et al. 
1981, Little! eld et al. 1985, Shiraishi et al. 1982).

# e centromeres of a given genome at the metaphase-anaphase 
junction resolve into two units in a non-random sequence. In 
humans, the centromeres of chromosomes 2, 8, 17, and 18, for 
instance, are the ones to separate the earliest, whereas those of 
chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22 are among the last to split 
into two sub-units. A similar situation holds for frog, Indian 
muntjac, wood lemming, kangaroo rat, Chinese hamster and 
mouse (Garcia-Orad et al. 2000).

The centromeres without any detectable heterochromatin 
separate first at the metaphase-anaphase junction. Generally, 
the centromeres & anked by increasing quantities of pericentric 
heterochromatin are delayed in separation in direct proportion to 
the quantity of heterochromatin. However, human chromosomes 
carrying the largest quantities of pericentric heterochromatin 
(numbers 1, 9, and 16) are neither the ! rst nor the last ones to 
separate at the metaphase-anaphase junction. # e heterochromatin 
in man is fairly complex and is made up of several di" erent classes 
of satellites. In mice, the primary constituent of heterochromatin 
is the major satellite DNA (minor satellite does not appear to 
constitute the heterochromatin). Apparently, it is not only the 
quantity of pericentric heterochromatin which controls the timing 
of separation but also the composition of DNA and associated 
proteins (Garcia-Orad et al. 2000).
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Not only do the centromeres in a genome separate in a nonrandom 
manner, but the inactive centromeres found along the dicentric and 
multicentric chromosomes in human aneuploid cell lines always 
separate ahead of active centromeres—the inactive centromeres 
split at pro-metaphase (Garcia-Orad et al. 2000). Like other parts 
of the chromosome, the centromeres do not separate immediately 
upon completion of DNA replication. Among the various parts of a 
chromosome which divide into two visible subunits in a hierarchical 
sequence, the centromeres separate last. # us, there seems to be some 
sort of “maturation” or lag period between completion of replication 
and separation of the chromatids, especially at the centromere.

In the mouse, the inactive centromeres which separate early at 
prometaphase also replicate earlier in the S phase. Considering this 
relationship as well as the fact that various parts of a chromosome 
replicate and separate at di" erent periods in the cell cycle, it is 
logical to assume that the sequence of centromere separation 
re& ects the sequence of replication of the centric region for all 
centromeres. In other words, the earlier an active centromere 
replicates, the earlier it separates (Garcia-Orad et al. 2000).

Proposed mechanism governing the rate of 
transformation

During mitosis, chromosomes arrange their centromeres non-
randomly in a circular ring or rosette (Kosak et al. 2007). It 
appears that the order of arranging the chromosomes around the 
metaphase ring varies widely depending on the species (Heslop-
Harrison and Bennett 1984). A symmetrical ring is necessary to 
balance the mitotic forces permitting the transition from metaphase 
to anaphase. The spindle apparatus forms a physical link that 
mechanically separates the sister chromatids during anaphase. If a 
symmetrical ring does not form, then the mechanical forces that 
separate the chromatids are out of balance and either prevent or 
delay anaphase and cytokinesis. If cell division is only delayed, 
the daughter cells are likely to be aneuploid.

It is proposed that a species-specific sequence of chromatid 
separation in conjunction with a simple balance of forces resulting 
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from a high degree of symmetry about the axis connecting the 
centromeres of a normal cell controls disjunction of chromatids 
during anaphase. As Li and Nicklas have said, “# ese events are 
tied to the accurate distribution of chromosomes in cell division 
by an elegant use of mitotic forces not only to move chromosomes, 
but also to detect errors” (Li and Nicklas 1995). Anything that 
disrupts this symmetry or species-speci! c sequence of centromere 
separation disrupts the normal separation of chromatids during 
anaphase leading to aneuploidy.

Once aneuploidy is established, it autocatalytically perpetuates 
the scrambling of chromosome territories. For example, the 
aneuploid cervical cancer HeLa (Walter et al. 2003) and 
! brosarcoma HT-1080 (# omson et al. 2004) cell lines experience 
major changes in the chromosome territories from one cell cycle 
to the next—another manifestation of chromosome instability. 
Likewise, Cremer et al. observed substantial di" erences between 
the chromosomal territories of 7 of 8 aneuploid cancer cell lines 
when compared to 6 normal cell types, indicating a loss of radial 
chromatin order in tumor cell nuclei (Cremer et al. 2003).

It is further proposed that the mouse has much greater & exibility 
than the human in arranging aneuploid chromosomes to form the 
circular metaphase ring and balance mitotic forces. Consequently, 
mouse cells are considerably more likely than human to produce 
combinations that lead to a growing population of aneuploid cells.

Karyograms are arranged on the basis of chromosome size 
and the position of the centromere. # ere is a greater range in 
the locations of centromeres and sizes of human chromosomes 
compared to mouse. Most human chromosomes contain two 
arms. In karyograms, the p-arm is shorter and is oriented 
above the centromere while the q-arm is below the centromere. 
Mouse chromosomes are more similar in size and all are 
acrocentric (having the centromere close to one end and thus 
no p-arm). # us, the greater range of sizes and varied location 
of the centromeres combine to produce many more unbalanced 
permutations of human chromosomes arranged in the metaphase 
rosettes compared to mouse. In other words, the combination to 
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unlock anaphase is much simpler in mouse compared to human. 
# e addition or subtraction of chromosomes would be expected to 
disrupt the balance of mitotic forces less for the mouse compared 
to human. # is may account for the much shorter Hay& ick limit 
of rodent compared human cells in culture as well as the orders of 
magnitude greater rate of spontaneous transformation of rodent 
cells in culture (Cairns 1978, Rasnick 2000).

To summarize, if combinations of aneuploid and marker 
chromosomes can form balanced circular, hence symmetrical 
metaphase rings, then the metaphase to anaphase transition 
will take place. # e multipolar prometaphase cells common in 
aneuploid cells tend to bi-polarize before anaphase onset, and 
the residual merotelic attachments would produce chromosome 
missegregation due to anaphase lagging chromosomes (Silkworth 
et al. 2009) but only if a su$  cient balance of mitotic forces can 
be maintained. Those cells that can form a balance of spindle 
forces around the metaphase ring by incorporating only the 
normal complement of chromosomes will be the most resistant 
to aneuploid cell production. # is is proposed to hold for normal 
human cells. Chromosome breaks and rearrangements may 
increase the likelihood of human aneuploid cells forming a force-
balanced symmetrical metaphase ring. # is would greatly increase 
the propagation of aneuploidy by balancing the mitotic forces 
allowing the cells to progress from metaphase to anaphase.

6.5 CANCER VACCINE IS VERY UNLIKELY
“A surprising argument used in some of the reviews dealing with immune 
surveillance is based on the assumption that in any information transfer 
system, such as somatic cell replication, there are inevitable errors, and 
neoplastic transformation therefore must be frequent. The argument is 
made that immunological surveillance must be e%  cacious or overt clinical 
neoplasia would necessarily be more frequent than it actually is. This 
circular argument also includes the assumption that frequent accidents 
of somatic cell replication produce neoplastic variants that are invariably 
antigenic and thus can be rapidly eliminated by the immune system.”

(Stutman 1975)
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# e idea that the clinical course of cancer depends on whether 
or not a tumor’s potential for unrestricted growth wins out 
over inherent host defenses is 200-years-old (Edinburgh 1806). 
A modern formulation of this view known as the immune 
surveillance hypothesis of cancer was advanced by Burnet (Burnet 
1957) and # omas (# omas 1959). # e main assertions of the 
immune surveillance hypothesis are: most tumors are antigenic 
and such antigenic di" erences can “under appropriate conditions” 
provoke an immune response (Burnet 1971).

Based on this thinking, in the late 1950s Jonas Salk attempted 
to stimulate the immune systems of terminally ill cancer patients 
by injecting them with what he thought were monkey heart cells. 
He had hoped that the patients’ activated immune systems would 
attack the cancer cells. However, in 1978 Salk revealed that he 
had not injected the cancer patients with monkey heart cells 
but mistakenly with HeLa cancer cells (Gold 1986). # e cancer 
patients’ immune systems did indeed become activated and 
functioned well enough to eliminate the small tumors formed at 
the sites of injection of the HeLa cells within three weeks, never 
to return. Yet the activated immune systems of these same cancer 
patients were not e" ective against their natural tumors.

It is not the purpose here to rehash the exhaustive analysis 
of, and compelling arguments against, the immune surveillance 
hypothesis (Dawson et al. 1978, Herberman 1984, Hewitt et al. 
1976, Prehn 2005, Rygaard and Povlsen 1974, Stutman 1974, 
Stutman 1975) but simply to add that the chromosomal imbalance 
theory provides additional support for the view that there is no 
signi! cant connection between cancer and textbook immunity.

While the notion of immune surveillance has run out of steam, 
the e" orts to vaccinate against cancer continue full speed (Chitale 
2009, McLemore 2006), though not without criticism (Calder 
2009, Sweet 2008). Hundreds of vaccine clinical trails in patients 
with metastatic cancer have been published (Ribas et al. 2003, 
Rosenberg et al. 2004) but the “anticancer vaccines don’t work” 
(Prehn 2005). # e fundamental reason for the vaccine failures is 
“a basic lack of tumor-speci! c antigenicity rather than a blocking 
or suppression of an immune response” (Prehn 2005).
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Cancer is us because it is derived from our very own genome. 
What makes cancer cells not us is that they have rearranged 
our genome to di" er from the diploid predecessors in both the 
number of chromosomes and the dosage of thousands of genes. 
Since there are no new genes, and no cancer-specific mutant 
genes, and no new chromosomes (except hybrid or marker 
chromosomes) in cancer cells (Duesberg et al. 2000a), there 
is little or nothing for immune surveillance to monitor. # is is 
especially true for the earliest stages of carcinogenesis where the 
immune surveillance mechanism is supposed to be most e" ective 
but the aneuploid cells are least abnormal. Even if an aberrant 
antigenic cell happened to result from the chaotic scrambling of 
the genome, the immune system could be expected to eliminate 
it, while the vast majority of aneuploid cells remained invisible 
to the immune system. # erefore, even in principle, there is no 
possibility of an immune surveillance system guarding against the 
appearance of cancer cells.

6.6  “CANCERS ARE A GENUINE TYPE OF 
SPECIES”

Heritable genomic variation and natural selection have long been 
acknowledged as striking parallels between evolution and cancer. The 
logical conclusion, that cancer really is a form of speciation, has seldom 
been expounded directly… . # e implications of the “cancer as species” idea 
may be as important for biology as for oncology, providing as it does an 
endless supply of observable if accelerated examples of a phenomenon once 
regarded as rare.

(Vincent 2010)

Speciation is the product of nature’s most definitive and far-
ranging mutation: chromosome number and structure variation. 
The chromosomal theory of speciation has been described in 
detail (King 1993) and is growing in acceptance (Faria and 
Navarro 2010). Because a species is de! ned by a speci! c number 
of chromosomes and the gene sequences within (Matthey 1951, 
O’Brien et al. 1999, Shapiro 1983, White 1978, Yosida 1983), and 
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not necessarily by a species-specific gene pool (O’Brien et al. 
1999), cancer falls within the de! nition of speciation. By contrast, 
the number and even the function of genes is not necessarily 
changed in speciation. For example, among mammalian species 
the speci! c number of chromosomes and the sequences of genes 
within are de! nitive, whereas the gene pools of mice and men 
(Waterston et al. 2002)—indeed, mammals in general (O’Brien 
et al. 1999)—are basically conserved (Section 6.4).

It follows that aneuploid cells, above all cancer cells, are by 
de! nition new species that di" er from their diploid predecessors in 
both the number of chromosomes and the dosage of thousands of 
genes. However, as a species of its own, aneuploid cancer is a parasite 
unable to function independent of its diploid host. Moreover, 
because of the inherent instability of aneuploid karyotypes, cancer 
cells are unlikely to retain acquired properties long enough to 
evolve phylogenetic permanence (Duesberg et al. 2011).

The view that cancer cells are a species of their own is 
completely compatible with Hansemann’s theory of anaplasia, 
which postulates that cancer results from an alteration of the cell’s 
species, “eine Artenveraenderung der Zellen” (Hansemann 1897). 
According to Hansemann, this alteration is not de-di" erentiation 
or trans-differentiation of a normal cell to a cancer cell, “but 
the cells change their character in every regard morphologically 
and physiologically to a new species” (Hansemann 1897). The 
pathologist Hauser, a contemporary of Hansemann, described 
cancer cells as a “new cell-race” (Bauer 1963, Braun 1969, Hauser 
1903). Hauser used this term to account for the multiplicity of 
characters that set apart cancer cells from normal counterparts. 
The new species-analogy also confirms the suspicion of the 
geneticist Whitman, who tried to reconcile cancer with gene 
mutation in 1919: “# e trouble is, indeed, not that the changes 
observed in cancer cells prove too little, but that they seem rather 
to prove too much” (Whitman 1919).

Boveri thought carcinogenesis “could be achieved by the loss 
of single chromosomes” (Harris 2007). Accordingly, he set out to 
induce cancer in a rabbit cornea by inducing chromosome non-
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disjunction. To this end, he induced tetraploidy with inhibitors of 
mitosis, which would then favor losses or gains of chromosomes by 
non-disjunctions in subsequent mitoses. But no tumors appeared 
“after some time” in these animals (Harris 2007). It is clear 
Boveri’s period of observation was too short and his cells treated 
insu$  ciently with mitotic inhibitors to evolve a new autonomous 
cancer karyotype. Indeed, within a year a% er Boveri published his 
classic paper, Yamagiwa and Yoshikawa demonstrated in 1915, it 
required applying carcinogenic tar 2–3 days per week for one year 
to induce cancer in rabbits (Yamagiwa and Ichikawa 1915).

A% er World War II, Hauschka equivocated between attributing 
“the pathological di" erentiations of oncogeny” either to “di" erential 
gene activation” or to “more drastic reorganizing of the somatic 
karyotype in a mutation-selection sequence analogous to 
phylogeny” (Hauschka 1961). For this latter possibility, Hauschka 
relied on Julian Huxley’s definition of autonomous growths as 
“equivalent to new biological species” (Huxley 1956). According 
to Huxley, “Once the neoplastic process has crossed the threshold 
of autonomy, the resultant tumour can be logically regarded as a 
new biological species, with its own speci! c type of self-replication 
and with the capacity for further evolution by the incorporation of 
suitable mutations. From the angle of biological classi! cation, all 
tumors, whether of plants or animals, could then be regarded as 
constituting a special organic phylum or major taxonomic group, 
with the following characteristics: 1) universal parasitism, but 
with the parasite always originating from its host; 2) some loss of 
supracellular organization; 3) lack of limit to proliferation; 4) (a) in 
most cases each individual tumor is the equivalent of a biological 
species…and each species becomes extinct on the death of its 
host; (b) …in tumors maintained arti! cially…a certain amount of 
evolutionary divergence may occur in substrains.” (Huxley 1956).

Then, in 1959, Rous confirmed Haldane’s view that the gap 
between cancer cells and their normal predecessors is too big to 
be explained by known gene mutations: “# e cells of the most 
fatal human cancers are far removed from the normal in character, 
and almost no growths ! ll the gap between, much less a graded 
series of them, such as one might expect were they the outcome 
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of random somatic mutations” (Rous 1959). In other words, 
Rous even pointed out missing links, an evolutionary hallmark 
regarding the relationships among species.

The probable answer to the question of missing links in 
phylogeny and oncogeny is that both are based on the common 
mechanism of chromosome number variation, which involves 
coordinate changes of thousands of genes. The concept that 
aneuploidy defines a species also explains why mutations that 
cause cancer are “somatic” rather than germinal. Aneuploidy is 
not heritable because the product would either be non-viable 
(Hassold 1986, Hook 1985, Muller 1927) or it would be a new 
species of its own. By contrast, gene mutations, particularly those 
that are postulated to cause cancer, can be inherited by transgenic 
animals (Donehower et al. 1992, Hariharan et al. 1989, Kim 
et al. 1993, Purdie et al. 1994, Sinn et al. 1987), or congenitally in 
humans (Haber and Fearon 1998, Knudson 1985) without causing 
cancer, although they may increase the cancer risk.

In 1969, Foulds included ‘‘cytogenetic and biochemical 
individuality’’ in the de! nition of cancers (Foulds 1969). In the same 
year, Levan considered cancer-speci! c karyotypes as an alternative 
to ‘‘invisible genetic changes’’ (i.e., mutations). He said ‘‘it would 
be reasonable to expect a priori that each tumor type would be 
characterized by one karyotype, just as…a species is characterized 
by its karyotype’’ (Levan 1969). Case a% er case of comparisons of 
close species has revealed the “extraordinary” fact that chromosomal 
di" erentiation of some sort is almost always present (White 1978). By 
1991, Van Valen had proposed that HeLa cells could be considered 
a new species. HeLa is one of the oldest and most commonly used 
human cell lines derived from cervical cancer cells taken from 
Henrietta Lacks, a patient who eventually died of her cancer on 
October 4, 1951. Van Valen proposed the name Helacyton gartleri, 
a% er Stanley M. Gartler, who was the ! rst author to recognize “the 
remarkable success of this species” (Van Valen and Maiorana 1991).

# e idea of cancer as new species was recently brought up to date 
in Mark Vincent’s 2010 article “# e animal within: carcinogenesis 
and the clonal evolution of cancer cells are speciation events sensu 
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stricto” (Vincent 2010). Vincent said it is legitimate to ask: exactly 
what form of life is represented by a cancer? In answering this, 
one must consider the development of the eukaryotic cell, and 
the evolution of multicellular organisms (metazoa). For cancer 
is a problem both of the nature of the eukaryotic cell, and the 
multicellular organism as a whole because it has no meaning 
except in a metazoan context. Since metazoa are composed 
only of eukaryotic cells (but eukaryotic cells are not always 
metazoa) it is probable that the nature of cancer is to be found 
in the derangement of those acquired aspects of the eukaryotic 
cell that enable multicellular life. Metazoan existence requires 
cell adhesion, differentiation, and coordination (Rokas 2008), 
three features whose breakdown is fundamentally characteristic 
of cancer (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000). # e net result is a life 
form which is not only destructive of the metazoan host, but also 
one that is, at most, a colony of loosely cooperating but o% en 
competing, and independently evolving individual cells (Merlo 
et al. 2006); or, at worst, a collection of unicellular eukaryotic 
organisms that are fully capable of existence independent of each 
other (if not from the host, or, at least, some host).

According to Vincent, knowledge that cancer is an evolutionary 
process is widespread (Greaves 2000, Merlo et al. 2006). It is 
well appreciated that, in metazoa, random mutations, heritable 
variation, and selection pressures all operate to both generate 
and further evolve malignant tumors. A strangely neglected 
aspect of this is that bona ! de speciation seems to be involved, 
in fact serial speciation. Perhaps the notion of species as applied 
to asexual life forms was a barrier to this realization, or that we 
have all been educated to believe that speciation is both very 
rare and imperceptibly slow. Maybe the instability of the cancer 
genotype has tended to obscure the fact of speciation, because we 
naturally expect species to be stable for thousands if not millions 
of years (Kutschera and Niklas 2004), and it is counterintuitive to 
acknowledge that something that is unstable over months can be 
a species, or even a series of species (Vincent 2010).

Vincent said, “As a clinician, one is in a privileged position to 
observe evolution in action, in a way that is rarely if ever possible 
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for other people. Cancers develop, behave in a radically di" erent 
way from normal cells, move into altogether different niches, 
and successively evolve into even more aggressive and treatment-
resistant forms. If this is not serial speciation it is hard to know 
what it is; a cunning, if ultimately short-sighted survival strategy, 
perhaps, but certainly not intelligent design, either from the 
viewpoint of the human host, or with respect to the eventual fate 
of the cancer itself.”

So why do cancer species evolve so much faster than normal 
phylogenetic species did according to the fossil record—namely 
in many months to decades compared to millions of years? # is 
seems to be a matter of complexity. Since the genetic complexity 
of normal sexual species consisting of many highly di" erentiated 
cells is orders of magnitude higher than that of their corresponding 
asexual, single-cell cancer species, the probability of forming new 
karyotypes of sexual species by random karyotypic variation 
would be exceedingly much lower and thus slower than forming a 
new cancer species by the same mechanism.

Using the same criteria by which bacteria and other asexual 
organisms are now considered to belong to bona fide species, 
it should be clear that there are no fundamental reasons not to 
consider cancers in the same way. It is true, however, that the 
original event (i.e., carcinogenesis) takes place “in sympatry” with 
the surrounding tissue of origin, that is, in the same place. # is 
used to be considered unusual in speciation, but apparently is 
no longer the dominant view (de Aguiar et al. 2009, Via 2009). 
Subsequent episodes of speciation, resulting in clonal evolution 
to more aggressive or drug resistant forms of cancer, may take 
place away from the original parent cell, that is, “in allopatry.” 
However, given the asexual nature of cancer cell reproduction, 
these terms (sympatry and allopatry), crucial in the speciation 
of sexual organisms, have diminished relevance. Indeed, gene 
& ow (i.e., sex) is the biggest obstacle to sympatric speciation in 
sexual organisms, but this obstacle disappears in the context of 
carcinogenesis, which is aneuploidy-driven and, being asexual, 
does not require reproductive isolation.
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It is likely that a certain amount of serial change takes place 
within a cancer species lineage (anagenesis) but eventually 
exceeding some signi! cant threshold of change, so as to justify 
the belief that further rounds of speciation have occurred. For 
a while, the new species may coexist (be paraphyletic) with the 
older species of cancer cell, until the older ones are out-competed 
and go extinct. In this way, the tumor genome may be “swept 
clean,” and homogeneity reestablished (for a while) by a form of 
genetic cohesion, as with bacteria.

Vincent asks whether the speciation concept goes far enough. 
If this was merely speciation, one would expect the generation of 
another, roughly similar metazoan. But what seems to be entailed 
in carcinogenesis is the appearance not only of a new and separate 
individual (and then rapidly a whole set of new individuals), but 
that these new individuals all seem to belong to a wholly di" erent 
branch in the eukaryotic Tree of Life: a di" erent species from 
the host, for sure, but also a di" erent genus, family, order and 
even phylum. Huxley also made this point: “all tumors…could 
then be regarded as constituting a special organic phylum or 
major taxonomic group…” (Huxley 1956). # e closest existing 
taxonomic group in which a cancer cell might very tentatively 
be placed is as a holozoan opisthokont (animal-like) protist (Gray 
et al. 2004, Rivera and Lake 2004) with facultative colonial 
attributes. In this view, cancer patients are literally being eaten 
inside out by a very primitive type of animal; primitive in the sense 
of being “minimized due to secondary losses of characteristics,” 
rather than “truly primitive” in the sense of being simple and 
ancestral (Dacks et al. 2008, Krebs 1981). One might tentatively 
propose the subgroup title dyskaryota (abnormal karyotype) to 
embrace the entire malignant assemblage.
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New Perspectives for Cancer 
Prevention, Diagnosis and Therapy

Industry, like academia, has placed too much emphasis on employing 
technology and too little on understanding the pathology of human cancer.

(Dermer 1994)

Chromosomal imbalance theory puts everything about cancer in a 
di! erent light. To begin with, the “war on cancer” metaphor should 
be replaced. Cancer is better viewed as an ecological problem: the 
patient and the cancer are an environmental whole. Taking this 
small step would truly be one giant leap for humankind.

Six recommended changes in cancer research
Cancer research should dramatically shi"  interest away from 1. 
the submicroscopic realm of individual genes and toward 
the domain of the pathologist and health practitioner.
# e dynamics of the progression of aneuploidy in benign, 2. 
invasive, metastasized, and recurrent human tumors should 
be studied.
Physical and chemical agents as well as drugs should be 3. 
tested and cataloged for their aneuploidogenic (aneugenic) 
potencies and correlated with their carcinogenic potentials.
# e detection and quanti$ cation of aneuploidy should be 4. 
incorporated into the diagnosis, staging and grading of 
cancer.

7
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Rosner warned as early as 1978 that, “in the future, 5. 
cytotoxic agents would be used reluctantly to treat cancer 
because of the potential risk to the patient of developing 
acute leukemia or a second neoplasm” (Rosner 1978). 
Rosner’s prophecy has partially come true with a vengeance: 
chemotherapy-induced second cancers now account for 
one in six of all new cancers diagnosed in the United states 
(Allan and Travis 2005, National Cancer Institute 2005a), 
but there is little reluctance to treat cancer patients with 
aneugenic drugs.
Investigating the nature of the spontaneous remission of 6. 
tumors should be given high priority. The results could 
guide the development of non-toxic therapies.

Cancer research would bene! t from de-emphasizing cell culture
Bruce Alberts said to an audience of cancer researchers at the 

quarterly meeting of the President’s Cancer Panel in December 
1990, “we have rarely seen a real human tumor” (Alberts 1990). 
Thirteen years later and less subtly, Horrobin asked: “Does 
the functioning of cells in culture bear a sufficiently strong 
relationship to the functioning of cells in an organ in vivo such 
that conclusions drawn from the former are useful in predicting 
behaviour of the latter?” He raised the question because, “what 
the in vitro system cannot do is construct a functional and valid 
in vivo biochemistry. And that is potentially a fatal % aw. For in 
most human diseases it is the functional biochemistry and not 
the anatomical biochemistry which goes wrong. When we ask cell 
culture to inform us about in vivo cell function, in most cases 
we ask too much” (Horrobin 2003). # e situation has only gotten 
worse and needs to be reversed because the bulk of modern 
research papers are not about human cancer but reports of 
experiments with aneuploid cell lines.

# e fact that cancers are clonal, coupled with the belief that 
mutant genes cause cancer, has contributed to the decades of 
countless in vitro studies using immortal cell lines. Cell culture 
was thought to reduce cancer to its essentials, away from the 
complications of tumors in patients. All one needed to do was 
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identify and then manipulate the cancer-causing genes. Almost 
all of the subdivisions of cancer research owe their existence to 
the facility of using cell lines as research tools. Molecular biology, 
immunology, tumor cell biology, biochemistry, carcinogenesis, 
endocrinology, drug development, and virology of cancer all rely 
on information derived from the cell line model (Dermer 1994). 
Failure to recognize the fact that primary cancer cells almost 
always die soon a" er being put into culture (Atkin and Baker 
1990, Dermer 1994)—signifying a fundamental di! erence between 
immortal cell lines and human cancer—has tainted virtually all 
cancer research.

Attempts to establish permanent cell lines from primary 
tumors by prolonged culture in vitro are successful in less than 
10% of cases (Mamaeva 1998). # e few cell lines obtained from 
primary tumors were most often highly malignant and poorly 
di! erentiated. According to Mamaeva: “It is impossible to obtain 
cell lines from highly di! erentiated cells of benign solid tumors. 
For instance, [a] permanent cell line has never been observed to 
appear spontaneously from human meningioma, a usually benign 
tumor characterized by a speci$ c monosomy on chromosome 22… . 
# ere is no permanent cell line reaching the stabilization stage in 
its evolution, which would have been proven to have cell clones 
with the near-haploid chromosome number or with nullisomies 
on some chromosome.” # e easiest ways of obtaining cell lines 
are: 1) spontaneous transformation of rodent cells, 2) treatment 
with carcinogen, and 3) most e&  cient of all, transfection with one 
or several oncogenic viruses.

The massive karyotypic heterogeneity of tumors in vivo, 
signifying substantial genomic imbalance and complexity 
(Hoglund et al. 2001a), contrasts sharply with karyotypes of 
permanent cell lines that have reached the stage of stabilization 
in their evolution (Mamaeva 1998). For example, the karyotypic 
peculiarities of leukemia and tumor cells in vivo, apart from 
specific chromosome translocations, are partial or complete 
monosomies in certain autosomes (Mitelman 1994). # e situation 
is very much di! erent in permanent cell lines.
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Mamaeva et al. developed a method called generalized 
reconstructed karyotype (GRK). By identifying fragments of all 
marker chromosomes of a cell line, it was possible to determine 
the total amount of chromosomal material from each normal 
chromosome of a cell. Ideograms of entire chromosomes and 
fragments were reconstructed from markers and placed in a 
karyogram resembling the normal chromosomes. By summing up 
reconstruction results of chromosome sets of individual cells or 
cell clones, the GRK of a cell line is obtained (Mamaeva 1998).

When GRK was applied to 500 human and animal cell lines, 
the results demonstrated that at least 85% retained disomy of 
all autosomes (Mamaeva 1998). “# is means,” the authors said, 
“that to exist in vitro, permanent line cells must have at least [the 
equivalent of the] two homologs of each autosome. Establishment 
of such lines is achieved either by selection of a preexisting original 
stem cell with an increased proliferative potential and with the 
diploid autosome set or by a gradual evolution of the karyotype 
of the initial hypodiploid cells in vitro, with chromosomes 
undergoing structural and numerical rearrangements in the 
course of evolution.” Furthermore, the karyotype evolution as 
a result of polyploidization of initial cells with monosomes is 
frequently accompanied by changes in their phenotypic and 
growth characteristics as well as in the degree of malignancy. For 
instance, a study of glioma cell lines has shown that polyploid cells 
that appear during prolonged culture di! er from the initial near-
diploid tumor cells by the absence of a number of speci$ c proteins, 
by a three- to $ ve-fold increase in the doubling time of the cell 
population and by the loss of malignancy (Mamaeva 1998).

Aside from aneuploidy, cell lines and human cancer have 
almost nothing else in common. Cell culture can never duplicate 
the interaction between tumor and patient that has an inevitable 
and fundamental e! ect on malignancy. Transfer from an in vivo 
to an in vitro environment precipitates a crisis for the cells. A 
cell that survives the crisis period and learns how to live forever 
in culture undergoes fundamental changes that render it and its 
descendants profoundly di! erent from cells that live in patients. 
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# e nature of life itself changes (Dermer 1994). Cell lines have 
evolved to single-cell organisms adapted to life in the laboratory 
and must be appreciated as autonomous living systems rather 
than a faithful recapitulation of cancer in vitro (Mamaeva 1998).

By contrast, advanced, malignant cancers are aneuploid 
organisms that have evolved to survive in the environment of 
the person (Section 6.6). # is explains why the thousands of cell 
line studies have contributed so little to a better understanding of 
human cancer or more accurate diagnoses and e! ective treatments. 
“Given the potential lack of relevance of in vitro research, one might 
have expected rigorous theoretical discussion and experimental 
exploration of the problems of the issue of congruence of in vitro 
and in vivo studies. But there is almost nothing: certainly there 
is no general sense among medical researchers using in vitro 
systems that their work involves so many untested and unjusti$ ed 
assumptions that its congruence with any useful in vivo world 
must be in serious doubt. And if that congruence is unproven, 
there must exist the risk that not only might the in vitro work be 
useless, it may be actively misleading” (Horrobin 2003).

Acknowledging, that within clearly de$ ned limits, cell culture 
could be useful, Horrobin said, “It is reasonably safe to say that 
if a particular biochemical step is present in vitro, then that 
particular biochemical step is also likely to be present in at least 
some form in vivo. We can therefore construct a network of all 
possible biochemical events in vivo by examining all possible 
biochemical events in vitro.” # us, if one sticks to speci$ c scienti$ c 
questions while mindful of the limitations of in vitro experiments, 
cell culture can be a useful tool to investigate the production and 
consequences of chromosomal imbalance.

7.1  INTERNATIONAL REGULATION OF 
ANEUPLOIDY-INDUCING AGENTS

" e wider and closer one looks the more clearly does one see that chemical 
and physical agents start off nearly all human tumors, and that these 
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latter are occupational diseases resulting from the exceedingly hazardous 
occupation of living out a life in this world.

(Rous 1967)
Sources of environmental exposures to potentially aneugenic agents are 
many and include occupational and therapeutic exposures, and exposures 
associated with lifestyle habits.

(Pacchierotti and Eichenlaub-Ritter 2011)

The initial focus of genetic toxicity testing in the early and 
mid 1970s concerned the detection of point mutations and 
structural chromosome aberrations. # is was largely due to the 
use of easy and inexpensive assays for induced mutations (e.g., 
Ames Salmonella Assay) because of the expressed belief that 
“Carcinogens are Mutagens” (Ames et al. 1973). Concern for 
the potential of chemicals to induce aneuploidy grew in the late 
1970s and has continued to the present. Aneuploidy-inducing 
agents are called aneugens (aneuploidogens). Over the years, 
interest in aneuploidy led regulatory, academic, and industrial 
scientists around the world (Aardema et al. 1998) to develop a 
wide range of testing methods capable of detecting and assessing 
the aneugenic potential of chemicals (Phillips and Venitt 1995). 
A summary of the subsequent regulatory guidelines and testing 
schemes that address the assessment of numerical chromosome 
changes is given in Table 7.1.

For almost 30 years, a major e! ort of a number of research 
programs supporting regulatory requirements of the European 
Union has been the determination of the DNA reactivity of 
newly developed chemicals and the development of appropriate 
methods for the detection and assessment of aneugenic chemicals 
(Parry and Sors 1993). Recent reassessments of the strategies for 
the testing of chemicals within the European Union have resulted 
in the increasing recognition of the importance of evaluating the 
induction of aneuploidy in both somatic and germ cells. # e UK 
Department of Health’s Advisory Committee on the Mutagenicity 
of Chemicals (COM) recommended in 2000 a requirement for 
the measurement of aneugenic potential in its revised guidelines 
for the testing of chemicals (Parry 2000) and it is expected that 
similar requirements will be introduced throughout Europe.
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Table 7.1 Overview of regulatory guidelines and testing schemes 
as of 1998 for assessing numerical chromosome changes.*

Governing Body Current Guidelines Future
OECD Report polyploidy and 

endoreduplication when seen. In vivo 
micronucleus test can detect whole 
chromosome loss.

None

ICH In vivo micronucleus tests have the 
potential to detect some aneuploidy 
inducers; there may be aneuploidy 
inducers that act preferentially 
during meiosis, but there is no 
conclusive evidence for these 
chemicals.

Same

CEC For chemicals consider aneuploidy-
induction or spindle inhibition.

Harmonize 
with OECD 
and ICH

Japan Routine assessment of polyploidy in 
in vitro cytogenetic assay.

Harmonize 
with OECD 
and ICH

Canada In vitro chromosome assay should 
include some chromosome counts 
to gain information on potential 
aneuploidy induction.

Harmonize 
with OECD 
and ICH

USA-EPA None Harmonize 
with OECD

USA-FDA None Harmonize 
with OECD 
and ICH

*Adapted from Table 9 on page 23 of Aneuploidy: a report of an ECETOC task force 
(Aardema et al. 1998). OECD—Organization for Economic Co-operation and Economic 
Development; ICH—International Conference on Harmonization of Technical 
Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for human Use; CEC—Commission 
of the European Communities; US-FDA—US Food and Drug Administration; US-
EPA—US Environmental Protection Agency.

The World Health Organization sponsored an International 
Drafting Group Meeting of experts in 2007 to update the 1996 
IPCS Harmonized Scheme for Mutagenicity Testing. # e results of 
that meeting were published in 2009 (Eastmond et al. 2009). Safety 
assessments of substances with regard to genotoxicity were based on 
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a combination of tests to assess e! ects on three major end points 
of genetic damage associated with human disease: 1) gene mutation 
(i.e., point mutations or deletions/insertions that affect single or 
blocks of genes), 2) clastogenicity (i.e., structural chromosome 
changes), 3) aneuploidy (i.e., numerical chromosome aberrations).

Not surprisingly, the results of international collaborative 
studies and the large databases demonstrated no single assay can 
detect all genotoxic substances. For detection of the aneuploidy, 
only clastogenic and aneugenic assays are meaningful. With 
regards to cancer, the gene mutation assays will generally do 
more harm than good because of misleading results (Pradhan 
et al. 2010, Rennert et al. 2007, Secretary’s Advirory Committee 
on Genetics 2008).

7.2 CANCER DETECTION
Personalized medicine is the application of genomic and molecular data to 
better target the delivery of health care, facilitate the discovery and clinical 
testing of new products, and help determine a person’s predisposition to a 
particular disease or condition.

(Obama et al. 2007)
Genes Show Limited Value in Predicting Disease. The era of personal 
genomic medicine may have to wait.

(Wade 2009)

Legally, the histological diagnosis of cancer is the responsbility of 
pathologists. Unfortunately, the diagnosis of cancer is based on 
interpretations that are unavoidably subjective. As Crum et al. 
have stated, much of practice in cytology and histology involves 
evaluating abnormal smears and biopsies under suboptimal 
circumstances or rendering diagnoses that are frequently based 
more on instinct than objective criteria (Crum et al. 1997). 
Consequently, false positive and false negative diagnoses are 
common (Anthony 1998).

More and more, however, molecular biology is claiming to 
do a better job under the rubric of personalized medicine. # e 
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US Department of Health and Human Services, which funded 
the human genome project, is a major promoter of personalized 
healthcare, saying it consists of “medical practices that are 
targeted to individuals on the basis of their speci$ c genetic code 
in order to provide a tailored approach” (Obama et al. 2007). 
# us, personalized medicine is an extension of the idea genes 
are the cause of disease, in particular cancer, and can be used for 
diagnosis and as targets of therapy.

Currently, the big push is to look for gene mutations that 
“predispose” a person to cancer based on the belief these 
mutations are causative in some way. Screening for “predisposing” 
gene mutations has, unfortunately, led to the growth industry of 
prophylactic surgery. “# e primary interventions for mutations 
carriers for highly penetrant syndromes such as multiple 
endocrine neoplasias, familial adenomatous polyposis, hereditary 
nonpolyposis colon cancer, and hereditary breast and ovarian 
cancer syndromes are primarily surgical” (Guillem et al. 2006).

However, diagnoses based on gene mutation have so far not 
demonstrated any real benefits to patients (Maher 2008). The 
much ballyhooed BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations have not been 
proved to cause breast cancer (Secretary’s Advisory Committee 
on Genetics 2008) and are at best uninformative (Pradhan 
et al. 2010, Rennert et al. 2007). A 2007 report in the New England 
Journal of Medicine described the results of a national population-
based study of Israeli women to determine the in% uence, if any, of 
a BRCA1 or a BRCA2 mutation on the prognosis in breast cancer. 
The authors concluded, “Breast cancer-specific rates of death 
among Israeli women are similar for carriers of a BRCA founder 
mutation and noncarriersî (Rennert et al. 2007). In short: BRCA 
mutations are irrelevant to breast cancer in Israeli women.

Likewise, the reported association between a particular gene 
mutation of NuMA and familial breast cancer turned out not to 
hold up. Women with this mutation were reported to have more 
than a four-fold increased risk of breast cancer compared to 
women with “benign disease” (Kammerer et al. 2005). Kilpivaara 
et al. attempted to con$ rm these results but concluded instead: 
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“Our results do not support the role of NuMA variants as breast 
cancer susceptibility alleles” (Kilpivaara et al. 2008).

Faced with the poor results of using a handful of gene mutations 
to predict susceptibility to cancer, high throughput searches for 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have grown in popularity. 
SNPs represent a colossal number of point mutations throughout 
the whole genome. Microarray techniques make it possible to 
detect thousands, even millions of point mutations present in a 
person’s DNA. According to the National Cancer Institute, cancer 
researchers across the country are looking for correlations between 
SNPs and precancerous conditions, SNPs and drug resistance in 
chemotherapy, SNPs and cancer susceptibility, and SNPs and drug 
response (National Cancer Institute 2005b).

# e theory of chromosomal imbalance supports the predictions 
of others that disappointment awaits (Terwilliger and Weiss 2003, 
Terwilliger and Hiekkalinna 2006, Weiss and Terwilliger 2000). 
Indeed, a very recent critique of SNPs said, “the biggest e! ects 
that exist for this class of genetic variant…is packing much 
less of a phenotypic punch than expected” (Goldstein 2009). 
The ever-growing emphasis on detecting gene mutations as a 
means of identifying future risk of cancer is misguided and will 
ultimately do more harm than good if widely implemented. A 
much more accurate means of detection and prognosis would be 
to incorporate quanti$ cation of aneuploidy into the diagnosis, 
staging and grading of tumors.

7.2.1  Quantifi cation of aneuploidy for 
diagnosis and prognosis

# e earliest systematic study of cell division in malignant tumors 
was made in 1890 by the German pathologist David Hansemann. 
He drew attention to the frequent occurrence of aberrant mitoses 
in carcinoma biopsies and suggested that this phenomenon could 
be used as a criterion for diagnosing the malignant state (Heim 
and Mitelman 2009). Since 1952, preneoplastic aneuploidy of 
hyperplastic, dysplastic and carcinogen-exposed cells has been 
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used to forecast and prevent human cancer with remarkable 
clinical success, $ rst by Papanicolau et al. (Mellors et al. 1952) 
and then by several others (Auersperg et al. 1967, Böcking and 
Chatelain 1989, Hammarberg et al. 1984, Menke-Pluymers 
et al. 1994, Osterheld et al. 2004, Reid et al. 2000, Rennstam 
et al. 2001, Spriggs 1974, Steinbeck 1997). Although there was 
no consistent underlying theory guiding these e! orts, the success 
of the tests lends unbiased clinical support for the chromosomal 
imbalance theory of carcinogenesis (Duesberg et al. 2004a). # e 
early presence of random aneuploidy in hyperplastic, dysplastic 
or asymptomatic cells exposed to carcinogens (Section 5.3.6), and 
the late appearance of cancers with individual clonal karyotypes 
long a" er aneuploidization (Sections 5.3.8 & 6.1.5), also support 
this theory.

In the mid 1980s, Aldaz et al. demonstrated that progressive 
aneuploidy and dysplasia constitute general phenomena in the life 
of every papilloma. According to those data, aneuploidy could 
be considered as an early pre-malignant marker in mouse skin 
papillomas (Aldaz et al. 1987, Conti et al. 1986). “# ese $ ndings 
seem to correlate with those of human pre malignant lesions of 
di! erent epithelia, e.g., cervical dysplasias, colonic adenomas, and 
laryngeal dysplasias. In those lesions, studies using di! erent DNA 
quantitative techniques such as % ow cytometry, cytophotometry, 
and cytogenetics usually agree that the higher the degree of 
aneuploidy, the worse the prognosis of the patient. [I]t appears 
that aneuploidy is an early premalignant marker, and…is probably 
the earliest in a sequence that includes keratin modi$ cations and 
GGT expression. It is…possible that the degree of aneuploidy in a 
premalignant epithelial lesion could become a valuable prognostic 
factor in clinical practice” (Aldaz et al. 1988a).

Clinical data have established the diagnostic and prognostic 
power of measuring the degree of aneuploidy. Comparisons 
between di! erent cancers have shown “Numerous associations 
between genomic abnormalities and clinical behavior” (Albertson 
et al. 2003)—the more aneuploid the karyotype the more 
malignant is the cancer (Duesberg et al. 2005, Foulds 1969, Tsafrir 
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et al. 2006, Wolman 1986). Indeed, Castro et al. analyzed 79 
solid tumor types with at least 30 karyotypes from the Mitelman 
Database of Chromosome Aberrations (Mitelman 2011) and found 
this to be true (Castro et al. 2006). Using the survival data from 
population-based registries in the Surveillance, Epidemiology and 
End Results (SEER) Program data base they obtained the Kaplan-
Meier distributions of the cumulative survival estimates of 60-
month cohorts for each of the 79 solid tumor types (Surveillance 
Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) 2009). Their results 
showed “that [chromosomal] aberration spread is speci$ c for each 
tumor type, with high degree of diversity for those tumor types 
with worst survival indices. # ose tumor types with preferential 
variants (e.g., high proportion of a given karyotype) have shown 
better survival statistics, indicating that aberration recurrence is a 
good prognosis”.

For half-a-century pathologists have used the Papanicolaou 
stain to detect large, irregular nuclei indicative of all levels of 
neoplasia and invasive cancer. Because near-diploid cells are 
indistinguishable to the eye from normal cells, only near triploid 
and higher DNA containing cells are noticeable to pathologists. 
This has led to the general (though not absolute) rule that in 
order to diagnose a neoplastic cell its nucleus must be at least 
3 times larger than obviously normal nuclei (Crum et al. 1997). 
Since all levels of neoplasia must satisfy this rule, pathologist use 
numerous visual clues to discriminate among the various stages 
of cancer progression (Table 7.2).

Looking to improve upon the highly subjective cytomorphological 
criteria of Table 7.2, Bulten led a group of Dutch scientists using 
in situ hybridization to measure the changes in 8 chromosomes 
of cervical samples (Bulten et al. 1998). Since abnormal numbers 
of chromosomes appear at the very earliest stages of cancer, the 
authors had hoped to find the different progressive stages of 
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia were characterized by di! erent 
aneusomies. What they observed, however, was a quantum jump 
in all chromosomes in all of the stages of cervical cancer (Figure 
7.1A). Similar results have been reported by Gebhart and Liehr in
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Table 7.2 Cytologic criteria of low (LSIL) and high (HSIL) grade 
squamous intraepithelial lesions.*
Parameter LSIL HSIL
Architecture Isolated cells or 

sheets
Isolated cells or 
pseudosyncytia

Cell size Mature & rarely 
immature

Mature & immature

Nuclear size Greater than 
3 times area of 
normal intermediate 
nucleus (with some 
exceptions)

Greater than 3 times area of 
normal intermediate nucleus 
(with some exceptions)

N/C ratio Increased Increased + +
Hyperchromasia + + +
Chromatin Smooth to fi nely 

granular
Coarsely granular

Nuclear outlines Round, regular to 
slightly irregular

Irregular

*Adapted from Table 4–2 on page 57 of Pathology of Early Cervical Neoplasia (Crum 
et al. 1997)

Germany for a large number of cancers including cancer of the 
cervix (Gebhart and Liehr 2000) and by Mertens et al. for over 
3,000 cancers in Sweden (Mertens et al. 1997). By the time nuclei 
have evolved to the point of satisfying the morphological criteria 
of Table 7.2, even low grade cells are highly aneuploid.

Even though Bulten et al. failed to identify diagnostic aneusomies, 
their results can still be used to advantage. Consistent with a 
growing number of observations that chromosome instability is 
predictive of clinical outcome (Carter et al. 2006, Doak 2008, Lee 
et al. 2011, Walther et al. 2008), a plot of data from Table 2 of 
Bulten et al. (Figure 7.1B) shows a direct correlation between the 
standard deviation of the chromosome indices of all chromosomes 
(a measure of chromosome instability) and progression towards 
invasive cancer.

# e fact that aneuploid chromosomes are present at all stages 
of carcinogenesis can be used as the basis of a universal and 
de$ nitive approach to detecting cancer and pre-cancerous lesions. 
Measuring the level of aneusomy of any single chromosome (or 
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Fig. 7.1 Aneusomy of any chromosome or combination of 

chromosomes can detect the presence of neoplasia at all grade levels.

Fig. 7.1 Contd. ...
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combination of chromosomes for better statistics and reliability) 
could provide an objective means of determining the presence or 
absence of neoplasia at all the grade levels pathologists use. # is 
has been tested experimentally for similar levels of aneusomy 
of chromosomes 7 and 17 present in the same cervical samples 
(Figure 7.2A, author’s unpublished results) and for equivalent 
fractions of cells with aneusomy for chromosomes 1 and 17 
in the same grades of cervical neoplasia (Figure 7.2B) (Hariu 
and Matsuta 1996). An immensely important benefit of using 
chromosomal analysis to detect neoplasia would be the virtual 
elimination of indeterminate diagnoses (Walther et al. 2008).

There are commercial tests approved for the detection of 
aneuploidy in certain cancers. UroVysion, for example, uses 
% uorescence in situ hybridization of three chromosomes and one 
chromosomal segment for the speci$ c detection of bladder cancer 
recurrence (Food and Drug Administration 2005). # e test was 
developed empirically on the assumption that copy number 
changes in chromosomes 3, 7, 17 and chromosomal segment 
p16 were “specific” to bladder cancer. However, chromosomal 
imbalance theory and results such as those of Bulten et al., show 

Graph of data from Table 2 on page 501 of reference (Bulten et al. 
1998). Bulten et al. prepared serial sections of cervical samples to 
stain for pathologist grading followed by in situ hybridization to 
detect numerical aberrations of eight chromosomes in the progressive 
stages of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN). Artifacts due to serial 
sectioning led to slightly elevated chromosome index (CI) values for the 
normal diploid cells above the expected value of 1 (average CI=1.19). 
Aneusomy was present only in regions of morphologically dysplastic 
epithelium. (A) Quantum jump in all chromosomes in all of the stages: 
CIN1, CIN2, CIN3, invasive cervical cancer. Dividing the average CI 
value of the aneusomic chromosomes (CI=1.97, 2.14, 2.17, 2.06, for 
CIN1, CIN2, CIN3, invasive cancer respectively) by the average CI 
value of normal cells (CI=1.19) yielded DNA indices=1.7 for CIN1, 1.8 
for CIN2, 1.8 for CIN3, and 1.7 for invasive cancer. (B) Graph of the 
standard deviation data (a measure of chromosome instability) for the 
eight chromosomes from Table 2 of (Bulten et al. 1998) shows a direct 
correlation with progression towards invasive cancer.

Fig. 7.1 Contd. ...
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Fig. 7.2 Chromosomes are equally eĜ  cient at detecting neoplasia.

Fig. 7.2 Contd. ...
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that any combination of chromosomes could be used to diagnose 
all cancers. An appreciation of chromosomal imbalance theory 
could unleash the power of UroVysion and similar tests for the 
detection and prognosis of any cancer. For example, a Swedish 
group recently adapted UroVysion to measure aneuploidy in 
patients with mesothelioma to distinguish malignant from reactive 
(non-malignant) cells, particularly when cytology is inconclusive 
(Flores-Staino et al. 2010).

Singh et al. demonstrated a significant correlation between 
degree of aneuploidy and progression of cervical cancer (Singh 
et al. 2008), concluding “that aberrant DNA content reliably 
predicts the occurrence of squamous cell carcinoma in cervical 
smear. Walther et al. recently published an analysis of 63 colorectal 
cancer (CRC) studies that correlated ploidy status with outcome 
in 10,126 patients (Walther et al. 2008). # e authors concluded 
that the published data support the view that chromosomal 
instability (determined as aneuploidy/polyploidy) is associated 
with a worse prognosis in CRC and can stratify CRC patients 
further a" er standard pathological staging. But Professor Alfred 
Böcking at the Institute for Cytopathology in Germany leads the 
$ eld in using aneuploidy in the diagnosis and prognosis of all 
types of cancer. His group has developed and commercialized in 
Europe an automated system (Böcking 2008) to diagnose cancers 
in 19 di! erent tissues by detecting and quantifying aneuploidy 
(Böcking 2009).

Measuring the level of aneusomy of any single chromosome (or 
combination of chromosomes for beĴ er statistics and reliability) could 
provide an objective means of determining the presence or absence of 
neoplasia at all the grade levels pathologists use. (A) This has been tested 
experimentally for similar levels of aneusomy of chromosomes 7 and 
17 present in the same cervical samples (author’s unpublished results). 
(B) Equivalent fractions of cells with aneusomy for chromosomes 1 
(red) and 17 (black) in the same grades of cervical neoplasia (Hariu 
and Matsuta 1996).
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.

Fig. 7.2 Contd. ...
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7.2.2  Chromosomal imbalance theory applied 
to transcript microarray data

Microarray-based prognostic tests are irremediably moving to the clinics, but 
their clinical utility might never be formally established. " e conclusions of 
most microarray-based prognostic studies have so far been overoptimistic. 
" e performances of published signatures are much poorer than stated, the 
predictions are quite discordant, and the list of genes is very unstable. " e 
concept of a unique prognostic signature is open to question.

(Koscielny 2008)

Microarray technology is used around the world to quantify 
the expression of thousands of genes in tumor samples. # ere 
is literally a mountain of expression data available for analysis. 
Analyzing large gene expression datasets is a relatively new area 
of data analysis with its own unique challenges (Macgregor and 
Squire 2002, Simon et al. 2003, Terwilliger and Hiekkalinna 2006, 
Weiss and Terwilliger 2000).

Various statistical methods are used to sift through tens of 
thousands of data points searching for stable subsets of genes that 
are correlated with speci$ c normal and abnormal phenotypes. 
# e supervised and unsupervised statistical algorithms produce 
annotated lists of genes according to di! erences in expression 
(Ochs and Godwin 2003). # e lists of genes are then assembled 
into genetic roadmaps that are thought to govern the specific 
phenotypes being investigated. This strategy comes from the 
general belief that a relatively small number of specific genes 
control certain normal and disease phenotypes. In spite of 
the promising initial results, this approach has not lived up to 
expectations, particularly with respect to cancer (Dunkler et al. 
2007, Dupuy and Simon 2007, Eden et al. 2004, Koscielny 2008, 
Massague 2007, Michiels et al. 2005, Michiels et al. 2007, Ntzani 
and Ioannidis 2003, Pan et al. 2005, Reid et al. 2005, Shi et al. 
2008, Simon et al. 2003).

The results to date indicate that the genetic roadmaps are 
not providing the rules governing the dynamic interplay 
between genotype and phenotype (Bains 2001). Gene knockout 
experiments, for example, have repeatedly shown that the whole 
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animal, down to the cellular phenotype, is usually una! ected by 
the loss of one or a few genes (Newman 2002, Shastry 1995) and 
when there are phenotypic consequences, consistent phenotypes 
are rarely obtained by modification of the same gene even in 
mice (Pearson 2002, Sigmund 2000). “# e disruption of a gene 
in one strain of mice may be lethal, whereas disruption of exactly 
the same gene in another strain of mice may have no detectable 
phenotypic e! ect. If this is true of the impact on one gene of the 
rest of the mouse genome, how much more is it likely to be true 
of the impact of the rest of the genes in the human genome?” 
(Horrobin 2003).

Adding to the problem of associating subsets of genotype with 
phenotype, the “genetic signatures” generated from microarray 
experiments are highly unstable (Massague 2007, Miklos and 
Maleszka 2004b, Shi et al. 2008), particularly for genomically 
unstable cancers (Dupuy and Simon 2007, Ein-Dor et al. 2005, 
Koscielny 2008, Massague 2007, Michiels et al. 2007, Pan et al. 
2005). A partial explanation for the instability was recently o! ered 
by Shi et al: “reproducibility has seldom been, but in the future 
should be, used as a crucial criterion to judge the validity of data 
analysis procedures” (Shi et al. 2008). However, aneuploidy and 
normal genetic variance (Lucito et al. 2003) are the major sources 
of the instability plaguing the genetic signatures derived from 
conventional data mining. According to Elser and Hamilton, “It 
seems that the only hope for creatively interrogating new data 
is to develop new, integrated theoretical frameworks to inform 
strategies for that interrogation” (Elser and Hamilton 2007).

Transcript microarrays measure values that are approximately 
proportional to the numbers of copies of different mRNA 
molecules in samples. It has long been recognized that variability 
can exist between arrays, some of biological interest and other 
of non-biological interest. These two types of variation are 
classi$ ed as either interesting or obscuring. It is this obscuring 
variation researchers seek to remove when normalizing array 
data. # erefore, normalization of the raw data is one of the most 
important (and o" en contentious) steps in analyzing microarray 
data (Bolstad et al. 2003, Huettel et al. 2008).
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An important consideration when applying a normalization 
method to data from a typical comparative microarray experiment, 
is how many genes are expected to change between conditions 
and what those changes will be. Two important assumptions are 
generally made with regards to microarrays. Specifically, most 
normalization methods require that either the number of genes 
changing in expression between conditions be small or that an 
equivalent number of genes increase and decrease in expression. For 
this reason, all of the arrays in a particular experiment are typically 
normalized together as a single group (Bolstad et al. 2003). # is 
approach is clearly not suited to analyzing aneuploid cancer cells.

Transcriptional changes resulting from aneuploidy must be 
described in terms of chromosomes and chromosome regions that 
are numerically altered and whether changes in expression are in cis 
or trans regions (on the same or other chromosomes, respectively). 
Clearly, the choice of microarray data analysis methods has a 
substantial impact on results and, in particular, normalization 
methods that are robust to large-scale shi" s in gene expression 
need to be applied in studies of aneuploidy. Unfortunately, many 
of the popular normalization transforms are not appropriate for 
microarray data sets with large-scale expression level shifts as 
seen with aneuploid cancer because they violate the underlying 
assumptions of the methods (Huettel et al. 2008).

For example, normalization via division by the median signal 
per sample assumes that the median expression level of di! erent 
samples should be the same. However, large fractions of the 
genome of aneuploid cells are expressed at higher levels compared 
to diploid precursors violating the assumption of a constant 
median expression level of all samples.

Another common practice adversely a! ecting microarray results 
from aneuploid cancer samples is aggressive normalization, which 
is prone to over-fitting. Over-fitting in this context means that 
the transform may consider true data features as technical bias. 
Removing the wrongly estimated technical trend then not only 
subtracts biological signal but may also introduce signal artifacts. In 
general, one should aim for a transform as conservative as possible.
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Huettel et al. have described in detail how popular normalization 
methods (e.g., quantile and loess) violate their stated assumptions 
when applied to aneuploid cells. The underlying assumption 
of quantile is that the signal distribution for all samples is the 
same. # is assumption clearly doesn’t hold when aneuploid cells 
are compared to normal cells. Thus, when quantile is applied 
to aneuploid cancer samples, there is substantial loss of the 
di! erential expression, even to the point of removing it entirely.

Loess assumes that the di! erential expression signal should be 
independent of the average gene expression levels and average to 
zero. Again, aneuploid samples violate this assumption. A large 
fraction of genes are more highly expressed in aneuploid samples 
whereas no corresponding strong down-regulation e! ect can be 
observed. As a result, the conditions for the loess normalization 
are not satis$ ed. Because of this, Huettel et al. concluded that 
inappropriate normalization can drastically a! ect the power of 
an analysis to detect even the large-scale expression di! erences 
caused by aneuploidy (Huettel et al. 2008).

A recent example using microarray experiments designed 
speci$ cally to analyze the expression of aneuploid cells illustrates 
the di&  culty in attempting to reverse the problems introduced by a 
standard normalization procedure. Torres et al. applied the Agilent 
normalization method to the microarray data from aneuploid 
yeast even though it assumes a ratio of 1 between experimental 
strains and wild type reference (Torres et al. 2007). # e authors 
realized this assumption does not hold for strains carrying extra 
chromosomes. # erefore, their expression data, that had already 
been normalized by the loess method, were renormalized to 
account for the extra chromosomes. With this correction, genes 
contained on all aneusomic chromosomes over several replicate 
experiments increased in expression by an average of 1.8-fold. 
Torres et al. assumed this result was reliable.

However, when Huettel et al. performed the average bias 
subtraction $ x of Torres et al. to their previously loess normalized 
data from trisomic 5 Arabidopsis thaliana, the results were worse 
than before normalization (Huettel et al. 2008). “The trend of 
genes on other chromosomes clearly deviated from the zero axis, 
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showing bias for up-regulation for lowly and highly expressed 
genes and also a bias for down-regulation for genes with moderate 
expression levels.”

As an aid to those considering doing microarray experiments on 
cancer samples, here is a technical summary of the approach used 
by Huettel et al. to normalize data from chromosomally unbalanced 
cells (Huettel et al. 2008). (See their paper for the complete 
details of the procedure.) To get around the problems inherent in 
standard normalization methods used in the microarray analysis 
of aneuploid cells, the probe level signals were conservatively 
normalized for di! erent backgrounds and overall hybridization 
intensities of individual chips using an iterative 20%-trimmed 
least squares $ t of a generative model with additive-multiplicative 
noise. # is approach is robust both to outliers and to systemic 
large-scale shifts, as demonstrated when estimating transform 
parameters from all data or only from genes not on aneusomic 
chromosomes. # e generalized log transform for the model used 
to stabilize variation was calibrated for asymptotic equivalence to 
a standard log2 transformation. Refrain from further transforms 
in a $ rst examination of data characteristics.

DATE analysis applied to breast cancer 
microarray data

Metabolic control analysis (MCA) is a well-established integrated 
theoretical foundation upon which to construct a general theory 
of biological change (Fell 1992). A modi$ cation of MCA called 
DATE (Di! erentiation, Adaptation, Transformation, Evolution) 
analysis was recently applied to microarray expression data to 
investigate aneuploidy in primary cancer cells (Rasnick 2009).

DATE analysis di! ers from MCA in that its essential task lies 
in the comparison of related phenotypes rather than in the precise 
de$ nition or description of each. In place of tracking the kinetic 
particulars of thousands of individual cellular components, DATE 
analysis uses, instead, two biological equations of state to calculate 
their aggregate e! ects (Cornish-Bowden 2004, Kacser and Burns 
1981, Rasnick and Duesberg 1999). This approach makes it 
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possible to analyze the phenotypic changes of whole cells, organs 
and organisms (Rasnick 2009).

For large datasets, the state variables F, RNA index, and I 
(Section 5.4) are intensive variables, thus not dependent on a 
de$ ned subset of speci$ c genes (Rasnick 2009). # is result is of 
fundamental importance and distinguishes DATE analysis from 
conventional data mining, which seeks a stable and unique set 
of genes as either diagnostic tools or targets of drug therapy. In 
contrast to data mining for genetic signatures, DATE analysis 
provides a robust strategy of correlating speci$ c phenotypes with 
the state variables F, RNA or DNA index, and I along with the 
measures of data dispersion D and J�(Rasnick 2009).

Occasionally one can $ nd useful microarray data for human 
cancer. The best data contain replicate runs (Lee et al. 2000, 
Novak et al. 2002, Pavlidis et al. 2003) and primary diploid 
reference samples from the same tissue type as the cancer (Lucito 
et al. 2003). Analogous to % ow cytometry, histograms of cancer 
transcript microarray data visualize aneuploidy. # e six cancers 
shown in Figure 7.3—pancreas (Iacobuzio-Donahue et al. 2003), 
colon (Notterman et al. 2001), lymphoma (Bohen et al. 2003), 
breast (Perou et al. 2000), stomach (Chen et al. 2003), kidney 
(Barrett et al. 2005)—were compared to normal tissue of the same 
type from which the cancer originated. By way of comparison, 
it was possible to compare the background spread in transcripts 
from normal tonsil and skin (graphs at top of Figure 7.3) because 
data from more than one sample were available (Bohen et al. 
2003, Storz et al. 2003). However, these kinds of data are rarely 
part of micorarray results (Lucito et al. 2003, Rasnick 2009).

Figure 7.3 shows that the normal tissues were characterized 
by a tight distribution of transcripts centered at DNA index = 1. 
In contrast to normal tonsil and normal skin, the distributions 
of cancer transcripts were all decidedly different and irregular 
compared to the respective normal tissues. # e aneuploid fractions 
I and DNA indices (Section 5.4) were characteristically large for 
all the cancers, indicating advanced malignancies (Rasnick and 
Duesberg 1999, Rasnick 2000, Rasnick 2002). For determination of 
I, the normal range of S was set to 0.5≤ S ≤1.5 (Rasnick 2009).
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Fig. 7.3 Contd. ...
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DATE analysis was performed on the microarray data from 
36 invasive ductal carcinomas of the breast for which there were 
clinical data (Zhao et al. 2004). # e stated purpose of the Zhao et al. 
study was to determine if there were distinct genetic signatures 
distinguishing invasive ductal carcinoma from invasive lobular 
carcinoma. # e authors did not correlate their results with clinical 
grade of the tumors. Because there was only one Grade 1 and 
no Grade 3 invasive lobular carcinoma patients, only the ductal 
carcinoma data were analyzed (Rasnick 2009).

Since chromosomal imbalance causes the genetic instability 
characteristic of invasive cancer (Section 5.2), the ductal carcinoma 
patients (represented by the black squares in Figure 7.4) were 
sorted along the horizontal axis by increasing values of D and γ, 
objective measures of genomic imbalance (hence chromosomal 
instability) of cancer cells (Rasnick 2009). Grade 3 tumors were 
concentrated at high values of D and γ. With a notable exception, 
the few examples of Grade 1 favored low values of D and γ. # e 
Grade 1 tumor circled at the lower right of Figure 7.4A,B had 
the highest distribution entropy D of all the cancers. # is patient’s 
tumor was likely misclassi$ ed and probably highly malignant.

# e Grade 2 tumors were disperse but tended to the le"  side of 
the graphs, with low and intermediate values of D and γ. It is likely 
intermediate Grade 2 is so uninformative as to be of little value 

Fig. 7.3 Six advanced human cancers.

Cancer cells are aneuploid and this genomic imbalance determines 
their properties. Normal tonsil (Bohen et al. 2003) and skin (Storz et al. 
2003) were characterized by a tight distribution of transcripts centered 
at DNA index=1 (top graphs). The six cancers— pancreas (Iacobuzio-
Donahue et al. 2003), colon (NoĴ erman et al. 2001), lymphoma (Bohen 
et al. 2003), breast (Perou et al. 2000), stomach (Chen et al. 2003), kidney 
(BarreĴ  et al. 2005)—were compared to normal tissue of the same type 
from which each originated. In contrast to normal tonsil and skin, 
the distribution of cancer transcripts were all decidedly diě erent and 
irregular compared to normal tissues (Rasnick 2009). The aneuploid 
fractions ϕ and DNA indices were characteristically large for all the 
cancers, indicating advanced malignancies.

Fig. 7.3 Contd. ...
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Fig. 7.4 Thirty-six invasive ductal carcinomas of the breast correlated 

with two measures of chromosomal instability.

The solid squares represent a patient’s tumor that had been graded 1, 
2, or 3, for increasing severity. It is generally accepted that the most 
malignant cancers are the most genetically unstable. Both D and · 
are measures of the genomic instability of cancer cells (See reference 
(Rasnick 2009) for detailed descriptions of D (the distribution entropy 
of histogram data) and ·). A) Patients along the horizontal axis were 
sorted by increasing D (broken blue line). B) Patients were sorted by 
increasing · (broken red line). Grade 3 tumors were concentrated 
at high values of D and · (indicating high levels of chromosome 
instability). The few examples of Grade 1 favored low values of D and 
·. The Grade 1 tumor circled at the lower right of both graphs was 
likely misclassified and probably highly malignant. Grade 2 tumors 
were disperse but tended to the left side of the graphs, with low and 
intermediate values of D and ·. It is likely intermediate Grade 2 is so 
uninformative as to be of liĴ le value. This was recognized some years ago 
for cervical cancer when the intermediate category CIN-2 was eliminated 
(Bollmann et al. 2001, National Cancer Institute 1989). Now there 

Fig. 7.4 Contd. ...

(Ellsworth et al. 2007, Ivshina et al. 2006). # is was recognized 
some years ago for cervical cancer when the intermediate 
category CIN-2 was eliminated (Bollmann et al. 2001, National 
Cancer Institute 1989). Now there are only low and high grade 
cervical lesions. This simplified classification scheme has also 
been recommended for neoplastic lesions of esophagus, stomach, 
colon and rectum (Schlemper et al. 2000).

7.3 CANCER THERAPY
It is noteworthy that chemotherapy o# en provides a long period of remission 
of symptoms and control of growth without substantially lengthening life, 
the rapidity of the terminal phase counter balancing the remission due to 
treatment.

(Foulds 1954)
A# er decades of intensive clinical research and development of cytotoxic 
drugs, there is no evidence for the vast majority of cancers that chemotherapy 
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are only low and high grade cervical lesions. This simplified 
classifi cation scheme has also been recommended for neoplastic lesions 
of esophagus, stomach, colon and rectum (Schlemperet al. 2000).
Color image of this fi gure appears in the color plate section at the end of the book.

Fig. 7.4 Contd. ...
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exerts any positive in$ uence on survival or quality of life in patients with 
advanced disease.

(Epstein 1998)
Throughout the clinical development of anticancer drugs, researchers 
repeatedly encountered signi! cant problems because of the acute and long-
term toxicities of chemotherapies, which a% ected virtually every organ of 
the body.

(Chabner and Roberts 2005)

Meredith Wadman covered the 2011 Annual Meeting of the 
American Association for Cancer Research for Naturenews. She 
published an article on the results of Mathew Ellis et al. of the 
Siteman Cancer Center (Wadman 2011). # e authors sequenced 
50 breast cancers alongside matching DNA from the same patients’ 
healthy cells in order to identify genomic alterations present only 
in the cancerous cells. # eir $ ndings revealed that the “cancers’ 
genetic fingerprints” were highly diverse. Of the 1,700 gene 
mutations they found in total, most were unique to individual 
patients’ tumors, and only three occurred in 10% or more. # e 
genomic changes were also of all kinds, from single nucleotide 
variations and frame shi" s to translocations and deletions.

Ellis said, “# e results are complex and somewhat alarming, 
because the problem does make you sit down and rethink what 
breast cancer is.” Further, the complexity of the results indicates 
that when it comes to developing therapeutics “very clearly 
the only way forward is the genome-first approach. No single 
blockbuster drug will answer the problem of drug resistance.” In 
spite of the disquieting result, he said careful analysis of the data, 
combined with what is already known about the functions of the 
a! ected genes, yields a wealth of new therapeutic possibilities. 
Undaunted, Ellis “has already begun his next step: to repeat the 
experiment on at least 1,000 more tumors.”

The disappointing picture is not new. Herceptin is a case in 
point. In March, 2002, as part of the fast-track approval process, 
the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence in the UK 
recommended Herceptin for use in women with HER2-positive 
advanced breast cancer, either alone or in combination with 
paclitaxel. An editorial in the New England Journal of Medicine said 
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Herceptin was “maybe even a cure” for breast cancer (Hortobagyi 
2005). However, an editorial in the Lancet countered with: “the 
best that can be said about Herceptin’s e&  cacy and safety for the 
treatment of early breast cancer is that the available evidence is 
insu&  cient to make reliable judgments. It is profoundly misleading 
to suggest, even rhetorically, that the published data may be 
indicative of a cure for breast cancer” (2005).

A 2002 study assessed the value of a number of the new 
treatments. It reported that drugs approved in the $ rst six years 
of the new European Medicines Evaluation Agency did not meet 
the expectations generated by the gains in basic knowledge on 
cancer (Garattini and Bertele 2002). The authors stressed, in 
order to reach the market swi" ly new drugs are o" en candidates 
for second or third line treatment of rare cancers, and they are 
evaluated in small phase II studies which assess their equivalence 
or non-inferiority (rather than superiority) to standard treatments. 
In spite of not improving survival, quality of life, or safety, these 
new drugs cost much more than the standard treatments.

As for safety, most drugs caused the usual signs of cytotoxicity, 
including neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, fever, infections, and 
gastrointestinal toxicity. In no instance did comparisons show 
a clear cut advantage, in terms of adverse reactions, over the 
reference drugs or analogous agents. The study also evaluated 
monoclonal antibodies, a completely new class of anticancer 
agents, and said the e&  cacy of this class of drugs has not yet been 
con$ rmed by appropriate studies (Garattini and Bertele 2002), 
and their safety seems unfavorable, contrary to all expectations 
(White et al. 2001). # e authors concluded, “From these results 
over the past six years there is little to justify some of the promises 
made to the public.”

It is clear that the long-standing strategy of trying to kill cancer 
cells before killing the patient with radiation and cytotoxic drugs 
has just not worked for the vast majority of lethal cancers (Tannock 
1998). So what are the prospects for prevention and therapeutic 
intervention in cancer? Does the theory of chromosomal 
imbalance suggest new strategies? # e answer is yes.
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7.3.1 Spontaneous tumor disappearance
That cancer cells are often sick cells and die young is known to every 
pathologist.

(Rous and Kidd 1941)

One of the most stubborn misconceptions is that cancer cells are 
rapidly dividing super cells, “the enemy within” that is bent on our 
destruction (Nowell et al. 1998). Hence the military metaphors 
and the “war on cancer”. However, observationally, experimentally, 
and theoretically, cancer cells are aneuploid cells (Chapters 5 & 
6). Aneuploidy damages cells—the more severe the chromosomal 
imbalance, the greater the damage (Lindsley et al. 1972, Liu et al. 
1998). Being damaged, aneuploid cells typically divide at slower 
rates than normal diploid cells (Hay% ick 1965) and “progression 
does not necessarily lead to dominance of the tumor over its host” 
(Foulds 1954). Being damaged, aneuploid cells tend to die at high 
rates (Steel and Lamerton 1969), one of the “liabilities of the 
neoplastic state” (Rous and Kidd 1941). It is only the “successful” 
tumors that attract attention; the “unsuccessful” ones escape 
notice (Foulds 1954). Herein lies the key to prevention and much 
more e! ective and less toxic therapeutic approaches to cancer.

Cancer cells are not super cells but damaged aneuploid cells, 
which for the most part spontaneously die. Since aneuploid cells 
typically lose in competition with normal diploid cells (Atkin and 
Baker 1990, Rous and Kidd 1941), the new strategy is to stop 
devising poisons to kill cancer cells and to focus more on the 
interactions between tumor and host. # e fact that propagation 
of primary human cancer cells in vitro requires finally-tuned, 
stable environments (see Cancer research would benefit from 
de-emphasizing cell culture, p. 196) implies that non-toxic 
perturbations of the host may be su&  cient to nudge the tumor 
out of its stable, comfortable environment into a di! erent attractor 
that leads to the death of the cancer cells.

As Upender et al. said, “[T]he normalization of the complex 
dysregulation of transcriptional activity in carcinomas requires a 
more general, less speci$ c, and hence more complex interference” 
(Upender et al. 2004). Chromosomal imbalance theory demonstrates 
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that in order to alter a complex phenotype non-toxically requires 
only moderate changes in the activities of hundreds or even 
thousands of genes and their products (Section 5.4). While 
changes in the activities of large numbers of genes merely exercise 
normal cells, the resulting physical and metabolic perturbations 
stress and destabilize cancer cells, reducing or terminating their 
viability within the host (Niakan 1998, Pettigrew et al. 1974, Rous 
and Kidd 1941). Such perturbations may be responsible for the 741 
documented examples of spontaneous remission from more than 
45 di! erent types of cancer (Challis and Stam 1990, Kleef et al. 
2001). (Some advocate using the term “remission” for permanent 
disappearance of cancer and “regression” for temporary or partial 
improvement. In practice, however, spontaneous regression 
and remission are commonly used as synonyms for unexpected 
transient or $ nal improvements in cancer.)

# e most striking feature of virtually all cases of spontaneous 
remission was a prior fever-inducing infection: diphtheria, 
gonorrhea, hepatitis, in% uenza, malaria, measles, smallpox, syphilis 
and tuberculosis, as well as various other pyogenic and non-
pyogenic infections (Nauts 1980). # e Remission Project of the 
Institute of Noetic Sciences surveyed the literature and found the 
common factor in all the infections associated with spontaneous 
regression was high fever, usually 40ºC for 3–5 days (O’Regan and 
Hirschberg 1993). It should be noted that these infections do not 
always produce fevers that high or for that long. Less common 
global perturbations associated with spontaneous remission are 
pregnancy, severe dietary changes, and operative trauma with 
subsequent infection (Challis and Stam 1990, Hoption Cann et al. 
2003). # ere are also the cases of spontaneous remission that seem 
to happen for no apparent reason (Kappauf et al. 1997), perhaps 
because as Rous and Kidd have observed, many neoplasms 
“require continual aid for their survival” (Rous and Kidd 1941) 
and without it they perish.

It is generally accepted that spontaneous remission is a natural 
phenomenon whose causes remain unknown at the present. Only 
when we begin to address the most basic questions can we start to 
determine the epidemiology of remission. # e Medline database 
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shows between 1966–1992, the terms “spontaneous remission” or 
“spontaneous regression” appeared 10,603 times as a descriptor 
and 718 times in titles (O’Regan and Hirschberg 1993). Of these 
718 papers, more than 80% of them have appeared in the period 
1975–1992 and over 40% appeared during 1985–1992. # ere have 
been literally no comprehensive reviews of spontaneous remission 
of diseases other than cancer (O’Regan and Hirschberg 1993).

One way to determine an overall epidemiology of remission 
would be to establish a National Remission Registry modeled 
after the National Tumor Registry. In that way, information 
on spontaneous remission could be collected and cases of 
remission tracked in a systematic manner. # e building of such 
an epidemiology could lead to increased understanding of cancer 
and treatment and the ability to advise patients more precisely 
regarding prevention and outcome.

Spontaneous remission probably has more to do with changes 
in the person than changes in the tumor. # e former emphasis 
on controlling and preventing cancer through diet, exercise, 
avoidance of carcinogens and similar nontoxic strategies needs 
to be revived and vigorously investigated. # e more remission is 
recognized as legitimate and the more it is understood, the more 
likely it is we can understand how to stimulate the natural self-
repair capacities that exist in everyone to some degree.

7.3.2 Induction of fever as cancer treatment
Spontaneous tumour regression has followed bacterial, fungal, viral, 
and protozoal infections. " is phenomenon inspired the development of 
numerous rudimentary cancer immunotherapies, with a history spanning 
thousands of years. Coley took advantage of this natural phenomenon, 
developing a killed bacterial vaccine for cancer in the late 1800s. He observed 
that inducing a fever was crucial for tumour regression. Unfortunately, at 
the present time little credence is given to the febrile response in ! ghting 
infections—no less cancer.

(Hoption Cann et al. 2003)

The treatment of cancer by injection of bacterial products is 
based on the fact that for over two hundred years neoplasms have 
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been observed to regress following acute infections, principally 
streptococcal (Nauts et al. 1953) (Section 7.3.1). If these cases 
were not too far-advanced and the infections were of su&  cient 
severity or duration, the tumors completely disappeared and the 
patients remained free from recurrence. If the infections were 
mild, or of brief duration, and the neoplasms were extensive or of 
histological types which were less sensitive to infections or their 
toxins, only partial or temporary regressions occurred. # e $ rst 
known observation of this phenomenon was published in 1866 
by Wilhelm Busch (Busch 1866). But it was William Coley, Chief 
of the Bone Service at Memorial Hospital in New York, who is best 
remembered for devoting a lifetime to the subject. He had an 
international reputation and was an honorary fellow of the Royal 
College of Surgeons in London.

Prompted in 1891 by the loss of one of his $ rst patients to a 
sarcoma on her arm, Coley searched for information that might 
help him treat other patients with similar conditions. # is led 
him to study all cases of sarcoma treated in a New York Hospital 
during the preceding 15 years (Hoption Cann et al. 2002). His 
interest in the possible therapeutic value of infections or their 
toxins was aroused by the strange case of Fred K. Stein. Five 
operations on Stein’s sarcoma of the cheek had failed to control 
the disease. However, according to hospital records, he recovered 
completely a" er two attacks of erysipelas (an acute, sometimes 
recurrent disease caused by a bacterial infection). Stein was 
released from the hospital in 1885. In 1892, a" er a long search, 
Coley $ nally located Stein who agreed to be examined and was 
found to be still free of cancer 7 years a" er leaving the hospital 
(Hall 1997).

Coley immediately attempted to produce erysipelas in a patient 
with twice-recurrent inoperable myxosarcoma of the tonsil and 
neck. A" er repeated trials, using four di! erent bacterial cultures, 
he succeeded. # e resulting severe erysipelas caused a spectacular 
regression of the tumors, leaving only the scar tissue from the 
former operations (Coley 1906). # is patient lived well for 8 more 
years, but eventually died from a local recurrence.
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A" er attempting to induce erysipelas in 12 other patients, Coley 
recognized the di&  culties—eight were successfully infected through 
live bacteria and developed a tumor response (two complete 
remissions), but two died of erysipelas—leading Coley to abandon 
the use of living cultures. Starting 1893, he settled on a mixture 
of two heat-killed bacteria, Streptococcus pyogenes and Serratia 
marcescens, that successfully induced remission in a number of 
cancer patients (Hobohm 2009). # is mixture became known as 
Coley’s toxins, or Mixed Bacterial Toxins as it is now called.

There were many strong supporters of Coley’s toxins, even 
among the highest levels of the medical establishment, including 
the Mayo brothers, Joseph Lister and Henri Matagne (Coley 
1936, Matagne 1953). But he also had notable opponents. One of 
the best known was James Ewing, chief pathologist at the New 
York Hospital where Coley worked. Ewing became famous for 
describing the sarcoma that would soon to be named a" er him 
(Ewing’s Sarcoma). # e fact that Coley claimed some of his best 
results in Ewing’s sarcoma may have so" ened Ewing’s opposition 
(Coley 1910), because he acknowledged in his internationally 
famous textbook Neoplastic Diseases that, “In some recoveries 
from endothelioma of the bone, there is substantial evidence that 
[Coley] toxins played an essential part” (Ewing 1941).

William Coley’s daughter, Helen Coley Nauts, organized and 
published all of her father’s collected papers. In 1997, she won the 
National Institute of Social Sciences’ Gold Medal for Distinguished 
Service to Humanity. In collaboration with George Fowler and 
Louis Pelner, she wrote 18 monographs on different cancers 
treated with Coley Toxins by her father and his contemporaries, 
including Sarcoma (Nauts 1969), Colorectal Cancer (Fowler 
1969b), Melanoma (Fowler 1969a), and Neuroblastoma (Fowler 
and Nauts 1969). In all, they reported around 2000 cases, of 
these, 896 were microscopically confirmed. The overall 5-year 
survival was 51% in operable cases and 46% in inoperable ones 
(Nauts 1982). For example, in 104 cases of so"  tissue sarcomas, 
50% of those injected with the toxins lived 5–20 years (O’Regan 
and Hirschberg 1993).
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While tumor regression was often noted within hours of 
injection with Coley’s toxins (Nauts et al. 1953), primary adaptive 
immune responses were o" en delayed by several days to a week 
(Medzhitov 2001). In fact, Coley’s experience (Nauts et al. 1953) 
and an exploratory evaluation of case reports of spontaneous 
regression (Hoption Cann et al. 2002, Nauts 1980), support the 
concept that infection-stimulated tumor regression generally 
results from a ‘‘non-speci$ c’’ innate immune response (Hoption 
Cann et al. 2003).

In cases where the regression was partial and the acute or 
febrile phase of the infection subsided, residual tumor generally 
re-grew (Nauts 1980). Similarly, if the infection recurred or 
was reintroduced, tumor regression proceeded as before (Nauts 
1980). Coley stated that daily injections should be given, if the 
patient could bear it, as discontinuing the vaccine even for a few 
days would often lead to re-growth of residual tumor (Coley 
1906)—again suggesting that speci$ c anti-tumor immunity was 
not a primary mechanism of this vaccine. # e broad diversity of 
organisms capable of eliciting spontaneous regression coupled with 
its speed are consistent with the observed general, non-speci$ c 
disruption of the chromosomally unbalanced and metabolically 
damaged cancer cells.

One unexpected observation by Coley of no small importance 
was the salutary e! ect of fever on cancer pain (Nauts et al. 1953). 
# is bene$ cial property had been observed by others in association 
with infection-induced tumor regression (Hoption Cann et al. 
2003). In fact, patients would o" en reduce or discontinue their 
use of narcotic pain medications while receiving treatment. # is 
phenomenon appears to be independent of tumor regression, 
as it o" en occurred immediately a" er toxin injection, preceding 
such regressions. Lagueux, a" er many years of experience using 
Coley’s toxins, commented that, ‘‘pain always disappeared a" er 
the $ rst injections’’ (Nauts et al. 1953). Actually, this remarkable 
analgesic e! ect had long been noted. # e well known description 
of in% ammation by Celsus is followed by a largely unappreciated 
observation on the benefits of fever: ‘‘Now the signs of an 
in% ammation are four: redness and swelling with heat and pain 
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… if there is pain without in% ammation, nothing is to be put on: 
for the actual fever at once will dissolve the pain’’ (Hoption Cann 
et al. 2003).

Researchers in the 1960s and 1970s saw things differently. 
# ey believed Coley’s toxin worked by stimulating the patient’s 
immune system to defeat cancer. It was proposed that speci$ c 
cell mediated (type 1) or humoral (type 2) immune responses 
were the key mediators of cancer regression. # is led eventually 
to the discovery of small cell-signaling proteins called cytokines 
as the cancer-$ ghting agents of the immune system. However, 
the cytokines did not turn out to be very e! ective against cancer 
in spite of considerable e! orts to commercialize them for that 
purpose (Hoption Cann et al. 2003).

Apparently, the simple fact of elevating temperature was not 
seriously considered for its anti-cancer e! ects. # is is unfortunate 
since it is known that slightly elevated temperature causes general 
non-speci$ c disruption that is damaging to aneuploid cells (Torres 
et al. 2007). It is also known that high temperature (>39°C) kills 
cancer cells both in vivo and in vitro, in a temperature and time 
dependent manner (the higher the temperature and the longer the 
exposure, the higher the number of killed cells) (Keech and Wills 
1979, Mackey et al. 1992, Pettigrew et al. 1974). Indeed, Coley’s 
toxins produced violent febrile reactions, which he duly noted 
was the symptom most associated with tumor regression. The 
fevers he induced usually did not last more than 24 to 48 hours. 
However, it would seem from subsequent data that a temperature 
of at least 40ºC maintained for 48 to 96 hours is more likely to 
produce remission than lower temperatures for shorter duration. 
A retrospective study of patients with inoperable soft tissue 
sarcomas treated with Coley’s toxins found a superior 5-year 
survival in patients whose fevers averaged 38–40°C, compared 
with those having little or no fever (<38°C) during treatment 
(60% v 20%) (Hoption Cann et al. 2003).

Unfortunately, with the widespread use of antibiotics to treat 
infections and antipyretics to ‘‘manage’’ symptoms of an infection, 
the critical part played by fever is o" en overlooked. In hospital 
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settings, fever is frequently suppressed as a matter of routine 
(Edwards et al. 2001, Isaacs et al. 1990, # omas et al. 1994). Many 
modern immunology texts make little mention of fever, e.g., 
(Delves et al. 2006), and may disregard it as being ‘‘insigni$ cant’’ 
(Parslow et al. 2001) or refer to it as a ‘‘mystery’’ (Rosenberg and 
Gallin 1999).

As Hoption Cann said, “Nature exists in a delicate balance, 
the immune system being no exception. Attempts to create an 
increasingly sterile environment may further reduce our innate 
cancer curing ability, until we may $ nally convince ourselves that 
it never existed at all” (Hoption Cann et al. 2003). Four medical 
advances have systemically eroded Coley’s fever-inducing therapy 
for cancer:

Cancer surgery, like any other operation, became a sterile 1. 
procedure a" er acceptance of Lister’s aseptic techniques in 
the late 1800s (Lister 1906). In fact, in a 1909 discussion 
paper on cancer treatment, one surgeon suggested that 
the postoperative infections that were common in the past 
improved survival and should be encouraged (# iery 1909). 
Yet in this new era, his suggestion was harshly criticized as 
‘‘a doctrine that would make surgery go backwards’’.
By the time of Coley’s death in 1936, radiotherapy had 2. 
become an established cancer treatment, and chemotherapy 
was rapidly gaining acceptance. These treatments could 
be more easily standardized than Coley’s approach and 
the hope that these therapies would eventually lead to a 
cure for cancer was high. Such therapies, however, ran 
counter to Coley’s “immunotherapy”, as they are highly 
immunosuppressive.
Following World War II, antibiotic use during and after 3. 
surgery became commonplace. # us, post-surgical infection 
rates were reduced even further, in addition to diminishing 
the severity and duration of those infections that did 
occur.
Once the immune system became ‘‘redundant’’ in $ ghting 4. 
infections, antipyretics came into routine use to eliminate 
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the discomforting symptoms of an immune response. 
Hence, reports of spontaneous regression have become less 
commonplace, although an association with acute infections 
is o" en noted when it occurs (Bowles and Perkins 1999, 
Delmer et al. 1994, Fassas et al. 1991, Frick and Frick 
1993, Garcia-Rayo et al. 1996, Ifrah et al. 1985, Maekawa 
et al. 1989, Marcos Sanchez et al. 1991, Mitterbauer et al. 
1996, Rebollo et al. 1990, Ruckdeschel et al. 1972, Sureda 
et al. 1990, Tzankov et al. 2001) (Section 7.3.1). Table 7.3 
summarizes the literature on spontaneous remission of 
neoplastic diseases associated with infection and/or fever.

Table 7.3 Selected references supporting infection and/or fever in 
association with spontaneous remission of neoplastic diseases.*
Cancer Source
Bone (Callan et al. 1975, Cole and Ferguson 1959, 

Copeland et al. 1985, Eisenbud et al. 1987, 
Levin 1957)

Brain (Kapp 1983, Margolis and West 1967)
Breast (Larsen and Rose 1999)
BurkiĴ ’s lymphoma (Bluming and Ziegler 1971, Ziegler 1976)
Colorectal (Fucini et al. 1985, Nowacki and Szymendera 

1983)
Gastric (Rebollo et al. 1990, Zambrana Garcia et al. 

1996)
Gynecological (Friedrich 1972)
Head and neck (Temesrekasi 1969, Woods 1975)
Leukemia
(AML, ALL, CML, 
CLL)

(Barton and Conrad 1979, Bassen and Kohn 
1952, Burgess and de Gruchy 1969, Jono 
et al. 1994, Kizaki et al. 1988, Lefrere 
et al. 1994, Maekawa et al. 1989, Maĵ ker 
and Steinberg 1976, Treon and Broitman 
1992, Vladimirskaia 1962, Wiernik 1976, 
Wyszkowski et al. 1969, Zhu and Qian 1986)

Liver (Chien et al. 1992, Grossmann et al. 1995, 
Markovic et al. 1996, Tarazov 1996)

Lung (Greentree 1973, Marcos Sanchez et al. 1991, 
Menĵ er 1995, Ruckdeschel et al. 1972, Takita 
1970)

Table 7.3 Contd. ...
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Lymphoma & Non-
Hodgkin

(De Berker et al. 1996, Drobyski and Qazi 
1989, GaĴ iker et al. 1980, Grem et al. 1986, 
Rao et al. 1995, Sawada et al. 1994, Sureda 
et al. 1990, Wolf 1989, Zygiert 1971)

Melanoma (Cook 1992, Grafton 1994, Gunale and Tucker 
1975, Motofei 1996, Wagner and Nathanson 
1986, Wormald and Harper 1983)

Multiple myeloma (London 1955)
Prostate (Kaĵ  and Schapira 1982, Schurmans et al. 

1996)
Kidney (Edwards et al. 1996, Mangiapan et al. 1994)
Retinoblastoma (Hunter 1968, Jain and Singh 1968, Verhoeě  

1966)
Sarcoma (Berner and Laub 1965, Lei et al. 1997, Penner 

1953, Weintraub 1969)
*Adapted from Table 1 on page 58 of (Kleef et al. 2001). AML, Acute Myeloid Leukemia; 
ALL, Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia; CML, Chronic Myeloid Leukemia; CLL, Chronic 
Lymphoblastic Leukemia.

A small sign things may be changing is a 2011 report funded 
by the National Cancer Institute. Huang et al. published the $ rst 
study to examine the relationship between severity of menopausal 
symptoms and breast cancer risk among postmenopausal women 
(Huang et al. 2011). The authors observed that, “increasing 
intensity of hot % ushes was associated with progressively lower risks 
of all 3 histologic subtypes of breast cancer studied. In particular, 
women who experienced severe hot flushes with awakening 
had lower risks of breast cancer compared with women who 
experienced menopausal symptoms other than hot % ushes with 
awakening and also compared with women who had hot % ushes 
without perspiration.” Unfortunately, the authors considered hot 
% ashes as merely “a surrogate marker for hormonal changes that 
are relevant to the etiology of breast cancer.” Hopefully, follow-up 
studies will investigate the intrinsic importance of hot % ashes in 
warding o!  cancer.

Hyperthermia

A 2001 report sponsored by the O&  ce of Alternative Medicine 
at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda concluded 

Table 7.3 Contd. ...
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that, “Pyrogenic substances and the recent use of whole-body 
hyperthermia to mimic the physiologic response to fever have 
been successfully administered in palliative and curative treatment 
protocols for metastatic cancer. Further research in this area is 
warranted” (Kleef et al. 2001).

# e National Cancer Institute’s website says: “Hyperthermia 
(also called thermal therapy or thermotherapy) is a type of cancer 
treatment in which body tissue is exposed to high temperatures 
(up to 45°C). Research has shown that high temperatures can 
damage and kill cancer cells, usually with minimal injury to 
normal tissues (van der Zee 2002). By killing cancer cells and 
damaging proteins and structures within cells (Hildebrandt et al. 
2002), hyperthermia may shrink tumors. Hyperthermia is under 
study in clinical trials (research studies with people) and is not 
widely available.” (http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/
# erapy/hyperthermia)

There are several kinds of hyperthermia treatments: local, 
regional and whole body. Whole body hyperthermia is being 
used to treat cancer but unfortunately only in combination with 
radiation and chemotherapy (van der Zee 2002, Wust et al. 2002). 
Nevertheless, hyperthermia treatments are becoming more and 
more common and available in the US, while Germany is leading 
the use of this promising therapy.

The therapeutic benefit due to elevated temperature is 
understandable in light of the theory of chromosomal imbalance. 
As we have seen, aneuploid cells are particularly temperature 
sensitive to elevated temperatures that are harmless to normal 
human cells (Keech and Wills 1979, Mackey et al. 1992, Torres 
et al. 2007). This can be explained (at least in part) by the 
abnormal metabolism of cancer cells (e.g. the Warburg effect, 
Section 6.3) caused by aneuploidy. When the temperature raises, 
there is an increase in the entropy of the cancer cells, which 
were already at the maximum level of disorganization consistent 
with viability (Section 6.2.3), leading to rapid and substantial 
tumor regression.
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Conclusion

[A] reductionistic approach to organization in general, and to life in 
particular, [is] as follows: throw away the organization and keep the 
underlying matter. The relational alternative…says the exact opposite, 
namely: when studying an organized material system, throw away the 
matter and keep the underlying organization.

(Rosen 1991)

Commenting on the clinical implications of basic research, Lupski 
said, “the molecular medicine model that is promulgated in 
every medical school is based on sickle cell disease, in which the 
predominant type of mutation is a base-pair change, which alters 
the coding sequence and results in the synthesis of a mutant protein” 
(Lupski 2007). Virtually all the resources continue to be committed 
to this model of finding the focal lesions (mutations) in DNA 
that cause cancer. While that colossal e! ort has consumed many 
billions of dollars it has failed to " nd one or even a combination of 
mutations that have been demonstrated to cause cancer.

Richard Strohman was an outspoken critic and one of the most 
insightful commentators on the signi" cance and shortcomings 
of the molecular medicine model. “The revolution that came 
with the DNA double helix,” Strohman said, “has largely been a 
technological one in which a huge research e! ort has developed 
to further our understanding of ‘the nature of the genetic code, 
the mechanism of protein synthesis, and the manner of gene 
replication’ ” (Wilkins 1996). While this is a correct statement of 
what Watson and Crick were a# er, he said, “it is also an exceedingly 

8
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narrow view of what was later adopted as a paradigm by those 
biologists who were so quickly recruited to the molecular cause. 
And it is certainly a narrow and distorted view of what actually 
happened… . It has been made to appear that a theory that works 
so well for an understanding of how genes code for proteins also 
works just as well, and as simply, in explaining how genes cause 
common cancer or excessive TV viewing…; we are mixing our 
levels in biology and it doesn’t work” (Strohman 1997).

The attraction of the gene mutation theory was its promise 
of simplicity; that cancer resulted from a manageable number 
of speci" c mutations. A manageable number was the hoped-for 
key to unlocking the mysteries of cancer that should lead to the 
taming of the ever growing modern scourge. Instead, we find 
every cancer cell has a unique karyotype that changes with each 
division. Far from providing insights into the nature of cancer, and 
hence insights into prevention and more e! ective treatments, the 
gene mutation theory is now so burdened with the complexity of 
its details—driver mutation, passenger mutation, gain-of-function 
mutation, loss-of-function mutation, haploinsu$  ciency, caretaker-
gatekeeper-landscaper genes, gradualism, chromothripsis, 
synthetic lethality, synthetic sickness, synthetic viability, hard and 
so#  synthetic lethalities, non-cell-autonomous synthetic lethality, 
functional buffering, gene addiction, functional redundancy, 
induced essentiality, genetic capacitor, network compatibility 
(Ashworth et al. 2011)—that it has become an empirical exercise 
devoid of theoretical and explanatory power.

A 1997 study provides a typical example. Comparing the 
genomes of normal and cancer cells (colon and pancreas), Zhang 
et al. acknowledged that, “most of the transcripts could not have 
been predicated to be di! erentially expressed in cancers” (Zhang 
et al. 1997). % e authors were also surprised to discover that, “two 
widely studied oncogenes, c-fos and c-erbb3, were expressed at 
much higher levels in normal colon epithelium than in [colorectal] 
cancers, in contrast to their up-regulation in transformed cells 
[in culture].” The expression levels of mutated K-ras, which 
was said to be a “dominant” oncogene of colon cancer in 1987 
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(Bos et al. 1987), was not even listed. According to a personal 
communication from the authors, K-ras was not included in the 
analysis because it contributed fewer than five copies per cell 
(Personal communication, Lin Zhang, 1997).

% e simple fact that chromosomal imbalance theory answers 
fundamental questions inexplicable in terms of the gene mutation 
theory of cancer (Table 8.1) accounts for its growing popularity 
among researchers around the world: First & Second International 
Conferences on Aneuploidy and Cancer: Clinical & Experimental 
Aspects, Oakland, CA, 23-26 January 2004; 31 January–3 February 
2008 (Reith A. Special Issue Editor 2004).

Table 8.1 Questions unanswered by the gene mutation theory of 
cancer, yet resolved by the theory of chromosomal imbalance.

How would non-mutagenic carcinogens cause cancer?• 

  As Boveri said, anything that causes aneuploidy can cause 

cancer.

What kind of mutation would cause cancer only after delays of • 

several decades and many cell generations?

  Point mutations cannot. Autocatalyzed progression of 

aneuploidy does.

What kind of mutation would continually alter the phenotype • 

of mutant cells, despite the absence of further mutagens?

  Point mutations cannot. Autocatalyzed progression of 

aneuploidy does.

What kind of mutation would be able to alter phenotypes at • 

rates that exceed conventional gene mutations by 4–11 orders of 

magnitude?

  Point mutations cannot. Autocatalyzed progression of 

aneuploidy does.

What kind of mutation would generate resistance against many • 

more drugs than the one used to select it?

  Point mutations cannot. Autocatalyzed progression of 

aneuploidy does.

Table 8.1 Contd. ...
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What kind of mutations would continually change the cellular • 

and nuclear morphologies within the same “clonal” cancer?

  Point mutations cannot. Autocatalyzed progression of 

aneuploidy does.

What kind of mutation would alter the expressions and metabolic • 

activities of thousands of genes, which is the hallmark of cancer 

cells?

 Point mutations cannot. Aneuploidy does.

What kind of mutation would consistently coincide with • 

aneuploidy, although conventional gene mutations do not alter 

the karyotype?

  Point mutations do not. Aneuploidy makes cancer a species 

of its own.

Why would cancer not be heritable via conventional mutations • 

by conventional Mendelian genetics?

 Aneuploidy is not heritable.

We have before us the facts to explain the entire multi-step 
sequence of carcinogenesis. % is sequence begins with a random 
aneuploidy, which is caused either by a carcinogen or arises 
spontaneously. Since aneuploidy unbalances conserved teams 
of proteins that segregate, synthesize and repair chromosomes, 
the karyotypes of aneuploid cells are perpetually at risk of 
autocatalytic variations. % e risk and rates of karyotype variation 
were found to be proportional to the degree of aneuploidy. % e 
basis for the somatic evolution of cancer cells from randomly 
aneuploid precursor cells is selection for advantages in growth. 
% us aneuploidy is necessary and—if progresses—su$  cient for 
carcinogenesis.

Since cancer cells are generated from precursor cells by 
rearranging old genes into new sets of chromosomes—just like 
new species are generated in phylogenesis (O’Brien et al. 1999)—
cancer cells are new species of their own, rather than mutants 

Table 8.1 Contd. ...
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of any precursor cells. However, due to the inherent instability 
of aneuploidy, aneuploid cell species are unable to achieve 
phylogenetic autonomy because they are too unstable to maintain 
the many genetic investments that are necessary for autonomy. 
But as parasites, aneuploid cells are able to progress from bad to 
worse autocatalytically, from preneoplastic phenotypes to highly 
malignant cancer cells.

The many idiosyncratic phenotypes of cancer cells, such as 
immortality, invasiveness, drug-resistance, metastasis, abnormal 
gene expression, etc., represent distinct subspecies from within 
the inherent ‘polyphyletic’ diversity (Hauschka and Levan 1958) 
of individual cancers. Since aneuploidy and genomic diversity are 
incompatible with the identity and survival of an autonomous, 
diploid species (Hassold 1986, Hernandez and Fisher 1999), 
the idiosyncratic phenotypes of cancer cells are never observed 
in diploid biology. As chromosomal imbalance theory becomes 
widely understood and accepted, it will alter the course of cancer 
research, prevention, diagnosis and treatment, with profound 
consequences for how governments, departments of health, 
clinicians and patients think about and deal with cancer.
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Fig. 4.1 Karyotypes of a normal and a highly aneuploid human cells.
Comparison of the two karyotypes shows that the normal cell (A) diě ers from the aneuploid cancer cell with numerous 
numerical and structural chromosomal alterations or aneusomies (B) (Duesberg et al. 2005, Rasnick 2002). Marker 
chromosomes (B) are structurally abnormal chromosomes, which are either rearranged intra-chromosomally or inter-
chromosomally to form various hybrid chromosomes. Owing to their unique structure, marker chromosomes can serve 
as tracers for the origin of possibly metastatic cancer cells from primary cancers and for the origin of primary cancer cells 
from possibly aneuploid preneoplastic precursors (Koller 1972, Sandberg 1990). 
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Fig. 5.1 Quasi-stable cancer and precancer karyotypes.
Cancers are initiated and maintained by individual cells with aneuploid karyotypes, much like new species. The tip at the left of the red 
zone signals the origin of the cancer-causing karyotype from an initiation pool of cells consisting of random aneuploid non-neoplastic 
karyotypes (yellow). The cancer-causing karyotypes are in fl exible or dynamic equilibrium—destabilized by random aneuploidy and 
stabilized (within narrow limits of variation) by selection for viability and oncogenic function. Together, the two competing forces form 
quasi-stable average cancer-causing karyotypes (red zones) as the populations proliferate. The range of variability of the cancer-causing 
karyotypes is always accompanied by a range of non-neoplastic aneuploid variants (yellow zones). Occasionally, stochastic karyotypic 
evolutions generate new cancer-specifi c phenotypes, such as drug resistance and metastasis in a process termed tumor progression.
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Fig. 5.2 Clonal aneuploid karyotypes indicate stability within instability.
Twenty cells from a primary bladder cancer had unique karyotypes. Nevertheless, the karyograph reveals regions of similarity. The 
abscissa is the full-length chromosome number (blue region) and the marker chromosome designation (red region). The ordinate 
is the number of copies of each chromosome. The z axis represents the metaphases of 20 diě erent cells. The most notable feature 
shared by every cell was the complete absence of intact chromosomes 1 and 13. The insert shows the karyotype of one of the cancer 
cells lacking chromosomes 1 and 13 (blue region). Cells cannot live without at least one copy of each chromosome. Therefore, the 
missing chromosomes 1 and 13 appear as part of several marker chromosomes (red region).
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Fig. 5.3 A graphical representation of Equation 5.7 showing how aneuploidy 
changes phenotypes.
The normal diploid metabolic phenotype F

d
 is perturbed by varying the ploidy 

factor Δ and the aneuploid fraction ϕ to produce an ensemble of aneuploid 
metabolic phenotypes F

a
. The phenotypes (F) of polyploid cells with balanced 

karyotypes fall on a straight line (ϕ=1, broken green line), with haploids at Δ=0.5, 
diploids at Δ=1, triploids at Δ=1.5 and tetraploids with Δ=2, diě ering by equal 
increments of 0.5 F units. An ensemble of aneuploid metabolic phenotypes, F

a
, 

was produced by varying the ploidy factor, Δ, and the fraction of the normal 
chromosome set (0<ϕ<1, black and blue lines) according to Equation 5.7. F

a
>1 

represents positive aneuploidy, corresponding to gain-of-flux relative to the 
diploid cell, and F

a
<1 represents negative aneuploidy, corresponding to loss of 

biochemical fl ux. Specifi c examples of aneuploid phenotypes are Down syndrome 
(ϕ=0.01, blue line) with trisomy (Δ=1.5) of chromosome 21, F

a
=1.006 (DS1), 
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and monosomy (Δ=0.5) of chromosome 21, Fa=0.98 (DS2). DS2 is more severe 
than DS1, consistent with the general principle that a lost of gene dose is more 
deleterious than a gain. Another example is a typical, near triploid colon cancer 
(CA, red dot) with an average of 69 chromosomes, corresponding to ϕ=0.5, Δ=1.5, 
and Fa=1.2. The eě ect on the phenotype of increasing or decreasing the functional 
dosage from Δ=0 to 3 of the seven genes (ϕ=0.0003) thought to cause colon cancer 
is indicated by the doĴ ed red line. For Δ>0.05, the metabolic phenotype described 
by the doĴ ed red line nearly coincides with that of the normal diploid cell, which 
is far from suĜ  cient to generate cancer. The shaded area represents the cancer 
phenotypes.
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Fig. 6.1 Three steps in the evolution to invasive cancer.
1) Initiation: A carcinogen or a spontaneous accident induces random aneuploidy 
by various mechanisms, e.g. nondisjunction, breaking and rearranging 
chromosomes, etc. 2) Slow pre-neoplastic chromosomal evolutions: By unbalancing 
thousands of genes, aneuploidy corrupts teams of proteins that segregate, 
synthesize and repair chromosomes. Aneuploidy is therefore a steady source of 
chromosomal variations, from which, in classical Darwinian terms, neoplastic 
karyotypes eventually evolve. The initial low level of aneuploidy catalyzes a 
slow progression of pre-neoplastic chromosomal evolutions. While chromosomal 
imbalance is necessary for progression it also retards it because many aneuploid 
cells die from loss of both copies of a chromosome and non-viable chromosome 
combinations. 3) Fast neoplastic evolutions: Once a neoplastic chromosome
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combination evolves, subsequent karyotypic variations are accelerated, because 
neoplastic cells are generally more aneuploid and thus more adaptable than pre-
neoplastic cells and can form locally large pools by outgrowing normal cells. 
Thus, neoplastic cells evolve independently within tumors forming ever-more 
heterogeneous and malignant phenotypes such as invasiveness, metastasis and 
drug-resistance at high rates. In sum: Malignancy can be seen as a consequence 
of autonomous chromosomal evolutions that increase karyotypic entropy to its 
biological limits, at or near a DNA index of 1.7 (Section 6.2.3).

Fig. 6.1 Contd. ...

Fig. 6.3 Hayfl ick limit for the human cell.
The blue solid line is the best-fi t curve of Equation 6.4 to the serial passaging data 
from Figure 3 of Hayfl ick for an embryonic human cell strain (Hayfl ick 1965). The 
broken red line represents the autocatalyzed progression of the aneuploid fraction 
ϕ for the same data using Equation 6.3. The parameters from the best fi t were 
k= 0.15 cell-cycle–1, ϕ0= 3.6×10–4.
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Fig. 6.4 Chaotic growth of aneuploidy drives transformation.
Equation 6.5 was used to model the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy for 
primary human (A) and mouse (B) fetal cells in culture. The control parameter 
r=1.35 and the initial average aneuploid fraction ϕ0= 10ƺ6 modeled the 50 cell cycle 
Hayfl ick limit for primary human fetal cells (A). The data points represent the 
average aneuploid fraction ϕ for the population of cells at each cell cycle. In panel 
B the same ϕ0 was used for the mouse fetal cells. Although values of r>1.5 were 
completely unrealistic for modeling the Hayfl ick limit of human cells, values of the 
control parameter greater than 3.57 could be used to model mouse cells. A control 
parameter greater than 3.57 for the logistic equation (Equation 6.5) produces 
chaotic growth paĴ erns (Williams 1997). Therefore, the value r=3.7 produced a 
chaotic progression of the aneuploid fraction ϕ for all cell divisions beyond around 
12 cycles (B). While the aneuploid human cells would probably die out before 
being transformed into an immortal cell line (because so liĴ le genome space is 
being explored) the chaotic redistribution of the mouse genome provides a 
greater opportunity for the cells to hit upon a genetic combination that leads to 
transformation and immortalization. Panel C shows that when the transforming 
genome in panel B (red arrow) is cloned, its intrinsic karyotypic instability 
immediately leads to a heterogeneous population of heteroploid oě spring. 
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Fig. 6.5 Autocatalyzed growth of aneuploidy explains age distribution of human cancers.
The superiority of the sigmoidal curve of Equation 6.7 for the autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy was best demonstrated by 
comparing it with Equation 6.6 for the multi-hit version of the gene mutation theory of human carcinogenesis. Equation 6.7 gives a 
good fi t (solid black lines) to the number of deaths per million people for six typical cancers as a function of age (Armitage and Doll 
1954). The broken red lines show the best-fi t curves to the same data for the 7-successive mutation model (Equation 6.6). The only 
good fi t for Equation 6.6 was with colon cancer deaths in men. 
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Fig. 6.6 The autocatalyzed progression of aneuploidy leads to cancer DNA 
indices near 1.7.
After a large number of cell divisions, DNA index = 1+ϕ (Rasnick and Duesberg 
1999, Rasnick 2000). Equation 6.9 was iterated to generate a map of the probability 
that after numerous divisions cells will have particular values of the aneuploid 
fraction ϕ for various values of the growth control parameter r (Rasnick 2002). 
At relatively low values of r, the aneuploid states bifurcate until r reaches the 
critical value of 3.57 (red tick mark on abscissa), beyond which the progression of 
aneuploidy becomes chaotic. The denser regions of the probability map represent 
the more likely values of ϕ. Aneuploid cells evolve towards the aĴ ractor readily 
visible at r=3.68 (broken red line) and ϕ= 0.72 (DNA index = 1.7) (red tick mark 
on the ordinate). At values of r greater than 3.68, the aneuploid cells become less 
coherent as their genomes become too disorganized and chaotic to sustain viability. 
That is why mature cancers tend to have DNA indices near 1.7 and its overtone 
multiples—the point of maximum disorder of the genome that still sustains life.
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Fig. 6.7 Aneuploidy causes the Warburg eě ect by increasing ATP demand.
The energy requirements needed to produce the signifi cantly increased protein 
levels of cancer cells necessarily places extra demands on ATP production. The 
production of ATP is distributed among three fundamental pathways: 1) glycolysis 
via pyruvate through mitochondria (fM, red arrow), 2) aerobic cytoplasmic glycolysis 
with production of lactic acid (fL, blue arrow), and 3) faĴ y acid oxidation through the 
mitochondria (fFA, gold arrow). The normal distribution of metabolic fl ux along these 
three pathways changes dramatically as a consequence of the unavoidable physical
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constraints imposed by the chromosomal imbalance of cancer cells (see Section 
6.3). ATP is produced entirely by the mitochondrial aerobic pathway during 
the low ATP demand of the normal cell (fM, red arrow and fFA, gold arrow). The 
production of ATP increases with demand until the mitochondrial capacity is 
saturated. Beyond this limiting value, the excessive ATP demand of aneuploid 
cancer cells leads to the abrupt turning on of the cytosolic glycolytic pathway for 
additional ATP production with increasing secretion of lactate (fL, blue arrow).
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Fig. 7.2 Chromosomes are equally eĜ  cient at detecting neoplasia.
Measuring the level of aneusomy of any single chromosome (or combination 
of chromosomes for beĴ er statistics and reliability) could provide an objective 
means of determining the presence or absence of neoplasia at all the grade 
levels pathologists use. (A) This has been tested experimentally for similar levels 
of aneusomy of chromosomes 7 and 17 present in the same cervical samples 
(author’s unpublished results). (B) Equivalent fractions of cells with aneusomy 
for chromosomes 1 (red) and 17 (black) in the same grades of cervical neoplasia 
(Hariu and Matsuta 1996).
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Fig. 7.4 Contd. ...

Fig. 7.4 Thirty-six invasive ductal carcinomas of the breast correlated with 
two measures of chromosomal instability.
The solid squares represent a patient’s tumor that had been graded 1, 2, or 3, for 
increasing severity. It is generally accepted that the most malignant cancers are the 
most genetically unstable. Both D and · are measures of the genomic instability 
of cancer cells (See reference (Rasnick 2009) for detailed descriptions of D (the 
distribution entropy of histogram data) and ·). A) Patients along the horizontal 
axis were sorted by increasing D (broken blue line). B) Patients were sorted by 
increasing · (broken red line). Grade 3 tumors were concentrated at high values 
of D and · (indicating high levels of chromosome instability). The few examples 
of Grade 1 favored low values of D and ·. The Grade 1 tumor circled at the lower 
right of both graphs was likely misclassifi ed and probably highly malignant. Grade 
2 tumors were disperse but tended to the left side of the graphs, with low and 
intermediate values of D and ·. It is likely intermediate Grade 2 is so uninformative 
as to be of liĴ le value. This was recognized some years ago for cervical cancer when 
the intermediate category CIN-2 was eliminated (Bollmann et al. 2001, National 
Cancer Institute 1989). Now there are only low and high grade cervical lesions. This 
simplifi ed classifi cation scheme has also been recommended for neoplastic lesions 
of esophagus, stomach, colon and rectum (Schlemper et al. 2000).
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